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Chapter 1 

lntroduction 

When constructing a computer program, an important question bas to be considered: 

how can it be guaranteed that the program does indeed perform the required task? 

Even for sequential programs this can be a very difficult problem, and many tools 

have been developed to ga.in confidence in the reasoning a.bout the correctness of a 

program. To express the required task, a large number of specification languages have 

been designed. Furthermore, many proof methods have been formula.ted to verify tha.t 

a. program sa.tisfies a specification. But guaranteeing the correctness of a program 

becomes even more complica.ted when we consider programs consisting of severa.l con

currently executing, distributed, processes. In general, by a.dding parallel components 

the number of possible executions increa.ses exponentially and, for instance, exha.ustive 

testing hecomes impossible. Therefore, a large numher of formal verification methods 

ha.verbeen devised for concurrent programming languages. To reduce the complexity 

of the verification prohlem, almost all methods abstract from the timing of actions, 

and hence they are not suitable to verify the real-time behaviour of programs. 

This timed hehaviour, however, is important for the program correctness in typ

ical real-time applications such as industrial process control, life support systems in 

hospita.Is, telecóm:inunication, and avionics systems. This leads to the general a.im of 

this thesis: the specification and verifica.tion of real-time properties of programs. In 

the rema.inder of this introduction, we discuss the three ma.in points concerning this 

a.im: the programming language, the specifications, and the verification method. 

1.1 Programming Language 

We consider a. rea.1-time progra.mming language akin to OccAM [Occ88b) with concur

rent processes and communica.tion via message passing along unidirectional channels, 

each connecting two processes. Communica.tion is synchronous, i.e., both the sender 

and the receiver have to wait until a communication partner is ava.ilahle. Real-time 

is incorporated by delay-statements which suspend the execution for a certa.in period 

of time. Such a delay-statement is also allowed in the guard of a guarded command 
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(simila.r toa. dela.y-sta.tement in the select-construct of Ada (Ada.83]). This ena.bles us 

to program a time-out, tha.t is, to restrict the wa.iting period for a communication a.nd 

to execute a.n a.lterna.tive statement if no communication is possible within a certa.in 

number of time units. 

The precise meaning of this progra.mming la.nguage is defined by a denotational 

sema.ntics which describes the rea.l-time behaviour of programs induding, for insta.nee, 

the timing of communications a.nd the termination time. Such a real-time semantica 

requires information a.bout implementation details from which one usually abstracts in 

non-real-time models, such as the execution time of assignments a.nd the time required 

to evalua.te boolea.n tests. An important assumption concerns the execution of parallel 

processes. 

As a starting point for the formal description of distributed real-time systems, 

several papers have used the maximal parallelism model where it is assumed that each 

concurrent process has its own processor. This assumption is used in [KSR+ss] where 

a denotationa.l sema.ntics for a real-time version of CSP is given based on the linear 

history semantics of [FLP84]. A fully abstract version of this sema.ntics has appeared 

in [HGR87]. Reed and Roscoe [RR87] give a hiera.rchy of timed models, based on 

a complete metric space structure. A fully abstract timed failure sema.ntics for an 

extended CSP language has been developed in [GB87]. 

In practice, however, many applications deal with uniprocessor implementations 

where several processes share a single processor and actions are scheduled according 

to ~me scheduling policy. As a first study to investigate the precise timing behaviour 

of such implementations, we extend our programming language with a. construct to 

express that (part of) a. program, possibly containing parallel processes, is executed 

on a single processor. By mea.ns of this construct we can distinguish between parallel 

processes executing on a single processor and concurrent processes each executing on 

their own processor. Parallelism on one processor is in principle modelled by an arbi

trary interleaving of atomie actions. This interleaving can be restricted by assigning 

priorities to statements. 

In this thesis we first consider, in Chapter 2, the semantica, specification and veri

fication of a simple non-rea.l-time version of the progra.mming language. In Chapter 3 

we add delay-statements and describe the real-time behaviour of these programs. To 

empha.size the basic real-time framework, we do not consider program varia.bles in 

Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 we extend this fra.mework with program variables. The 

adapta.tion of the formalism to shared processors, also called multiprogramming, is 

described in Chapter 5. 
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1.2 Specifications 

To specify real-time systems, an assertion la.nguage must be ava.ilable to express (real

time) properties. The relation between programs and assertions written in this la.n

guage is specified by a so-called correctness fonnula. In such a specification it should 

be possible to express the functional behaviour of a program, that is, the relation be

tween the values of the program varia.bles at the sta.rt of the execution and the values of 

these variables at tetmination. Since we consider communicating processes, the com

munication behaviour must be expressible, i.e., which communications are performed, 

in which order, and which values are transmitted. To specify real-time properties, also 

the timing of communications and the execution time should be expressible. Observe 

that these aspects of program behaviour are often strongly related. For insta.nee, exe

cution time and communication behaviour will in genera! depend on the initia! values 

of the program varia.bles. Hence we aim at a single formalism in which these different 

aspects can be specified and verified simultaneously. 

The class of properties that we would like to specify indudes safety properties, that 

is, properties that can be falsified in finite time. For insta.nee, "non-termination" is a 

safety property because it is falsifi.ed if the program terminates at a certain point of 

time. Simila.rly, "no communication along channel c" is a safety property. However, 

"termination" is not, since observing non-termination at a certa.in point does not falsify 

it. Such non-safety properties are often called liveness properties. Without real-time, 

safety properties express that "nothing bad will happen", whereas liveness properties 

specify that "eventually something good must happen" (see [Lam83b]). As already 

observed by Lamport, this characterization is not appropria.te for real-time properties: 

e.g., "termination within 10 time units" and "communication via channel c within 25 

time units" are safety properties (they can be falsified alter, resp., 10 and 25 time 

units), hut they express that something must happen. Hence, with the presence of 

time in our formalism, we should be able to specify this large class of safety proper

ties. Furthermore, we aim at a formalism in which, besides these (real-time) safety 

properties, liveness properties can also be expressed. We will, however, only specify 

properties that hold for all executions of a program, and we do not consider proba

bilities. In our framework we cannot specify properties such as "there exists at least 

one terminating execution", or "communication within 5 time units with probability 

0.95". 

To investigate which formalism is suitable for the specifica.tion and verification of 

real-time properties, we consider two approaches in this thesis. In the first formalism 

the assertion la.nguage is a real-time extension of temporal logic, called Metric Tempo

ra! Logic. A simple correctness formula expresses that a program satisfi.es a property 

expressed in this logic. The second formalism uses a more structured correctness fot

mula based on Hoare triples (precondition, program, postcondition) .. Assertions are 
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written in a first-order language that includes references to points of time. These two 

approaches are discussed in more detail in the next two sections. 

1.2.1 Metric Temporal Logic Approach 

Traditional linear time tempora! logic [Pnu77,MP82,0L82] has been shown to be valu

able in the specification and verification of the non-real-time behaviour of programs. It 

allows the expression of safety and liveness properties by means of a qualitative notion 

of time. For instance, for an assertion '{', this logic can express the safety property 

"henceforth 'P will hold" (0 'PJ and the liveness property "eventually '{) will hold"(<> 'P)· 
To specify real-time constraints a quantitative notion of time ha.s to be introduced. As 

already observed in [PH88,HLP90], there are two main approaches in defining real-time 

versions of tempora! logic. In the first approach this logic is extended with a special 

varia.bie which explicitly refers to the value of a global doek. Therefore we refer to this 

extension as Explicit Clock Tempora! Logic. This logic was .used in [Har88,0st89] to 

speeify and verify real-time properties. 

We follow the alternative approach and use an extension proposed in [KVR.83, 

KdR.85] in which the scope of tempora! operators is restricted by extending them with 

time bounds. Then we can express, for insta.nee, "during the next 7 time units '{) will 

hold" (D<r 'P) and "eventually within 5 time units 'P will hold" ( <> <5 'P ). This logic is 

called Metric Tempora! Logic (MTL ), since in genera! it extends tempora! logic by a 

metric point structure with a distance function to measure time. See [Koy89,Koy90] 

for a detailed discussion about MTL and several examples to illustrate its applica.tion 

to the specification of real-time systems. An early use of tempora! operators with time 

bounds can be found in [BH81] where a quantitative "leads to" operator was introduced 

to verify real-time a.pplications. In [KVR.83] a version of MTL bas been applied to 

the specifica.tion of real-time communication properties of a transmission medium. A 

temporal logic with statements about time intervals has been used in [SPE84] to prove 

the correctness of local area network protocols. 

To express that a program S satisfies an assertion 'P written in MTL, we use a 

simple correctness formula of the form S sat 'P· Then general safety properties can be 

specified (details about the assertion language will be given in subsequent chapters ), 

for insta.nee, 

• Program S does not terminate: S sat D -.done. 

• S does not perform any communication along channel c: S sat 0 -.comm(c). 

A·few examples of real-time safety properties: 

• If S starts its execution in a state where varia.bie x has the value 3 and if S 

termina.tes, then S terminates within 2 time units in a. state where x has the 

value 4: S sat (x = 3 /\ <>done)-+ (<><2 done /\ fin(x) = 4). 
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• S terminates in less than 12 time units, incrementing x by 5: 

S sat <><12done1\ fin(x) = x + 5. 

• S communica.tes along channel c within 25 time units: S sat <><2s comm(c). 

• If S communica.tes on c then S is waiting to receive or is receiving a messa.ge 

along channel d in less than 8 time units: 

S sat o (comm(c) - <><s (wait(d?) V comm(d))). 

Liveness properties can also be expressed: 

• S terminates: S sat <> done. 

• S communica.tes along channel c infinitely often: S sat D <> comm( c ). 

1.2.2 Hoare-style Formalism 

The second formalism is based on classical Hoare triples [Hoa69J, that is, formulae of 

the form {p} S {q} where Sis a program and pand q are assertions expressed in a 

first-order language. Consider, as a simple example, 

{3n: x = 2 x n} y := x + 1 {y = x + 11\ 3k: y = 2 x k + 1}. 

lnformally, a triple {p} S {q} has the following meaning: if Sis executed in a state 

sa.tisfying precondition pand if S terminates then the final state satisfies postcondition 

q. These correctness formulae have been used for the specification and verification of 

a. large range of non-real-time programming languages. A good survey is given by Apt 

in [Apt81,Apt84J. An extensive formal treatment of the formalism can be found in de 

Bakker's textbook [dB80]. Originally, in [Hoa69], Hoare used a formula. of the form 

p{S}q to express pa.rtial correctness, whereas we follow the nota.tion of, e.g" [dB80]. 

To specify real-time properties by mea.ns of Hoa.re triples, we extend the assertion 

langua.ge with references to points of time. For example, the formula 

{time= 2} S {17 <time< 23} 

expresses that if the execution of S is started at time 2 and if S terminates, then it 

termina.tes after time 17 and before time 23 (hence termina.ting executions of S have 

an execution time of more tha.n 15 and and less than 21 time units). 

With Hoa.re triples we can only express partial correctness of programs, i.e., prop

erties tha.t hold if the program terminates. This, however, is not a.ppropriate for 

real-time embedded programs which are usually non-terminating, having a.n intensive 

intera.ction with the environment. Therefore Hoare triples are extended with a. third 

assertion, called commitment, which should be satisfied by both terminating a.nd non

terminating computations. This leads to formulae of the form C : {p} S {q}, where 

commitment C expresses termination information and the real-time communica.tion 

interface of program S. Since in our programming langua.ge parallel processes commu

nica.te only by messa.ge passing (i.e., there are no shared va.ria.bles), this commitment 

should not conta.in program va.ria.bles. The special va.ria.bie time is allowed in C where, 
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as in the postcondition, it denotes the termination time of the program (if the program 

does not terminate a special value oo is used ). 

We show how the examples specified in the previous section ca.n be expressed by 

means of these extended Hoare triples. First a few genera! safety properties: 

• Program S does not termina.te. 

true : {true} S {false}. 

(S will a.lso sa.tisfy the formula time= oo : {true} S {false}.) 

• S does not perform a.ny communica.tion along channel c. 
(Vt;::: 0: -.comm via c àt t) : {time= O} S {true}. 

Next a. number of real-time safety properties: 

• If S starts its execution in a state where va.ria.bie x ha.s the value 3 and if S 

termina.tes, then S termina.tes within 2 time units in a. sta.te where x ha.s the 

va.lue 4. 

true : {x = 31\ time= t} S {x = 41\ time< t + 2}. 

• S termina.tes in less than 12 time units, incrementing x by 5. 

time< 12 : {x = v /1. time= O} S {x = v + 5}. 

(lnstea.d of starting at time 0 we coutd also. use a. genera.l sta.rting time to: 

time< to+ 12 : {x tl /1. time= to} S {x t1 + 5}.) 

• S communica.tes a.long channel c within 25 time units. 

(3t < 25: comm via c at t} : {time= O} S {true}. 

• If S communica.tes on c then S is waiting to receive or is receiving a messa.ge 

a.long cha.nnel d in less tha.n 8 time units. 

(Vto : comm via c at to -+ 

(3ti, to ~ t1 < to+ 8: wait to c? at t1 V comm via c at t1)) : 

{time= O} S {true}. 

Finally, some liveness properties: 

• S terminates. 

time< oo : {true} S {true}. 

• S communica.tes along cha.nnel c infinitely often. 

(Vto 3t1 ;::: to: comm via c at ti) : {time= O} S {true}. 

1.3 Verification 

In the previous section we have introduced correctness formulae of the form S sat i.p or 

C : {p} S { q} to specify programs. To verify that a program satisfies such a specifi

cation we give a proof system, that is, a formal system of axioms and rules in which 

va.lid correctness formulae can be deduced. In classical verification methods, such 

as [MP82] for tempora! logic and [OG76,AFR80,LG81] for Hoare triples, the complete 
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program text must be a.vaila.ble. In contrast with these methods, we formula.te compo

sitional proof systems in which the specifi.ca.tion of a. compound programming la.nguage 

construct (such a.s sequentia.l composition a.nd pa.ra.llel composition) ca.n be decluced 

from specifi.ca.tions for its constituent pa.rts without a.ny further information a.bout the 

interna.l structure of these pa.rts. 

Compositiona.lity ca.n be considered a.s a. prerequisite for hiera.rchica.l, structured, 

program deriva.tion. A sepa.ra.tion of concerns is desired bet ween the use of ( a.nd the 

rea.soning a.bout) a. module a.nd its implementa.tion (see [La.m83a.]). By mea.ns of a. 

compositiona.l proof system the design steps ca.n be verified during the process of top

down program construction. An overview of the tra.nsition from non-compositiona.l 

proof methods towa.rds compositiona.l proof systems ca.n be found in [dR85,HdR86, 

HdR90a.]. The main points of this development a.re described in Cha.pter 2 of this 

thesis. 

In the Metric Tempora.l Logic a.pproa.ch, formula.e of the form S sat tp ca.n be 

derived by mea.ns of a. proof system which is ba.sed on compositional proof methods 

for cla.ssica.l temporal logic [BKP84,NDG086]. A prelimina.ry version of this work, 

for a. simplifi.ed la.nguage, a.ppea.red in [HW89]. Our compositional proof system for 

extended Hoa.re triples ha.s been inspired by the work of Zwiers [Zwi89]. Rela.ted idea.s 

ha.ve been published in [Hoo87,Hoo90]. 

In our compositional proof systems the rule for pa.ra.llel composition is ba.sed on a. 

conjunction of the a.ssertions for the components. An important distinction between 

the proof methods for the two a.pproa.ches is the trea.tment of sequentia.l composi

tion a.nd itera.tion. In the Metric Tempora! Logic a.pproa.ch we use the chop-opera.tors 

from [BKP84] which a.xioma.tize these constructs in the a.ssertion la.nguage. In this wa.y 

proofs for sequentia.l composition a.nd itera.tion directly lea.d to proofs for these special 

chop-operators in the a.ssertion la.ngua.ge. No extra. opera.tors ha.ve to be introduced 

in the Hoa.re-style forma.lism, since pre- a.nd postconditions simplify sequentia.l reason

ing. In classica.l Hoa.re logic for pa.rtial correctness [Hoa.69], properties of a.n itera.tion 

construct ( such as a. while-loop) ca.n be derived by mea.ns of a. so-ca.lled loop-inva.ria.nt 

which should hold before a.nd a.fter ea.ch execution of the body of the itera.tion. In our 

extended real-time forma.lism a.lso liveness properties of a.n itera.tion construct ca.n be 

proved by such a.n inva.ria.nt. As a.n exa.mple, we consider the proof of termina.tion. 

Example 1.3.1 To illustra.te verifica.tion in our rea.1-time Hoa.re logic, consider the 

itera.tion construct *[ x > 0 -+ x := x - 1 ] which performs assignment x := x - 1 as 

long as x > 0 a.nd termina.tes when x ~ 0. Assume x is a. na.tural number. In our 

forma.lism, termina.tion of this itera.tion ca.n be expressed a.s 

time<oo: {true} *[x>O-+x:=x-l]{true}. 

We indica.te how this formula. is proved by mea.ns of a.n inva.ria.nt. Details of the proof 

ca.n be found in Section 4.4.2. First this liveness property is strengthened toa. rea.l-time 

safety property. Let J( be the time required to execute x := x - 1 a.nd assume that 
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the evaJuation of x > 0 does not take any time. Then we prove 

time=vxK: {x=vAtime=O} *[x>O-+x:=x-l]{true}. 
Therefore we use the invariant I =time= (v - x) x K. Observe that (IA x > 0)-+ 

(time$ (v - 1) x K) and thus after the assignment x := x - 1, which takes K time 

units, we obtain time $ v x K. By means of the proof system we can then derive 

time$ v x K : {IA x > O} [ x > 0-+ x := x - 1] {J}. 

Note that the commitment (i.e., time $ vxK) gives an upper bound on the termination 

time. Since x is a naturaJ number, we have that (IA x $ 0)-+ (time v x K) and 

the proof system allows us to derive 

time=vxK: {1Ax$0}[x>0-+x:=x-l]{true}. 

Then, using the last two formulae, the iteration rule in our proof system leads to 

time= v x K : {I} * [ x > 0-> x := x - l) {true}. 

Since (x = v A time= 0)-+ I and (time= v x K)-+ (time< oo), we can derive 

time< oo : {x = vf\ time= O} *[x > 0-+ x := x.-1] {true}. 

Finally, the proof method allows us to remove x = v in the precondition. 

Similar to the proof above, time < oo : { true} * [ x > 0 -+ x x - 1 ] { true} can be 

derived by first proving 

time= t0 + v x K : {x = v A time= t0 } * [ x >.0-+ x := x -1 J {true}. D 

Observe that with our extended Hoare triples we can express that a program S is 

totally correct with respect to precondition p and postcondition q, i.e., if S is ex, 

ecuted in a state satisfying p then S terminates in a state satisfying q. Formally, 

time < oo : {p} S { q}. Hence our proof system incorporates a proof method for 

total correctness. A discussion and comparison of methods for proving the correctness 

of programs, induding total correctness, can be found in [Har80]. The basic method 

to prove termination was introduced by Floyd in [Flo67]. For the termination of an 

iteration construct, an expression is associated with a loca.tion in the body of the it

eration. Then termination is proved by showing that this expression takes values in 

a. wel!-founded set. (i.e., a. partially ordered set in which there exists no infinitely de

scending sequence) and that the va.lue of the expression decreases each time the body is 

executed. Termination proofs in our proof system, as illustrated in the example above, 

are closer to the (equivalent) method of "bounding loop counters" described by Katz 

and Manna [KM75]. There a counter is incremented for every execution of the body. 

Termination is then proved by showing that this counter does not exceed a certain 

constant bound. In our real-time formalism no explicit counter has to be introduced; 

we can use the special variable time since the program semantics guara.ntees that there 

eXlsts a positive lower bound on the execution time of the body of any iteration. (This 

is required to avoid an infinite loop in finite time.) In the example above we have 

shown termination by pro ving that the termination time of the body will not exceed a 

certain bound, expressed in terms of the initial value of the variable and the starting 

time. Hence the proof of termination is reduced to the problem of finding a suitable 
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invariant, for which there exist several heuristics. 

Similarly, other liveness properties can be proven in our Hoare-style framework. 

First a. liveness property is reduced to a. real-time safety property which impliecs the 

desired property. For insta.nee, to prove tha:t eventually property P holds we show tha.t 

Pis a.chieved within a. certa.in time bound. For the itera.tion construct this real-time 

safety property can be proved by means of an invariant. As alrea.dy observed in [SL87], 

it is interesting to see that in an early paper [FP78] eventua.lity properties were proved 

by explicit reference to a running time va.ria.bie and some intuition a.bout discrete time. 

In subsequent work, however, quantitative time has usua.lly been a.bstra.cted awa.y. 

Observe that with our extended Hoare triples we ca.n not only express partial 

correctness of a. program S with respect to a.ssertions p a.nd q (by true : {p} S { q} ), 
hut a.lso total correctness of S (by time< oo : {p} S {q}). Consider, for example, the 

program S = *[x > 5-> x := x - lOx < 5-+ skip]. Then true : {x < 5} S {false} 
expresses the partial correctness property tha.t S does not terminate if initially x < 5 

holds. Since the program terminates if initially x ;?! 5 holds, we have the following 

total correctness property: time < oo : {:t ;?! 5} S {x = 5}. In our framework these 

two properties ca.n be expressed in a single formula. 

(v < 5-+ time= oo) A (v ;?! 5-> time< oo): {:t = v} S {x = 5} 

which describes how the termina.tion of S depends on the initia.1 va.lue of x. 

1.4 Overview 

The introduction a.bove a.lrea.dy indica.tes tha.t both approaches have their merits. Our 

rea.1-time version of tempora.l allows concise specifica.tions and it provides a convenient 

forma.lism to express high-level requirements. The extended Hoa.re triples, on the other 

hand, seem to be more suita.ble for the compositional verification of sequentia.l pro

grams. Therefore we consider both approaches throughout this thesis and investiga.te 

how they can be used for a. compositional axiomatiza.tion of severa.l versions of the 

progra.mming la.nguage. 

Finally, we describe the remainder of this thesis and closely related work. In 

Chapter 2 we discuss the deve1opment from non-compositiona.l proof methods towa.rds 

compositional proof systems for non-real-time pa.rtia.l correctness of parallel programs. 

After the formula.tion of a compositional system for Hoa.re triples, we discuss how the 

framework will be extended in subsequent cha.pters to deal with real· time. The ma.in 

outline of this cha.pter is the result of joint work with W.P. de Roever on the 'quest for 

compositionality' [HdR86,HdR90a]. In Chapter 3 we describe the ba.sic framework of 

this thesis. To highlight the main outline, we do not consider program va.ria.bles in this 

cha.pter. We define a compositional semantics for this language a.nd formulate proof 

methods for the two approaches mentioned above. An example of a watchdog timer 

illustrates how these two compositional proof systems can be used to verify design steps 
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during the process of top-down program development. Both forma.lisms are adapted to 

deal with program varia.bles in Chapter 4. The work on MTL is based on joint research 

with J. Widom [HW89]. An extended abstract of the extension of this approach to 

program va.riables, as described in Section 4.3.1, will appear in [Hoo91b]. Our work 

on extended Hoa.re triples originates from a paper about an assumption-commitment 

formalism [Hoo87]. An improved version of this framework appeared in [Hoo90] where 

also a correctness formula without an assumption, as it is used in this thesis, was 

introduced. 

In Chapters 3 and 4 we use the maximal parallelism assumption, and in Chapter 5 

we generalize this model to multiprogramming where several processes can be executed 

on a .single processor. Scheduling is ,b;a.sed on priorities which can be assigned to state

ments in the program. After a discussion about the informal meaning of programs, 

we define a denotational semantics for these extended programs. This semantics will 

appear in [Hoo91a]. Furthermore, in Sections 5.5 and 5 .. 6, we show that both proof 

systems can be modified to prove properties of uniprocessor implementations. Con

cluding remarks with an overview of related work and an indication of future research 

can be found in Chapter 6. 

Appendix A contains proofs of lemmas from Cha,pter 3. Soundness and relative 

completeness of the proof system based on Metric Tempora! Logic is proved in Ap

pendix B. Similarly, in Appendix C we prove soundness and completeness of the 

Hoare-style proof system from Chapter 3. Soundness of the proof systems given in 

Chapters 4 and 5 is proved in, respectively, Appendices D and E. 
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Chapter 2 

Compositionality 

In this cha.pter we describe the development from non-compositional proof methods 

towards oompositional systems. A survey a.bout the quest for compositionality in 

proving properties of concurrent programs communica.ting via shared varia.bles can 

he found in [dR85]. The main outline of this cha.pter is ha.sed on [HdR86,HdR90a.], 

where a.n overview is given of this development for parallel programs with synchronous 

messa.ge passing. To empha.size the general idea.s behind compositionality, we will not 

give all the details concerning soundness and completeness of the methods mentioned in 

this chapter. For more technical details, the reader is referred to [Apt81,Apt84,Zwi89, 

HdR90b]. To explain the essential points in the transition from non-compositional to 

compositional proof systems, we consider a restricted class of properties. In the first 

two sections we concentra.te on partial correctness, that is, we prove properties that 

hold for the terminating computa.tions of a program. 

In Section 2.1 we first describe the progra.mming la.ngua.ge used in this cha.pter. 

To prove partial correctness of sequential programs, a compositional proof system is 

formulated in which Hoa.re triples {p} S {q} can he derived. Next we describe cla.ssical, 

non-compositional, verification methods for parallel programs. Finally, we show how 

suitable restrictions lead to a compositional proof system. The result is formulated 

in all detail in Section 2.2. It also illustrates the general outline of a compositional 

framework which will be followed in subsequent chapters. In Section 2.3 we indicate 

how the results can be extended to non-terminating computations and real-time. 

2.1 Towards Compositional Proof Systems 

Section 2.1.1 contains the syntax and informal semantics of a concurrent programming 

la.nguage with synchronous messa.ge passing along unidirectional channels. The op

era.tional semantics of this language is defined in Section 2.1.2. In Section 2.1.3 we 

describe the synta.x and semantics of a first-order assertion language. Partial corrcct

ness of programs is specified by Hoare triples, using pre- and postconditions exprcssed 

in the assertion language. The final aim is a compositional proof system in which such 
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Hoare triples ca.n be derived for concurrent programs. As a first step, we describe 

in Section 2.1.4 such a compositional forma.lism for sequentia! programs. Then, in 

Section 2.1.5, we extend this framework to parallel programs, yielding dassical non

compositional proof systems. FinaJly, we describe in Section 2.1.6 the transition from 

such non-compositionaJ methods towards a compositional proof system. 

2.1.1 Syntax and lnformal Meaning of the Programming Language 

Let CHAN be a nonempty set of channel names, VAR be a. nonempty set of program 

varia.bles, a.nd VAL be a. denumera.ble domain of va.lues. IN denotes the set of na.tural 

numbers (induding 0). The synta.x of our progra.mming la.nguage is given in Table 2.1, 

with n E IN,n;?:: 1, c,ci, ... ,c,, E CHAN, x,xi, ... ,xn E VAR, and fJ E VAL. 

Ta.ble 2.1: Synta.x Programming Language 

Expression 

Boolean Expression b · ·- ei = e2 1 e1 < e2 1 -.b 1 bi V b2 

Statement S ::= x := e 1 c!e 1 c?x 1 S1; S2 1 G 1 *° 
Guarded Command G ··- [Of=1b;-. Si] 1 [U:;.1b;;c;?x;-. S;] 

Program 

Informally, the statements of our programming language have the following meaning: 

Atomie statements 

• Assignment x := e assigns the value of expression e to the varia.bie x. 

• Output statement c!e is used to send the value of expression eon channel c as soon 

as a corresponding input command is available. Since we a.ssume synchronous 

communica.tion, such an output statement is suspended until a parallel process 

executes an input statement c?x. 

• Input statement c?x is used to receive a value via channel c and assign this value 

to the varia.bie x. As for the output command, such an input statement has to 

wait for a. corresponding partner before a. ( synchronous) communication can take 

place. 

Henceforth we will often refer to an input or output statement as an io-statement. 

Compound statements 

• S1; S2 indicates sequential composition: first execute Si. and continue with the 

execution of S2 if and when S1 termina.tes. 

• Guarded command [Uf=1b; -. S;]. If none of the b; eva.Ina.te to true then this 

guarded command terminates after evaluation of the booleans. Otherwise, non

deterministically select one of the b; that evaluates to true and execute the cor

responding statement S;. 
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• Guarded command IOf.:ib;; c;?x; - S,]. A guard (the pa.rt before the arrow) 

is open if its boolean pa.rt eva.lua.tes to true. If none of the guards is open, the 

guarded comma.nd terminates a.fter eva.luation of the booleans. Otherwise, wa.it 

until the communication of one of the open guards can be performed and continue 

with the corresponding S;. 

• Iteration •G indica.tes repea.ted execution of guarded oom.mand G a.s long a.s at 

least one of the guards is open. When none of the guards is open •G termina.tes. 

• S1 ll · · · llSn indicates parallel execution of the statements Si. ..• , Sn. The com

ponents Si, ... , Sn of a parallel composition are often called processes. 

Henceforth we use = to denote syntactic equality. Conventiona.l abhreviations a.re 

used, such as true = 0 = 0, false = -.true, b1 /\ b2 = -.(-.bi V -.b2), etc. Fora guarded 

command G := [Of=1b; - S;] or G := [Of.:1b;;c;?x; - S;], we define ba:= bi V ... v b". 

Ohserve that conventional progra.mming constructs can he defined as an ahbreviation: 

if b then 81 else 82 fi = [b - Si O-.b-+ 82] and while b do S od =: *[b-+ S]. 

Let var( S) he the set of varia.bles occurring in S. Similarly, ch( S) is defined as the 

set of channels occurring in S. 

Syntaetic Restrictions 

To gua.ra.ntee that channels a.re unidirectional and connect exactly two processes, we 

have the following syntactic constraints (for any c E CHAN, x E VAR, expression e, 

etc.): 

• For Si; S2 we require that if 81 contains c!e then 82 does not contain c?x, and if 

Si contains c?x then S2 does not contain c!e. 

• For !Df=t b; - S;) we require that, for all i,j E {1, .. "n}, i /= j, if 8; contains 
c!e then 8; does not contain c?x. 

• For [Of=t b;;c;?x;-+ 8;] we require that, for all i,j E {l, .. "n}, i #: j, S; does 

not contain c;!e, and if S; contains c!e then 8; does not contain c?x. 

• For 8111···118" we require that, for all i,j E {1, ... , n}, i #: j, if 8; contains c!e1 
then S; does not contain c!e2, and if S; coiltains c?xi then 8; does not contain 

c?x2. 

Furthermore, parallel processes do not share program va.ria.bles. 

• For 8111 · · · llS", we require, for all i,j E {1, ... , n}, i ::fi j, that 

var(S;) n var(8;) = ~. 
For insta.nee, the programs c!O; c?x, [c?x -.. d?x0 d?x -> c!x], (c!3; x := x + l)llc?x, 

c!Ollc!l, a.nd [c?x-+ d!x O c?x -> d?yJ do not meet all of these requirements. 
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2.1.2 Operational Semantics 

Define the set of states STATE as the set of mappings from VAR to VAL: 

STATE= {s l s: VAR--> VAL}. 

Thus a state s assigns to each program variable x a value s(x). 

For simplicity we do not make a distinction between the semantic and the syntactic 

domain of values. 

Deftnition 2.1.1 (Variant of a State) The variant of a state s with resp~ct to a 

variable x and a value t?, denoted (s: x >-+ t?), is given by 

{ 
t? if y = x 

(s: x >-+ t?)(y) = . 
s(y) 1f y ~ x 

In the sequel we assume that the set of natural numbers, IN, is included in VAL, and 

that we have the standard arithmetical operators +, -, and x on VAL. Define the 

value of an expression e in a state s, denoted by &(e)(s), as· 

• &(t?)(s) = t?, 

• &(x)(s) = s(x), 

• &(ei+ e2)(s) = &(ei)(s) + &(e2)(s), 

• &(e1 - e2)(s) = &(ei)(s)- &(e2)(s), and 

• &(ei x e2)(s) = &(ei)(s) x &(e2)(s). 

We define when a boolean expression b holds in a state s, denoted by 8(b)(s), as 

• 8(ei = e2)(s) iff &(ei)(s) = &(e2)(s), 

• 8( e1 < e2)( s) iff &(ei)( s) < &( e2)( s ), 

• 8(-.b)(s) iff not 8(b)(s), and 

• 8(b1 V b2)(s) iff 8(bi)(s) or 8{b2)(s). 

For the definition of the operational semantica the synta.x of the programlnÎng 

language is extended with a special statement E, the empty statement, that is distinct 

from any other statement and used to indicate termination. A configuration is a pair 

of the form (s, P) with s E STATE and Pa program written in this extended synta.x. 

Definition 2.1.2 (Execution Sequence) An execution sequence for a program 

Sill · · · llSn, n 2:: 1, is a sequence of configurations < (so, Po), (si. pi), (s 2 , P2 ) "· • > 
with po = (Si; E)ll · · · ll(Sn; E) and such that a step formed by any two consecu

tive configurations (sk, pk = Sf Il·.· llS~) and (sk+l, pk+i = s~+i 11 .. · llS~+l) in this 

sequence satisfies one of the following clauses: 

1. It is a local step: there exists an i E {1". "n} and programs 80 , S such that 

S k - " . s· r . ~ . sk+i - Sk d . l ; = .:10, , ior J .,- z, i = i, an e1t ier 

• So = x := e, Sk+i = (sk: x >-+ &(e)(sk)), and Sf+l = S, or 

• So ~ G, 8(-.bo)(sk), Sk+i = sk, and Sf+l = S, or 
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• So = I0~=1bm-+ Sm], Sk+i = s1o, and there exists an m E {1, ... ,N} such 

that B(bm)(s1o) and Sf+l =Sm; S, or 

• So = -kG, s1o+i = s1o, and either 

- B(-.ba)(s1o) and st+i = s, or 

- B(ba)(s1o), G:: [0~=1 bm-+ Sm], there exists an m E {1, ... ,N} such 

that B(bm)(s1o) and st+i = Sm;So;S. 

2. It is a global communication step: there exists i,j E {1, ... , n} and programs So, 

S with Sf = S0 ; S, Sj = c!e; sj+i, and for m "# i, m "# j, S!:,+i = S!:,, such that 

either 

• So = c?x, Sk+i = (s1o: Xm ...... &(e)(s1o)), and st+i = s, or 

• So = [0~=1bmiCm?Xm-+ Sm], there exists an m.E {1, ... ,N} such that 

Cm= c, B(bm)(s1o), Sk+i = (s1o: Xm ...... E(e)(s1o)), and st+i =Sm; s, or 

• So = *l0~=1bmiCm?xm-+ Sm], there exists an m E {1, ... ,N} such that 

Cm= c, B(bm)(s1o), Sk+i = (s1o: Xm ...... E(e)(s1o)), and st+i =Sm; So; s. 
Finally we require that the sequence is maximal, i.e. cannot be extended. 

Observe that such an execution sequence can represent three types of computations: 

• Properly terminating computations, when the sequence is finite and the last 

program equals Ell··· llE. For example, (x := 5; c!x)ll(c?y; y := y + 1) has only 

finite execution sequences (first the assignment x := 5 is executed, then the 

communication along channel c takes place, and finally y := y + 1 is executed, 

resulting in a state with x = 5 and y = 6). 

• Blocked computations, when the sequence is finite and the last program does not 

equal Ell··· llE. Such sequences are obtained, for instance, from the program 

c!Oll(c?x;c?y). 

• Non-terminating computations, when the sequence is infinite. For instance, the 

program *[true-+ x := x] leads to an infinite execution sequence. 

In this chapter we consider partial correctness, and hence prove properties that hold 

for the terminating computations of a program. Accordingly, we describe here only 

such terminating computations in the semantics of programs. 

Definition 2.1.3 (Operational Semantics) 

O(S1ll · · · llSn) = {(so,s1) 1 there exists a finite execution sequence for Bill··· llSn 

of the form < (so, (S1; E)ll · · · ll(Sn; E)), · · · , (si, Ell··· llE) > }. 

Example 2.1.1 From this operational semantics we obtain 0( c!Oll( c?x; c?y)) = 

O(*[true-+ x := x]) = O((c!O;d?x)ll(d!l;c?y)) =(ll. Note that O(c!5) = O(c?x) =(ll. 

Finally, observe that O(c!3llc?x) = O(x := 3). 0 

In Section 2.3 we discuss how the semantics can be extended when we want to consider 

properties of non-terminating computations. 
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2.1.3 Assertion Language and Correctness Formulae 

To describe the pa.rtial correctness of a program P, we use a correctness fonnula. of 

the form {p} P {q} where pis a.n a.ssertion called thè precondition, a.nd q an a.ssertion 

called the postcondition. We often refer toa. formula. {p} P {q} as a. Hoare triple. 

lnformally, such a triple expresses tha.t if p holds in the initia! state of P, i.e" for the 

values of the varia.bles a.t the start of the execution of P, then q holds for a.ny final 

sta.te of P, tha.t is, if a. computa.tion of P terminates then q holds for the values of the 

varia.bles at termination; for insta.nee, {x = 5} x := x + 1 {x = 6}. 

The a.ssertions p and q are expressed in a. first-order a.ssertion la.nguage. From the 

exa.mple above we see tha.t this la.nguage contains program va.ria.bles. To express more 

genera! properties of programs we will also use logical variables. For exa.mple, we would 

like to express tha.t the program x := x + 1 increments x by 1. Using logica! va.ria.bie 

v this can be written as {x = v} x := x + 1 {x = v + 1}. 
Let VVAR be a. set of logica! va.ria.bles ranging over VAL. The syntax of the 

a.ssertion la.nguage is given in Table 2.2, with v E VVAR, x E VAR, and fJ a value 

from VAL. 

Ta.ble 2.2: Synta.x of the Assertion La.nguage 

Value Expression exp ::= fJ 1 v 1 x 1 

Assertion 

exp1 + exp2 1 exp1 - exP2 1 exPl x exP2 

p ::= exp1 = exp2 1 exp1 < exP2 1 exp € IN 1 

-.p 1 P1 V P2 1 3v : p 

Henceforth, we use the sta.nda.rd abbrevia.tions, such as true = 0 = 0, p1 - P2 = 
-ip1 V P2, P1 A P2 =: -.( ...,Pl V -.1'2), Vt: p =: -.3t: -.p, Vf=1 p; =: Pl V ... Vp", etc. 

Next we define the meaning of assertions. To interpret logica! varia.bles we use a 

logica.l va.riable environment 1, that is, a mapping which assigns a value from VAL 

to each logical va.ria.bie from VVAR. The value of a variable v in an environment 7 

is denoted by 1( v ). The variant of î with respect to a logical va.riable v and a. value 

fJ E VAL , denoted (î : v ,_. i?), is defined a.s follows. For a.ny va.ria.bie Vt E VVAR, 

(ï: v ,_. i?)(vt) = { 1(v1) ~f v ~ v1 
iJ If V E Vt 

First we define the value of expression exp in a. state s and an environment î, 

denoted V(exp)(î,s), as follows: 

• V(#)(î,s) = 'l'J 

• V(v)(î,s) = 1(v) 

• V(x)(1,s) = s(x) 

• V(exp1 + exp2)(1,s) = V(expi)(î,s)+ V(exp2)(1,s) 

• V(exp1 - exP2)(7,s) = V(exp1)(ï,s)- V(exp2)(1,s) 

• Y(exp1 x exP2)(1,s) = V(expi)(î,s) x V(exp2)(1,s) 
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Next we define inductively when an assertion p holds in a state s and a logical variahle 

environment 7, denoted [p)"'fs. 

• (exPt = ex112hs iff V( ex pi)( 7, s) = V( exp2)("1, s) 

• (exPt < ex112hs iff V(exp1)(7,s) < V(exp2)(7,s) 

• [expElN]"'fs iff V(exp)(7,s)EJN 

• [-.p)"'fs iff not [phs 
• [Pt V 112hs iff lP1hs or lP2hs 
• (3v : p]"'f s iff there exists a il E VAL such that [p]("'f: v ,..... d)s 

Note that an expression e in the programming lariguage is also an expression in the 

assertion la.nguage, and for all s and 7, &(e)(s) = V(e)("'f ,s). Moreover, a boolea.n 

expression b in the programming la.nguage is also an assertion and, for all s and "(, 

B(b)(s) iff [b)"'fs. 

Definition 2.1.4 (Validity Assertions) An assertion pis valid, denoted I= p, iff 

[p)"'f s holds for any state s and any environment 7. 

Let p[ezpr/var] denote the substitution of each free occurrence of varia.bie var 

by expression ezpr. Similarly, p[ezpr1 /vari.expr2/var2] denotes simultaneous substi

tution. A formal definition of substitution can be found in, e.g., [dB80] where it is 

a.Iso explained that renaming of varia.bles might be required to avoid confilcting occur

rences of variables. Ha.ving a formal definition, we can easily prove, by induction on 

the structure of assertions, the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1.5 (Substitution) 

1. (p[ezp/x]]"(s iff [p]'Y(s: x,..... V(exp)("'f,s)) 

2. [p[exp/v)]7s iff [pD('Y: v,..... V(exp)(7,s))s 

Next we define when a correctness formula {p} S {q} is valid. 

Definition 2.1.6 {Validity of a Correctness Formula) Fora program Pand as

sertions pand q, a correctness formula {p} P {q} is valid, denoted I= {p} P {q}, iff 

for all'"(, for all s0, if [p)'Yso then for all (so,s1) E O(P): (q)îs1. 

Observe that such a formula expresses partial correctness, si nee 0( P) represents all 

terminating computations of P and, hence, q only has to hold if P terminates. Further

more, note that pre- and postconditions are interpreted using the sa.me environment 

7. Hence, a logical variable v has the sa.me value, 7( v ), in pre- and postcondition. For 

instance, I= { x = v} x := x + 1 { x = v + 1}, since v "freezes" the initial value of x in 

the precondition. 
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2.1.4 Proof System for Sequential Programs 

The aim is to develop a proof system in which vaJid Hoare triples can be forma.lly 

derived. As a first step towards this goal we consider in this section the correctness of 

sequential programs. We start with a proof method based on so-ca.lled proof outlines in 

which assertions are associated with locations in the program text. This method is close 

to Floyd's inductive assertions method [Flo67). Based on this technique we formulate a 

compositional proof system for sequential programs. An extensive treatment of Hoare 

style proof systems can be found in [Apt81,Apt84). Consider sequentia! programs, 

without any io-statements, as defined by the grammar from Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3: Synta.x Sequential Programs 

Statement S ::= z := e 1 S1; S2 1 G 1 *G 

Guarded Command G ::= lUr=1 b;--+ S;] 

We prove {p} S { q} by giving a proof outlin:e for S with respect top and q; that is, 

we associate assertions with locations in the program and verify that these assertions 

are valid when the program reaches the corresponding locatio_ns. For insta.nee, to prove 

{z;::: O} y := 1; *[ y x y :$ x--+ y := y + 1); y := y - 1 {y2::; x < (y + 1)2} 

we give the following proof outline: 

{x ~ O} y := 1; {x ~ 0 A y 1} 

* {(y 1 )2 ::::; z} [ y x y ::; z --+ {y2 ::::; x} y := y + 1 {(y - 1 )2 ::; x} ); 

{(y- 1)2 :$ z Ay2 > z} y := y-1 {y2 :$z<(y+1)2}. 

To formalize this approach, we use the notion of annotated statements, tha.t is, 

statements augmented with assertions on internal locations. The synta.x of a.nnota.ted 

statements is given by Table 2.4, where p, p;i, and Pi2 are a.ssertions. 

Table 2.4: Annotated Statements 

AS::= z := e 1 AS1; {p} AS2 1 AG 1 *{P} AG 

AG ::= [OJ':1b;-+ {p;1} AS; {p;2}) 

For an a.nnota.ted statement AS we can ea.sily find the corresponding program, denoted 

by Progr(AS), as follows: 

• Progr(z := e) = x e, 

• Progr(AS1; {p} AS2):: Progr(AS1); Progr(AS2), 

• Progr([OJ':1b;--+ {p;1} AS; {p;2}]) = [IJJ':1b,--+ Progr(AS;)], and 

• Progr(*{P} AG) = *Progr(AG). 

Next we define when a formula {p} AS { q} is a proof outline. 
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Definition 2.1.7 (Sequential Proof Outline) A proof outline for S with respect 

to p and q is defined by 

• {p} x := e {q} is a proof outline iff p - q[e/xj, 

• {p} AS1 ; {r}AS2 {q} is a proofoutline iff {p} AS1 {r} and {r} AS2 {q} are proof 

outlines, 

• {p} l0r=1 b; -+ {p Ab;} AS; {q&}] {q} is a proof outline iff -.ba A p ..... q and 

V'/:.1 q; -+ q hold, and {p A bi} AS; { q;} are proof outlines, for i = 1, ... , n. 

• {p} * {I}[Uf"1b, -+ {J /\bi} AS; {I}] {q} is a proof outline iff p ..... l and 

f I\ -.ba-+ q hold, and {/Ab;} AS; {I} are proof outlines, for i = 1, ... , n. 

Lemma 2.1.8 If {p} AS {q} is a proof outline, then I= {p} Progr(AS) {q}. 

Proof: Suppose {p} AS {q} is a proof outline. Let environment 'Y and state so be ar

bitrary. Assume l(.p]'Yso. Consider (s0, s1) E O(Progr(AS)). Then there exists a. finite 

execution sequence for Progr(AS) of the form < (s0 , Progr(AS); E), "· , (si. E) >. 
First observe that for each configuration ( s", Sk) in such a sequence we can find 

a corresponding assertion rk in AS. We prove that if any prefix of this sequence 

reaches a configuration (s1"Sk) with corresponding assertion r" then [r"hs1;. This 

is proved by induction on the length of the prefix. The basis of the induction, for a 

sequence of length 1, follows from [p]'Yao. For the induction step, consider a prefix 

< (s0 ,Progr(AS);E), ·" , (sk, S"), (s1c+i.S"+1 ) >. By the induction hypothesis we 

obta.in [r"]'YsTc· We prove [ri.+ihs1c+i by considering all possihilities for the last step 

of this sequence. Here we only consider the case that this last step corresponds to an 

assignment x := e in Progr(AS). Thus in AS we have {rTc} x := e {ri.+i}· Since 

{p} AS {q} is a proof outline, we obta.in r1c -+ Tk+i[e/x]. By [ri.hsk this leads to 

[rk+i[e/xJhsk. By Lemma 2.1.5 (1), this implies [r1c+ih{s1;: x ...... V(e)('Y,s1c)). Since 

V(e)(7,sk) = E(e)('Y,s1o) and Sk+t = (s1c: x ..._. E(e)('Y,sk)), this leads to [rk+th8Tc+i· 

Finally, we apply the result of this proof to the complete sequence. Since the postcon

dition q corresponds to the last configuration, this yields [q]î's1. D 

This lemma expresses that the method using proof outlines is sound. In fact, the 

method is also complete, that is, if I= {p} S {q} then there exists a proof outline 

{p} AS {q} such tha.t S = Progr(AS). We will discuss the issue of soundness and 

completeness in more detail a.t the end of this section. 

Proof outlines are typically used as an a-posteriori method; first the whole pro

gram is written and then properties are proved. As we will see in Section 2.1.5, the 

formula.tion of a proof outline for the parallel composition of processes requires tha.t 

the complete, annotated, program text of the processes is available. Hence this method 
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is not suitable to verify the design steps during the process of top-down program de

velopment. To allow verification during program design we need a compositional proof 

system, defined as follows. 

Definition 2.1.9 A compositionalproof system is a proof system in which the specifi

cation of a compound programming construct can be derived from specifications of its 

constituent parts without any further information ahout the structure of these parts. 

Consequently, in a compositional proof system every component can be developed 

in isolation, independent of its use. As an illustration, we formulate a compositional 

proof system for Hoa.re triples with sequentia! programs. In such a proof system we can 

derive formula.e of the form {p} S {q} by means of axioms, which allow the deriva.tion 

of Hoa.re triples without any assumption, and rules of the form 

"·, {p;} 8; {q;}, · ·" Pi --+ qk, · • · 

{p} s {q} 

by which the fonnula below the line can be derived if we have derived all the formula.e 

ahove the line. 

First we give a. genera.l rule which can be applied to any statement. With this 

rule the precondition of an a.lready derived Hoare triple can be strengthened and the 

postcondition can be weakened. 

Rule 2.1.10 (Consequenee) 
p-+ Po, {Po} S {qo}, qo--+ q 

{p} s {q} 

For the assignment statement we have the following a.xiom. 

Axiom 2.1.11 (Assignment} {q[e/x]} x := e {q} 

Example 2.1.2 Since (x = 5 A y = 3)[x + y/x] = x + y = 5 A y = 3, the assignment 

a.xiom yields {x + y = 5 A y 3} x := x + y {x = 5 A y 3}. Assuming that we can 

derive the valid implication (x = 2 A y 3) ..... (x + y = 5 A y = 3), the Consequence 

Rule leads to {x = 2 A y = 3} x := x + y {x = 5 A y = 3}. D 

Rule 2.1.12 {Sequential Composition) 
{p} 81 {r}, {r} 82 {q} 

{p} 81; 82 {q} 

Example 2.1.3 By the Assignment Axiom and the Consequence Rule we can derive 

{x = 2} y := 3 {x = 2Ay = 3}, and {x = 2Ay = 3} x := x+y {x = 5Ay = 3}. Hence, 

the Sequentia! Composition Rule leads to {x = 2} y := 3; x := x + y {x = 5 Ay = 3}. 

0 

Rule 2.1.13 (Guarded Command) 
{p Ab;} S; {q;}, for all i E {1,. ", n} 
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Example 2.1.4 Since we can derive {y = 0 /\ :z: = O} y := 1 {:z: = 0 /\ y = 1}, 

the Rule for Guarded Command leads to 

{y = O} [ :z: = 0-+ y := 1] {(y = 0 /\ :z: ;éO) V {:z: = 0 /\ y = 1)}. 

For the iteration construct we have the following rule: 

Rule 2.1.14 (Iteration) 
{p /\ba} G {p} 

{p} *G {p/\ -.ba} 

D 

Observe that this system is indeed compositional; the rules use only the assertions 

of the Hoare triples above the line, and thus the programs in the assumption of a rule 

can be considered as black boxes. We write 1- {p} S {q} if formula {p} S {q} can be 

derived in this proof system. For such a proof system there are two basic questions 

that have to be considered: 

• Is the proof system sound, that is, is every formula that can be derived indeed 

valid? Formally, the soundness of the proof system is expressed as follows: if 

1- {p} S {q} then I= {p} S {q}. 

• Is the proof system complete, that is, is it possible to derive every valid formula? 

Formally, this can be expressed as: if I= {p} S {q} then 1- {p} S {q}. 

Soundness is usually proved by showing that every axiom is valid and that all rules 

preserve validity. For our proof system this means that we have to prove, for insta.nee, 

that the assignment axiom is sound, i.e. I= {q[e/:z:]} :z: := e {q}, and the rule for 

sequential composition preserves validity: if I= {p} S1 {r} and I= {r} S2 {q} then 

I= {p} S1; S2 {q}. 

For the proof of completeness, observe that in the hypothesis of the consequence 

rule we have implications between assertions. Hence to derive a Hoare triple with this 

rule we have to derive assertions. Since we want to concentrate on the axiomatization 

of programming language constructs, we do not give a proof system for assertions. 

Furthermore, by Gödel's incompleteness result, a complete proof system need not 

exists for the assertion language. Hence, in the sequel we prove relative completeness, 

that is, the proof that I= {p} S {q} implies 1- {p} S {q} is relative toa theory {in the 

formal sense of logic) for assertions. 

2.1.5 Non-Compositional Proof System for Parallel Programs 

How can this proof system be extended for parallel programs? Classica! verification 

methods for parallel processes, such as [OG76] for shared variable communication 

and [AFR80,LG81] for synchronous message passing, consist of two stages: 

1. First a local correctness proof is given for each of the processes by means of proof 

outlines. 
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2. In the second, global, stage a consistency check is applied to the local proof 

outlines: 

• For shared variables, an interference freedom test can be used to verify that 

assertions in the proof outline of one process rema.in valid under actions of 

other processes. 

• For communication via message passing, a cooperation test can be applied 

to verify the correctness of assertions attached to locations after input- and 

output-statements. 

In this section we describe a method based on the proof systems of Apt, Francez and 

de Roever [AFR80] and of Levin and Gries [LG81]. To apply the two-stage approach 

sketched above we have to extend the definition of a proof outline to ia-statements. The 

ma.in idea is that in the first, local, stage nothing is verified about ia-statements and 

arbitrary assertions are allowed. These assertions must be chosen carefully, however, 

sînce they have to satisfy the cooperation test at the second stage. To formalize this 

approach, the definition of annotated statements is extended in Table 2.5, where p, 

p;1, p;2, and Pi3 are assertions. 

Table 2.5: Extension Annotated Statements 

AS::= x:=e 1c!e1c?x1 AS1; {p}AS2 1AG1 *{p}AG 

AG ::= [llf;..1b;-+ {p;i} AS; {p;2}] 1 [Of=1b;; {p;1} c;?x;-+ {p;2} AS; {p;3}] 

Similarly, the definition of Progr( AS) can be adapted easily. Furthermore, in Defini

tion 2.1.15 the notion of a proof outline is extended. 

Definition 2.1.15 (Extension Proof Outline) We add the following clauses to the 

definition of a proof outline given earlier. 

• {p} c!e { q} is a proof outline, 

• {p} c?x { q} is a proof outline, 

• {p} [Of=1 b;; {pAb;} c;?x;-+ {r;} AS; {q;}] {q} is a proof outline iff -.ba Ap-> q 

and Vf=t q; -> q hold, and {p Ab;} c;?x;; {ri} AS; {q;} are proof outlines, for 

i = 1, . .. ,n. 

• {p} * {l}[Uf=1 b;; {l Ab;} c;?x;-> {r;} AS; {I}] {q} is a proof outline iff p-> l 

and l A -,ba -> q hold, and {/Ab;} c;?x;; {r;} AS; {/} are proof outlines, for 

i = 1, . .. ,n. 

Lemma 2.1.16 If {p} AS {q} is a proof outline, then I= {p} Progr(AS) {q}. 

Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1.8, by considering all possibilities for any 

step in an execution sequence for Progr(AS). Note that such a step of Progr(AS) 
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will never correspond to a.n io-sta.tement, since this process ca.nnot communica.te on its 

own. Hence the definition of a. proof outline for io-sta.tements is not used in this proof. 

Cl 

In the local proof outlines we ca.n ma.ke a.n assumption a.bout the assertion tha.t will 

hold a.fter a.n io-sta.tement. These assumptions a.re verified in the cooperation test. 

(The coopera.tion test was introduced in [AFR.80]. In the method of [LG81], which 

was developed independently, it was ca.lled the sa.tisfaction test.) 

Definition 2.1.17 (Cooperation) 

The proof outlines {p;} AS; {q;}, for i = 1,"., ~· cooperate iff 

1. assertions occurring in {p;} AS; {q;} refer to va.ria.bles of Progr(AS;) only, 

2. for a.ny channel c, and any triples {ri} c!e {rÜ in {p;} AS; {q;} and {rf} c?x {r0 
in {p;} AS; {q;}, we require tha.t {ri /\ rf} x := e {r~ /\ '1} is a. proof outline. 

Note: Let JO be some input or output statement. If we refer to {ri} JO {r2} in 

{p} AS {q} then we a.llow a.n a.dditional symbol ";" or"-+" a.fter the io-statement. 

End Note 

Lemma 2.1.18 If the proof outlines {p;} AS, {q;}, i = 1, ... , n, coopera.te then 

I= {Pt /\ ... /\p..} Progr(AS1)ll · • · llProgr(ASn) {qi /\ ... /\ q"}. 

Proof: Again silnilar to the proof of Lemma 2.1.8. Now the cooperation test gua.ra.n

tees tha.t for any communica.tion step during an execution the corresponding a.ssertions 

&rf! valid immediately a.fter the communica.tion statements. Cl 

Observe that we a.void the interference freedom test by the requirement that an asser

tion in the proof outline of one process does not refer to varia.bles occurring in other 

programs. For pa.rallel composition this suggest the following rule: 

Rule 2.1.19 
There exist proof outlines {Pi} AS; {q;}, i = 1, .. " n that coopera.te 

{P1 /\ ..• /\ Pn} Progr(AS1)ll · · · llProgr(ASn) fo /\ ... /\ q71 } 

Example 2.1.S To illustra.te this rule for parallel composition, consider the proof of 

{!I = 3} (c?x; x := x + 1; d!(x + 2)) Il (c!y; d?y; y := y + 2) {x = 4 /\ y = 8}. 

In the first stage we attach assertions to all loca.tions in the program text of the 

two processes, lea.ding to locally correct proof outlines: 

{true} c?x; {x = 3} x := x + 1; {x = 4} d!(x + 2) {x = 4}, and 

{!I = 3} c!y; {y = 3} d?y; {y = 6} y := y + 2 {y = 8}. 
In this stage only the postconditions of assignments are verified: from the assignment 

axiom we obtain {x 3} x := x + 1 {x = 4} and {y = 6} y := y + 2 {y = 8}. Observe 

that the postconditions of the input statements c?x and d?y express assumptions a.bout 

the va.lues sent by the communication partner. 

These a.ssumptions are verified in the second stage by mea.ns of the cooperation 

test. In our example, we can easily show that for the pair { true} c? x ; { x = 3} and 
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{y = 3} c!11; {y = 3} we have the proofoutline {true A 11 = 3} a: := 11 {a: = 3A11 = 3}, 

and for the pair {a: = 4} d!(a: + 2) {a: = 4} and {y = 3} d?11; {y = 6} we can easily 

show that {x = 4 A 11 = 3} 11:=x+2 {x = 4 A 11 = 6} is a. proof outline. 

After the verifica.tion of the two stages we obta.in the conjunction of all preconditions 

from the sequential processes as the precondition of the complete program and the 

conjunction of the postconditions as the final postcondition. In our example this leads 

to precondition true /\ 11 = 3 a.nd postcondition x = 4 A y = 8 which a.re equivalent to 

the required conditions. a 

However, the proof method given above is not complete. Consider, for insta.nee, the for

mula {true} (c!l; c!2)ll(c?a:;c?x) {x = 2} which is clearly valid. To prove this formula. 

we have to give two proof outlines {p1} c!l; {ri} c!2 {q1} and {p2} c?x; {r2} c?x {<12} 

such tha.t the coopera.tion test is fulfilled, true -+ Pi A P2• and q1 A qz -+ x = 2. 

Note that for the coopera.tion test we ha.veto check all syntactica.lly matching pairs 

of io-statements. (in this example four pairs), although some of these pairs need not 

match semantica.lly, i.e., they do not lead to a.n a.ctual communication during execu

tion (here only two pairs ma.tch semantica.lly). For insta.nee, in our example we have 

to check the synta.ctically matching pair {p1} c!l {r1} and {r2} c?x {q2}, although 

this pair never leads to a communica.tion during execution. Hence we have to prove 

{p1 A r2} x := 1 {r1 A q2}· Thus q2 must hold in sta.te in which x has the va.lue 1. But 

then we cannot prove q1 A q2 -+ x = 2, since q1 should not refer to x. 

TwQ solutions have been given for this problem [AFR80,LG81}, both using auxilla.ry 

va.ria.bles to distinguish between synta.ctically and sema.ntica.lly matching pairs. The 

method presented here is ba.sed on [LG81] where shared a.uxiliary varia.bles are used 

to express that certa.in combinations of a.ssertions do not (lccur during execution. Let 

AVAR be a set of a.uxiliary variables such that VARn AVAR = ~. Thus these auxiliary 

varia.bles do not occur in the original program. In the proof, however, we have to add 

a.ssignments to auxiliary varia.bles to ea.ch output statement in the program. That is, 

the synta.x of the prógramming language is extended with bracketed sections of the 

form < de ; z := f > where z € A VAR and f an expression in which both program 

variables and auxiliary variables are allowed. 

To define the semantics of programs conta.ining bracketed sections, a state s now 

a.lso assigns values to auxiliary varia.bles, thus s : VAR U A VAR -+ VAL. Furthermore, 

in the definition of an execution sequence (Definition 2.1.2) we add .a cla.use for a 

communica.tion step involving io-statements inside bra.cketed sections. To obta.in this 

extra clause, consider the second da.use in Definition 2.1.2 (for a global, communica

tion, step) and replace Sj = c!e; sj+1 by Sj =< c!e; z := f >; sj+t, repla.ce 8,Ht by 

s, and add Sk+i = (s : z .... E(f)(s)). Then Definition 2.1.3 yields a semantics for 

programs containing bracketed sections. 

Example 2.1.6 Similar to Example 2.1.1, we have 

O(< c!e;z := f >) = O(< c?x;z := f >) = ~. a 
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The definition of annota.ted statements is a.da.pted so tha.t < c!e ; z := f > is an 

annota.ted statement. The definition of a. proof outline is extended with one cla.use: 

Deftnition 2.1.20 (Proof Outline Bracketed Section) 

• {p} < c!e;z := f > {q} is a. proof outline, for z E AVAR. 

Note tha.t, using the observa.tion from Exa.mple 2.1.6, Lemma. 2.1.16 rema.ins va.lid by 

this extension. The coopera.tion test is modified as follows: 

Deftnition 2.1.21 (Cooperation with Bracketed Sections) 

The proof outline&J:{p;} AS; { q;}, for i = 1, ... , n, cooperote iff 

1. ea.ch output statement c!e is contained in a. bra.cketed section, 

2. program va.ria.bles of Progr(AS;) do not occur in a.ssertions in {p;} AS; {q;}, 

for i,j E {1, ... , n}, i :F j, and 

3. for all channels c the following holds: for any triple { ri} < c!e; z := f > { rü 
in {pi} AS, {qi} and a.ny {rf} c?x {?{}in {p;} AS; {q;}: 

there exists a proof outline {r{ A rf} x := e; {r} z := f {r~ A ?{}. 

E:xample 2.1.T Weca.n nowprove {true} (c!l;c!2)ll(c?x;c?x) {x = 2}. First augment 

one of the processes with a.ssignments to an a.uxilia.ry varia.ble k which counts the 

number of c-communica.tions: (< c!l; k := k + 1 >; < c!2; k := k + 1 >)ll(c?x; c?x). 

Next we give proof outlines for the sequentia! processes: 

{k=O} <c!l;k:=k+l>; {k=l} <c!2;k:=k+l> {k=2}a.nd 

{k = O} e?x; {k = 1} e?x {k = 2 A x = 2}. 

Then the semantically matching pairs satisfy the cooperation test, since 

• for {k = O} < c!l; k := k + 1 > {k = 1} and {k = O} e?x {k = l} we have the 

proofoutline {k = O} z := 1; {k = O} k := k+ 1{k=1}, and 

• for {k = 1} < c!2; k := k + 1 > {k = 2} and {k = 1} e?x {k = 2 A x = 2} we 

have the proofoutline {k = 1} x := 2; {k = lAx = 2} k := k+ 1 {k = 2/\x 2}. 

But the other two pairs also pass the coopera.tion test: 

• for {k = O} < c!l; k := k + 1 > {k = 1} and {k 1} c?x {k = 2 /\ x = 2}, we 

have{k=OAk=l}x 1; {false}k:=k+l{k=1Ak=2/\x 2},and 

•for{k=l} <c!2;k:=k+l> {k=2}and{k=O}c?x{k l}wehavethe 

proofoutline {k = 1 A k = O} x := 2; {false} k := k + 1 {k 2 A k = 1}. 

The main point in this proof is that the conjunction of the preconditions of semantically 

not-matching ia-statements, here k 0 /\ k = 1, yields false. D 
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Next we would like to a.pply a. rule for parallel composition. Note, however, tha.t 

Rule 2.1.19 is not sound for the method of Levin a.nd Gries [LG81]. For insta.nee, 

{t = O} < c!5; t := t + 1 > {t = 1} a.nd {t = O} c?x {t = O} are proof outlines, but 

Il= {t = O} < c!5; t := t + 1 > llc?x {t = 1 At= O}. In general, observe tha.t a.uxilia.ry 

va.ria.bles a.re allowed to be sha.red, tha.t is, they might be cha.nged in all processes a.nd 

a.re a.lso allowed in a.ssertions of all processes. Therefore we ha.ve to check interference 

freedom to gua.ra.ntee that a.ssertions rema.in va.lid under all a.ctions of other processes. 

Since local a.ctions do not affect a.uxilia.ry va.ria.bles, we only have to check interference 

freedom for communication a.ctions. This leads to the following definition. 

Definition 2.1.22 (Interference Freedom) 

The proof outlines {p;} AS; { q;}, i = 1, ... , n, a.re interference free iff for a.ny a.ssertion 

r" in {p1o} ASi. {qk}, for any {ri} < c!e; z := f > {rÜ in {p;} AS; {q;} a.nd 

a.ny {r{} c?x {rÜ in {p;} AS; {q;}, i =/: k, j =/: k, there exists a. proof outline 

{ri fl r{ fl rk} x := e; {r} z := f {rk}· 

Then we have the following rule for parallel composition: 

Rule 2.1.23 (Parallel Composition) 

There exist proof outlines {p;} AS; {q;}, i = 1,"., n 

that a.re interference free and cooperate 

{P1, fl ..• fl p"} Progr(AS1)1i · · · llProgr(AS") {q1 Il .•. fl q"} 

In the proof method of [AFR80] the interference freedom test is a.voided by requir

ing tha.t all va.ria.bles are local, including the auxilia.ry varia.bles. In order to obta.in 

a. precondition equivalent to f al se for not-sema.ntically matching io-pa.irs, a global 

invariant is used to rela.te a.uxilia.ry varia.bles. 

Example 2.1.8 Consider the proof from Exa.mple 2.1.7 where we have shown that 

the proof outlines coopera.te. Slnce there are no sha.red (auxilia.ry) va.ria.bles in this 

exa.mple, the interference freedom test is trivially sa.tisfied, and the Rule for Parallel 

Composition leads to 

{k = O} ( < c!l; k := k + 1 >; < c!2; k := k + 1 > )ll(c?x;c?x) {k = 2 fl x = 2}. 

Hence, by the Consequence Rule, 

{k = O} (< c!l; k := k + l >; < c!2; k := k + 1 >)ll(c?x; c?x) {x = 2}. 

We want to prove, however, {true} (c!l;c!2)11(c?x;c?x) {x = 2}. 

Below we will introduce an auxiliary va.ria.bles rule by which we can remove bra.cketed 

sections with a.ssignments to a.uxilia.ry va.ria.bles. This is allowed, since these va.riables 

neither occur in the postcondition nor in boolean tests (and hence they do not iuflu· 

ence the flow of con trol). Then we can derive {k = O} (c!l; c!2)ll(c?x; c?x) {x = 2}. 

Finally, we a.dd a. substitution rule by which we can substitute 0 for k in the precon

dition, lea.diug to {true} (c!l;c!2)ll(c?x;c?x) {x = 2}. D 
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Thus the following two rules are added to our proof system. 

Rule 2.1.24 (Auxiliary Variables) 
{p} Î' {q} 
{p} p {q} 

provided P and q do not conta.in auxiliary variables, and P is obta.ined from Î' by 

transforming each bracketed section < c!e; z ::;::; f > in Î' into io-statement c!e in P. 

{p[e/z]} P {q} 
Rule 2.1.25 (Substitution) 

{p} p {q} 

for any expression e and provided z E AVAR does not occur in P and q. 

2.1.6 Modiflcations Towards Compositionality 

Observe that the proof system given in the previous section is not compositional, since 

the Rule for Parallel Composition conta.ins a cooperation test and an interference 

freedom test whlch require the complete program text - a.nnotated with assertions -

of the processes involved. Moreover, the Auxiliary Variables Rule uses the complete 

program text from the Hoare triple in the assumption of the rule. 

In thls section we discuss how thls non-compositional method can be adapted to 

obta.in a compositional proof system. In general, proof in the methods described 

in [AFR80,LG81] will use different a.uxiliary va.riables for different programs. The first 

idea. is to use the sa.me auxllia.ry varia.bie for the proofs of all programs. By a.lwa.ys 

using the sa.me, standa.rd, auxllia.ry va.ria.bie there is no need to augment programs 

explicltly with assignments to this a.uxilia.ry va.ria.bie. This auxiliary varia.bie can be 

updated implicitly in the semantics of programs. Then bracketed sections are no longer 

needed and, hence, also no Auxiliary Varia.bles Rule is needed to remove these sections. 

The use of sta.ndard a.uxilia.ry varia.bles in all proofs is justitied by the completeness 

proof of the [AFR80] - method given by Apt in [Apt83]. This completeness result 

shows tha.t a.ny valid Hoa.re triple for a. parallel program can be proved by using one 

auxiliary va.ria.bie for each process. This auxiliary varia.bie records the communication 

history of the process during its execution. In the method of [LG81] auxilia.ry va.ria.bles 

are allowed to be shared and then we can prove a.ny valid property by using a single, 

global, history variable h. This variable records tbe global communica.tion history 

of the whole program during its execution. Therefore we use a. trace, that is, a tinite 

sequence of the form< (ei, 111)" .• , (en, fin)>, with n E IN, c; E CHAN and fJ; E VAL, 

for i:;::; 1, ... ,n. Such a tra.ce consists of communication records (e;,11;) denoting a. 

communication with value fJ; a.long channel e;. Let <> denote the empty trace, i.e. 

the sequence oflength O. The eoneatenationof two tra.ces t1 =< (ei, #1), ..• , (en, '!7n) > 
and t2 =< (di, 'T/1), ... , (dk, 'T/k) >, denoted t1 "t2 (or a.lso t1ta), is defined as the tra.ce 

< (ei, '!71)" . " (en, '!7n), ( di, 'l'/1), .. " ( dk, 'T/k) >. We often use t"( c, #)as an a.bbreviation 

fort"< (c, fi) >. For two tra.ces ti and t2 we use t1 ~ t2 to denote tha.t t1 is a prefix 

of t2, tha.t is, there exists a trace t3 such that t1 "t3 t2. 
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Now any valid Hoare triple can be proved by using auxiliary variable h in the 

proof outlines for the processes and by transforming each c!e in the program into 

< c!e; h := h"( c, e) >. Thus the value of hlstory variable h is concatenated with the 

trace < (c,e) >. Note that h is updated exactly once for each communication, since an 

input statement is executed simultaneously with an output statement. The example 

below illustrates this proof method. 

Example 2.1.9 Consider the programs 8 1 = a!O;b!l, 82 _ b?x;c!(x + 1), and 

Sa= [ a1z-+ c?y 0 c?z - a?y ]. We want to prove 

{true} S1llS2llSa {x = 11\ y = 21\ z = O}. 
Note that thls can not be proved without auxilia.ry varia.bles; the values of the va.ria.bles 

depend on the order of the communications. Therefore, we augment output statements 

with assignments to auxilia.ry va.riable hand we have to find locally correct proof out

lines. Consider the following attempt to give proof outlines: 

{h=<>} <a!O;h:=h"(a,0)>; {h=<(a,0)>} <b!l;h:=h"(b,1)> {true}, 

{h =<>} b?x; {h =< (b, 1) > l\x = 1} < c!(x + 1); h := h"(c,x + 1) > {x = 1}, and 

{h=<>} [ {h=<>}a?z -> {z=O}c?y{y=2Az=0} 

0 {h =<>} c?z -+ {false} a?y {false} ] {y = 2 A z = O}. 

These proof outlines are locally correct and satisfy the cooperation test, hut they are 

not interference free. For instance, the precondition h =<> of b?x in the second 

process is valid before the a-communication between 81 and Sa, hut not valid after 

this communication. Therefore the proof outline for the second process is modified as 

follows: 

{h~<(a,O)>}b?x; {h=<(a,O),(b,l)>Ax 1} <c!(x+l);h:=h"(c,x+l)> 

{x = 1}. 

Then the proof outlines are interference free and, by the parallel composition rule, 

{h =<> l\h ~< (a,O) >} 

( < a!O; h := h"(a, 0) >; < b!l; h := h"(b, 1) >) 

Il (b?x; < c!(x + 1); h := h"( c, x + 1) >) 

Il [a?z - c?y 0 c?z-+ a?y] 

{x=ll\y=21\z='O}. 

Since h does not occur in the postcondition, the Auxiliary Varia.bles Rule leads to 

{h =<> l\h ~< (a,O) >} S1llS2llS3 {x = 1 A y = 2 A z 0}. 

By the Substitution Rule we can now replace h in the precondition by<>, and then 

the Consequence Rule leads to {true} S1llS21!Sa {x = 1 A y 2 A z = O}. D 

Below we demonstrate that if all proofs use auxiliary variable h then this history can 

be updated in the semantics, thus a.voiding bracketed sections, and then the Auxiliary 

Variables Rule can be removed. We first show that we can also remove the interference 

freedom test and the coopera.tion test. 
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Removing the Interference Freedom Test 

The main idea. for removing the interference freedom test is to use projections on the 

history va.ria.bie. 

Deflnition 2.1.26 (Projection) Fora tra.ce tr and a. set of channels cset Ç CHAN, 

we define the projection of tr onto cset, denoted by [tr].,,,"i. as the sequence obtained 

from tr by deleting all records with channels not in cset. FormaJly, 

{ 

<> iftr =<> 

[tr].,..,i = [tro]caet if tr = tro" < (c, 1') > and c ~ cset 

[tro]caet" < ( c, 1') > if tr = trol\. < ( c, 1') > and c E cset 

We often use a.bbrevia.tions such as [tr]acd and [tr]" for, respectively, [tr]{a,c,d} and 

[tr]{a}- Fora. history va.ria.bie h we use hac and ha for, respectively, (h]{a,c} and [h]{a}· 
RecaJl that the interference freedom test is required beca.use va.ria.bie h denotes the 

communication history of the complete program and h might occur in the assertions 

of each process. Hence these assertions can refer to the globa.l trace of the complete 

program. For insta.nee, a process that only communica.tes on channels a and bis aJlowed 

to use h in its assertions, and thus can sta.te properties about a. channel c connecting 

other processes. This can be a.voided by the following requirement: 

Requirement 1: 

In the proof fora. program S1ll • • • llSn the assertions in the prooffor process 

S1 only refer to h by means of projections onto channels of S;, tha.t is, h 

occurs only in the form [h]cael with cset Ç ch(S;), for i = 1, .. "n. 

By this restriction ea.ch process only uses its own view of the globa.l history. Wha.t 

it asserts a.bout the global tra.ce is directly under its control and cannot be cha.nged by 

other processes without participation of the process itself. Here we use the assumption 

tha.t communica.tion is synchronous and that cha.nnels connect two processes, a.lthough 

the method can be a.da.pted to asynchronous communication and channels aha.red by 

more tha.n two processes (see [Zwi89]). 

Example 2.1.10 Consider the Hoa.re triple from Example 2.1.9. Using projections 

we can give the following proof outlines: 

{hab=<>} <a!O;h:=hA(a,0)>; {hab=<(a,0)>} <b!l;h:=hA(b,1)> {true}, 

{hbc =<>} b?x; {hbc =< (b, 1) > /\x = l} < c!(x + 1); h := hA(c,x + 1) > {x = 1}, 

{hac =<>} [ {hac =<>} a?z - {z = O} c?y {y = 2/\ z = O} 
Ü {hac =<>} c?z - {false} a?y {false} ]{y 2 /\ z = O}. 

Then these proof outlines are trivially interference free. 

To avoid interference for program va.ria.bles we have the following requirement. 

Requirement 2: 

In the proof for a. program S1 Il · · · llSn all program variables occurring in 

the proof for process S; are program varia.bles of S;, for i = 1, ... , n. 
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Since processes do not share variables, this requirement implies that a proof outline 

for one process does not refer to program variables of other processes. Next we argne 

that with these two requirements the interference freedom test is trivially satisfi.ed and 

hence not needed. By Requirement 2, the only varia.bie in the proof outline of a process 

that might change by executing statements in other processes is history varia.bie h. To 

prove interference freedom, consider assertion r" in the proof outline for process s", 
{ri} < c!e;h := h"(c,e) > {rÜ in the proof outline for S; and {r{} c?x {i{} in the 

proof outline for S;, i ::/: k,j ::/: k. Then, by Requirement 1, each h in r" occurs in 

the form [h).,.et with cset Ç ch(S"). Since channel c connects S; and S; and channels 

connect two processes, we have c <I. ch(S"), and thus c <I. cset. But then the value 

of [h)coet is not affected by the assignment h := h"( c, e ), and hence r1c remains valid 

under the c-communication. 

Removing the Cooperation Test 

Recall that the cooperation test has been introduced to verify the postconditions of 

io-statements in the local proof outline of a. process. These assertions represent a.ssump-

tions about the communication beha.viour of the environment of this process. Hence, 

to remove the coopera.tion test, we should disallow such assumptions about the envi

ronment and restrict the proof outlines such that they are valid in a.ny environment. 

This is achieved by changing the definition of a. proof outline for io-sta.tements. 

Definition 2.i.27 (Proof Outline Revised) Replace in the defi.nition of a proof 

outline the clauses for io-statements by: 

• {p} < c!e; h := hl\( c, e) > { q} is a. proofoutline iff p ...... q[h"( c, e )/ h]. 

• {p} c?x {q} is a proof outline iff p ..... Vv: q[h"(c, v)/h, v/x]. 

With this revised definition we obta.in, for instance, the following proof outline: 

{hcd =< (d,3) > /\y = 1} < c!(y + 4); h := hl\(c,y + 4) > 
{hcd =< (d,3),(c,5) > /\y = 1}, 

since (hcd =< (d,3) > Ay = 1)-+ (hcti"(c,y + 4) =< (d,3),(c,5) > /\y = 1), and thus 

(hcd =< (d,3) > Ay = 1) _,. (hcd =< (d,3),(c,5) > Ay = l)[hA(c,y+ 4)/h]. 

For an input statement the postcondition can only a.ssert tha.t the history is ex

tended with one record and that the value received is a.ssigned to the input varia.ble. 

Since the postcondition should hold in a.ny environment, it must be valid for a.ny in

put value. For insta.nee, { hbc =< ( b, 3) >} c? x { x = 5} is not a. proof outline, since 

hbc =< (b, 3) > does not imply Vv : v = 5. By the definiti~n above we obta.in 

{hbc =< {b,3) >} c?x {3vo: hbc =< (b,3),(c,vo) > /\x = vo}. 

Also {hbc =< (b, 3) >} c?x {hbc =< (b, 3), ( c, x) >} is a. proof outline, since 

hbc =< {b,3) > implies "tv : hbcl\(c,v) =< (b,3),(c,v) > which is equivalent to 

Vv: (hbc =< (b,3),(c,x) >)[hl\(c,v)/h,v/x]. 
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Example 2.1.11 We continue with Exa.mple 2.1.9. Using the new definition of (re

stricted) proof outlines we can give the following proof outlines for the processes: 

{hab =<>} < a!O; h := h"(a,O) >; {hab =< (a,O) >} < b!l; h := h"(b, 1) > 
fo = hab =< (a,O),(b,l) >}, 

{hbc =<>} b?x; {hbc =< (b,x) >} < c!(x + 1); h := h"(c,x + 1) > 
{112 =hbo=< (b,x),(c,x+ 1) >},and 

{hac =<>} 
[ {hac=<>}a?z - {hac=<(a,z)>}c?y{hac=<(a,z),(c,y)>} 

0 {h"0 =<>} c?z -+ {hac =< (c,z) >} a?y {hac =< (c,z),(a,y) >} ] 
{q3 = hac =< (a,z),(c,y) > Vhac =< (c,z),(a,y) >}. 

Now it is easy to see tha.t the cooperation test is satisfied for all pairs of io-statements. 

Furthermore, observe that the conjunction of the postconditions qi A q2 A q3 leads to 

the desired result; from qi A q2 we obtain x = 1 A hac =< (a,O),(c,2} >, and thus 

together with 'l3 this leads to x 1 A y = 2 A z = O. D 

In genera!, we çan prove that with these restricted proof outlines the cooperation test 

is always fulfilled. Consider {ril < c!e;h := h"(c,e) > {rÜ in the proof outline 

for S; and {r{} c?x {r{} in the proof outline for S;. Then ri - r~[h"(c,e)/h] and 

r{ - Vv: r{[h"(c,v)/h,v/x]. Hence, using e for v, r{ -+ r{[h"(c,e)/h,e/x]. Since 

x is a. va.ria.bie of S;, x does not occur in assertions of S; (see Requirement 2), and 

thus ri Ar{ - MA r{)[h"(c,e)/h,e/x]. Using r = (r~ A r{)[h"(c,e)/h], this implies 

riA r{ - r[e/x]. Then {ri /\ r{} x := e; {r} h := h"(c,e) {r~ Ar{} is a proof outline, 

since r - ( r~A r{ )[ h"( c, e) / h]. Summa.rizing, we have rernoved the interference freedom 

test and the cooperation test as follows: 
1. Always use a single a.uxilia.ry varia.bie h which records the global oommunica.tion 

history of the program. Tra.nsform ea.ch output statement c!e in the program 

into < c!e;h := h"(c,e} >. 
2. Require that assertions in a. proof outline of a. process refer ouly to program vari

a.bles of the process itself or to h by means of projections onto its own channels. 
3. Restrict the proof outlines of processes so that they are valid in any environment. 

Finally, observe that tha.t we can remove the, non-compositional, Auxiliary Vari

a.bles Rule by updating variahle h in the semantics. Thus for a program P we define 

a. semantica Oi.(P) where initial and final sta.tes also assign a value to history variable 

h. Define Oi.(P) such that Oh(P) = O(Î') where Pis obtained from P by replacing 

each c!e in P by < c!e; h := h" ( c, e) >. Furthermore, repla.ce 0 by Oi. in the defini tion 

of F= {p} P {q}. 

Since we have removed the cooperation test and the interference freedom test in the 

rule for parallel composition, proof outlines are no longer required in the parallel com

position rule and we can use Hoare triples for the components. With the restrictions 

mentioned ea.rlier (and formalized in the next sections) this leads to: 
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Rule 2.1.28 (Parallel Composition) 

{p;} S; {q;}, i 1, ... , n 

{Pt A • • • A p"} S1 il · · ·!IS" { q1 A • • • A q"} 

Since in this rUl.e only the pre- and postconditions of the processes Si are used and not 

their program text, we have achieved a compositional rule for parallel composition. 

We show, however, that with the current semantics it is not possible to obtain 

a compositional proof system for Hoare triples which is both sound and relatively 

complete. Observe that for all assertions Pl and q1, 

I= {p1} d!5 {q1} iif I= {Pt} d!4 {qi} (2.1) 

This observation follows trivially, because program d!5, considered as a. complete pro

gram, cannot communicate and hence (see Exa.mple 2.1.6) Oh(d!5) = O(< d!5;h := 

h"(d,5) >)=(il. Similarly, Oh(d!4) (il. Now suppose we have a. sound and complete 

proof system. Then, for all P, pand q, 

I= {p} p {q} iif 1- {p} p {q}. 

Together with (2.1) this implies that we can derive exactly the same Hoare triples for 

d!4 and d!5; for all Pt and qi, 

1- {Pt} d!5 { qi} iif 1- {Pt} d!4 {qi}. 
lf the proof system is compositional, a Hoare triple for a parallel composition can only 

be derived using assertions from Hoare triples for its components, without any infor

mation about the program text of these components. Thus, for all p and q, 

1- {p} d!5lld?x {q} iif 1- {p} d!4lld?x {q}. 

Consider p = true and q = x = 5. Then 

1- {true} d!5lld?x {x = 5} iff 1- {true} d!4lld?x {x = 5}. 

This implies that the proof system is not sound or not complete, since 

1. If 1- {true} d!5lld?x {x = 5}, then also 1- {true} d!4lld?x {x = 5}. Thus the 

proof system is not sound, since 1;é: {true} d!4lld?x {x = 5}. 

2. If V {true} d!5lld?x {x = 5}, then the proof system is not complete, since 

I= {true} d!5lld?x {x = 5}. 

The impossibility of formula.ting a sound and complete compositional system is ob

tained from (2.1) which is, as indicated, based on the sema.ntics of io-statements: 

Oh(d!5) = Oh(d!4) = j<l. Since Oh(d!5lld?x) f= Oh(d!4lld?x), the semantic function is 

not compositional; it is not possible to deftne the meaning of a compound program

ming construct as an operation on the meaning of its components without using the 

program text of these components. 

Hence the first step towards a sound and complete compositional proof system is 

the formulation of a compositional semantics. This will be done in the next section, 

where we a.lso formulate a compositional proof system based on the observations from 

the current section. 
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2.2 A Compositional Proof System 

In this section we demonstrate that the observa.tions from the previous section lead 

to a sound and rela.tively complete compositional proof system. The proof system 

given here is mainly ba.sed on the work of Zwiers [Zwi89]. By describing the details 

of a particula.r compositional proof method, we illustra.te the general outline of such a 

description which should consist of the following points: 

1. A description of the program.ming la.nguage, i.e., syntax and informal semantics. 

2. A formal semantics of the progra.mming language. 

3. The definition of an assertion language in which properties of programs can be 

expressed. For this assertion language we also have to give synta.x, informal 

meaning, and formal interpretation. 

4. The definition of a correctness formula that relates programs and assertions. 

Using the semantics of the programming language and the interpretation of as

sertîons, the validity of such a correctness formula. can be defined formally. 

5. A proof system in which, by rules and axioms, we can formally deduce correctness 

formulae. 

6. The proof of soundness and (relative) completeness of the proof system: show 

that every correctness formula. that can be derived is a.lso va.lid, and tha.t every 

valid formula can be derived (a.ssuming that va.lid a.ssertions can be derived). 

As an exa.mple, we consider in this section: 

1. A progra.mming language with nested parallelism and. communication via syn

chronous messa.ge passing. 

2. A denota.tional semantics for the progra.mming language; in our semantics the 

meaning of a program is given by a. set of models where each model describes a 

possible computation of the program. 

3. A first-order a.ssertion language which includes program varia.bles and a special 

history va.riable. 

4. A correctness formula of the form {p} S {q}. 

5. A compositional proof system to derive these Hoare triples. 

6. We will not prove soundness and (relative) completeness of the proof system in 

this section. The reader is referred to [Zwi89] for an extensive treatment of these 

issues, and also to [HdR90b] for details about the soundness and completeness 

of the proof system from this section. 

2.2.1 Programming Language 

Syntax and Informal Semantica 

The synta.x of our programming langua.ge is given in Ta.ble 2.6, with n E IN, n ;?: 1, 

c,ci, .. "en E CHAN, x,x1"."xn E VAR, and{} E VAL. As in the previous section, 
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Table 2.6: Syntax Progra.mming Langua.ge 

Expression 

Boolean Expression 

Statement 

e··-

b ::= 

S::= 

{) 1 x 1 ei + e2 1 ei - e2 1 ei X e2 

ei = e2 1 ei < e2 1 -.b 1 bi V b2 

x := e 1 c!e 1 c?x 1 S1;S2 1 G 1 .1r() 1 S1llS2 

Guarded Command G ::= [Of=1b;-> Si] 1 [U:".:1b;;c;?x; - S;] 

the conventional abbreviations are used. Fora guarded command [Uf=1b;; c;?x, - S,], 

we abbreviate io-guard bi; Ci? Xi as c;? x; if bi = true. 

Define var( S) as the set of varia.bles occurring in S, and ch( S) as the set of channels 

occurring in S (a precise definition will be given at the end of this section). 

The statements of our programming langua.ge have the sa.me meaning as in the 

previous section. Furthermore, we have introduced nested para.llelism, thus we a.llow 

programs such as S1; (S2llS3); $4 and *[x > 0 - (S1llS2)Dx < 0-> (S3llS4)]. 

Syntactic Restrictions 

We have simila.r synta.ctic restrictions as in the previous section to guarantee that 

a channel connects exactly two processes. A forma.l definition will be given in Sec

tion 3.1.2. Furthermore, for S1 llS2 we require tha.t var(S1 ) n var(S2) = ~. 

2.2.2 Denotational Semantics 

A good starting point for the development of a. compositional proof system is the for

mulation of a. denotationa.l, and hence compositional, semantica. Jn such a semantics 

the meaning of a statement must be defined without any information about the envi

ronment in which it will be pla.ced. Hence, the semantics of a. statement in isolation 

must cha.racterize a.11 potentia.l computations of the statement. When composing this 

statement with (part of) its environment, the semantic operators must remove the 

computations that are no longer possible. To be a.ble to select the correct computa

tions from the semantics, any dependency of an execution on the environment must 

he made explicit in the semantic model. 

In our progra.mming language with communication by messa.ge passing, the be

haviour of an input statement c?x depends heavily on its environment, since the va.lue 

of x is equal to the value sent by the environment. Jn the sema.ntics this dependency 

is made explicit by a communication record that represents an assumption about the 

value received. Similar to the previous section, we will use a tra.ce, i.e" a sequence 

of communication records, to make the communications between procésses explicit. 

Here this trace is not updated by means of bracketed sections, but it is included in the 

sema.ntics. 
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Computational Model 

As before, we use a set of states STATE and the variant of a state. Let TRAGE be 

the set of traces, that is, a finite sequence of records of the form ( c, t7) with c E GHAN 

and t7 e VAL. The empty sequence, concatenation and projection are defined as in 

the previous section. A model of a computation is defined as follows: 

Definition 2.2.1 (Model) A modelis a triple ( init, trace, final) with init E STATE, 

trace E TRAGE, and final E STATE. Fora model q = (init,trace,final) we refer 

to the three fields by (f.init, q.trace, and (f.final, respectively. 

Informally, a model q in the semantics of program S represents a terminating compu

tation of S. The field (f.init represents the initia! state in which the program starts 

executing. Thus (f.init(x) yields the value of variable x at the start of the execu

tion. Similarly, q.f inal represents the values of the variables at termination. The field 

q.trace records the communication behaviour of program S, represented by a sequence 

of communication records of the form (c, t7). 

Definition 2.2.2 (Channels Occurring in Model) The set of channels occurring 

in a model q, notation ch(q), is defined as 

ch( q) = { c 1 there exists a iJ such that ( c, iJ) occurs in q.trace }. 

Definition 2.2.3 (Length of Traces) Fora trace tr E TRAGE we define 

{ 
0 

len(tr) = 
len(tr0 ) + 1 

if tr =<> 
if tr = tr0A < ( C,'t?) > 

Formal semantics 

We use the definitions of E( e )( s ), for the value of an expression e in a state s, and 

B(b)(s), when a boolean expression b holds in a state s, from the previous section. 

The meaning of a program S, denoted by M(S), is a set of models representing all 

terminating computations of S. M(S) is defined by induction on the structure of S 

according to the grammar in Table 2.6. 

Assignment 

An assignment x := e terminates with a final state which is equal to the initia! state, 

except for the value of x which is replaced by the value of e in the initia! state. 

M(x := e) = {q 1 q.trace =<>, q.final = (q.init: x ,__. E(e)(q.init))} 

Input and Output 

For each initia! state, an output statement has exactly one terminating computation 

with final state equal to the initial state and a trace that records the value transmitted. 
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M(c!e) = {O' 1 O'.trace =< (c,t:(e)(O'.init)) >and O'.final = O'.init} 

To represent all potential computations of an input statement c?z, the semantics con

ta.ins a. model for every possible value that can be rèceived. The dependency of z on 

this value is expressed by the condition that the value of z in the :final state equals the 

value in the communica.tion record. 

M(c?z) = {u 1 there exists a value fJ such tha.t O'.trace =< (c, fJ) >and 

a.final = (a.init: z ...... D)} 

Sequentia} Composition 

To define the semantics of sequentia.l composition, we use the concatenation of two 

models a 1 and 0'2, denoted u1u2, which is defined as follows: (u1u2).init = u1.init, 

(u1a2).trace = (u1.trace)"(u2.trace), and (u1u2).final = u2.final. 

Obeerve tha.t concatena.tion of models is associa.tive, i.e., (u10'2)u3 = u1(0"2u3). Thus 
we can omit the brackets and write u10'2a3• Furthermore, note tha.t this definition 

does not require the final state of u1 to equal the initia! state of u2 • This requirement 

is expressed in the definition of sequentia.l composition: 

Since concatena.tion is a.ssocia.tive, sequentia.l composition is a.lso associa.tive. 

Guarded Command 

First consider G = [0~1 b; -+ S;]. Then there a.re two possibilities: either none of the 

booleans eva.luates to true and the command termina.tes immediately, or at least one 

of the booleans yields true and one of the corresponding S; statements is executed. 

M([l]f=1b;-+ S;]) = {u l B(-.ba)(u.init), u.final = u.init and u.trace =<>} 

U {a 1 there exists a k E {1, .. , n} such that B(b")(u.init), and 

a E M(S")} 

Next, let GE [Of:1b;;c;?x;-+ S;J. Then a terminating computation can be obta.ined 

as follows: either none of the booleans evaluates to true and the guarded command 

terminates immediately, or at least on of the c;?x; for which bi eva.luates to true can 

perform the communication. 

M([Of=t b;; c;?z; -+ S;]) 

{u 18(-.ba)(u'.init), u.final = u.init and u.trace =<>} 

U {a 1 there exists a. k E {1"" n} such that B(bk)(a.init), and 

u E M(ek?x"; S"))} 
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Iteration 

A terminating computation of the iteration construct -kG consists of a finite number 

of (termina.ting) computa.tions from G. 

M (-kG) = { u 1 there exists a. k e IN, k ;:::; 1 and O'i, • " , O'A: such tha.t O' = 0'1 • • • O'A:, 

forall ie {1, ... ,k}: u; e M(G), 

for all ie {1, ... , k - 1}: O'i+i·init = u;.jinal, 8(ba)(u;.init), and 

8( ...,ba)( u".init) } 

Note tha.t, by the definition of M(G), 8(-.ba)(uA:.init) implies O'A:.trace =<> and 

u".f inal = u".init,' and thus B( -,ba)( u1o.f inal). 

Parallel Composition 

A model u from the semantics of S1llS2 can be obtained by combining two models 

0'1 E M(S1) and u2 E M(S2) tha.t sa.tisfy certain restrictions. Since there are no 

shared varia.bles, the states can be related easily: 

• u.init(x) = O';.init(z) if z E var(S;), for i = 1,2. (In the formula.tion below 

we require for simplicity u.init = u1 .init u2.init. This imposes no additiona.l 

restriction, since the semantics of a statement contains a. model for every possible 

initia.! sta.te.) 

• O'.final(z) = u;.final(z) if z E var(S;), for i = 1,2, and u.final(z) = u.init(z) 

if z tl var(S1llS2). 

Concerning the tra.ces, recall tha.t the semantics of an input statement in isola.

tion includes a. trace for any possible va.Ine tha.t could have been received. When 

two processes that communica.te on a. shared channel are combined by parallel com

position, the tra.ces tha.t correspond to the actua.l va.lues tra.nsmitted on this channel 

a.re selected. Thus if c e ch(S1)n ch(S2), i.e., cis a. channel connecting 81 a.nd 82 , 

then we require [0'1.trace]{c} = fu2.trace]{c}· If u1 and u2 sa.tisfy this condition, for 

all c E ch(S1 ) n ch(S2), then their tra.ces should be merged into the trace u.trace of 

S1 llS2. For insta.nee, if u1.trace =< (a, 5), (c,3) :;;.- and u2.trace =< (c, 3), (b,4) > then 

we should have u.trace =< (a,5), (c, 3),(b,4) >. In the sema.ntic definition below this 

is expressed by requiring tha.t if we project O'.trace on to the cha.nnels of ch(S1) then we 

obtain u1 .trace, a.nd similarly for 82. Forma.lly, using the projection opera.tor from Def

inition 2.1.26, [u.trace]ch(S•) = u;.trace, for i = 1, 2 .. Note tha.t fora. sha.red cha.nnel c E 

ch(S1) n ch(S2) this leads to [u1.trace]{c} = ([u.trace]ch(St)]{c} = [u.trace]ch(Si)n{c} 

[u.trace]{c} [u.trace]ch(S2)n{c}= [u2.trace]{c}· This, however, is not sufficient since 

this allows arbitra.ry records (c, D) in u.trace for all c </. ch(S1) U ch(S2). Therefore we 

have the additiona.l condition tha.t ch(u) ç; ch(S1) U ch(S2), i.e., <1 should only con~ 

ta.in cha.nnels of S1 or S2 • This leads to the following sema.ntics of parallel composition: 
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M(S1llS2) = {ui for i = 1, 2 there exist 01 E M(S;) such tha.t u.init = u1.init, 

!
. l( ) _ { u;.final(x) if x E var(S;) u. ina x - , 

u.init(x) if x '/. var(S1llS2) 
[u.trace]ch(S;) = u;.trace, and ch(u) Ç ch(S1) U ch(S2)} 

Parallel composition is commutative a.nd a.ssocia.tive. 

(We prove this fact for a. simila.r version of parallel composition in Chapter 3.) 

Example 2.2.1 We compute the semantics of (a!5; c!3)ll(c?z; b!(z + 1)). 

To obtain a. model u from the semantics of this program, consider 

u1 E M(a!5;c!3)= {u I u.final= u.init, and u.trtu:e =< (a,5),(c,3) >} a.nd 

u2 E M( c? x; b!( x + 1)) = { u 1 there exists a value t? such that 

u.f inal = ( u.init : x ,_. t?) a.nd u.trace =< ( c, t?), (b, t? + 1) > }. 
Then we should have ch(u) Ç (ch(a!5; c!3) U ch(c?x; b!(x + 1))) = {a,b,c}, 

[u.trace]{a,c} = < (a,5),(c,3) >, a.nd [u.trace]{6,c} =< (c,'17),(b;O+ 1) >. 
This requires t? = 3 a.nd hence M((a!5;c!3)ll(c?z;b!(z+ 1))) = 
{a 1 u.final = (u.init: x ,_. 3) and u.trace =< (a,5), (c,3),(b,4) > }. 

2.2.3 Assertion Lan~uage and Correctness Formulae 

D 

Our a.ssertion language is an extension of the language defined in Section 2.L3. In a.d

dition to valne-expressions we now also ha.ve trace-expressions which denote a. sequence 

of communication records. The language includes the empty trace, < >, a trace of one 

record,< (c,ezp) >,the concatenation operator, A, the projection operator,[·· ·]caet• 
and an operator, 1, which yields the length of a trace. To refer to the communica.tion 

history of a program we use a special varia.bie h. This varia.ble is not updated explicitly 

in the program, hut it refers to the trace from the semantics, and hence its value will 

in general change during program execution. Similar to logical value-variables, which 

can be used to "freeze" the initial va.lues of program varia.bles, we also use logical 

trace-variables that range over tra.ces. With these varia.bles we can "freeze" the initial 

value of the communication history, for insta.nee, 

{[h]{c} t} c!7 {[h]{c} tA < ( c, 7) > }. 
Note that, in contrast with h, the value of such a logical varia.ble is never changed 

durîng program execution. 

Let VVAR be a set oflogical value-variables ranging over VAL. Similarly, TRVAR 

is a set oflogical trace-variables ranging over TRAGE. Assume VVARn TRVAR = 16. 

Let h be a special variable, not occurring in VVAR or TRVAR. The synta.x of the 

assertion langua.ge is given in Table 2.7, with v E VVAR, t E TRVAR, c E Cl/AN, 

x E VAR, and t? E VAL. 

Let var(p) denote the set of program varia.bles occurring in a.ssertion p. Clearly only 

changes to varia.bles that syntactically occur in an assertion p can affect the validity of 

p. Hence, a change of a program varia.bie x might affect the validity of p iff x E var(p ). 
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Ta.ble 2.7: Synta.x of the Assertion La.ngua.ge · 

Value E~re88ion ezp ::= {} 1 v 1 :r; 1 Utexp 1 exPt + ex1J2 

exPt - ex1J2 J exp1 x ex112 

Trace Expression texp ::= t 1 h 1 <> J < (c,ezp) > J 

texPt "te:r:112 1 [tezp].,,,et 

Assertion p ::= ezPt = ez1J2 1 ezPt < ez1J2 1 te:r:Pt = te:r:1J2 

ezp E IN 1 -.p 1 Pt V P2 1 3v : p J 3t : p 

Similarly, we define' for pa. set of cha.nnel names, ch(p), such that a.ny communication 

on channel c might affect the validity of p iff c E ch(p). Observe that we cannot simply 

define ch(p) as the set of channels occurring in p. For insta.nee, a.ssertion h =<> 
is affected by any communica.tion and thus we should have ch(h =<>) = CHAN, 

although no cha.nnel na.me occurs syntactica.lly in this a.ssertion. On the other hand, 

the validity of the a.ssertion [h]{c}" < (d,3) >=< (d,3) > can only be changed by 

a. communica.tion along channel c, although d also occurs in the assertion. Note that 

validity of a.ssertion t" < (a, 0) >= t" < ( a, 0) > is not affected by any communica.tion. 

This leads to the following definftion: 

• ch(t'J) = ch(v) = ch(x) = j!I, ch(Rtezp) = ch(tezp), ch(ezp1 + ez112) = 
ch(exp1 - ez1J2) = ch(ezPt x ez1>2) = ch(exPt) U ch(ez1J2), 

• ch(t) = ch(<>) = 111, ch(< (c,ezp) >) = ch(ezp), ch(h) = CHAN, 

ch(tezPt"tez112) = ch(texp1) U ch(tez112), ch([texp],,.et) = ch(texp) n cset, and 

• ch(ezp1 = exp2) = ch(expi < ex1>2) = ch(exp1) U ch(ex1>2), ch(exp E IN) = 
ch(exp), ch(texPt = tex112) = ch(texPt) U ch(tex112), ch(-.p) = ch(3v : p) = 
ch(3t: p) = ch(p), ch(p1V112) = ch(Pt) U ch(1J2). 

Next we define the meaning of assertions. Similar to Section 2.1.3, we use a log

ical va.riable environment to interpret logical varia.bles. Here such a logical varia.bie 

environment î is a mapping which assigns to each logical value-variable from VVAR a 

value from VAL, and to eachfogical trace-variable from TRVAR a value from TRAGE. 

The variant of an environment î is defined as in Section 2.1.3. 

First we define the value of expression exp in a. state s, a trace tr and an environment 

7, denoted by V(exp)(î,s,tr), yielding a value from VAL, and the value of trace 

expression texp in a model er and an environment 7, denoted by T(texp)(1,s,tr), 

yielding a value from TRA GE: 

• V( '11)(1,s, tr) = {} 
• V(v)(î,s,tr) = 1(v) 

• V(x)(î,s,tr) = s(x) 

• V(Utexp)(7,s,tr) = len(T(texp)(-y,s,tr)) 
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• V( exp1 + ex112)(î', s, tr) = V( expi)(î', s, tr) + V( exP2)(î', s, tr) 

• V( exPI - exP2)(î', s, tr) = V( exp1)( "Y, s, tr) - V(exP2)( "Y, s, tr) 

• V( exPI x exP2)(î', s, tr) = V( exPt)(î', s, tr) x V( exP2)( "Y, s, tr) 

• T(t)(-y,s,tr) = -y(t) 

• T(h)("Y,s,tr) = tr 

• T(<>)("Y,s,tr)=<> 

• T(< (c,exp) >)("Y,s,tr) =< (c, V(exp)(-y,s,tr)) > 
• T(texPI"tex112)(-y, s, tr) = T(texPt)( -y, s, tr)"T(tex112)( -y, s, tr) 

• T([texp]cset)(-y,s,tr) = [T(texp)("Y,s,tr)]caet. 

Next we define inductively when an assertion p holds in a logical variable environment 

"Y, a state s, and a trace tr, denoted [p]"Y( s, tr ). 

• (exp1 = exP2h( s, tr) iff V( exp1)( "Y, s, tr) = V( exP2)( "Y, s, tr) 

• [exp1 < exp2]"Y(s,tr) iff V(exp1)(-y,s,tr) < V(exp2)(-y,s,tr) 

• [texPt = tex112]"Y(s,tr) iff T(texPt)(î,s,tr) = T(tex112)(-y,s,tr) 

• [expE JN]"Y(s,tr) iff V(exp)(-y,s,tr) E IN. 
• [ -.p]"Y( s, tr) iff not [p]"Y( s, tr) 

• [p1 V P2Jh(s,tr) iff~ [p1Jh(s,tr) or [p2]"Y(s,tr) 

• (3v: p]h(s, tr) iff there exists a iJ E VAL such that [p]("Y: v,..... iJ)(s, tr) 

• (3t : p]-y(s, tr) iff there exists a tr E TRA GE such that [p]("Y : t ,..... tr )( s, tr) 

Definition 2.2.4 (Validity Assertions) An assertion pis valid, denoted I= p, iff 

[p)"Y( s, tr) holds for any environment "Y, state s, and trace tr. 

Definition 2.2.5 (Abbreviations) Henceforth, we use the following abbreviations: 

(h =<ei, ... ,en>)= (3vi, ... ,Vn: h =< (ci,v1), ... ,(cn,vn) >), 

hcset = [h)cset, he = h{c}• hcd = h{c,d}• etc., and 

(texp1:; tex112) = (3t: texPt"t = tex112). 

Next we define when a correctness formula {p} S {q} is valid. 

Definition 2.2.6 (Validity of a Correctness Formula) For a program S and as

sertions pand q, a correctness formula {p} S {q} is valid, denoted I= {p} S {q}, iff 

for all "Y, for all states s0 , for all traces tr0 : 

if [p]"Y(so, tro) then for all (so, tri, si) E M(S): [q]"Y(si, tro"tr1). 
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2.2.4 Proof System 

In this section we give a. proof system for our correctness formulae. First we formula.te 

rules a.nd a.xioms tha.t a.re generally a.pplica.ble to a.ny statement. Then we a.xiomatize 

the programming la.nguage by formulating rules and a.xioms for all atomie statements 

a.nd compound progra.mming constructs. 

Genera! Part 
In addition to the Consequence Rule, a.s formulated in Section 2.1.4, the proof system 

contains the following general rules and a.xioms. 

Rule 2.2.T (Conjunction Rule) 
{Pt} s {q1}, {p:z} s {q2} 

{P1 A .P2} S {q1 A q2} 

{p} s {q} 
Rule 2.2.8 (Substitution) 

{p[exp/v, texPt/t, texP2/h]} S {q} 

provided v, t a.nd h do not occur in q. 

Rule 2.2.9 (Quanti:flcation) 
{p} s {q} 

{3u:p} S {q} 

provided logical varia.bie u does not occur in q. 

The Qua.ntifica.tion Rule is not required for completeness of the proof system, but the 

rule is convenient in examples. 

Axiom 2.2.10 (Invariance) {p} s {p} 

provided var(S)n var(p) = ~ a.nd ch(S)nch(p) = ~-
As expla.ined later, the following a.xiom is required to a.chleve a. (rela.tively) complete 

proof system. Let cset Ç CHAN. 

Axiom 2.2.11 (Prefix lnvariance) {t :::! hcaet} S {t :::! hcset} 

Program Part 
To a.xiomatize programming la.nguage constructs, the proof system includes the As

sigument Rule, the Sequential Composition Rule, the Guarded Command Rule, and 

the Iteration Rule from Section 2.1.4. Furthermore, we have the following a.xioms for 

ia-statements. 

Axiom 2.2.12 (Output) {q[h"(c,e)/h]} c!e {q} 

Axiom 2.2.13 (Input) {Vv: q[h"( c, v)/h, v/x]} c?x {q} 

provided v does not occur free in q. 
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Rule 2.2.14 (Guarded Command with 10-Guards) 

{p Ab;} c;?x;; 8; {q;}, for all ie {1," ., n} 

{p} i:ar=1 b;;c;?x;-+ 8;) {(pA -.ba) V Vr=1 q;} 

Rule 2.2.15 (Parallel Composition) 

{p1} 81 {qi}, {1'2} 82 {q2} 

{P1A1'2} 811182 {qi A q2} 

provided var(q;) Ç var(8;), and ch(q;) Ç ch(8;), for ie {1, 2}. 

The restrictions on parallel composition have been motivated in the previous sec

tion. For simplicity we require that the postcondition of process 8; refers only to 

variables and channels of 8; itself. In genera!, we could relax the restrictions to, for 

i,je {1,2},i;éj, 

• var(q;) n var(8;) = l!I; the postcondition of one statement should not refer to 

the variables of the other process. Without this restriction we could combine 

{x = O} x := x + 1 {x = 1} and {z = O} y := y + 3 {x = O}, which are both 

derivable, by the parallel composition rule and derive the correctness formula 

{x = O} x := x + 111y:=y+3 {false} which is not valid. 

• ch(q;)nch(8;) Ç ch(8;); ifthe postcondition ofone statement refers to channels of 

the other process then this concerns joint channels, connecting the two processes. 

Without this restriction {he=<>} d!l {he=<>} and {true} c!O {true} would 

lead to the triple {he=<>} d!l Il c!O {he=<>} which is not valid. 

Note that with our restrictions on parallel composition we need the Invariance Axiom 

to derive, for instance, {h" =< (a,3) > Az = 2} d?x Il c?y {h" =< (a,3) > Az = 2}. 

The Prefix Invariance Axiom is required to achieve a complete proof system, since 

otherwise the valid Hoare triple {< c,d >~ hcd} c!llld!O {< c,d >~ hcd} can

not be derived. The problem is that after applying the parallel composition rule to 

{p1} c!l {qi} and {P2} d!O {q2} we obtain {P1 AP2} c!llld!O {qi A q2}, where qi should 

not refer to channel d and q2 should not refer to channel c. But then the relative 

ordering of c and d cannot be derived from qi and q2, that is, qi A q2 cannot imply 

< c,d >~ hed· 

2.2.5 Examples 

We show by an example how such a proof system can be used for the bottom-up 

verification of a given program. 
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Example 2.2.2 Consider the Boa.re triple from Exa.mple 2.1.9 

{true} 81llS2llS3 {x = l /\ y = 21\ z = O}, where 

S1 = a!O; b!l, 82 = b?x;c!(x + 1), and 83 = [ a?z-+ c?y 0 c?y-+ a?z ]. 

By the Output Axiom and the Consequence Rule we can derive 

{ha&=<>} a!O {ha&=< (a,O) >}and 

{h"b =< (a,O) >} b!l {h"b =< (a,O), (b, 1) > }. 
Then the Sequentia! Composition Rule leads to 

{ha&=<>} a!O; b!l {h"0 =< (a,O),(b,1) >}. 

Simila.rly, we can derive 

{hbc =<>} b?:i:; c!(x + 1) {hbc =< (b, x), (c,x + 1) > }. 

Observe tha.t the restrlctions for the Parallel Composition Rule are fulfilled, and hence 

this rule leads to 

{ha&=<> l\hbc =<>} 81llS2{h"& =< (a,O),(b, 1) > l\h&c =< (6,x),(c,x+ 1) > }. 

Since habc =<>-+ha&=<> l\hbc =<> and 

h"b =< {a,0),{6,1) > l\hbe =< (6,x),(c,x + 1) >-+ hac =< (a,O),(c,2) > l\x = 1, 

we obtain by the Consequence Rule, 

{habc =<>} S1llS2 {h"c =< (a,O),(c,2) > l\x = 1}. 
Observe tha.t we can also derive -

{hae =<>} a?z; c?y {ha.c =< (a,z), (c,y) >}and 

{hac =<>} c?y; a?z {h..., =< (c, y),(a,z) > }. 

Then the Rule for Guarded Command with IO-Gua.rds (note tha.t ba .... false here) 

leads to 

{h"c =<>} [ a?z-+ c?y U c?y-+ a?z] 

{h..., =< (a,z),(c,y) > vh"c =< (c,y),(a,z) > }. 
Applying the parallel composition rule to 811182 and 83 we obta.in 

{h"bc =<> Ah"c =<>} 81 llS2llS3 

{hac =< (a, 0), ( c, 2) > l\x = 1 A (h"c =< ( a, z), ( c, 11) > Vh"c =< ( c, y), ( a, z) > )}. 

Since habc =<>-+ habc =<> Aha.c =<> and the postcondition implies x = l/\ z = 0/\ 

y = 2, the Consequence Rule leads to 

{h"öc =<>} S1llS2llS3 {x = 11\ y = 21\ z = O}. 

By the Substitution Rule we'can now replace h in the precondition by<>, and since 

true-+ [<>]abc=<> we obta.in, by the Consequence Rule, 

{true} S1llS2ll83 {x = 11\ 11 = 21\ z = O}. 0 

Finally, we show by an example how a compositional proof system can be used for 

the verification of design steps during the process of top-down program development. 

For this we consider a Hoare triple {p} S {q} as a specification of a program S. 
Since the rules in a compositional system do not use the text of the components, 

we can verify a decomposition of S by means of the specifications for the components; 

Observe, however, that some of the rules can only be applied provided certa.in syntactic 

restrictions are met. 
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• To apply the Inva.riance Rule it is required that var(S) n var(p) = lil and 

ch(S)nch(p) = 111. 

• The Parallel Composition Rule can only be applied provided var(q;) Ç var(S;) 

and ch(qi) Ç ch(S;), for i E {1,2}. 

Hence, strlctly speaking, pre- and postcondition are not sufficient to verlfy a. design 

step; we also have to specify some synta.ctic information of the program. Thus, in 

addition to pre- and postconditions a program Sis specified by the sets var(S) Ç VAR 

and ch(S) Ç CHAN. In subsequent chapters we will not elabora.te this part of the 

specification since it can ea.sily he derived in a compositional way: 

1. For (boolean) expressions define var(,?) = 111, var(x) = {x}, var(e1 + e2) = 
var(e1 - e2) = var( ei x e2) =var( ei= e2) = var(e1 < e2) = var(e1) U var(e2), 
var(-.b) = var(b), and var(b1 V b2) = var(b1) U var(b2). 

2. For statements, define var(skip) = 0, var(x := e) = {x} U var(e), var(c!e) = 
var(e), var(c?z) = {x}, var(S1; S2) = var(S1llS2) = var(S1) U var(S2), 

var([Ur=1b; - S;]) = LJ};,.1(var(b;) U var(S;)), var([0};..1b;;c;?x;-+ S;]) = 
Lff=1(var{b;) U {x;}J,J var(S;)), and var(Mi) var(G). 

3. Define ch(skip) = ch(x := e) = 0, ch(c!e) = ch(c?x) = {c}, ch(S1;S2) = 
ch(S1llS2) = ch(Si) u ch(S2), ch([U};..1b; _. S;]) = lff=t ch(S;), 

ch([0};..1b;;c;?x;-+ S;]) = Uf=1({c;} U ch(S;)), and ch(Mi) = ch(G). 

Example 2.2.3 Let Fi and Fz be two functions on VAL. Suppose we want to design a 

program S that first receives a value v on a. channel a, then computes F1(F1( v)+F2( v)) 

and F2(F1(11) + F2(v)), and finally transmits these values on channel b. Formally, S 

should satisfy 

{hab =<>} S {3v: hab =< (a,v),(b,F1(F1(v)+F2(v))),(b,F2(F1(v)+F2(v))) >}. 
To give an implementation for S, assume we are given two basic components B1 and 

B2 that satisfy, for any expression exp, 

• {x1 = exp} Bi b1 = Fi(exp)}, var(B1) {x1,Y1}, ch(B1) = 111 

• {x2 = exp} B2 {Y2 = F2(exp)}, var(B2) {x2,Y2}, ch(Bz) = l!l 

The first design step is to write S as a sequential composition of S0 , that receives a 

value on channel a and stores it in x1 and x2 , and a program !;. Thus we want 

• {hab =<>} So {3v: hab =< (a,v) > /\x1 X2 = v} 

• {3v: hab =< (a,v) > /\x1 = X2:::; v} S 
{3v : hab =< ( a, v), (b, F1(F1( v) + F2( v))), (b,F2(F1( v) + F2( v))) >} 
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Now we can verify this design step, although the implementa.tion of So a.nd S is not 

known: by the Sequentia.l Composiiion Rule we ca.n prove tha.t So; S sa.tisfies the 

specifica.tion of S provided 80 a.nd S satisfy their specifica.tions. Here it is essenti.al 

that this Sequentia.l Composition Rule i~, compositional and thus does not use the 

program text of the components. Similarly, we can implement S as S1; S2 with 

• {3v: ho.1> =< (a,v) > Ax1 = x2 = v} Si 

{3v: h"ö =< (a, v) > A1/1 = F1(F1( v) + F2( v)) A 112 = F2(F1( v) + F2(v))} 

• {3v: h"b =< (a,v) > A111 = F1(F1(11) + F2(11)) A 1/2 = F2(F1(v) + F2(t1))} 82 
{3v: h"ö =< (a, v), (b,F1(F1( v) t F2( v))), (b,F2(F1( v) + F2(11))) >} 

Then 80, S1 and S2 can be implemented independently according to their specifica.tion. 

It is easy to prove tha.t 80 = a?x1 ; :t2 := :t1 and 82 = b!111 ; b!112 satisfy the required 

specifica.tions. Next consider the design of 81. Suppose we decide to write 81 as 

81111812• The main idea is that the process 811 and 812 first compute, respectively, 

F1(v) and F2(v). Thèn they exchange these results via chanriels c and d: 811 sends 

F1 ( v) a.long c and then 812 sends F2( v) on d. Finally, 811 and 812 compute, respectîvely, 

F1(F1(v)+F2(v)) and F2(F1(v)+F2(v)). Thus 811 and 812 should sa.tîsfy the following 

specifications: 

• {:t1 = v} Sn {3vt: hca =< (c,F1(v)),(d,111) > A1J1 = F1(F1(v) + t11)} 

• {x2 = v} S12 {3'112: hca =< (c,'112),(d,F2(v)) > A112 = F2(V2 + F2(v))} 

To verify this design step, a.ssume var(Su) d {x1,111}, var(812) d {:1:2,112}, ch(811) 2 
{c,d}, and ch(S12) 2 {c,d}. Then we can apply the Parallel Composition Rule and 

derive 

{x1 = x2 = v} S11llS12 
{3v1: hca =< (c,F1(v)),(d,v1) > Af/1 = F1(F1(v)+ v1)A 

3'12: hcd =< (c,v2),(d,F2(v)) > Ay2 = F2(v2 + F2(v))}. 
By the Consequence Rule this leads to 

{x1 = :t2 = v} S11llS12 {111 = F1(F1(v) + F2(v)) A 112 = F2(F1(v) + F2(v))}. 
Assuming ch(S11llS12) n {a, b} ~.the Invariance Rule leads to 

{3v: hab =< (a, v) >} S11llS12 {3v: hab =< (a, v) > }, 
and then by the Conjunction Rule we obtain the specification of 81 • Hence this design 

step is correct provided 

1. {zi,y1} ç; var(Su), {x:i,112} Ç var(812), {c,d} ç; ch(Su), {c,d} ç; ch(S12), and 

2. ch(S11 ) n {a,b} = ~. ch(Sl2) n {a,b} = (6. 

Next we implement Sn as S1; S2; Ss where S1 computes F1(v), S2 sends this result 

on channel c and receives a value v1 along channel d, and S3 computes F1 ( F1 ( v) + 111 ): 
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• {111 = F1(v)} S2 {3v1: hcd =< (c,F1(v)),(d,t1i) > Ax1 = F1(v) + vi} 

• {3v1 : hcd =< (c, F1(v)), (d, v1) > Ax1 = F1( v) + v1} S3 

{3v1: ha;1 =< (c, Fi(v)),(d,vi) > i\y1=Fi(F1(v)+111)} 

Clearly, S1 can be implemented by basic component B1 (using the specifica.tion of B1 
with exp = v ). Furthermore, with the proof system we can show that the program 

c!y1 ; d'!x1 ; x1 := 111 + x1 sa.tisfies the specifica.tion of S2. For S3 we ca.n aga.in use Bi, 

since by the Invaria.nce Rule, using ch(Bi) = !IS, we ca.n derive 

{hcd =< (c,F1(v)),(d,v1) >} B1 {hcd =< (c,F1(v)),(d,v1) >}. 
By the speciftca.tion of Bi, with exp = Fi ( v) + vi, we obta.in 

{x1 = Fi(v) + vi} Bi {Y1 = Fi(F1(v) + v1)}. 

Then.the Conjunction Rule this leads to 

{hed =< (c, Fi( v)), (d, vi) > Ax1 = F1( v) + vi} B1 

{hcd =< (c,F1(v)),(d,v1) > Ay1 = F1(F1(v) + v1)}. 

By the Consequence Rule we obta.in 

{hcd =< (c, F1( v)), (d, Vi) > i\x1 = F1( v) + vi} Bi 

{3v1: hcd =< (c,F1(v)),(d,v1) > i\y1 F1(F1(v)+ v1)}. 

Finally, the Quantification Rule leads to the specification of S3 . This implies tha.t 

Bi; c!y1 ; d'!xi ; x1 111 + X1 ; B1 implements 811 . Simila.rly, we ca.n prove that 

B2 ; c'!x2 ; d!y2 ; X2 := 112 + x2 ; B2 satisfies the specification of 812· 

Finally observe tha.t, using the syntactic specifications of Bi and B2 , these programs 

meet the requirements for the correctness of the parallel composition S11 llS12. Hence 

we have designed a. program 

a'!x1 ; x2 := Xt ; 

((B1; c!y1; d'!x1; X1 := 1/1 + x1; B1)ll(B2; c?x2; d!112; x2 := Y2 + x2; B2)); 

b!y1 ; b!112 

which; given correct implementations for B1 and B2, satisfies the top·level specification 

furS. o 
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2.3 Extension to Real-Time 

We discuss how the îra.mework of the previous section can be modified and extended to 

descrlbe the real- time beha.viour of programs, and how the formalism ca.n be a.da.pted. 

to include non-termina.ting computa.tions': In this section we describe only the con

sequences of these extensions for the semantics giving the main outline; the details 

will be given in the next chapters. To describe the modifica.tions of the semantics, we 

explai.n what we want to observe about the execution of a program, and how this lea.ds 

to a redefinition of a model of computation. These modifications are illustrated by tJ;te 

semantics of the output statement c!3. 
In Section 2 we started with a.n operatióna.l semantics 0( S). This sema.ntic function 

is not compositional, basically beca.use O(d3) = ~. Using the notion of a trace, 

that is, a finite sequence of communication records, we formulated in Section 2.2 a 

compositional semantics. Tra.ces are used to represent the communication interface of 

programs. For insta.nee, for c!3 we defined the following semantics: 

M(c!3) = {u 1 u.comm =< (c,3) >and u.final = u.init}. 

Observe that this sema.ntics only describes the terminating computations of a program 

S, and for these executions we ca.n observe: 

• the va.lues of the varia.bles a.t the start of the execution, that is, the initia! state 

of S, 

• the sequence of communications performed by S, that is, the communica.tion 

interface of S, a.nd 

• the va.lues of the varia.bles at the termination of the execution, that is, the final 

sta.te of S. 

To extend this fra.mework to real-time, that is, to observe also the timing behaviour 

of a program, we must observe a.dditionally for a terminating computation: 

• the starting time of the execution, 

• the timing of the computations, that is, the points in time at which communica

tions take place, and 

• the termination time of the execution. 

Clearly, by the first and the thlrd point, we can then also observe the execution time 

of each terminating computation. 

Before we define the mea.ning.of a program with time as an extra observable, we 

discuss the basic timing assumptions and our notion of time. 
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2.3.1 Basic Timing Assumptions 

To determine the timing behaviour of programs we have to make assumptions about 

the execution time needed for the atomie constructs and how the execution time of 

compound constructs can be obta.ined from the timing of the components. For insta.nee, 

to determine the termination time of the sequentia.l program 

'Y := 11 + 5 j [ 11 > 0 ..... 'IJ := y + x a '11 = 0 ..... skip] 
we have to know the execution time of the assignments and the skip-statement, the 

extra time required to perform sequentia.l composition, the time it takes to eva.luate 

the boolean guards and to decide whlch statement to execute, etc. 

Important is the progress assumption which expresses how long the execution of 

a statement that is ready to be executed can be postponed. Thls assumption about 

the delay between actions can be motivated operationally by considering the execution 

mechanism for parallel processes. Observe that the execution time of the program 

x := 0 Il y := 1 depends on the a.lloca.tion of processeli on processors. Assume, for 

insta.nee, that an assignment takes 1 time unit. Then x := 011 Y := 1 terminates after 

one time unit if both processes x := 0 and y := 1 have their own processor and they can 

execute independently. If, however, the two processes a.re executed on a single processor 

then this program will take at least two time units, since then the processes have to be 

scheduled in some order. Note that an assumption about the assignment of processes to 

processors is also important to determine the timing of the communications. Consider, 

for insta.nee, [ c?x-+ d?x Ü d?x -+ c?x] Il c!O Il (y := 1; d!y). Then the time at whlch a 

communication takes place, and even the order of the communications, depends on the 

execution model of parallel composition. Thus, to describe the real-time behaviour of 

programs, we have to make assumptions: 

• About the execution time of atomie statements. In genera!, we will have bounds 

on the execution time. In thls thesis we often assume that there is a fixed constant 

which gives the execution time, hut the framework can be easily adapted to the 

more genera! case. For an input or output statement we have to assume how 

much time it takes to perform the communication. Note that the execution time 

of a communication statement also includes a period during which the statement 

waits because no communication partner is available. For an ia-statement in 

isolation, the length of this waiting period depends on the environment and no 

assumptions can be made about this length. 

• About the overhead time required for compound programming constructs. For 

insta.nee, we assume that sequentia.l composition does not require any extra time. 

Hence the execution time of S1; S2 is the sum of the execution times of the 

components S1 and Si, and the termination time of S1 equa.ls the starting time 

of S2. 

• Ahout the execution model of parallel composition, such as the assignment of 
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processes to processors. In the next two chapters we consider the mazimal par

allelism model where each process has its own processor. In Chapter 5 we show 

that this assumption can be generalized to the situation where several processes 

may share a single processor and scJ;i,eduling is based on priorities. 

In the (non-real-time) semantics from the previous section we have ahstracted from 

execution times and scheduling of actions. Then actions can be delayed arbitrarily, and 

parallel composition is modelled as the interleaving of actions. For instance, the parallel 

composition c!O Il (y := 1; d!y) leads to the interleaving of the two communications, 

represented by the traces < ( c, 0 ), ( d, 1) > and < (d, 1), ( c, 0) >. Hence, the program 

[ c?x - d?:c 0 d?z - c?x] Il c!O Il (y := 1 ; d!y) bas two possible executions: first 

the c-1::ommunication and then the d-communication, or vice versa. In the maximal 

parallelism model, however, any action is executed as soon as possible. Assuming 

that an assignment takes a positive amount of time, the d-communication cannot 

be performed at the start of the program, whereas the c-communication can take 

place immediately. Hence, in the maximal parallelism model the c-communication is 

performed before the d-communication. 

Observe that maximal parallelism implies maximal progress, and thus minimal 

waiting: a process only waits when it tries to execute an input or output statement 

and the communication partner is not available. Hence it is never the case that one 

process waits to perform c!e and, simultaneously, another process waits to execute c?:c. 

2.3.2 Notion of Time 

We express the timing behaviour of a program from the viewpoint of an external 

observer with hls own doek (as done in [KSR+88,RR86]). Thus, although parallel 

components of a system might have their own, physical, local clock, the observable 

behaviour of a system is described in terms of a single, conceptual, global clock. Since 

this global notion of time is nót incorporated in the distributed system itself, it does not 

impose any synchronization upon processes. Then we define the real-time semantics 

of programs by means of a function which assigns to a point of time a set of records, 

representing the events that are taking place at that point. 

In this thesis we use a time domain TIME which is dense, i.e., between every two 

points of time there exists an intermediate point. With such a dense time domain a 

communication can be represented by an interval of communication records, and we 

can easily model communications that overlap in time or that are arbitrarily close to 

each other in time. Having dense time is also suitable for the description of reactive 

systems which interact with an environment that has a time·continuous nature (see, 

e.g., [Koy90]). Furthermore, we argue that in a compositional framework it is inconve

nient to use discrete time. Compositionality allows us to design a process in isolation 

according to its specification. With a. discrete notion of time a smallest time unit 

has to be chosen in this specification. When two independently developed processes 
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with different time units are combined, a new basic time unit must be defined and the 

specifkations of the processes have to be modified accordingly. Finally, a dense time 

domain allows the refinement of a single event into a sequence of sub-events, such as the 

implementation of a single synchronous communication by a sequence of asynchronous 

communications according to some protocol. An extensive discussion about the nature 

of time can be found in [JG89]. In this thesis we use the non-negative rationals as our 

( dense) time domain: TIME = { T E QJ 1 T ;?: O}, where((? is the set ofrational numbers. 

2.3.3 Denotational Semantics for Terminating Computations 

Ha.ving discussed the basic timing assumptions and the time domain, we now define 

the semantic model which is used to describe the real-time behaviour of terminating 

executions of a program. Besides the initia! and final states, we use a function which 

describes the communication events that are taking place at any point of time during 

a computation of a program. These communication events are represented by commu

nication records of the form (c,iJ) with c E CHAN and iJ E VAL. Thus the real-time 

communication behaviour of an execution of a program is described by a function 

which a.ssigns to points of time a (possibly empty) set of communication records. In 

the sema.ntic description of a statement in isolation we assume a starting time O, since 

the behaviour with other starting times can be derived from it by a simple shift of the 

communication function. Fllrthermore, we only describe the communication behaviour 

till the program terminates. Thus the domain of the communication function will be 

all points from, and including, 0 up to the termination time. 

Let p(A) denote the powerset of a set A, i.e., the set of all subsets of A. For To E 

TIME, a left-closed right-open interval [O, To) is defined as {TIT E TIMEAO::; T <To}. 
Then the model from Section 2.2.2 is adapted to real-time as follows. 

A model is a triple (init, comm, f inal) with 

init E STATE, 

comm: [O, To) ...... p( CHAN x VAL), for some To E TIME, and 

final E STATE. 

Fora model <T = ( init, comm, f inal) we refer to the three fields by <T.init, <T.comm, and 

<F.f inal, respectively. The length of <T, denoted J<Tj, is defined as JqJ = To. Informally, 

(c,iJ) E <T.comm(T) denotes that a communication along channel c with value iJ is 

taking place at time T. In our framework a single communication, which takes place 

during a certain period of time, is represented by a communication record at all points 

of time in this period. 

As an example of this semantics, consider again the output statement c!3. Assume 

a communication takes Kc time units, with I(c > O. Observe that for any terminat

ing execution of c!3 there are, in general, two time periods: first a waiting period 

during which no communication partner is ava.ilable (recall that communication is 

synchronous) followed by a period (of Kc time units) during which the actual commu-
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nication takes place. Hence there exists a T E TIME such that during interval [O, T) no 

communication takes place and during interval [r, T + Kc) we have a communication 

record (c,3). (Note that r = 0 represents the case that the communication sta,i:ts 

immediately.) Then the semantica of c!e i~, defined as 

M(c!e) = {u 1 there exists ar E TIME such that 

for all ri,O $ r1 < r: u.comm(r1) = !11, 

for all T2,T $ T2 < T + Kc: u.comm(r2) = {(c,3)}, 

lul = T + Kc, and u.final = u.init} 

Since we aim at a co~positional semantica, all possible behaviours are included in the 

semantica. Thus, considering only terminating computations, the semantica contains 

all possible finite waiting periods. Shnilar to the previous section, a number of these 

possible executions should be removed with parallel composition, since then part of 

the environment becomes available. With more information about the program, the 

set of possible computations can be reduced. For instance, when we have informa

tion about two communication partners, we should be able to restrict the number of 

possible waiting periods. Consider, as an example, c!3 Il (x := 3; c?y), and suppose 

we use the maximal parallelism model. Then the c-communication should take place 

immediately after the assignment, because otherwise both processes would be waiting 

for a c-communication. Now we can only impose this lninimal waiting requirement 

on models from the semantics if this waiting information is included in these models. 

Consequently, a model should also describe when a process is waiting to send and when 

a process is waiting to receive on a channel. The need for this additional information in 

a compositional semantics follows from the fully abstract semantics given in [HGR87] 

for a silnilar programming language. 

Hence, in a model u, the mapping u.comm should also record that processes are 

waiting for a communication. We use a waiting-to-send record c! to represent a process 

that is waiting to send on channel c, and a waiting-to-receive record c? to represent a 

process that is waiting to receive on channel c. Thus, at each point of timer< lul, 

u.comm(r)Ç{(c!r?)lcE CHAN,1JE VAL}U{c!lcE CHAN}U{c?lcE CHAN}. 

For an output statement c!3 this leads to 

M(c!e) = {u 1 there exists a TE TIME such that 

for all ri,O $ T1 < r: u.comm(r1) = {c!}, 

for all r2, r $ r2 < r + Kc: u.comm(r2) = {(c,3)}, 

lul = T + Kc, and u.f inal = u.init} 

Now minimal waiting, as a consequence of maximal parallelism, can be expressed 

easily; not both c! E u.comm(r) and c? E u.comm(r), that is, c! ç/. u.comm(r) or 

c? ç/. u.comm(r), for all r <lul. 
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2.3.4 Extension to Non·Terminating Computations 

In the previous sections we have completely ignored non-terminating computations. 

This is unsatisfactory since this implies that any n~n-terminating program satisfies 

the speci:fication (e.g., pre- and postcondition) trivially. Then a separate formalism 

is required to show termination of programs. Furthermore, many applications deal 

with programs that are, in principle, non-terminating or that only terminate in excep

tional cases. Especially real-time systems often consist of so-called reactive processes 

(see [HP85]) that are typically non-terminating and tha.t have an intensive interaction 

with their environment. Hence we also want to describe the timed communication be

haviour of non-terminating processes. This means that for any execution of a program 

S we now want to observe: 

• the initial state and the starting time of S, 

• thè timed communication behaviour of S, and 

• if S terminates then the fina.I state and the termination time of S. 

Therefore, the domain of a.comm is allowed to be [O,oo) (i.e., TIME) to describe 

the communication hehaviour of a non-termina.ting execution. In the semantics of 

c!3 we now have to add the possibility that this statement ha.s to wait forever for a 

communication partner and never performs the actual communication. This can be 

done by adding the following set to M(c!3): 

{ u 1 for all T1 E TIME, r1 ~ 0: u.comm( r1) = { c!} }. 

More details will be given in subsequent chapters where we use a similar semantic model 

to describe the real-time semantics of several versions of our progra.mming langnage. 
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Chapter 3 

Compositionality and Real-Time 

This chapter contains the basic foundations of our real-time formalism. Therefore we 

consider a simple real-time programming language with (ma.ximal) parallelism and 

synchronous messa.ge passing. To highlight the main points of our framework we do 

not consider program varia.bles in this chapter. In subsequent chapters we show tha.t 

the basic formalism described in this chapter can be modified to deal with varia.bles 

and uniprocessor implementations. 

The synta.x and informa.1 semantics of our programming language are given in 

Section 3.1. Based on the results from the previous chapter, we define a denotational 

sema.ntics for this la.nguage in Section 3.2. Next we formulate two compositiona.l proof 

systems for our progra.mming language. Section 3.3 contains a proof system wbich 

is based on correctness formula.e of the form S sat cp, with S a program and '{) an 

assertion using a real-time version of tempora! logic. The second formalism, described 

in Section 3.4, uses extended Hoare triples of the form C : {p} S {q}, where Cis a 

commitment about the real-time communica.tion behaviour of S, pa precondition and 

q a. postcondition. The a.ssertions C, pand q are expressed in a first-order logic. The 

two formalisms are illustrated by an example of a watchdog timer. Both proof systems 

are proved sound and relatively complete. Details of these proofs for the temporal 

~ogic approach from Section 3.3 can be found in Appendix B. The proofs of soundness 

and relative completeness of the Hoare-style formalism from Section 3.4 are given in 

Appendix C. 

3.1 Real-Time Programming Language 

Our real-time programming language is based on the Occa.m-like la.nguage from Chap

ter 2 and akin to real-time versions of CSP a.s defined in [KSR+88,HGR87]. We add a 

real-time statement delay d which suspends the execution for (at least) d time units. 

This statement is also used in the language Ada [Ada.83] and corresponds toa wait d 

statement in KSRGA,HGR. Similar to a delay-statement in the select construct of 

Ada, such a delay-statement is allowed in a guard of a guarded command to enable 
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the progranuning of time-outs. 

To investigate the basic real-time framework, no program variables are used-we 

consider only the (real-time) communication behaviour. In the next cha.pter we show 

how this framework can be extended to a. language with program varia.bles. Processes 

communica.te and synchronize by messa.ge passing via. unidirectional channels, each 

connecting exa.ctly two processes. Communication is synchronous. 

3.1.1 Syntax and lnformal Meaning 

Let TIME be some countahle ordered time domain and oo a. special symhol, oo (/. 

TIME. The syntax of our programming language is given in Ta.ble 3.1, with n E IN, 

c,ci, .. . ,en E CHAN, d E TIME, and do E TIMEU {oo}, do> 0. 

Table 3.1: Syntax Programming La.ngua.ge 

Statement S ::= skip 1 delay d 1 c! I c? 

S1;S2 1 G 1 -kG 1 S1llS2 

Guarded Command G ::= [Of=1 c;?-> S; IJ delay do-+ S] 

Since we have slightly modified the syntax of our programming langua.ge, we briefiy 

mention the informal mea.ning of statements: 

Atomie statements 

• skip terrninates immedfately. 

• delay d suspends execution for d time units. 

• c! is uaed to send a. signal along channel c. (In this chapter we do not consider 

the value transmitted.) Since we are a.ssuming synchronous communication, a 

statement c! is suspended until the receiving process executes a statement c?. 

• c? is used to receive a signa! along channel c. An input statement c? is suspended 

until the sending process executes an output statement c!. 

Compound statements 

• 51 ; S2 indicates sequentia! composition of statements S1 and 52 • 

• Guarded command [Uf=1 c;?-+ S; 0 delay d-> S] is executed as follows: wait at 

most d time units for some input guard c;? to become ena.bled, that is, until com

munica.tion can a.ctua.lly occur along one of the c; because a communication part

ner becomes available. If at least one of the c;-communica.tions is possible (before 

d time units have elapsed), one of these communications (non-deterministically 

chosen) is performed and thereafter the corresponding S; is executed. If no guard 

is enabled within d time units after the start of the execution of the command, 

then S is executed. 
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Example 3.1.1 This construct makes it possible to model a. time-out, i.e., to 

restrict the wa.iting period for certa.in communica.tions. Consider the gua.rded 

comma.nd [c?x - S1 Odelay 5 - S2]; if there is no partner a.va.ila.ble for the 

input statement within 5 time units then the dela.y-a.lterna.tive is taken and S2 

is executed. D 

• *° indica.tes repea.ted execution of gua.rded command G. Since we do not con

sider boolean guards in this cha.pter, execution of*° never termina.tes. 

• S1llS2 indica.tes parallel execution of Si and S2 a.ccording to the ma.xima.l pa.ra.l

lelism model (see Section 2.3.1). 

We often use [Uf=1 et?-+ S;] as an a.bbrevia.tion for l:Df=1 c;?--+ Si 0 delay oo - S], 

if n > O. If n = 0 in [Of=t c;? --+ S; U delay d - S] then we write [delay d--+ S]. 
Let DCHAN be the set of channels extended with directiona.l cha.nnels; 

DCHAN = CHAN U {c! 1 c E CHAN} U {c? 1 c E CHAN }. 

De:flnition 3.1.1 (Channels Occurring in Statement) The set of(directiona.l) chan

nels occurring in a statement S, nota.tion dch(S), is defined a.s the smallest subset of 

DCHAN such tha.t if cis an output cha.nnel of S then {c,c!} Ç dch(S), and if cis an 

input channel of S then {c,c?} Ç dch(S). 

3.1.2 Syntactic Restrictions 

Similar to the previous cha.pter a number of syntactic constraints are imposed upon 

statements to gua.rantee that a channel connects exa.ctly two processes. With the 

definition of dch(S) above we can now express these restrictions formally a.s follows: 

• For 81 ; 82 we require tha.t, for all c E CHAN, c! E dch(81) implies c? f/. dch(S2), 

and c? E dch(S1) implies c! f/. dch(82). 

• Fora guarded command G =: [Uf,,,1 c;?--+ S; 0 delay d-+ Bo] we require 

- for all i E {1,"., n} that c;! f/. dch( G), and 

- for all i,j E {O, 1, "., n}, i '#- j, and c E CHAN that c! E dch(8;) implies 

c? f/. dch(S;), and c? E dch(S;) implies c! <f. dch(S;). 

• For S1llS2 we require dch(S1) n dch(S2) Ç CHAN. 

3.1.3 Basic Timing Assumptions 

As explained in Section 2.3.1, to determine the real-time behaviour of programs we 

have to make a.ssumptions about the execution time of atomie sta.temen ts and the extra 

time needed to execute compound constructs. In our proof systems the correctness 

of a program with respect to a specifica.tion, which may include timing constraints, is 

verified relative to these assumptions. 
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In this chapter we use the maximaJ parallelism model to represent the situation 

that every process has its own processor. Hence, a process never waJts for the execution 

of a locaJ, non-communication, command. An input. or output command can cause a 

process to walt, hut only when no communication partner is avaJlable; as soon as a 

partner is available the communication must take place. Thus the maximal parallelism 

model implies a minimal wa.iting period. 

For simplicity, we assume that there is no overhead for compound statements and 

that a delay d statement takes exactly d time units. Furthermore we assume given a 

constant ](0 > 0 such that each communication, i.e., without the wa.iting period, takes 

Kc time units. In Section 3.2.3 we show that the semantics can be easily generalized to 

the case where the duration of a communication period is not constant, hut an element 

of a given set. 
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3.2 Denotational Semantics 

3.2.1 Computational Model 

Since we do not consider program va.ria.bles in this chapter, we can simplify the com

putational model described in Section 2.3. Here our formal model of real-time commu

nicaiion behaviour consists of a. mapping from points of time to sets of channel na.mes, 

indicating the channels along which messa.ges are heing transmitted at any given time. 

In addition to the na.mes of the channels along which a communication takes place, 

the model includes information about those processes wa.iting to send or waiting to 

receive messa.ges on their incident channels at any given time. Using this information, 

the formalism enforces minimal waiting in our maximal parallelism model by requiring 

that no pair of processes is ever simultaneously wa.iting to send and waiting to receive, 

respectively, on a. shared cha.nnel. 

For simplicity, the time domain used in the semantics equals the domain TIME 

which is used in the syntax. As already explained in Section 2.3, we take a dense time 

domain; we assume that TIME= {T E (fJ 1 T ;::: O}, i.e" the nonnegative rationals. For 

notationa.l convenience, a special value oo is used with the following properties: 

oo (/. TIME, for all T E TIME: T < oo, and for all T E TIME U { oo }: T + oo = 
oo + T oo, oo - T = oo, T x oo = oo x T = oo, max(oo,T) = max(T,oo) = oo, 

min(oo,T) = min(T,oo) = T, and min fli = oo. 

Deflnition 3.2.1 (Model) Let To E TIMEU {oo}. 

A model a (of a real-time computation) is a mapping a: (0, To) - p(DCHAN). 

Deflnition 3.2.2 (Length of a Model) Fora model a with domain [O, To) the length 

of a, denoted by lal, is defined as lal= To. 

Thus, for all T E TIME, with T < lal, we have a(T) Ç DCHAN. Informa.lly, 

a model a represents the communication behaviour at each point in time during an 

execution of a program. If lal = oo then a represents a. non-terminating computation, 

and if lal < oo then it represents a computa.tion that termina.tes at time lul. For a. 

point of time r, T < lul, and a cha.nnel na.me c E CHAN, we have three possible 

elements c, c! and c? for u( T) with the following mea.ning: 

• c E u(T) if a communication takes place along channel c at timer; 

• c! E a( T) if a process is waiting to send along channel c a.t time r; 

• c? E u(T) if a process is waiting to receive along channel c at time T. 

Henceforth, we use the following definitions. 

Deflnition 3.2.3 (Channels Occurring in a Model) The set of(directional) chan

nels occurring in a. model u, denoted by dch(u), is defined as dch(u) = UT<l"I O'( T). 
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Definition 3.2.4 (Project ion) Let cset Ç DCHAN. Define the projectionof a model 

u ontocset, denoted by [u]caet. a.s follows: l[u]csetl =lul and, for all r <lul, [u],,.et(r) = 

u( r) n cset. 

Lemma 3.2.6 For all u and cset Ç DCHAN, dch(u) Ç cset iff u = [u]ciel· 

Proof: dch(u) ç cset iff u ... <lul u(r) ç cset iff for all T < lul, 11( r) ç cset iff 

for all r < lul, u( r) = u( r) n cset iff u = [u]caet· D 

Defi.nition 3.2.8 (Coneatenation of Models) Define the concatenationoftwomod

els u1 and 0-2, denoted by 0-1 u2, as 

la1a2I = 11111 + lo-21and111112{r) = { ul{r) 
<12{ T - 11111) 

for all T < lo-11 

for all lo-11 ::f T < 11111 + lo-21 

• dch(a1a2) Ç dch(a1) U dch(a2), 

• if lo-11 < oo then dch(C11<12) dch(a1) U dch(C12), and 

• concatenation of models is associative, i.e., (111112)C1a = u1(u2ua); thus we can 

omit the brackets and write C11a2113. 

Next we define a semantic operator which corresponds to sequential composition. 

Defi.nition 3.2.7 (Concatenation of Sets of Models) For two sets of models E1 

and Ez, the concatena.tion of these sets is defined by 

SEQ(Ei.E2) = {a1a2 I C11 E Ei. and u2 E E2}. 

Since concatenation of models is associative, so is SEQ. 

Finally, we define the pa.rt of a model u before a. time r and after a time r. 

Definition 3.2.8 (Restriction of Models) Fora model u and a timer E TIMEU 

{ oo} we define the part of u before r, denoted u ! r, and the part of u at and after r, 

denoted u î T, as 

• lu ! rl = min(lul,r) and (u ! r)(rt) = u(rl), for rl < lu ! rl, and 

• lu î rl = max(lul- r,0) and (u î r)(r1) = u(r + rl), for rt <la î rl. 

Fora set of models E we define E ! r = {u ! r 1 u E E}. 

Note: 

• If r > lul then u ! r u and lu î rl O. 

• For all r, a (u ! r)(u î r). 
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3.2.2 Formal Semantics 

A compositional semantics for our progra.mming language is defined using the com

putationa.l model of the previous section. The mea.ning of a program S, denoted by 

M(S), is the set of models representing the possible computations of S starting a.t 

time 0. M(S) is defined by induction on the structure of S according to the gramma.r 

in Table 3.1. 

Skip 

A skip-statement terminates immediately, which is expressed by the unique model tha.t 

ha.s length 0. 

M(skip) = {u l lul= O} 

De lay 

A delay d termina.tes a.fter exa.ctly d time units. 

M(delay d) = {a 1 for all r < lul,u{r) =!Il, and lul= d} 

Send and Receive 

Observe tha.t in the execution of an io-statement there a.re, in genera.l, two time-periods; 

first there is a. waiting period during which no communica.tion partner is a.va.ila.ble 

(reca.ll tha.t communkation is synchronous) and, secondly, when such a. partner is 

ready to communica.te, there is a. period (of Ke time units) during whlch the a.ctual 

communica.tion takes place. For an output command c! (see Figure 3.1) these two 

termination 
u(r) = {c!} u(r) = {c} 

0 

Figure 3.1: A model a from M(c!) 

periods are represented by two sets of models WaitSend(c) and Comm(c) defined 

below. Then the semantics of c! is defined as 

M(c!) SEQ(WaitSend(c),Comm(c)) 

with WaitSend(c) = {u 1 there exists ar E TIME u {oo} such tha.t 

for all T1 < r: u( T1) { c!} and lul = T} 

and Comm(c) = {u 1 for all T <lul: u(r) = {c}, and lul= l(c}· 

Note tha.t W aitSend( c) a.llows non-termina.ting models, representing an infinite wa.iting 

period fora. communica.tion partner. Simila.rly, we define 
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M(c?) = SEQ(WaitRec(c),Comm(c)) 

where WaitRec(c) is defined simila.r to WaitSend(c). 

Sequential Composition 

Using the SEQ operator defined above, sequentia! composition is straightforwa.rd: 

Since S EQ is associative, sequentia! composition is also associative, that is, 

M((S1;S2);Sa) = M(Sli(S2;Sa)). Thisjustifies the use of S1;S2;Sa. 

Guarded Command 

For a guarded command G = rn :;..1 Ci? - S; D delay d -+ S] there are two possibilities 

after the usual requesting and executing periods: 

• Either a communication along one of the c; can be performed, represented by 

Comm(G) below, before d time units have elapsed. Then this communication 

is preceded by a period shorter than d time units during which G is ready to 

communicate on all channels c1, ••• , c,.. 

• Or there is a time-out, that is, no communication is possible within d time units. 

Then there is a waiting period of d time units, followed by the execution of S. 

This leads to the following definition: 

M(G) = SEQ(LimitedWait(G),Cornm(G))U SEQ(TimeOut(G),M(S)) 

where LimitedW ait( G) = { u 1 u E W ait( G) and lul < d } 

and TimeOut(G) = {u 1 u E Wait(G) and lul= d} 

with W ait( G) = { u 1 there exists a r E TIME U { oo} such that for all r1 < lul : 
u(r1) = {c1?, ... ,cn?} and lul= r} 

and C omm( G) = { u 1 there exists a k E { 1, ", n} such that 

u E SEQ(Cornm(c"),M(S")) }. 

lf n 0 or d = oo then this semantics can be reduced: 

• If n = 0 then W ait( G) = { u 1 there exists a r E TIME U { oo} such that for all 

r1 <lul: u(ri) 0, and lul= r} and Comm(G) = 0. Thus 

SEQ(LimitedWait(G),Comm(G)) = {u 1 u E LimitedWait(G) and lul = 
oo} { u 1 u E W ait( G), lul < d, and lul = oo} 0, and 

TimeOut(G) = {u 1 u E Wait(G) and lul = d } = {u 1 there exists a 

r E TIME U { oo} such . that for all r1 < lul : u( T1) = 0, and lul = d} = 

M(delay d). Thus M([delayd - S]) SEQ(TimeOut(G),M(S)) = 
SEQ(M(delay d),M(S)) = M(delay d; S). 
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• If d = oo and M(S) :f: fli) (which follows from Lemma 3.2.14 below) then 

TimeOut(G) = {u 1 u E Wait(G) and lul= oo }, and thus 

SEQ(TimeOut(G),M(S)) = TimeOut(G). Hence M([Of=1c;? - S;]) = 
SEQ(LimitedWait(G),Comm(G))u SEQ(TimeOut(G),M(S)) 

SEQ(LimitedWait(G),Comm(G))U TimeOut(G) = 
SEQ({u 1 u E Wait(G) and lul< oo },Comm(G))u {<7 1 <TE Wait(G) and 

lol= oo} = SEQ(Wait(G),Comm(G)). 

Note that if u E M( G) then lul > min( d, Kc) and hence, since d > 0 and Kc > 0, 

there exists a constant K > 0 such that u E M(G) implies lul> K. 

Iteration 

Every computation of 1cG either consists of a finite number of computations from G 

where the last one is non-terminating, or it consists of an infinite number of com

putations from G. Hence, the semantics of the iteration construct 1cG is defined as 

follows: 

M(1<G) = {<T I there exists a k E JN,k ~ 1 and modelB u1". "uk such that 

u 0'1 • • ·0'1" with O'; E M(G), for ie {1, .. , k}, 

IO'il < oo, for i E {1, .. ,k-1}, and lui.I oo } 

U { <T 1 there exists an infinite sequence of models <T1 , u2, ... such that 

u = <T1U2 • ·" with Ui E M(G) and l<T;I < oo, for i ~ 1 } 

The following lemma expresses that 1cG is semantically equal to G; 1<G. 

Lemma 3.2.9 M(1<G) :/:-(IJ and M(1<G) = M(G;1<G) = SEQ(M(G),M(1<G)). 

A proof of this lemma is given in Appendix A. It expresses that M(-Mi) is a (non

empty) fixed point of the function F(X) = SEQ(M(G),X). Note that also the empty 

set is afixed point of the function F(X), since SEQ(M(G), (IJ) (IJ. From the following 

lemma we obta.in that M(1<G) is the only (non-empty) fixed point of F. 

Lemma 3.2.10 The function F(X) = SEQ(M(G),X) has at most one non-empty 

fixed point. 

Proof: This lemma is proved in Appendix A, based on the observation that for a 

guarded command G there exists a constant K > 0 such that l<TI ~ K for all u E M( G). 

(By this property execution of an infinite loop in finite time is also avoided.) O 

Corollary 3.2.11 M(1<G) = 

{ u l lal = oo and there exists an infinite sequence of models 0'1 , u2 , ••• such that 

u = u1u2···, with <1; e M(G) for i;:::: 1 } 
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Parallel Composition 

The semantics of parallel composition is formulated as: 

M(S1llS2) = {a 1 dch(a) Ç dch(S1 ) U dch(S2), and for i E {1, 2} there exist 

a; E M(S;) such that lol= max(lo1J, la21), 

[J () -{o;(r) forallr<lo;I 
0 dek S· T -

( ,) 0 for all r, la;I ::; r < lal, and 

c! '/. a(r) V c? '/. o(r), for all r <lol} 

Observe that the projection of O' onto (directed) channels of 81 represents the 

communication behaviour during an execution of 81 at any point before termination of 

Si, and this projection yields the empty set when 81 has termina.ted. Similarly, for 82. 

The clause Jol = max(la1J, lo-21) corresponds to the notion that the parallel composition 

of two processes terminates when and only when both processes have terminated. By 

requiring c! ~ u(r) V c? '/. u(r), that is, -.(c! E u(-r) A c? E a(r)) we enforce maxima.l 

parallelism, that is, the two processes are never simultaneously waiting to communicate 

on a certain channel. Furthermore, consider a channel c E dch(81)ndch(82), that is, a 

channel connecting 81 and 82• Then, by the definition above, for all r < lul, c E o-1( T) 

iff c E ([o]dch(Si)(r) iff c E u(r) iff c E ([u]äch(~)(r) iff c E u2(r). This expresses 

synchronous communication, since it asserts that S1IJ82 communicates on a shared 

channel c at a certain point of time iff hoth 81 and 82 communicate on c at that time. 

Lemma 3.2.12 Parallel composition is commutative and associative. 

A proof of this lemma appears in Appendix A. 

Properties of the Semantics 

A model <1 occurring in the meaning of a program has the property that, for a channel 

c E CHAN, at most one of the elements c, c! and c? occurs in u(r) at any point of 

time r. 

Definition 3.2.13 (Well-Formed) A model u is well-formed ifffor all T < luJ: 

1. -.( c! E u( r )Ac? E u( r) ). (Minimal waiting: It is not possible to be simultaneously 

wa.iting to send and waiting to receive on a particular channel.) 

2. -i(c E u(r) A c! E u(r)) and -.(c E u(r) A c? E u(r)). (Exclusion: It is not 

possible to be simultaneously communicating and waiting to communicate on a 

given channel.) 

Note: 

• For any cset Ç DCHAN, if u is well-formed then its projection on cset, [u]cset, 

is also well-formed. 
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• If 0'1 and u2 are well-formed then their concatenation u1u2 is well-formed. 

• If 0'10'2 is well-formed then 0'1 is well-formed, and if 10'11 < oo then also 0'2 is 

well-formed. 

Then we have the following lemma, expressing some properties of our semantic model. 

Lemma 3.2.14 For any program S, M(S) f; lil and for any O' E M(S): 

1. dch(u) Ç dch(S), and 

2. O' is well-formed. 

The proof of thls lemma appears in Appendix A. 

3.2.3 Variable Communication Periods 

In Section 3.2.2 the semantics of the programming language has been defined under the 

assumption that the time it takes to perform a communication is constant and given 

by Kc. Here we show that thls assumption can be relaxed to the situation where, for 

each channel c, we are given a set CommTimec Ç TIME such that the duration of 

any communication along c is an element of this set. For insta.nee, the assumption 

tha.t a. communication on c takes more than l time units and less than u time units is 

expressed by a set CommTimec = {r E TIME l l < T < u}. 

In the semantics of Section 3.2.2 a communica.tion along cis represented in a model 

by associating a record c with all time points in a. left-dosed right-open interval of 

length K c• N ote that the fixed duration of a communication guarantees that successive 

communica.tions along channel c ca.n be distinguished. With variable communica.tion 

lengths, however, the use of left-closed right-open communicatîon intervals leads to 

a problem. As!iume, for instance, that CommTimec = {1, 2} and tha.t Comm(c) is 

defined as {a 1 for all r < 10'1: u(r) = {c}, and 10'1 E CommTime0 }. Then there 

exists a model uo E M(c?) with IO'ol = 2 and, for all r < 2: O'o(r) = {c}. Similarly, 

there exists a 0'1 E M(c!) with la1I = 1 and, for all T < 1: a1(r) = {c}, and thus 

0'10'1 E M(c!; c!). Since O'o = 0'10'i, thls leads to Uo E M( c?) n M(c!;c!) and hence, by 

the semantics of parallel composition, u0 E M( c?ll( c!; c!)). Consequently, the semantics 

of c?ll( c!; c!) contains a model whlch terminates at time 2, although operationally this 

program leads to deadlock and thus never terminates. 

To solve this problem we use open intervals to represent communication periods. 

Formally, we define Comm(c) as 

Comm(c) {O' 10'{0) = 0, for all r,0 < r < 10'1: u(r) = {c}, and 

lul E CommTime0 } 

Then for two successive c-communications there is at least one point between the two 

communication periods at which there is no c record. 
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3.3 Proof System based on Metric Tempora) Logic 

3.3.1 Specification Language 

In this section, our assertion language is a. real-time version of tempora! logic, called 

Metric Temporal Logic (MTL ), which is based on a. logic introduced in [KdR85] to 

specify time-critical systems. An extensive discussion about the foundations of this 

logic can be found in [Koy89,Koy90). The basic operators from the assertion language 

are the until operators ;p1 U <" 'P2 and ;p1 u=" 'P2 which can be considered as real-time 

versions of the Strong Until operator of temporal logic [MP82]. To give compositional 

proof rules for sequential composition and iteration, we a.dd the "chop" operator C and 

the "iterated chop" operator C00
• Similar opera.tors have been de:fined in [BKP84] to 

give a compositional proof system for tempora! logic speci:fications without real-time. 

The synta.x of the assertion language is given in Table 3.2; several useful abbreviations 

are de:fined in Table 3.3, with c E CHAN, TE TIME U {oo}, and T1 E TIME. 

Table 3.2: Synta.x of MTL Assertion Language 

Assertion 'P ::= true 1 comm(c) 1 wait(c!) 1 wait(c?) 1 done 

'Pt v 'P2 1 ...,'P 1 'Pl u <1' 'P2 1 'Pl u =1'1 'P2 1 

'P1 c 'P2 1 C00rp 

Let dch( <p) denote the set of all c, c!, or c? occurring in <p. 

The semantics of MTL assertions is defined using the computational model of Sec

tion 3.2.1. We define inductively when an assertion <p holds in a. model u, denoted 

a I= <p. Subsequently, we say that a model u satis:fies an assertion cp if u I= <p. We 

write a ~ <p if <p does not hold in a. 

• a I= true 

(true holds in any model.) 

• u 1= comm(c) iff lal > 0 and c E a(O) 

( comm( c) holds in a model iff a messa.ge is being transmitted on con that model.) 

• a I= wait( c!) iff 1171 > 0 and c! E a(O) 

( wait( c!) holds in a model iff a process is waiting to send on c on that model.) 

• a I= wait(c?) iff lal> 0 and c? E !7(0) 

( wait( c?) holds in a model iff a process is waiting to receive on c on that model.) 

• O' I= done iff lal = 0 

( done holds in a model iff that model has length O.) 

• u I= 1{11 V 1{12 iff u 1= 'Pt or O' I= <p2 

( lflt V 1f12 holds in a model iff at least one of cp1 or 'P2 holds in that model.) 
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• O" I= ""''P iff O' fl: r.p 

( -.r.p holds in a model iff ip does not hold in that model.) 

• u I= <p1 U<" <p2 iff there exists a ri, 0 S r1 < r, such that u î r1 I= <,02, and for 

all T:i, 0 S T2 < T1, q Î T2 F 'PI· 

('PI U <" i.p2 holds in a model iff 'P2 holds at some point within T time units and 

<p1 holds continuously until that point.) 

• CT!= r.p1 U=" 'f'2 iff u î r I= <,02, and for all Ti. 0::; r1 < r, u î r1 I= 'PI· 

( 'Pt U =" <p2 holds in a model iff <p2 holds after exactly r time units and 'Pt holds 

continuously until that point.) 

• u I= 'PI C 'P2 iff there exist models CT1 and u2 such tha.t u = u1CT2, u1 I= 'Pi. and 

t72 I= 'P2· 
( i.p1 C 'P2 holds in a model iff that model can be "partitioned" into models u1 and 

u2 such tha.t u1 sa.tisfies <p1 and t72 satisfies 'f'2·) 

e t7 F C00<p iff there exist an infinite sequence of models Ui, <72, U3, ••• SUCh tha.t 

u = u1 u2u3 •.• and O'; I= <p for all i ;::: 0. 

(C00<p holds in a model iff that model can be partitioned into a sequence of models 

u1, u2, u3, •.. such tha.t ui, 0-2, u3, .•. all satisfy 'f'·) 

Note In [HW89] we have used amore general framework in which we ca.n also define 

(real.time) tempora! operators tha.t refer to the past (see, e.g., [KdR85,LPZ85,Koy89]). 

To define the meaning of such operators, the past of a. model should be ava.ilable at 

any point of time. Hence we have used the notation {u, r) I= t.p to express that r.p holds 

in a. model u at time T. For insta.nee, 

{u, r} I= El 'P iff for all Ti, 0 s T1 s T' (O', T1) I= 'P· 

Examples in [KVR83,KdR85] indicate that the use of such past time operators can be 

convenient for certain specifications. End Note 

Table 3.3: Syntactic Abbreviations 

false - -.true 'PI A 'P2 - -.( •t.p1 v ""''P2) 

<><-r 'P - trueU<" <.p 'Pl -+ 'P2 - ''Pl v 'P2 

<> 'P - <><oo 'P <>=T t.p - trueU=" t.p 

D<T 'P - "<> <r -.r.p 'Plu 'P2 - 'PI U<oo 'P2 
Dr.p - -.<> -.1.p 'f'l u 'P2 - ('PIU t.p2) V D 'Pl 

We give informal descriptions for severa.1 of the abbrevia.tions defined in Table 3.3: 

• <> <p : eventually t.p will be true 

• <><,,. 'P: 'P will be true within r time units 
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• O 'P : henceforth 'P will be true 

• O<T 'P : 'P will be continuously true during the. next r time units 

• cp1 U 'P2 (strong until): eventually 'P2 will hold and until that point 'Pl holds 

continuously 

• 'Pt U 'P2 ( wea.k until or unless ): sa.me as the strong until but allows the possibility 

that ip1 holds henceforth, in which case 'P2 need never hold 

Further, fora finite set cset Ç DCHAN, we define the abbreviation noact(cset) as 

noact(cset) = /\c!emt -.wait(c!) /\ /\c?Ee11et -.wait(c?) /\ /\ceuet -.comm(c). 
Thus noact(cset) asserts tha.t no a.ctivity takes place on the channels in cset. 

Lemma 3.3.1 For all models u, and for all cseti,cseti Ç DCHAN, 

if u I= 0 noact(cset2 - cseti) then [u}caet1Ucset2 = [u}caeti · 

Proof: First note that, by the definition of projection, l[u]c•et1ucaet2 I = lul= l[u]uet1 1· 
Thus, to obta.in [u]e11e11uc•et2 = (u]cset1 we have to prove [u]caet1ucset2 { r) = [u]caet1 ( r ), 
for all r < lul. Since cseti U cset2 = cseti U (csetz cseti), [u]caei1ucaet2 = 
[u]caet1u(cset2 -caoti)• and thus, (see a.lso Lemma A.0.1, point 3, in Appendix A), for all 

r <lul, [u]caet1Uc•et2 (r) = [u]cae11 (r) U (u]cset2 -cset1 (r). 

It remains to prove (u}c••f2-c••ti ( r) = l11, for all r < lul. Assume u 1= O noact( cset2 -

cseti). Then u I= o -.comm(c), for all c E cset2 - cset1. Thus, for all r < lul and all 

c E cset2 - cseti, c '/. u(r), and hence [u]cs~-c•et1 (r) n CHAN = jll. 
Simila.rly, [u).,.et2 -caeti(r)n {c!,c?lc E CHAN} = 16. Hence [u]c.et2 -c•et1 {r) = jll. D 

Next we define when an assertion is va.lid and when a program S sa.tisfies an assertion 

'P· 

Definition 3.3.2 (Valid Assertion) A MTL assertion r.p is valid, denoted I= r.p, iff 

r.p is satisfied by all models, i.e., u I= tp for all models u. 

Example 3.3.1 Notethat I= -.done U done, I= (trueU="done) .... (-.doneU="done), 

I= D (comm(c) .... -.done), and I= O (done .... D -.comm(c)). D 

Definition 3.3.3 (Satisfaction) A program S satisfies an MTL assertion r.p, 

denoted I= S sat cp, iff all models in M(S) satisfy t.p, that is, u I= r.p for all u E M(S). 

For convenience, when S satisfies 'P according to Definition 3.3.3 we a.lso say that 'Pis 

va.lid for S. Finally, the following lemma expresses that two programs satisfy exactly 

the sa.me assertions if and only if they have the sa.me semantics. 

Lemma 3.3.4 { 'P 1 S1 sat t.p is va.lid } = { t.p 1 S2 sat t.p is va.lid } iff M ( 81) = M ( S2). 

A proof of this lemma a.ppears in Appendix A. 
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al 

Figure 3.2: Watchdog Timer Network 

Example To illustra.te these forma.lisms with a. simple example, we consider the net

work pictured in Fig. 3.2. Process W is a "watchdog" process: its job is to ensure that 

processes Pi, ... , Pn are functioning properly. We abstract from the ta.sk that ha.s to 

be performed by P;, but we a.ssume that P; is functioning correctly iff it is ready to 

send (or sending) a. reset signal on channel re; to W at lea.st once every, say, 10 time 

units. So long a.s all processes P; are ready to send a reset signal in time, watchdog 

timer W communicates on each re; at lea.st once every 10 time units and then it does 

not communica.te on channel al. As soon as W ha.s to wa.it for a. reset signal on a 

particular re; during 10 time units, then it is ready to send (or sending) an alarm mes

sa.ge on cha.nnel al within, say, K time units. An expired waiting period is specified 

by waiLerr = vr=l D<1owait(re;?). Define comm = A'/:1 <><1ocomm(rei), specifying 

that a communication occurs within 10 time units on ea.ch cha.nnel re;. The communi· 

ca.tion behaviour of W with respect to the re; is then specified by comm U waiLerr. 

In addition, process W does not send on cha.nnel al a.s long as comm holds. If waiLerr 

becomes true, W tries to send an alarm signal on al within K time units after the end 

of an expired wa.iting period (of 10 time units), so within 10+ K time units after the 

sta.rt of the waiting period. Nothing is specified about the behaviour of W after a 

communication on al. Hence we specify W a.s follows 

W sat (comm /\ -.comm(al)) U (waiürr /\ <><iO+K [wait(al!) U comm(al)J). 

Note the use of (wait(al!) U comm(al)), specifying that Wis willing to send a mes

sage on al until a communication actually takes place. This style of specification is 

necessary for synchronous communication. 

In Section 3.3.2 we prove that if each P; is ready to send (or sending) on channel 

re; at least every 10 time units then no signal on al is sent. To specify that the P; 

are functioning properly, we a.ssume P; sat D <> <10 [wait( re;!) U comm( re;)], for all i. 

This a.sserts that at any given time, within the next 10 time units P; .will be waiting to 

send on re; until a communication takes place. Given our specifications for P1, •.• , Pn 

and W, we are able to prove P1 Il · · · llPnllW sat D -.comm( al). 
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3.3.2 Proof System 

Let ip be an assertion in MTL and let S be a program. We define a compositional 

proof system for verifying S sat ip whenever ip is Va.lid for S. First we axiomatize 

the well-formedness properties of the semantic model. Let cset be a finite subset of 

DCHAN. 

Axiom 3.3.6 (Well-Formedness} S sat WFcset 

where W Fcset = D (MinWaitc•et A Exclusioncset)· 

MinWaitc•et and Exclusioncoet are axiom schemes applied to each finite set 

cset Ç DCHAN: 

MinWaitc•et - /\ ...,( wait( c!) A wait( c?)) 
{c!,cî}Çcset 

Exclusioncset _ /\ -.(comm(c) A wait(c!))) A 
{ c,c!}Çcset 

/\ -.(comm(c) A wait(c?))) 
{ c,c?}Çcset 

N ote: A weaker version of our minimal waiting requirement, D -.( wait( c!) A wait( c?)), 

can be found in the compositional proof system of [BKP84] fora CSP-like language. To 

describe blocking behaviour, their non-real-time temporal logic also conta.ins primitives 

to express that a process is wa.iting to communicate. Then they introduce a so-called 

"justice constra.int" to express that, for any channel c, both sender and receiver are not 

eventually blocked forever, i.e., -.<> O ( wait(c!) A wait(c?)). Since this is equivalent to 

O <> -.( wait( c!) A wait( c?)), for any channel c, it can be considered as a non-real-time 

version of our minimal waiting requirement. End Note 

The next axiom expresses that a program does not (try to) communicate on channels 

which do not syntactically occur in the program. For each finite set cset Ç DCHAN: 

Axiom 3.3.6 (Communication Invariance) S sat O noact( cset) 

provided cset n dch(S) = f1J. 

Furthermore, we have a conjunction rule and a consequence rule: 

Rule 3.3.7 (Conjunction} 

Rule 3.3.8 (Consequence) 

S sat 'Pi. S sat 'P2 

S sat 'P1 A 'P2 

S sat !.pi, 'P1 _. 'P2 

S sat '1'2 

Next we give axioms for the four atomie statements. 

Axiom 3.3.9 (Skip) skip sat done 

(skip causes immediate termination.) 
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Axiom 3.3.10 (Delay) delay d sat <>=d done 

( delay d ca.uses termination in exa.etly d time units.) 

Axiom 3.3.11 (Send) c! sat wait(c!) U (comm(c)U=Kc done) 

(The statement c! is wa.iting to send on c until a transmission occurs during Kc time 

units, followed by termination of the communication.) 

Axiom 3.3.12 (Reeeive) c? sat wait(c?) U (comm(c) U=Kc done) 

The inference rule for sequentia! composition is: 

Rule 3.3.13 (Sequential Composition) 
Si sat <pi, 82 sat <p2 

Si; S2 sat <pi C <p2 

For a guarded oom.mand G = [Uf=i c;? -+ S; D delay d -+ S], we define waita = 
Af=t wait(c;?) A noact(dch(G)- {c1?, .. "c"?} ). First we consider the case that d = oo 

and hence G = [0&:1 ct?-+ S;]. Then we have the following inference rule. 

Rule 3.3.14 {Guarded Command without Delay) 

c;?;Si sat <p;, for i E {1" .. ,n} 

[Of=1 c;?-+ S;J sat waita U Vf=i (<p; A comm(c;)) 

The conjunct noact(dch(G) - {c1?" .. ,c"?}) in waita is required to obtain a com

plete proof system. Consider, for insta.nee, G [d?-+ c!]. Then G sat (wait(d?) A 

-.wait(c!)) U comm(d) is va.lid. It can a.lso be derived in our proof system, since 

-.wait(c!) follows from noact(dch(G) - {d'l}). Observe that the ...,wait(c!) conjunct 

ca.nnot be derived with the Communication Invariance Axiom, since c! E dch(G). 

If d < oo in a. guarded command, then the weak until ( unless) operator U in 

the conclusion assertion is modified to the strong until U<d and a disjunct is added 

for the case in which the delay bound is rea.ched and the delay-branch is taken. For 

G = (Of:i c;?-+ Si 0 delay d-+ S] with d < oo we have the following rule. 

Rule 3.3.15 (Guarded Command with Delay) 

c;?; S; sat <{lt. for i E {1, "" n}, S sat ip 

[Uf=1 c;? -+ S; 0 delay d-+ S] sat 

( waita U <d Vf=i( <p; A comm( c;))) V ( waita U=d <p) 

provided d < oo. 

The inference rule for an iterated guarded command is: 

Rule 3.3.16 {Iteration) 
Gsat 
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Next, consider the parallel composition of statements Si and S2. When the asser

tions for Si and 82 do not contain done, the following simple parallel composition rule 

can be used: 

Rule 3.3.17 (Simple Parallel Composition) 

S1 sat <pi. S2 sat <f>2, neither <pi nor <p2 contains done 

S1llS2 sat <p1 A 'P2 

provided dch(v>;) ç;; dch(S;), for i E {1,2}, that is, vi1 and <f>2 do not refer to (directed) 

channels outside, respectively, dch(S1) and dch(S2). 

However, ip1Alp2 is not valid for S1 llS2 in the general case, because Si llS2 terminates 

when Si and S2 have both terminated. If we simply conjoin assertions ip1 and <p2, then 

a done expression in ip1, whlch originally referred to termination of S1, now refers to ter

mination of S1 llS2 and may not be valid. For insta.nee, f= delay 5 sat <>:sdone and f= 
delay 7 sat -,done U=7done, but !#= delay 5lldelay 7 sat <>:5doneA-,done U=7done. 

(Note that <>=sdone A -,done U=1done --+ false.) To solve this problem, consider a 

computation of S1 llS2 • Suppose, in this computation, S1 terminates after (or at the 

sa.me moment as) S2 • Then the termination time of S1 llS2 is the sa.me as the termi

nation time of S1 and, as in the rule above, the model representing this computation 

satisfies cp1 • If we consider the first part of the computation up to the termination 

time of S2 then this part is a computation of S2 and hence its model satisfies cp2• After 

the termina.tion time of S2 the computa.tion does not contain any activity on channels 

of S2. Thus thls second part satisfies D noact(dch(S2)), and the model of the whole 

computation then satisfies cp1 A [cp2 CD noact(dch(S2))j. If 52 terminates after (or at 

the sa.me time as) S1 then, similarly, the model will satisfy <p2 A (!f'1C D noact(dch(S1))]. 

This leads to the following rule. 

Rule 3.3.18 (Genera.l Parallel Composition) 

S1 sat l.p1, S2 sat 'P2 

S1llS2 sat ( 'Pt A [1P2 CD noact(dch(S2))J)v ( 1/)2 A [1.p1 CD noact(dch(S1))]) 

provided dch( !f'i) Ç dch(S;), for i E {1, 2}. 

Example Consider again the example introduced and specified in Section 3.3.1. First 

we show that, using our specification for W given in Section 3.3.1, if each P; is willing 

to send a reset signal on channel re; at least every 10 time units, then nothing is ever 

sent on al. That is, if P; sat 1.p;, with 'Pi= O <><to [wait(re;!) U comm(re;)] then 

P1 Il · · · llPnllW sat D •comm( al). 

Recall that we have specified W by W sat i.p,,,, with 

'Pw = (comm A -,comm(al)) U (waiLerr A <><to+K (wait(al!) U comm(al))), 

where comm =. Ai:1 <><tO comm(re;) and wait_err = Vi'=t 0<10 wait(re;?). 
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Since none of the specifications contalns done, we apply the Simpte Pa.rallel Composi

tion Rule ( n times), ta.king the conjunction of the specifica.tions for W and the P;: 

P1ll · · · llPnllW sat 'Pl A • • • A 'Pn A 'Pw• 
Using the Well-Formedness Axiom and the Conjunction Rule, we add the conjunct 

Af=l w F{re;,re;!,re;?} and obta.in 

P1ll ·. · llP"llW sat 'Pl A ••• A IPn A 'Pw A Af=t w F{re;,re;!,re;?}• 

Let i E {l, ... ,n}. the formula WF{re;,re;l,re;?} implies 
• O MinWait{r•;l,re;?}• that is, D ( wait(re;!)-+ -.wait(re;?)), and 
• O Exclusion{re;,re;?}• that is, O (comm(re;)-+ -.wait(re;?)). 

This leads to o ([wait(re;!) V comm(re;)]-+ -.wait(re;?)). Since cp; implies 

D 0 <10 [wait( re;!) V comm( re;)], we obtain O <> <10 -.wait(re;?), which is equivalent to 

D -.0<1o wait(re;?). This leads to Af=1 0 -.0<10 wait(re;?), thus 

o Af=1 -.0<10 wait(re;?), and hence 0..., Vf"1 0<10 wait(re;?) = O-.waiLerr. 

Finally, using 'Pw this implies O -.comm(al). 

This kind of reasoning allows us to verify properties of P1ll · · ·llP"llW using the 

specifications for the components, without knowing the implementations of these pro

cesses. lt is, for insta.nee, possible that the processes P; are implemented in hardwa.re. 

Next we design a program implementing watchdog process W that satisfies the re

quired specifi.cation ip.,,. Since the reset signals of all processes P1, ••• , P.,. may arrive 

at the sa.me moment and W has to perform all communica.tions within 10 time units, 

our first design step is to implement Was a. parallel composition; W = W1 11 • • • llW"llA. 
Process W; is a watchdog for /';., and it signals process A via channel a, as soon as 

there is no communica.tion on re; for at least 10 time units. Process A wa.its for a. 

signal on any of the a;'s; a.fter receipt of a signal it is ready to send a messa.ge on al 

(see Fig. 3.3). 

al 

Figure 3.3: lmplementation Watchdog Timer 

The processes W; and A are spedfied as follows, using constants K;, and J(A, and 

with waiLerr; E 0<10 wait(re;?) and commi = <><1ocomm(re;): 

• wi sat <f!w;' with 

IPw; = (comm; A -,comm(a;)) U (waiLerr; A <><1o+K; [wait(a;!) U comm(ai)]) 
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• A sat 'Pa• with 

'Pa= (/\Î=l wait(a;?) /\ -.wait(al!) f\ -.comm(al)) U 

(VÎ=l comm(a;) f\ <><KA [wait(al!) U comm(al)]) 

Since the exact timing requirements for W; and A ha.ve to be determined, we use the 

constants K; and KA. The conditions on these constants and the relation with the 

constant K from <p.,, must follow from the proof tha.t, given the specifica.tions above, 

W1 11 • • • llW"llA sat <p.,,. Therefore, we apply the Simple Parallel Composition Rule (n 

times) to W1ll · · ·llWnllA, and a.dd /\'i:1 WF{a;,a;!,a;?} by the Well-Formedness Axiom 

and the Conjunction Rule. This leads to 

W1ll · · · llWnllA sat 'f'w, /\ · · · f\ 'Pwn /\'Pa/\ /\i:1 W F{a;,a;!,a;?}· 

We prove that this conjunction implies 'f'w· Use 'f'wo for all i, to obtain 

[/\i:1(comm; /\ -.wait(a;!) f\ -icomm(a;))] U 

[Vi=1 (wait_err; f\ <><to+K; [wait(a;!) U comm(a;)])]. 

Since /\Î=t comm; = /\Î=l <><mcomm(re;) = comm a.nd 

V'i:1 waiLerr; = Vl'=t D<10 wait(re;?) = waiLerr, this leads to 

[comm /\ /\l'=t -.comm(a;)] U [wait..err /\ Vl'=t <><to+K; [wait(a;!) U comm(a;)]]. 

From 'Pa we have that ( -.comm( al)) U Vl'=t comm( a;), and thus /\f=1 -.comm( a;) im

plies -.wait(al!) /\ -.comm(al). Hence 

[comm /\ -.comm(al)] U (waiLerr /\ Vl'=t <><to+K; (wait(a;!) U comm(a;)]]. 

Further, if there exists an i such that <><to+K; [wait(a;!) U comm(a;)], then by 

MinWait{a;!,a;?} and Ezclusion{a;,a;?}• we obtain <><to+KJ-.wait(a;?)]. By 'f'a this 

leads to <><to+K.!Vl'=t comm(a;) f\ <><KA (wait(al!) U comm(al))], a.nd consequently 

<><1o+K;+KA(wait(al!) U comm(al)]. Thus we obtain 

[comm /\ -.comm(al)] U [wait_err f\ <><to+K;+KA[wait(al!) U comm(al)Jl. 

If K; +KA < K then this implies 

'Pw = ( comm /\ -.comm( al)) U ( waiLerr f\ <> <to+K( wait( al!) U comm( al))). 

Finally, we give programs implementing W; and A that satisfy, respectiveJ.y, the 

spedfications '/'w; and 'Pa· Consider W; = *[re;? -+ skip D delay 10 -+ a;!] and 

A = [0?=1 a;?-+ al!]. By the proof system we can derive, for i = 1 .. n, 

W; sat C00([(wait(re;?) /\ -.comm(a;)) u<lO 

((comm(re;) f\ -.comm(ai)) U=Ke done)]V 

(wait(rei?) U=lO (wait(a;!) U (comm(a;) U=Ke done))j) 

For process A we use the proof system to ohtain 

A sat (Af=t wait(a;?) /\ -icomm(al)) U 

(VÏ=t comm(a;) U=K. [wait(al!) U (comm(al) U=Ke done)]) 

Then W; sat 'Pw; provided K; > 0, and A sat 'fla provided l(A > I<c· Recall that we 
/ 

have proved W1 Il · · · UW"llA sat r.p.,, provided l(; + KA < /(. Assume J( > Kc then 
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with KA = Kc + (K - Kc){4 and K; = (K - Kc)/4 we have KA > Kc, K; > 0, and 

K; +KA= Kc + (K - Kc)/2 <K. Hence we have obtained a correct implementation 

provided K > Kc. 

3.3.3 Soundness and Completeness 

In the proof of soundness and relative completeness we will use the following lemma: 

Lemma 3.3.19 {Projection) Consider any cset Ç DCHAN and MTL assertion ip. 

If dch(ip) Ç cset then, for all u, u I= 'P iff [u]caet I= 'P· 

Proof: The proof of this lemma, by induction on the structure of r.p, is given in Ap

pendix A. D 

First consider the soundness of the proof system in Section 3.3.2. 

Theorem 3.3.20 {Soundness) If S sat r.p can be derived in the proof system of 

Section 3.3.2 then I= S sat ip. 

Proof: We show that all axioms are valid, and that whenever the hypothesis of any 

inference rule is valid, so is the conclusion. For most axioms and inference rules, sound

ness follows directly from the definition of the semantics. All details of the proof can 

be found in Appendix B.1. D 

We would also like the proof system to be complete-Le. if S sat ip is valid then it is 

derivable using our proof system. Observe that the Consequence Rule relies on impli

cations that are formulae in MTL, so completeness also requires that every valid MTL 

formula is provable. Since proof systems for Metric Temporal Logic are beyond the 

scope of this thesis, we prove relative completeness: every valid specification is deriv

able in our proof system, assuming that any valid MTL formula can be proved. Similar 

to [NDG086,WGS87], the completeness proof uses the notion of precise specifications. 

Defl.nition 3.3.21 (Precise) An assertion ip is precise for a statement S iff 

1. S satisfies ip, i.e. u I= ip for all u E M(S), 

2. if u is a well-formed model, dch(u) Ç dch(S), and u I= r.p, then u E M(S), and 

3. dch(ip) = dch(S). 

We say that S sat ip is a precise specification for S if ip is a precise assertion for S. 

A precise assertion ip for S thus characterizes all possible computations of S: ip is valid 

for S, and any "reasonable" computation satisfying ip is a possible computation of S. 

Note that by restricting u to dch(S), a precise assertion for S only has to characterize 

the behaviour on channels of S, and need not mention any other channel. 
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We first prove that for any program S a precise speci:fication can be derived from 

the axioms and inference rules. We then show (in Lemma 3.3.24) that any assertion ip2 

tha.t is val.id for S can be derived from a precise assertion ip1 for S and two predicates. 

Using this lemma., relative completeness follows directly (Theorem 3.3.25). 

Lemma 3.3 .• 22 (Preciseness) If Sis a. program then a. precise speci:fication for S 

can be derived using the proof system of Section 3.3.2. 

Prooi': The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of S. The first part 9f 

De:finition 3.3.21 of preciseness follows from the soundness of the proof system (Theo

rem 3.3.20). The proof of part 2 is, in many cases, the reverse of the soundness proof; 

the full proof can be found in Appendix B.2. 0 

The relation between assertion W Fcaet and well-formedness is expressed in the 

following lemma. 

Lemma 3.3.23 For all models er, if dch( er) Ç cset and er I= W Fcaet then er is well

formed. 

A proof of thls lemma can be found in Appendix A. 

The following lemma establishes the connection between precl8!! and val.id asser

tions. Note that a val.id assertion ip2 for a program S might express that noth

ing happens on channels not occurring in S. This, however, is not expressed by a 

precise assertion ip1 for S. For instance, true U =ddone is precise for delay d and 

-.comm(c)U=ddone is val.id for delay d, hut the precise assertion trueU=ddone does 

not imply the val.id assertion -.comm(c)U=ddone. Note tha.t by adding Dnoact({c}) 

weobta.in a. val.id implica.tion: I= (true U=ddone)AO noact( {c})-+ -.comm(c) U=ddone. 

Further, a. precise assertion ma.y be sa.tisfied by models tha.t a.re not well-formed 

and hence not possible computations of S. Consider, for insta.nee, the assertion 

'PI ::: wait( c!) U ( comm( C) U=K.done) which ÎS precise for program c!, and lp2 := 

-.comm(c) U (comm(c)A -.wait(c!)) which is val.id for c!. Let er be such tha.t lul= oo, 
and for all T E TIME, {c!,c} Ç er(T). Then er I= ipi, hut er ~ 1{)2, and hence cp1 

does not imply 'P2· Observe that er is not well-formed. By a.dding W F{c,c!} which 

implies, by Exclusion{c,cl}> D ( -.wait( cl) V -.comm(c)), we obta.in a. val.id implication 

F 'PI A W F{c,c!} -+ 'P2· 

In genera.!, a. val.id assertion 1()2 for a. program S can be derived from the conjunction 

of a. precise assertion ip1 for S, an assertion expressing well-formedness, and an assertion 

stating that there is no activity on channels that occur in 'P2 hut not in cp1 • 

Lemma 3.3.24 (Implication) If 'PI is precise for S and cp2 is val.id for S, then 

I= 'Pt A WFdch(<,ci) A o noact(dch(ip2)- dch(1P1))-+ r.p2. 
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Proof: Let epi be precise for S and 'P2 val.id for S. Consider a model u. Assume 

u I= r.p1 /\ WFdch('Pl) /\ Dnoact(dch(r.p2) - dch(r.pt)). We must show u I= '1'2· Since 

dch(r.p1 /\ WFdch(<Pij) Ç dch(r.p1), Lemma. 3.3.19 leads to [u]dch('Pl) I= epi/\ WFc1ch(<Pi)· 

Using Lemma 3.3.23, this implies that [u]dch(<Pi) is well-formed. Since <p1 is precise 

for S, dch(ip1) = dch(S), and hence dch([u}dch('l'i)) Ç dch(S). Then, by preciseness 

of epi for S, [u]dch(<Pil E M(S). From u I= Dnooct(dch(r.p2)- dch(r.p1)) we obtain, by 

Lemma 3.3.1, [u}dch(<Pi)Udch('P2) = [u]dch(<Pi)· Thus (u]dch(<Pi)Udch('h) E M(S). Then, 

the validity of 'P2 for S leads to [u]dch(<P1)udch(fh) I= '1'2· Since dch(1P2) Ç (dch(ip1) U 

dch(r.p2)), by Lemma 3.3.19 this leads to l.'f I= 'P2· O 

Given the lemmas above we now easily prove relative completeness. 

Theorem 3.3.25 (Relative Completeness) If assertion r.p is val.id for program S, 

then S sat r.p is provable in the given system. 

Proof: By Lemma 3.3.22, we can derive S sat 'Pl where 'Pi is a precise assertion 

for S. Using the Well-Formedness Axiom we can derive S sat WFdch(<Pi)· Since 

dch(r.p1) = dch(S), we obta.in by the Communication Invariance Axiom the formula 

S sat D noact(dch('P) - dch(r.p1)). By means of the Conjunction Rule this leads to 

S sat epi/\ WFdch('Pl) /\ D noact(dch('P)-dch(ip1)). By Lemma 3.3.24, 'Pt /\ W Fdch(<Pi) /\ 

D noact( dch( <p) - dch( 'PI)) _,. r.p is val.id and, by our relative completeness assumption, 

provable. Hence S sat '() is provable using the Consequence Rule. D 
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3.4 Proof System for Hoare Triples with Commitment 

In the previous section we have formulated a compositional proof system for correct

ness formulae of the form S sat r.p, with r.p an assertion expressed in Metric Tempora! 

Logic. To achieve compositionality, special chop-opera.tors ( C and C00 ) have been 

added to the logic. The interpretation of these opera.tors is very close to the sema.ntics 

of sequentia! composition and itera.tion, and hence the a.xiomatiza.tion of these pro

gra.mming constructs is simple. Rea.soning with these chop-opera.tors, however, is not 

a.lways easy and often boils down to a. proof on a semantic level. In this section such 

special operators are avoided by using a. more structured correctness formula based 

on Hoare triples" The main idea is that pre- and postconditions are very suita.ble for 

sequentia! rea.soning. As can be seen from Chapter 2, a Hoare-style forma.lism contains 

easy rules for sequentia.} composition and iteration. Therefore we modify the fra.me

work of Cha.pter 2 by extending the first-order assertion langua.ge with primitives to 

specify the timing behaviour of programs. By mea.ns of Hoare triples, however, we 

can only specify pa.rtial correctness, wherea.s the MTL approach deals with both safety 

and liveness properties. To achieve simila.r expressibility in our Hoare-style formalism 

we add a third assertion, a ca.lled commitment, in which safety and liveness properties 

can be expressed. 

This section is structured a.s follows. The ada.ptation of the formalism of Chap

ter 2 to deal with real-time properties of both terminating and non-terminating com

putations is discussed in Section 3.4.1. Details a.bout the specification la.ngua.ge are 

described in Section 3.4.2. Section 3.4.3 conta.ins a compositiona.l proof system for our 

extended Boa.re triples. Soundness and relative completeness of this proof system is 

proved in Appendix C. An outline of the proof is given in Section 3.4.4. The example 

of the watchdog timer is specified and verified in Section 3.4.5. 

3.4.l Modification Hoare Triples to Real·Time 

To extend a Hoare triple {p} S {q} to real-time, a special varia.bie time is introduced. 

Consider, for insta.nee, the formula {time = 3} delay 2 {time= 5}. In the precon

dition the varia.bie time specifies the starting time of the program, whereas in the 

postcondition time denotes the termination time. Furthermore, to specify the timed 

communica.tion beha.viour of programs, the assertion language indudes a primitive 

comm via c at exp to express that a communication along channel c takes place a.t 

time exp. As before, primitives are required to express that a. process is waiting to 

communicate. Here we use wait to c! at exp to denote that a process is waiting to send 

a messa.ge along channel c at time exp, and wait to c? at exp to denote that a process 

is waiting to receive a.long channel c at exp. Similar to Chapter 2, we use logica.l vari

a.bles to relate pre- and postcondition. In this section we use logical varia.bles ranging 

over TIME U { oo }, and quantification over these varia.bles. For insta.nee, with logical 
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varia.biet, the specifica.tion {time= t} S {t + 4 < time < t + 7} exptesses tha.t if S 

term.ina.tes then it takes between 4 and 7 time units. 

RecaJ.l tha.t a. formula. {p} S {q} can only express the beha.viour of term.ina.ting 

computa.tions, and hence such a. specification is triviaJ.ly sa.tisfied by non-term.ina.ting 

programs. Therefore we extend a Boa.re triple {p} S { q} with a. third assertion, caJ.led a. 

commitment, which expresses the real-time communica.tion beha.viour of aJ.l executions 

of S, including the non-termina.ting ones. This leads to a. correctness formula. of the 

form C : {p} S {q}. In general, comm.itment C reflects the real-time communication 

interface between parallel components, whereas the pre- and postcondition facilita.te 

the reasoning at sequential composition. 

Finally, we argue that term.ina.tion should be expressihle in comm.itments. Consider 

the statements S1 = c? and 82 = [c? -> skipOc? -> *[delay 1 -> skip]]. Then the 

programs 81;d! and 82;d! can he distinguished in MTL by the assertion 

o (comm(c)-> <> [wait(d!) U comm(d)]) 

which is satisfied by S1;d!, hut not by S2;d!. Also with Hoare triples these programs 

cannot he distinguished, hut in our extended framework we can use the comm.itment 

Vto: (comm via c at to-> 3t1 ~to: [wait tod! at ti V comm via dat ti]). 
Since we a.im at a. compositional proof system, the difference between 81 ; dl and S2; d! 

implies tha.t S1 and S2 must a.lso he distinguishable. In MTL this is possible by 

D(comm(c) -> <>done) which is sa.tisfied by S1 (since it term.inates after the c

communication), but not by 82. For our extended Hoare triples this implies tha.t 

we have to express termina.tion in the comm.itment. This can be done conveniently, 

without introducing new prim.itives, by aJ.lowing the special varia.bie time to occur 

in comm.itments. Observe that the commitment can be seen as an extension of the 

postcondition to non-term.ina.ting computa.tions. Hence, by interpreting time sim.ila.r 

to postconditions, time in commitments expresses the term.ination time of termina.ting 

computa.tions. For non-term.ina.ting computa.tions we use the special variable oo and 

such computations sa.tisfy the comm.itment time = oo. In the exa.mple a.bove, S1 and S2 

can be distinguished by using the commitment Vto : ( comm via c at t0 -> time < oo ). 

3.4.2 Specification Language 

Let TVAR be a. set of logical varia.bles ranging over TIMEU {oo}. The syntax of 

the assertion la.nguage is given in Table 3.4, where t E TVAR, c E CHAN, and 

r E TIMEU { oo }. Let dch(p) denote. the set of aJ.l c, c!, or c? occurring in assertion p. 

To interpret logica! varia.bles we use a. logical variable environment 

7: TVAR-+ TIMEU {oo}, i.e., a. mapping which a.ssigns a value from TIMEU {oo} 

to each logica! varia.bie. The value of a variable t in an environment 7 is denoted by 

7(t). The variant of an environment 7 with respect to a logical varia.biet and a. value 

r E TIMEU {oo}, denoted by (-y: t ...... r), is defined as usual (see Section 2.2). 

Then we formally define when an assertion p holds in an environment 7 and a. 
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Table 3.4: Synta.x of the Assertion Language 

Ez;pression 

Assertion 

exp::= 

p::= 

T 1 t 1 time 1 exp1 + expz 1 exp1 x expz 

comm via c at exp 1 

wait to c! at exp 1 wait to c? at exp 1 

exp1 = expz 1 exPi < expz 1 exp E IN 

-.p 1 P1 V P2 1 3t : p 

model u a.s used in the semantics from Section 3.2. The special va.riable time is 

interpreted as the length of <T (i.e., lal). If expression exp yields a. value r < lal then 

the interpreta.tion of the primitives comm via c at exp, wait to c! at exp, and wait 

to c? at exp is straightforward using <T( T ). But if exp yields a. value grea.ter tha.n 

lul then we must be more ea.reful with the mea.ning of these primitives. Consider, 

for insta.nee, comm via c at (time+ 3). If such an assertion would hold in a. model, 

which is intuitivèl.y stra.nge, then this would lead to problems in the proof system. For 

insta.nee, fora formula C : { comm via e at (time+ 3)} S {q} the information from 

the preeondition should not be used in C and q. In general, a precondition should 

express the behaviour before the start of a program a.nd it should not restrict the 

behaviour of the program at points of time after the starting time. Thus we aim at 

an interpretation in which comm via c at (time+ 3) never holds in a model. Note 

that C : {-.comm via c at (time+ 3)} S {q} leads to the same problems, and henee 

-.comm via c at (time+ 3) should also not hold in any model. 

A possible solution is to be ea.reful with nega.tions and to apply it only to primitive 

assertions. Here we ehoose an alternative approach; to aehieve a eompositional de:fini

tion of negation we use a three-valued interpretation. This mea.ns that the value of an 

assertion pin an environment; a.nd a model <T, denoted by [p];<T, is true, false, or .L. 

To de:fine negation a.nd disjunetion of assertions, logical opera.tors N OT3 and 0 Ra 

for these three values are defined by the truth tables in Table 3.5. These operators, 

which were introduced in [Kle52], are the strongest monotonie extensions of the clas

sical (two-valued) operators. This version of three-valued logie is also used in [Jon90]. 

Table 3.5: Three-valued negation a.nd disjunetion 

p NOTap ORa true false J. 

false true true true 

false true false true false J. 

.L J. J. true .L J. 

First we define the value of expression exp in a model a and an environment ; , 

denoted V(exp)(7,u), yielding a value from TIMEU {oo}. 

• V(r)(;,u) T 
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• V(t)("Y,O") = "Y(t) 

• V(time)(")',O") = IO"I 
• V(exp1 + exp2)("Y,O") = V(exp1)("Y,CT)+ V(exp2)("Y,O") 

• V(exp1 x exp2)("Y,O") = V(exp1)("Y,O") x V(exp2)("Y,CT) 

Next we define inductively [p]"YO" as an element of {true, false, l_}. 

{ 

true if V(exp)("Y,O") < 10"1 and c E CT(V(exp)("Y,O")) 

• [comm via c at exp]"YO" = false if V(exp)("Y,O") < 10"1 and c f/ CT(V(exp)("Y,CT)) 

J_ if V(exp)("Y,O");?: 10"1 

{ 

true if V(exp)("Y,O") < 10"1 and c! E CT(V(exp)("Y,O")) 

• [wait to c! at exp]"YO" = JJ_alse if V(exp)("Y,O") < ICTI and c! ~ CT(V(exp)(")',O")) 

if V(exp)("Y,CT);?: 10"1 

{ 

true if V(exp)("Y,O") < 10"1 and c? E CT(V(exp)("Y,CT)) 

• [wait to c? at exp]"YO" = /J_alse if V(exp)("Y,O") < ICTI and c? ~ CT(V(exp)("Y,CT)) 

if V(exp)("Y,O");?: ICTI 

{ 
true if V(exp1)(")',0") = V(exP2)("Y,O") 

• [exPl = exp2]"YO" = 
false if V(exp1)(")',0") '# V(exp2)("Y,O") 

{ 
true if V( exp1 )( "Y, O") < V( exp2 )("Y, O") 

• [exp1 < exp2]"YO" = 
f al se if V( exp1)("Y, O") ;?: V( exp2)("Y, O") 

{ 
true if V( exp )("Y, O") E IN 

• [exp E IN]"YCT = . 
false 1f V(exp)("Y,O") ~IN 

• [-.p]"YCT = NOT3 [p]"YCT 

• [pi V P2h0" = [p1]"YCT 0 R3 [p2]"YO" 

• [3t : p]"YCT = { true 

if there exists a r E TIME U { oo} such that 

[p]( ")' : t >--+ r )CT = true 

f al se if 
J_ 

for all r E TIMEU {oo}, [p]l("Y: t >--+ r)O" = false 

otherwise 

The conventional abbreviations are used, such as P1 A P2 = -.( -.p1 V -.p2), Pi -> 
P2 = -.p1 V P2, and Vt : p = -.3t : -.p. Observe that if AN D3 and IMP LI ES3 are 

defined as in Table 3.6 then we have 

• [p1 A P2h0" = [p1]"YCT AN D3 [p2]"YO" 

• [p1-> P2h0" = [pi]"YCT IMPLIES3 [p2]"YO" 

Subsequently we say that p holds in "Y and O" if [p]")'O" = true. Further, we frequently 

use [p]"YCT as an abbreviation of [p]"YCT = true. 
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Table 3.6: Three-va.lued conjunction and implication 

AND3 false .L IMPLIES3 Il true 1 f al se 1 .L 

true false .L true true .L 

f alse false false f alse true tru.e 

.L false .L .L true .L .L 

Returning to our example, observe that the interpretation is such that for any ;"/ 

and u, [comm via c at (time+ 3)]-yu = .L and [-,comm via c at (time+ 3)]î11 = .L. 

Thus neither [comm via c at (time+ 3)h0' nor [-.comm via c at (time+ 3)]1'0' holds. 

In genera.l this interpretation fäcilitates sequentia.l reasoning, since [p]111 implies that 

p does not express any constra.int on points of time after 10'1. This is expressed formally 

in Lemma 3.4.3 below: if assertion p holds in 0'1 then p, with time repla.ced by 11111, 
holds in any arbitrary extension of O'i, i.e., in O't0'2 for any 0'2 • To prove this, first 

consider the following lemma. 

Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on the strncture of expression exp, and is 

given in Appendix A. D 

Since 10' ! rl =rif r ::;; lul, this leads to 

Corollary 3.4.2 For all 1, u, and r S lul: V(exp}(1',u ! r) = V(exp[r /time])( 1', u). 

Then we have the following lemma: 

Proof: Consider any 1' and u1. First observe that if, for all u2, [p[ 11111 /time] ha1a2 
then, using a2 with lu2I = 0, [p[ la1I /time] ]1'ui, and hence [ph111 . Furthermore, 

Lemma 3.4.1 implies that, for all u2 , V(exp)(1',111) = V(exp[I0'11/time))(1,u1u2 ). We 

prove, in Appendix A, by induction on the strueture of p that, for all u2 , [p}1'u1 implies 

[p[ lu1l /time] hu1a2. O 

We use the conventiona.l relations hetween expressions, such as 

• exp1 ::;; exP2 = (exp1 < exp2) V (exp1 = exp2), 

• exp1 ~ exP2 = (exp2 < expi) V (exp1 exP2), 

• exp1 ::;; exP2 S exP3 = (exp1 S exP2) A (exp2 S exP3), etc. 

Relativized quantifiers are defined as usual, for insta.nee, 

• Vt, t0 :::; t < time : p = l;/t : t0 :::; t < time -> p 

• 3t, t0 ::;; t < time : p = 3t : t0 :::; t < time 1\ p. 
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Furthermore, the following abbreviations are frequently used: 

• true = 0 = 0 

• f al se= -.true 

• wait to c! during [to, ti) = 'r/t2, to $ t2 < ti : wait to c! at t2 

• comm via c during [to, ti) = 'r/t2, to $ t2 < ti : comm via c at t2 

• no comm via c during [to, ti) = 'r/t2, to $ t2 < ti : ..., comm via c at t2 

• wait to c! at to until comm at ti = 
wait to c! during [to, ti) A comm via c during [ti, ti + Kc) 

• wait to c! at t0 until comm = 3t1 ~ to : wait to c! at to until comm at ti 

Let cset be a finite subset of DCHAN. Then 

• no cset during [to, ti) ='rit, to $ t < ti : /\c1ecaet..., wait to c! at tl\ 

/\c?Ec•et ..., wait to c? at t A /\cecaet ..., comm via c at t 

The abbreviations above are also used with c? instead of c!, and with other intervals 

such as (t0 , t1) and (to, oo) instead of the interval [t0, t1). lt is easy to extend these 

definitions for genera! expressions instead of to or ti. 

Observe that logica! variables range over TIMEU { oo }, and thus 

wait to c! at t0 until comm, i.e., 3t1 ~ to : wait to c! at to until comm at ti is equivalent 

to [wait to c! at t0 until comm at oo]V 

[3ti. to $ ti < oo : wait to c! at to until comm at ti]. 

Since comm via c during [oo, oo + Kc) <-+ true, this is equivalent to 

[ wait to c! during [to, oo ))V 
[3ti. to $ ti < oo : wait to c! during [to, ti) A comm via c during [ti, ti + Kc)]. 

Definition 3.4.4 (Validity Assertions) An assertion pis valid, denoted I= p, iff 

p holds in any environment 'Y and any any model u, i.e. [p]'Yu for all 'Y and u. 

Next we define when a correctness formula C : {p} S {q} is valid. Informally, if 

p holds in an initia! model il, and u represents a computation of S, then C holds in 

the concatenation ûu of these models, and if u terminates then q holds in ûu. This 

leads to the following formal definition (recall that ,e.g., [p]'Yû is an abbreviation of 

[p]'Yû = true ): 

Definition 3.4.5 (Validity of a Correctness Formula) For a program S and 

assertions C, p and q, a correctness formula C : {p} S {q} is valid, denoted by 

I= C : {p} S {q}, ifffor any /,and any well-formed model fJ with lûl < oo: 

if [p]'Yû then for all u E M(S): [C]'Y(ûu), and if lul< oo then [qh(ûu). 

Example 3.4.1 We show that I= time= t + d: {time= t} delay d {time= t + d}. 

Consider an environment 'Y and a model fJ with lûl < oo. Assume [time= t]bû. Then 

lûl = 1(t), i.e., the starting time is the value of tin environment/· For u E M( delay d) 

we have lul= d. Then [time= t + d]'Yûu, since lûul = lûl +lul= 1(t) + d. D 
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Observe that the definition of validity of a correctness formula requires that the 

assertions hold for each environment 1, and hence free logical variables in a specification 

are implicitly universally quanti:fied. 

Example 3.4.2 As an example of a liveness specification, consider the formula 

C A time oo : {time O} * [c? - skip] {false}, with 

C = (Vt0 < oo 3ti >to: comm via c at t1) V (3to < oo Vti >to: wait to c? at t1). 

This commitment expresses that the program either communicates infinitely often, or 

it eventually waits forever. Observe that this is not a safety property since it cannJt 

be falsified in finite time. After presenting the rule for the iteration construct we show 

that this valid formula is also derivable, as it should be in a complete system. 0 

The following lemma is easy to prove by induction on the structure of p (see Ap

pendix A): 

Lemma 3.4.6 Consider cset Ç DCHAN and assertion p. If dch(p) Ç cset then, for 

all î and u, [p]'Yu iff [p]î[u]c•et· 

3.4.3 Proof System 

In this section we give a compositional proof system for our correctness formulae. First 

we formulate rules and axioms that are genera.lly applicable to any statement. Next we 

axiomatize the programming language by formulating rules and axioms for all atomie 

statements and compound progra.mming constructs. Let 1- C: {p} S {q} denote that 

the formula C: {p} S {q} can be derived in this proof system. 

General Part 

We start with an axiom expressing the well-formedness properties of a computation. 

Let cset be a finite subset of DCHAN. 

Axiom 3.4.7 (Well-Formedness) WellFormcset : {true} S {WellFormcset} 

where WellFormcset =: Vt <time: MWcset(t) A Exclcset(t), with 

MWcset(t) - /\ -.( wait to c? at t A wait to c! at t ) 
{c!,c?}!:;;caet 

Exclcaet( t) - /\ -.( wait to c! at t A comm via c at t)) A 
{c,c!}!:;;cset 

/\ -.( wait to c? at t A comm via c at t)) 
{ c,c?}!:;;cset 

The proof system contains a consequence rule which is an extension of the classica! 

consequence rule for Hoare triples as given in Section 2.1. Note that by Definition 3.4.5 

of a valid correctness formula, preconditions are interpreted in a model fJ with ló-I < oo. 

Hence any precondition can be strengthened by adding time < oo, to express that the 

starting time is finite. 
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Rule 3.4.8 (Consequence) 

Co : {Po} S {qo},pA time< oo....., Po, Co - C, qo - q 

c : {p} s {q} 

Observe tha.t I= false : {time = oo} S {false}, for any program S. To deduce 

this formula., we fust derive false : {false} S {false}. This can he done by means 

of the Initial Invariance Rule helow. Then we can use the Consequence Rule, since 

time= oo A time< oo....., false. 
Next we give two a.xioms to deduce invariance properties. The first a.xiom expresses 

tha.t the precondition, except for the varia.bie time, remains valid during the execution 

of a program. 

Axiom 3.4.9 (Initia! Invariance) p: {p} s {p} 

provided time does not occur in p. 

The soundness of this a.xiom is based on Lemma 3.4.3 which guarantees that if [p]"Yü 
and p does not eontain time, then [phê'O', for any model O'. 

The Channel Invariance Axiom helow expresses that during the execution of a 

program S no activity takes place on channels not occurring in S. The soundness 

proof of this a.xiom uses Lemma 3.2.14. Let cset be a finite subset of DCHAN. 

Axiom 3.4.10 (Channel Invariance) 

no cset during [to, time) : {time= to} S {no cset during [to, time)} 

provided cset n dch( S) = l!l. 
Our proof system contains the following rules for conjunction, quantification, and 

substitution. 

Rule 3.4.11 (Conjunction) 

Rule 3.4.12 (Quantification) 

provided t does not occur in C and q. 

Rule 3.4.13 (Substitution) 

C1 : {p1} S {qi}, C2 : {P2} S {q2} 

C1 A C2 : {P1 A P2} S {qi A q2} 

c : {p} s {q} 
c : {3t: p} s {q} 

c : {p} s {q} 

C(exp/t] {p[exp/t]} S {q[exp/t]} 

provided time does not occur in expression exp. 

The following rule can be used to transform a correctness formula with precondition 

time = t0 into a. a. formula with an arbitrary precondition and starting time. Tltis is · 

a. derived rule, tha.t is, the rule can be derived from the other rules and a.xioms in the 

proof system (as we prove below ). 
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Derîved Rule 3.4.14 {Adaptatîon) 

C : {time= t0 } S {q} 

p[exp/time] A C[exp/t0 ] : {p(exp/time] A time = exp} S {p[exp/time] A q[exp/t0 ]} 

provided time does not occur in expression exp. 

Proof Assume 1- C : {time = to} S {q}, and suppose time does not occur in 

expression exp. By the Substitution Rule, repla.cing to by exp, we obtain 

1- C[exp/to] : {time= exp} S {q[exp/to)} 
Since time does ~ot occur in exp, the Initia! Invariance Rule leads to 

1- p[exp/time] : {p[exp/time]} S {p[exp/time]} 

Then, by the Consequence Rule, 

1- p[exp/time] A C[exp/t0 ] : {p[exp/time] A time= exp} S {p[exp/time] A q[exp/t0]} 

0 

Program Part 

The rules and axioms for atomie statements will be given with precondition time = t0 ; 

with the Adaptation Rule one can ea.sily obtain any arbitrary precondition. 

Axiom 3.4.15 {Skip) time= t0 : {time= t0 } skip {time= t0 } 

Axiom 3.4.16 (Delay) time= to+ d : {time= to} delay d {time= t0 + d} 

Example 3.4.3 We ca.n derive 

(time= 5 A comm via c at 1}: {time= 2 A comm via c at 1} delay 3 {time= 5}, 

as follows. By the Delay Axiom, 

time= to+ 3: {time= t0 } delay 3 {time= t0 + 3}. 

Using the Adaptation Rule, with p = comm via c at 1 and exp = 2, we obtain 

(time= 2 + 3 /\ comm via c at 1): 

{time= 2 /\ comm via c at 1} delay 3 {time= 2 + 3 A comm via c at 1}. 

Finally, the Consequence Rule leads to 

(time= 5 /\ comm via c at 1): {time= 2 A comm via c at 1} delay 3 {time= 5}. D 

To forrnula.te a rule fora send statement c!, observe that the postcondition can charac

terize terminating computations consisting of a. wa.iting period ( during which no com

munication partner is availa.ble) followed by an interval during which the a.ctua.l com

munication takes place. In addition, the commitment can characterize non-terminating 

computations in which the io-statement waits forèver to communicate. Observe that 

3t ?: t0 : wait to c! at t0 until comm at t /\time = t + 1(0 implies that either t = oo 

and wait to c! during [t0 , oo) /\ time = oo, or there exists a t, t0 ::; t < oo such that 

wait to c! during lto, t) Acomm via c during [t, t + J(0 )A time = t + Kc. 

This leads to the following rule: 
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Rule 3.4.17 (Send) 

3t ~to: wait to c! at to until comm at t A time= t + Kc-+ C 

C : {time= to} c! {C A time< oo} 

Similar to the Send Rule, we have the following rule for a receive statement. 

Rule 3.4.18 (Receive} 

3t ;;::.. t0 : wait to c? at to tmtil comm at t A time = t + Kc -+ C 

C : {time= to} c? {C A time< oo} 

The inference rule for sequential composition is an extension of the cla.ssical rule for 

Hoa.re triples. To expla.in the commitment of 81; 82, observe that a computation of 

81; S2 is either a non-terminating computation of S1 or a. terminated computation 

of 81 extended with a. computa.tion of 82. The commitment of 81; 82 expresses the 

non-termina.ting computa.tions of 81 by using the commitment of 81 with time = oo. 

Termina.ting computa.tions of 81 a.re cha.ra.cterized in the postcondition of 81 whlch is 

al.so the precondition of 82 • Then these computations are extended by 82 and described 

in the commitment of 82• 

Rule 3.4.19 (Sequentia! Composition) 

(C1 /\time= oo) V C2 : {p} 81; 82 {q} 

Example 3.4.4 Consider the program c?; d!. Define 

C!onterm = wait to c? during [O, oo) and Clerm = wait to c? at 0 until comm at t1. 

Then { C!onterm /\time = oo) V (3t1 < oo : Cferm /\time = t1 + Kc) : 

{time= O} c? {3t1 < oo: Clerm /\time= t1 + Kc}· 

Ford!, define C2 = wait tod! at t1 + Kc until comm, then we can derive 

{3t1 < 00: Cf,,,.m /\ C2) : {3t1 < oo: Cferm /\time t1 + Kc} d! {true}. 

Observe that the terminating behaviour of c? is characterized by its postcondition, 

thus by the precondition of d!, and hence can be included in the commitment of d!. 

Now the Sequential Composition Rule leads to 

(C!onterm /\time= oo) V (3t1 < oo: Cferm AC2) : {time= O} c?; d! {true}. 0 

Given the rules for the basic statements, it is often easier to use the following derived 

rule: 

Derived Rule 3.4.20 (Sequential Composition Adaptation) 

C1 : {p} 81 {r}, C2 : {time= t} S2 {q} 

( C1 /\time = oo) V (3t : r[t/time] Il C2) : {p} 81; S2 {3t : r[t/time] /\ q} 
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Proof: Assume 

1- C1 : {p} S1 {r} 

1- C2 : {time= t} S2 {q} 

Since r ...... 3t: r[t/time] A time= t, (3.1) leads by the Consequence Rule to 

1- C1 : {p} 81 {3t : r[t/time] A time = t} 

By {3.2) and the Adaptation Rule: 

1- r[t/time] A C2 : {r[t/time) A time= t} S2 {r[t/time] A q}. 
The Consequence Rule leads to 

1- (3t: r[t/time] A G2) : {r[t/tinie] A time= t} S2 {3t: r[t/time] A q}. 
Then, using the Quantification Rule, we obtain 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

1- (3t: r[t/time] A C2) : {3t: r[t/time] A time= t} 82 {3t : r[t/time] A q} (3.4) 

From (3.3) and (3.4), by the Sequentia! Composition Rule, 

(C1 A time= oo) V (3t: r[t/time] A G2) : {p} 81 ; S2 {3t: r[t/time] A q} D 

Example 3.4.5 Consider the program c?; d!. We prove 

{3ti 2:'. t0 : wait to c? at to until comm at ti A wait tod! at t1 + Kc until comm) : 

{time= t0 } c?;d! {true} 

Let C1 = 3t1 2:'. to : wait to c? at to until comm at t1 A time = t1 + Kc, 
then by the Receive Rule we can derive 

C1: {time= to} cî {C1 A time< oo}. 

Let C2 = wait to d! at t until comm, then from the Send Rule we obtain 

C2: {time= t} d! {truc}. 

By the Derived Sequentia! Composition Rule we can now derive 

(C1 A time= oo) V (3t: (C1 A time< oo)[t/time] A C2): 

{time= to} c?; d! {3t: (C1 A time< oo)[t/time] A truc}. 

Observe that the commitment ( C1 A time = oo) V (3t : ( C1 A time < oo )[t/time] A C2) 

implies [wait to c? at t0 until comm at oo A time = oo]V 

[3t 3t1 2:'. to : wait to c? at to until comm at t1 At = t1 + Kc At < ooA 

wait to d! at t until comm], 

and thus [wait to c? at t0 until comm at oo A time= oo]V 

[3ti, t0 ::; t 1 < oo : wait to c? at to until comm at t 1 A 

wait tod! at t1 + Kc until comm]. 

Since I= wait to d! at oo until comm, the Consequence Rule leads to 

(3t1 2:'. to : wait to c? at to until comm at tiA wait tod! at t1 + J(c until comm) : 

{time= to} c?;d! {true} D 

Consider a. guarded command G := [Of=1 c;? - S;0delay d - Sj. Define 

• wait in G during [to, t) = 
Af=1 wait to c;? during [to,t)A no (dch(G)-{c1?, ... ,cn?}) during [to,t) 
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• comm c; in G /rom t = comm via c; during [t, t + K 0 ) A 

no (dch(G) - { c;}) during [t, t + /(0 ) A time = t + /(0 

First we give a rule for the case that d = oo, thus for G = [0}'..1 c;? --+ S;]. This 

statement either wa.its forever to perform one of the c;? communications because none 

of the partners is ava.ilable, or it eventually communicates via one of the c;? and then 

executes the corresponding statement S;. 

Rule 3.4.21 {Guarded Command without Delay) 

wait in G during [to, 00) A time = 00 --+ Cnonterm 

3t, t0 :::; t < oo : wait in G during [to, t)A 

comm c; in G /rom t--+ p;, for all i = 1, ... , n 

C;: {p;}S;{q;},foralli=l, ... ,n 

Cnonterm V Vf=t C; : {time= to} [l]f=t c;?--+ S;] {Vf=l q;} 

Next consider G = [Of=t c;?--+ S;Odelay d --+ S] with d # oo. 

Rule 3.4.22 (Guarded Command with Delay) 

3t, to :::; t < to + d : wait in G during [to, t)A 

comm c; in G /rom t--+ p;, for all i = 1, ... , n 

C;: {p;}S;{q;},foralli=l, ... ,n 

C : { wait in G during [to, to+ d) A time= to+ d} S {q} 

Vf:1 C; v c : {time= to} [Of=t c;?--+ S;0delay d --+ S] {Vf:1 q; v q} 

provided d # oo. 

As already expla.ined in the introduction, the rule for the iteration construct does 

not conta.in any explicit well-foundedness argument, although we deal with liveness 

properties. The ma.in principle is that liveness properties can be derived from real

time safety properties, and these properties can be proved by means of an invariant. 

Rule 3.4.23 {Iteration) 

C : {C} G {C} 

('Vt1 < 00 3t2 > ti : C[t2/time]) --+ Cnonterm 

Cnonterm A time = 00 : { C} * G {f alse} 

where ti and t2 are fresh logical variables. 

Example 3.4.6 Consider the formula from Example 3.4.2, expressing a liveness prop

erty for program *[c? --+ skip]. Let C1 = Vt3 < oo3t4 > t3 : comm via c at t4 and 

C2 = 3t3 < oo : wait to c? during [t3, oo ). 

To prove (C1 V C2) A time = oo : {time = O} * [c? --+ skip] {f alse }, 

we apply the lteration Rule with Cnonterm = C1 V C2 and 

C = (Vt3 < time3t4 > t3: comm via c at t4)V(3t3 <time: wait to c? duri11g [t3,oo)). 

Observe that C expresses that C1 V C2 holds up to the termination time. We show 

that the two conditions of the Iteration Rule are fulfilled: 
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1. We prove C : {C} [c? - skip] {C} as follows. 

By the Rule for Gua.rded Comma.nd without Dela.y we obta.in 

ê : {time= to} [c? - skip] {ê}, with 

ê = (Vt5 , to ~ t5 < time3te > ts : comm via c at te)V 

(3ti;,to ~ t 5 <time: wait to c? during (ts,oo)). 

From the Ada.ptation Rule, with p = C a.nd exp = to, 

C(t0 /time] /\ ê : {C[to/time] /\time= to} (c? - skip] {C(to/time] /\ ê}. 
Since C[to/time] /\ ê.....,. C, the Consequence Rule leads to 

C : {C[t0 /time] /\time= to} [c?--> skip] {C}. 

By the Quá.ntifica.tion Rule, 

C : {3t0 : C[to/time] /\time to} [c?--> skip] {C}. 
Since C - 3to : C[t0 /time] /\time = to, the Consequence Rule leads to 

C : {C} [c?--> skip] {C}. 

2. We ha.ve (Vt1 < oo 3t2 > t1 : C[t2/time]) - Cnonten•" since 

(Vt1 < oo 3t2 > t1 : C[t2/time]) = (Vt1 < oo 3t2 > t1 : 

[Vta < t23t4 > ta : comm via c at t4]V [3t3 < t2 : wait to c? during [ta, oo)]) --> 

([Vt3 < oo3t4 > t3 : comm via c at t4] V [3t3 < oo : wait to c? during [t3, oo)]) = 
( C1 V C2) = Cnonterm• 

Now by the Itera.tion Rule we obta.in (C1 VCz)/\time = oo : {C} *[c? - skip] {Jalse}. 

Since logica.l time-va.ria.bles such a.s t3 a.nd t4 range over nonnega.tive va.lues, time= 0 

implies Vt3 < time 3t4 > ta : comm via c at t4 , a.nd hence time = 0--> C. Thus, by 

the Consequence Rule, ( C1 V C2) /\time = oo : {time = O} * [c? -+ skip] {/ alse }. o 

Consider the pa.ra.llel eomposition of statements 81 a.nd 82. For the preconditions 

we simply take the eonjunction. For the postcondition q of 81 1182 we would a.lso prefer 

to take the eonjunction of the postconditions q1 and q2 of, respectively 81 and 82 , 

hut there a. sma.11 problem has to be solved. Observe tha.t, for i 1, 2, the special 

va.ria.bie time in postcondition qi of 8; denotes the termina.tion time of S;. Since, in 

genera.l, the termination times of 81 a.nd 82 will be different ( a.nd then q1 /\ q2 could 

implies false, see Exa.mple 3.4.7), we substitute a. logica.l va.ria.blest; for time in q;. 

Then the termina.tion time of 811182, expressed by time in its postcondition, is the 

maximum of t1 and t 2 • Furthermore we add two predica.tes to express tha.t process 8; 

does not perform any a.ction between t; and time. A similar construction is used for 

the commitments. This leads to the following rule: 

Rule 3.4.24 (Parallel Composition) 

C; : {p;} S; {q;}, i 1,2 

3ti,t2 : time ='max(ti,t2 ) /\ Ar=i C;[t;/time]/\ no dch(8;) during [t;,time)--> C 

3t11 t 2 : time= max(t1 ,t2 ) /\ Ar=t q;[t;/time]A no dch(8;) during [t;,time)--> q 

C : {P1 Ap2} 811182 {q} 
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provided t1 and t 2 are fresh logical variables, and dch(Ci,q;) Ç dch(Si), for i E {1,2}. 

Example 3.4. 7 To illustrate the problem with the termination times at parallel com

position, consider the following two (valid) formula.e: 

time 5: {time= O} delay 5 {time= 5}, and 

time= 7: {time = O} delay 7 {time= 7}. 

Then for delay 5 Il delay 7 we ca.nnot take the conjunction of commitments and 

postconditions, hut by the rule above we obtain the commitment and postcondition 

time = 7 because (3t1, t2 : time = max( ti, t2) /\ ti = 5 /\ t2 = 7) - (time = 7). O 

If time does not occur in commitments and postconditions of the components 81 and 

82 then we can derive from Rule 3.4.24 the following simple rule: 

Derived Rule 3.4.25 (Simple Parallel Composition) 

C1 : {Pt} 81 {qi}, C2 : {p2} S2 {q2} 

C1 /\ C2 : {P1 /\ P2} S1llS2 fo /\ q2} 

provided dch(C;,qi) Ç dch(S;), for i E {1,2}, and time does not occur in C1, C2, qi, 

and q2. 

3.4.4 Soundness and Completeness 

In Appendix C.1 we prove that the proof system is sound with respect to the semantics 

given in Section 3.2. We give an outline of the proof of relative completeness. Details 

can be found in Appendix C.2. The proof proceeds along the lines of the complete

ness proof for the MTL approach from Section 3.3.3. First we define the notion of a 

chara.cteristic assertion: 

Deftnition 3.4.26 An assertion C is chara.cteristic for a program S with respect to a 

logical variable t0 Hf the following points hold: 

1. I= C: {time= t0 } S {C /\time< oo }. 

2. For all;, fJ and u: if u is well-formed, dch(u) Ç dch(S), -y(to) = lûl < oo and 

[C);ûu then u E M(S). 

3. dch(C) = dch(S) and t0 is the only free logica} variable of C. 

Similar to Lemma 3.3.22 we prove the following lemma: 

Lemma 3.4.27 For any program S and any logical variable t0 there exists an assertion 

C such that 

1. Cis characteristic for S w.r.t. t0 , and 

2. 1- C : {time to} S {C /\time< oo}. 
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Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of S. The ma.in point is the 

proof for the case S 'kG (for which we use the C00 opera.tor in Appendix B.2 for 

the MTL system). Assume, by the induction hypothesis, that Co is characteristic for 

G with respect to t0 • Then we define a.ssertion p with free variable n such that, for 

k E IN, k ~ 1, p[k/n] is characteristic w.r.t. t0 for k successive executions of G. Thus 

p(k/n] should be equivalent to 

3ti. ... ,ti:-1 Vi E IN, i < k - 1: ti S t;+i S time/\ 

(t; < oo -> Co[t;/to, t;+1/time))/\ fü-1 < oo -> Co[t1:-i/to)) 

where t; represents the termination time of the ith execution (we allow t; = oo ), for i = 

1, ... , k-1. Observe that we cannot define pas 3ti, ... , tn-1 · • ·, since then the number 

of varia.bles ti, ... , t"_1 depends on n and this is not allowed in a first-order assertion. 

However, by coding these fini te sequences t1, ... , tn-1 into natura! numbers we can 

express pin our assertion language. Since this coding requires the standard arithmetic, 

this type of completeness ha.s been called arithmetical completeness by Ha.rel in [Har79]. 

(See also the appendix in [dB80], written by Zucker, on the expressibility of pre- and 

postconditions.) 

Next we show that Vt1 < oo3t2 > t 13n: p[t2/time] /\time= oo is characteristic for 

'kG w.r.t. to. Furthermore, this commitment can be derived by the Iteration Rule us

ing C = (3n: p)V(time =to< oo) and Cnonterm = Vt1 < oo3t2 > t13n: p[t2/time]. 0 

Then we prove, shuila.r to Lemma 3.3.24, that a characteristic assertion implies 

a va.lid comtuitment ( aga.in this requires the addition of predicates to express well

formedness and that no activity takes place on certain channels). Finally, rela.tive 

completeness follows easily, as in Theorem 3.3.25. 
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3.4.5 Example Watchdog Timer 

Before applying our Hoa.re-style formalism to the paradigm of the watchdog timer, we 

give a. few lemma.s concerning the use of WellFormeäet· 

Lemma 3.4.28 For all to, ti, 

wait to c? during (to,t1) /\WellForm{c,e!,c?}-+ no {c!,c} during (to,t1) 

Proof: 

wait to c? during (to, ti) A MW{c,c!,c?} A Excl{c,cl,c?} 

=> {definition} (Vt2, t0 < '2 < t1 : wait to c? at t2) A 

(Vt2 : "( wait to c? at t2 A wait to c! at t2 )) A 

(Vt2 : "( wait to c? at t2 A comm via c at t2)) 

=> {calculus} (Vt2,to < tz < ti: wait to c? at t2) A 

(Vt2 : wait to c? at t2 -+ "wait to c! at t2 ) A 

(Vt2 : wait to c? at t2 -+ -.comm via c at t2) 

=> {calculus} Vt2, to < t2 < t1 : -.wait to c! at t2 A "comm via c at t2 

=> {definition} no {c!,c} during (to,t1 ) 

Similarly, we ca.n prove 

Lemma 3.4.29 For all to, 

0 

wait to c! at to tmtil comm AWellForm{c,c!,c?}-+ Vti,to < t1 <to+ Kc:" wait to c? 

at t1 

Lemma 3.4.30 For all cha.nnels c, a.nd for all t0 , t 1 with t0 ::;; t 1: 

wait to c? at t0 until comm A wait to c! at t1 until comm A no comm via c during 

(to,t1) AWellForm{c,c!,c?}-+ comm via c during [ti.t1 + Kc) 

Proof: We give the main steps to prove Lemma 3.4.30. First observe that t0 ::;; t 1 

together with wait to c! at to until comm a.nd no comm via c during ( t0 , t1 ) implies 

wait to c! at t1 tmtil comm. From wait to c? at t1 until comm we can derive, using 

MW{c,c!,c?} and Excl{c,c!,c?}> that wa.iting to cornmunicate via cis not allowed after t1 • 

Hence a communication via c must start at t 1 • D 

Watcbdog Timer 

Our forma.lism is illustrated by an example of a watchdog timer. It is shnilar to the 

example given in Section 3.3; the only difference is that in this section we.have gener

alized the wa.iting period. Consider again the network pictured in Fig. 3.2. Process W 

is a "watchdog" process: its job is to send an alarm signal on channel al if one of the 
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processes P1 , ••• , P" does not send a reset signa! in time. Here we assume that ea.ch P; 

indicates that it is functioning by sending a. reset-signa! on channel re; at least every 

v; time units, for some constant v;. As soon as W has to wait for a. reset signa! on a 

particular channel rek during v" time units, then, within K time units, W is ready to 

send (or sending) a warning along channel al. 

In this section we first give a forma.l specification for process W. Then, given 

specifications for the P;, we prove tha.t P1ll · · ·llP11UW is ready to send (or sending) 

on channel al iff one of the P; is not functioning correctly. This is verified using 

our proof system without knowing the implementa.tions of Pi, ... ,P" and W. To 

demonstrate program design from a specifica.tion, W is implemented as a parallel 

composition W1 11 · · • llWnllA, and we derive the specification of W using specifications 

for W; and A. Next W; and A are, independently, implemented, and we prove that 

these programs satisfy the corresponding specifications. 

Specification of the Watchdog Timer 

We give a fonna.l specification for the watchdog timer W and derive properties from it, 

using certain specifications for the processes P;. In the specification of W we express 

that if there is a. waiting period of Vk time units to receive input via re" then, for 

some constant K, W starts waiting to send on channel al within K until the actua.l 

communication takes place. Furthermore, W tries to communica.te via. channel al at 

a certain point of time only if, for some k, there was a previous period of at least t11< 

time units during which W is waiting to receive input via re". Let 

er = Vto < 00: wait to re"? during (to, to+ VJ<) -

(3t ::::; to + tik + K : wait to al! at t until comm) 

ef' - Vt1 < oo : wait to al! at ti tmtil comm -> 

(3k 3t2 ::::; t1 : wait to re"? du ring ( t2, t2 + t11<)) 

Then we specify W by er/\ Cf: {time= O} W {true}. 

We prove that W tries to send a. messa.ge via al iff there is an error in one of 

the processes P;. Therefore we a.ssume given a specification for P; in which we use a 

predicate error; representing some erroneous behaviour of P;. Thus assume that, for 

a.11 i, we have CP;: {time= O} P; {true}, where 

CP; ;; error;._. (3to < oo: no {re;!, re;} during (to, to+ 11;)) 

This asserts that there is an error in P; iff there exists a period of v; time units during 

which P; is not communicating via re; and not waiting to communicate via re;. Given 

our specifications for P1, ... ,Pn and W, we try to prove that P1ll · · ·llPnllW satisfies 

the commitment (3k : error") .... (3t < oo : wait to al! at t 1.mtil comm). Applying 
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the Simple Parallel Composition Rule n times we obtain 

C'/! A er A A'/:1 CP•: {time= 0} P1ll · · ·UP"llW {true}. 
By the Well-Formedness Axiom and the Consequence Rule we can derive 

WellForm{re.,rek!,re•?ll•=l, .. ,n}: {true} P1ll · · ·llP"llW {true}. 
Using the Conjunction Rule we obtain the following commitment: 

Cl! A er A A'/:1 CP; A WellForm{re.1o,re.1o!,re.?lk=l".,n}· 

First we prove that this commitment implies 

(3t < oo : wait to al! at t until comm) -+ (3k : error,1:). 

3t < oo : wait to al! at t until comm 

3t < oo 3k 3t2 S t : wait to rek? during ( t2, t2 + v") 

=> {calculus} 3k 3t2 < oo: wait to rek? during (t2 , t2 + t11c) 

=> {Lemma 3.4.28} 3k 3t2 < oo: no {re1c!,re1c} during (t2, t2 + t11c} 

=> {CP•} (3k: error") 

Next we try to prove (3k : errork) -+ (3t < oo : wait to al! at t until comm). 

From 3k: error" we obtain, by CP•, 3k 3to < oo: no {re1c!, re,1:} during (to, to+ Vk), 

and thus 3k 3to < oo: no comm via re" during (to, to+ v,1:). With the current specifi

cation of W, however, nothlng can be derived from thls. The specification of W only 

expresses how W should behave if it does something on any of the channels. But then 

W need not do anything; even the simple program skip. would satisfy its specification. 

Therefore we modify the specification for W as follows: 

er A Cr': {time= O} W {true}, with 

Cf - Vt1 < oo : wait to al! at ti until comm-+ 

3k 3t2 :::; ti : wait to re"? during ( t2, t2 + Vk) 

er - '</t3 < 00 : no comm via rek during ( f3, f3 + Vf<) -+ 

3t4 :::; t3 + tik + J( : wait to al! at t4 tmtil comm 

Note that C'l[ follows from er, because wait to re"? du ring (to, t0 + w,) implies by 

Lemma 3.4.28, no {re"!, re1.} during (t0 , to+ vk), and hence no comm via rei. during 

(t0 , tó + v"). Now the proof proceeds as follows, for all k, 

(3k: error") 

3k 3to < oo: no {rek!, rek} during (to, to+ vi,) 

=> {definition} 3k 3to < oo: no comm via rek during (t0 ,t0 + v1e) 

=> { Cr'} 3k 3to < oo 3t4 ::; to + v1e + f( : wait to al! at t 4 until comm 

::::? {calculus} 3t4 < oo : wait to al! at t4 tmtil comm 
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lmplementing the Watchdog Timer 

Since W has to wa.tch all processes P1 , •.. , P" simulta.neously, we implement process W 

as a. parallel composition, W = W1 11 · · · llW"llA, wherè ea.ch W; is a watchdog timer for 
process Pï. W; signals process A via channel a; as soon as there is no communica.tion 

on re; for a.t least Vi time units. Process A wa.its for a signal on any of the a;'s; a.fter 

receipt of a signaJ it tries to send a. messa.ge on al (see Fig. 3.3). We give specifications 

for W; and A and prove tha.t they are suffi.cient to derive the specification of W. The 

specification for W; expresses that W; tries to communica.te via a; only if it ha.s been 

wa.iting to communicate via re, during a period of v; time units. On the other hand, if 

there is a period of v; time units during which no communica.tion via re; occurs, then 

W; will try to communicate via a; within a certa.in time bound K;. Define 

Cw, 
1 = Vt1 < oo: wait toa;! at t 1 until comm-+ 

3t2 s; ti : wait to re;? during (t2, t2 + v;) 

er-• _ Vt1 < oo: no comm via re; during (t3, h + v;)-+ 

3t4 s; t3 + v; + K; : wait to a;! at t4 until comm 

Then W; is specified by Cf' A er-•: {time= O} W, {true}. 

The specification for A asserts that it tries to send a messa.ge via al only if there was 

a preceding communication via one of the a". H A is not wa.iting to communicate via 

one of the a" at a certa.in point of time, then within, say, KA time units it will wa.it to 

communica.te via al until the a.ctual communica.tion can be performed. Define 

et = Vt1 < 00 : wait to al! at t1 until comm -

3k 3t2 s; t1 : comm via a1c during {t2, t2 + Kc) 

Cf - Vta < oo : ..., wait to a"? at ta -+ 

3t4 < ta +KA : wait to al! at t4 until comm 

Then Cf A Cf: {time= O} A {true}. 

We show that W1ll · · ·llW"llA satisfies the specification of W (using the speciftca
tions of Wi, .. . , W", and A only). By the repeated application of the Simple Parallel 

Composition Rule, we obta.in the conjunction of the commitments of the processes: 

/W=1(Cf' A Cf'') A Cf A Cf. By the Well-Formedness Axiom and the Conjunction 

Rule we can add WellForm{","".1,,."111c=t, .. ,n}• leading to the following commitment: 

N=1(Cf' A c:f•) A Cf A Cf A WellForm{a.,a.!,a.?lk=l, .. ,n}· 

This. implies CfV as follows, for all ti < oo, 

wait to al! at t1 until comm 

=> { Cf} 3k 3t2 s; t1 : comm via a" du ring [t2, t2 + K0 ) 

=> {definition} 3k 3t2 ~ t1: wait to a1c! at t 2 until comm 
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Next we prove Cf. For all t3 < oo, 

=> {Cf*} 

=> {Lemma. 3.4.29} 

=> {Cl} 

=> {calculus} 

=> {calculus} 

no comm via rek during (t3, t3 + v") 

3t4 s t3 + vi. +Ki. : wait to a"1 at t4 until comm 

3t4 $ t3 + vi. +Ki. Vt5,t4 < ts < t" + Kc:..., wait to ai.? at ts 

3t4 s t3 + VA: + K 1: 'lits, t:t < f5 < t" + K" 3'6 < ts + KA : 

wait to al! at ta until comm 

3t4 $ ta + v" + K" 3ta $ t4 + 1( A : wait to al! at '6 until comm 

3ta Sta+ VA:+ Ki.+ f(A: wait to al! at '6 until comm 

Hence the specifica.tion of W ca.n be derived provided Ki.+ KA s K, for all k. 

Final lmplementations 

Finally, we give implementations for the processes A and Wi, and we show that these 

programs meet the required specifications. 

lmplementation of A First we show that A can be implemented a.s [tl f=1 4ï? -> al!]. 

We have to prove Cf A Cf: {time= O} (8~1 a;?-> al!] {true}. 

Define, for A = [Of=t a;?-> al!] and i E {1, .. " n}, 

Cl = wait in A during [to, t) A comm via 4ï during [t, t + Kc), and 

C'f = wait to al! at t + Kc until comm. 

We apply the Rule for Guarded Command without Delay using 

C; = 3t, to S t < oo : Cl f\ C'f, Cnont•rm = wait in A du ring [to, oo ), 

p; = 3t, to S t < oo : Cl A time = t + Kc, and q; = true. Then 

1. wait in A during [to, oo) A time = oo -> Cnont<mn· 

2. 3t, to s t < oo : wait in A during [t0 , t)f\ 

comm via a; during [t, t+ Kc) A time= t + Kc-> p;, for i E {l, ... , n}. 

3. C; : {p;} al! {q;}, for i € {l, .. "n} can be derived as follows. 

By the Send Axiom and the Consequence Rule, 

wait to al! at t 1 until comm : {time = t1 } al! { true}. 

Applying the Adapta.tion Rule, with exp = t 1 + Kc, we obta.in 

(p;[t1 +Kef time] f\ wait to al! at t1 + Kc until comm) : 

{p;[t1 +Kef time] A time = t1 + ]( c} al! { true}. 

Since (p;[t1 +Kef time] A wait to al! at t1 + 1(. until comm) -> 

(3t, to S t < oo : Cl f\ t1 + Kc = t + Kc A wait to al! at t1 + Kc until comm)-> 

(3t, to ::; t < oo : Cl A Cl), the Consequence Rule leads to 
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C;: {p1(t1 + Kc/time] A time= ti + Kc} al! {true}. 

By the Qua.ntification Rule we obtaln 

C,: {3t1 : p;(t1 + Kc/time] A time= t1 + Kc} al! {true}. 

Since p; -+ 3t1 : p;[t1 + K"/time] A time = ti + Kc, by the Consequence Rule, 

Ci : {p;} al! {q;}. 

Then by the Rule for Guarded Comma.nd without Delay we obtaln 

Cnonterm V Vf=t C,: {time= to} [Of=t a;?-+ al!] {true}. 

By the Substitution Rule, using ezp = O, 

Cnonterm[O/to] V Vr..1 C;[O/to]: {time= 0} [UZ,.1 llt? -+al!] {true }. 

We prove that this commitment implies Cf A Gf. 

• First prove Cf = Vt1 < oo : wait to al! at t1 until comm -+ 

3k 3t2 $ t1 : comm via ak during [t2, t2 + Kc) 

- By the definition of wait in A during [O, oo ), Cnontenn[O/to] leads to 

no {al!, al} during [O, oo ), and thus 

Vt1 < oo : -.wait to al! at t1 until comm. 

- Vf=t C;(O/to] implies 3k3t < oo : Ct[O/to], a.nd thus, 

by the definition of wait in A during [O, t), 

3k 3t < oo: no {al!, al} during [O, t) A comm via ak during [t, t + Kc)· 

Thus, for all t1 < oo, wait to al! at t1 until comm implies t1 ~ t, a.nd 

hence 3t $ t1 : comm via ak during (t, t + Kc)· 

• Next we prove Gf, that is, 

Vt3 < oo:..., wait to ak? at t3-+ 3t4 < t3 +KA: wait to al! at t4 until comm 

- From Cnonterm(O/to], we obtaln Vi E {1".,n}: wait toa;? during [O,oo), 
and hence Vt3 < oo Vk E {l"" n}: wait to ak? at tJ. 

- Assume --, wait to ak? at t3, for t3 < oo. By CA:[0/t0], there exists at < 
oo such that wait to ak? during [O, t) a.nd wait to al! at t + Kc until comm. 

Then t $ t3, thus t +!Cc $ t3 + Kc, a.nd hence 

3t4 $ t3 +KA: wait to al! at t4 until comm. 

This leads to Cf, provided Kc <KA. 

lmplementation of W; Next we implement W; by *[re1?-+ skip D delay v;-+ a;!] 

and show that, under certain restrictions, this program satisfies,the required specifica

tion Cf' A Cf': {time= O} W; {true}. Define 

C1(t1) = wait toa;! at t1 until comm-+ 

3t2 S ti : wait to re/! during (t2, t2 + v;) 

C2(t3 ) _ no comm via re; during (t3, t3 + v;)-+ 

3t4 s fa+ v; + K; : wait toa;! at f4 until comm 
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Then Gfi :: Vt1 < oo : G1(t1) and Gfi :: Vt3 < oo : G2(t3). 

We apply the Iteration Rule with 

Cnonterm = Gfi /\er\ and C = Vt1 <time: G1(t1) /\ Vt3 <time: G2(t3). 

If the assumptions for the lteration Rule are fulfilled-which is shown below-we obta.in 

Cnonterm /\time= oo: {G} *[re;?-+ skip0delay v; -+ a;!] {false}. 

Since Cnonterm /\time = oo -+ Cf; /\ G:~1\ time = 0 -+ C, and false -+ true, the 

Consequence Rule leads to Gfi /\ Gfi: {time= O} W; {true}. 

To apply the Iteration Rule we have to prove 

(Vt < oo 3to > t : C[to/time]) -+ Cnonterm 

C : {G} [re;?-+ skip0delay v; -+ a;!] {G} 

Proof of (3.5): Observe that (Vt < oo 3to > t : G[to/time]) = 

(Vt < oo 3to > t: (Vt1 <to: G1(t1) /\ Vt3 <to: G2(t3)))-+ 

(Vt1 < oo : G1(t1) /\ Vt3 < oo : G2(t3)) = Cnonterm, and hence (3.5) holds. 

Proof of (3.6): Consider ca :: Vt1 < t5 : G1(t1) /\ Vt3 < ts : G2(t3), and 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

CP:: Vti, t 5 $ t1 < time: G1(t1) /\ Vt3, t5 $ t3 < time : G2(t3). Then C +-+ ca /\ Cf3. 

Below we derive 

c/3 : {time= t5 } [re;?-+ skipl]delay v; -+ a;!] {GP} (3.7) 

From (3.7) we obta.in by the Adaptation Rule, with p:: ca and exp:: t5 , 

ca /\ CfJ : {Ga/\ time= ts} [re;?-+ skip0delay V; - a;!] {Ga/\ CP} 

Using C +-+(Ga/\ CP), by the Consequence Rule, 

C : {Ga/\ time= ts} [re;?-+ skip0delay v; -+ a;!] {G}. 

Since C-+ (3t5 : G[t5/time] /\time= ts) -+ (3t5 : ca /\time= t5 ), the Quantification 

Rule and the Consequence Rule lead to (3.6). 

Proofof (3.7): Let G =[re;?-+ skipl]delay v; -+ a;!]. 

Apply the Rule for Guarded Command with Delay, using 

p1 = 3t,t5 $ t < ts + v; : wait to re;? during [t5 ,t)/\ comm via re; during [t, t + Kc)/\ 

no { a;, a;!} du ring [ts, t + Kc) /\ time = t + Kc. 

Then 3t, ts $ t < ts + v; : wait in G during [ts, t)/\ comm re; in G from t-+ P1, 

thus we can derive (3.7), provided 

cfl : {pi} skip {Gfl} (3.8) 

cP : { wait in G during [t5 , t5 + v;) /\time = t5 + v;} a;! { Gfl} (3.9) 

Proof of (3.8): Derive by the Skip Axiom time = to : {time = to} skip {time = t0 }. 

Then by the Adaptation Rule, with exp = t + Kc and 

p = t5 $ t < t5 + v; /\ wait to re;? during [ts, t)/\ comm via re; during [t, t + Kc)A 

no { a;, a;!} during [ts, t + Kc), 
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we obtain pA time= t + K": {pA time= t + Kc} skip {pA time= t + Kc}· 
By the Consequence Rule and the Quantification Rule we obtain PI: {PI} skip {p1}. 

Observe that 

and 

p1 '* Vti, ts $ t1 < time : -.wait to "ï! at ti A -.comm via "ï at t1 

'* Vti, t5 $ t1 < time : -.wait to a;! at ti until comm 

'* Vti. ts $ t1 <time: e1(t1) 

p1 '* 3t, ts $ t < ts + v; : comm via re; during [t, t + Kc) A time = t + K" 

'* Vt3 , ts $ ta < time 3t, t3 :5 t < t3 + v; : comm via re; at t 

'* Vta, t5 $ ta < time: -.no comm via re; during (ta, t3 + v;) 

'* Vt3, ts $ t3 <time : e2(ta) 

Hence p1 - Cf3, and thus the Consequence Rule leads to (3.8). 

Proof of (3.9): Define 

C" 3t;?: t 5 + v;: wait toa;! at ts + v; until comm at t A time= t +Kc. 
From the Send Rule, the Consequence Rule and the Substitution Rule (replaring t0 

by ts + v;) we obtain C": {time= ts + v;} a;! {C" A time< oo}. 

Define e" wait to re;? during [ts, ts + v;} A no {"ï, "ï!} during [t5,t5 +Vj). 

Then by the Adaptation Rule we can derive 

ca. A e6 : {time= t5 +Vj A e6} a;! {C"" A e6 A time< oo}. 

Since wait in G during [t5, t5 + 'lli) A time = t5 + V; - time = ts + v; A e6• we obtain 

(3.9) by the Consequence Rule, if C" A e6 implies CP. Recall that 

ef3 = (Vt1, t5 :5 ti < time : wait to a;! at t1 until comm -

3t2 :5 t1 : wait to re;? during (t2, t2 + Vi))A 

(Vt3, ts :5 t3 < time: no comm via re; during (t3, t3 + v;) -

3t4 :5 t3 + v; + K; : wait toa;! at t4 until comm). 

It remains to prove C" A Cl> - CP: 

• For all ti, ts $ t1 < time: if wait to a;! at t1 until comm, then, from C" A 

Cl>, ti ~ ts + v;. Hence, from C", there exists a t2 < t1 (viz., t 5) such that 

wait to re;? during (t2,t2 + v;), provided v; > O. 

• Assume, for all t3, t 5 $ t3 < time: no comm via re; during (t3 , t3 + v;). From 

ca we obtain wait toa;! at t5 + v; until comm). Hence, there exists a. t4 :5 t3 + 
v; + K; such that wait to "ïl at t4 until comm) if t 5 + v; :5 t3 + v; + ](;. Since 

ts $ t3, this holds provided J(; ;;::: 0. 

Conclusion By giving programs tha.t implement A and W;, we have obtained a.n 

implementa.tion that satisfies the top-level specification for a. wa.tchdog timer as given 

in Section 3.4.5. To condude this exa.mple, we ana.lyze the requirements which have 
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been imposed upon the consta.nts K, K1, KA and Vi to prove the correctness of our 

implementation. To justify the refi.nement step from the previous section, we required 

K, +KA ~ K, for all i = 1, ... , n. The implementation given in this section has been 

proved to satisfy the specification for all KA a.nd K, such that Kc < KA and K, ~ 0, 

a.nd provided v; > 0, for all i = 1, ." n. Observe that if K > Kc then for KA = K and 

K1=0 we have Kc <KA and K; ~ O, and also K; +KA= K ~K. Hence, ifv1 > 0 

for all i = 1, •. , n, and K > Kc, i.e., the constant in the specification must be greater 

than the duration of a communication, then our implementation meets the top-level 

specifi.cation for W. 
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Chapter 4 

Adding Program Variables 

In this cha.pter we extend the simple real-time progra.mming language of the previous 

cha.pter (Section 3.1) with program va.ria.bles. First we give the synta.x of this extended 

la.nguage. Next we a.dapt the sema.ntics from Section 3.2 to deal with program varia.bles. 

Then we show that the two compositional proof systems can also be a.dapted to this 

extended language. 

4.1 Real-Time Programming Language with Variables 

4.1.1 Syntax and Informal Meaning 

Similar to Section 2, let VAR be a nonempty set of program varia.bles, and VAL 

be a. denumera.ble domain of va.lues of program varia.bles. The synta.x of our real-time 

progra.mQ)i{g la.nguage is given in Ta.ble 4.1, with n E IN, n ~ 1, c, ei,"., en E CHAN, 

x,x1, .. "x" E VAR, and DE VAL. 

Table 4.1: Syntax Progra.mming La.nguage 

Expression e ::= D 1 x 1 e1 + e2 1 e1 - e2 1 e1 x e2 

Boolean Expression 6 ::= e1 e2 1 ei < e2 1 -.b 1 61 V 62 

Statement S ::= skip 1 x := e 1 delay e 1 c!e 1 c?x 1 

S1;S2 1 G 1 *° 1 S1llS2 

Guarded Command G ::= rnf,,.1b; _. S;] 1 rnf=t b;; c;?x;--> S;06; delaye _. S] 

We give the informal mea.ning of the new or modified statements. 

Atomie statements 

• delay e suspends execution for (the value of) e time units. If e yields a negative 

value then delay e is equivalent to skip. 
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Compound statements 

• Guarded command [Of=1b;;c;?2:; - S;Ob;delay e - S]. A guard is open if 

the boolea.n part eva.luates to true. If none of the guards is open, the gua.rded 

comma.nd terminates after eva.luation of the boolea.ns. Otherwise, wait until 

an ia-statement of the open io-gua.rds can be executed and continue with the 

corresponding S;. If the delay guard is open (b eva.luates to true} and no io

guard can be taken within e time units (after the eva.luation of the booleans), 

then S is executed. If b eva.luates to true and e yields 0 or a negative va.lue then 

S is executed immediately after the evaluation of the booleans. 

Example 4.1.1 Observe that delay-vàlues can be arbitrafy expressions which 

may, fot insta.nee, use an earlier received va.lue as in the following program: 

d?x; [d?y- 81 Oc?x - S2 Odelay (x + 6)-+ S3] D 

Foraguarded command f0~1b;;c;?x; - S;Ob;delaye - S], we write [Of=1b;;c;?x;-+ 

S;] if b = false. An io-guard b,; c;?x; is written as c,?x; if b; = true, and, similarly, a 

delay-guard b; delay e is abbreviated as delay e if b = true. 

Define var( S) as the set of varia.bles occurring in S. dch( S} is defined as in the 

previous chapter. 

4.1.2 Syntactic Restrictions 

We have the following syntactic restrictions: 

• For Si; S2 we require that, for all c E CHAN, c! E dch(S1 ) implies c? '/. dch(S2), 

and c? E dch(S1) implies c! '/. dch(S2). 

• Fora guarded command [0~1 b; _.,. S,] or [Of=1b,;c;?x; - S;Ob;delaye-+ So] 

we require for all i,j E {0,1, ... ,n}, i "/; j, and c E CHANthat d E dch(Si) 

implies c? '/. dch(S;}, and c? E dch(S;} implies c! '/. dch(S;). 

• Fora guarded command G = [0~1 b;;c;?x, - S;Ob;delaye-+ S] we require for 

all i E {1, .. ,,n} that c,! '/. dch(G). 

• For S1llS2 we require dch(S1) n dch(S2) Ç CHAN and var( Si) n var(S2 ) = l!I. 

4.1.3 Basic Timing Assumptions 

We assume in this chapter that there is no overhead for composite statements and that 

a delay e statement takes exactly e time units. Furthermore we assume we are given 

positive constants Ka, Kc and K9 such that all assignments take Ka time units, each 

communication takes Kc time units, and the evaluation of the guards in a guarded 

command takes K 9 time units. 
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4.2 Adaptation Denotational Semantics 

4.2.1 Computational Model 

Again we assume that TIME = {T E fJJ 1 T ~ O}, that the standard arithmetical 

operators +, -, x 11.I'e defi.ned on VAL, and that IN Ç VAL. To defi.ne the timing 

behaviour of a statement delay e, we have to relate expressions in the programming 

language to our time domain. Since, for simplicity, we assume that delay e takes e 

time units (if eis nonnegative), also {fJ E VALI fJ ~ O} Ç TIME is assumed. Let the 

set of states STATE and the variant ofa state (s: z,..... fJ) be defi.ned as in Section 2.1. 

Based on the model from Section 3.2.1, we defi.ne a set of com:munication functions CF 

which assign to points of time a set that may include directed channels, i.e., elements 

of DCHAN - CHAN, and pairs consisting of a channel name and a value, tha,t is, 

elements of CHAN x VAL. Thus 

CF = {cf 1 cf: [O,r0)-+ p((DCHAN - CHAN)U(CHAN x VAL)), 

with To E TIME U { oo}}. Based on the observations from Section 2.3, our model of a 

real-time computation is defi.ned as follows: 

Definition 4.2.1 (Model) A model is a triple ( init, comm, fina.l) with 

init E STATE, comm E CF, and final E STATE. 

Fora model u = (init,comm,final) we refer to the three fields by u.init, u.comm, 

and u.final, respectively. 

Deftnition 4.2.2 (Length) Fora communication function cf with doma.in [O, To) the 

lengthof cf, denoted lc/I, is defined as lc/I =To. Fora.model u the lengthof u, denoted 
i 

lul, is defined as lo-1 = lu.comml. 

We say that a model u terminates if lul < oo. Informally, if u models the computation 

of a program, then u.init represents the initia! state in which the program starts 

executing. Thus u.init(x) yields the value of variable :t at the start of the execution. 

Similarly, if the program terminates then u.f inal represents the va.lues of the varia.bles 

at termination. When the program does not terminate then our semantics will be 

such that u.fina.l is an arbitrary state. Observe that we do not need a state .i to 

indicate non-termination, since this information can be derived from the length of 

u.comm; lu.comml = ooHf u represents a non-terminating computation. The main 

advantage of not having a state .i will become visible in the next sections when we 

formulate a proof theory for our programming language. With such a special state, 

in which the program varia.bles do not have a value, the interpretation of assertions 

and correctness formulae would be more complicated. We must, however, be careful to 

avoid the situation that a va.lid correctness formula can express some property about 

the final state of a non-terminating computation. Therefore the semantics generates 

any arbitrary final state for non-terminating computations. Then, as we will see in 
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the next seetion, valid correctness formulae can only express ta.utologies for program 

va.ria.bles in the final sta.te of such computa.tions. 

The communication function u.comm is almost identical to the model of the pre

vious chapter where no varia.bles were considered. Thus,.for every T < r0 , u.comm(r) 

records the communication beha.viour of the program. The only difference is that now 

we also consider the va.lues transmitted on channels, and therefore we use communica

tion records of the form ( c, 11) to represent a communication on channel c with value 

11. Thus, fora channel name c E CHAN, we have three possible elements (c, 11), c! and 

c? for <T.comm(r) with the following meaning: 

• ( c, 11) E u.comm( T) if the value fJ is transmitted along channel c at time r; 

• c! E u.comm(r) if a process is waiting to send along channel c at timer; 

• c? E <T.comm(r) if a process is waiting to receive along channel c at time r. 

Henceforth, we use the following definitions. 

Deflnition 4.2.3 (Channels Occurring in a Model) Thesetof(directional) chan

nels occurring in a model O"' notation dch( u ), is defined as 

dch(<T) = Ü.·<l<rl ( {c! 1 c! E u.comm(r)} U 

{c? 1 c? E a.comm(r)} U 

{c 1 there exists a. -U such that (c, fJ) E O".comm( r)}) 

Deflnition 4.2.4 (Projection) Let cset ç; DCHAN. Define the projectionof a com

munication function cf onto cset, denoted by [c/].,.ei, as follows: l[c/J.,.."tl = lc/I, and 

for all T < lc/I, 

[cf1.,.."1(r) = {c!!c!Ec/(r)/\c!Ecset}U. 

{c? 1 c? E c/( r) /\ c? E cset} U 

{(c,fJ)I (c,fJ) E c/(r) /\c E cset} 

The projection of a model u on to cset, denoted by [<T]c.set. is defined as 

[u}cset.init u.init, [o'lcset·Comm = [u.comm]cset. and [u]cset·final = u.final. 

Next the definition of concatenation of two models is adapted. The expected condition 

that the final state of the first model equals the initial state of the second model 

will be included in the definition of the operator for sequential composition below 

(Definition 4.2.6). 

Definition 4.2.5 ( Concatenation) Define the concatenation of two communication 

functions cfi,ch E CF, denoted cfi"cfz, by lcfi"chl =Ic/il+ !chi, and 

( f " f )( ) { cfi(r) for all r <Ic/il 
C 1 C 2 T = 

ch(T - lcftl) for all lcfil S T < lcfil + lchl 
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Then, the concatenation of two models u1 and u2, denoted u1u2, is defined as follows: 

(u1u2).init = u1.init, (u1u2).comm = u1.comm"u2.comm, a.nd 

( ) f . l - { u2.final if lu1I < oo 
u1u2 . ina -

u1.f inal if lu1 I = oo 

Observe tha.t if the' first model represents a. non-termina.ting computa.tion then the 

conca.tena.tion has the final sta.te of this model. In this wa.y the property tha.t a. non

terminating computa.tion is represented by a. set of models with arbitrary final state 

is preserved by sequential composition. Furthermore, note that, for all models ui, u2, 

and 0'3, 

• if lu1I = oo then u1u2 =ui, and 

• conca.tenation ofmodels is associative, i.e., (u1u2)u3 = u1(u2u3). 

Definition 4.2.6 ( Concatenation of Sets of Models) For two sets of models E1 

and :E2 , we define the concatenation of these sets as follows: 

SEQV(:E1,E2) = {u1 1 u1 E E1 and lu1I = oo} 

U {u1u2 I u1 E Ei,u2 E E2, lu1I < oo and u1.final = u2.init} 

Obviously, S EQV is associative and without any ambiguity we can use SEQV(E1 , E2, E3). 

4.2.2 Formal semantica 

Define the value of an expression e in a state s, denoted C(e)(s), as a. function 

C(e): STATE-+ VAL given by 

• C(i?)(s) = !?, 

• C(x)(s) = s(x), 

• f(e1 + e2)(s) = f(e1)(s) + C(e2)(s), 

• C(e1 - e2)(s) C(e1)(s)- C(e2)(s), and 

• C(e1 x e2)(s) C(e1)(s) x C(e2)(s). 

We define when a. boolean expression b holds in a. sta.te s, denoted by B(b)(s), as 

• B(e1 = ez)(s) iff f(e1)(s) = f(e2)(s), 

• B(e1 < ez)(s) iff f(e1)(s) < f(e2)(s), 

• B(-.b)(s) iff not B(b)(s), and 

• B(bi V b2)(s) iff B(bi)(s) or B(b2)(s). 

A compositional semantics for our programming language is defined using the compu

tational model of the previous section. Again, the meaning of a program S, denoted 

by M( S), is a set of models representing the possible computations of S starting at 

time 0. 
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Skip 

A skip-statement terminates immediately without a.ny state change, which is expressed 

by a set of models with length 0. 

M(skip) = {u 1 u.final = u.init and lul= O} 

Assignment 

An a.ssignment z := e terminates a.fter K" time units. The final sta.te equals the initia! 

sta.te, except that the value of z is repla.ced by the value of e in the initia! sta.te. 

M(x := e) = {u 1 for all T < lul, u.comm(r) =!il, 
u.final = (u.init: x ...... C(e)(u.init)), and lul= K"} 

De lay 

A delay e terminates a.fter exactly (the va.lue of) e time units if the va.lue of e is not 

negative. Otherwise, delay e is equivalent to skip and terminates immedia.tely. 

M(delay e) = {u 1 for all r < l<Tl,u.comm(r) =!il, u.final = u.init and 

!<Tl = max(O, C( e )( <T.init))} 

Input and Output 

Observe that in the execution of a.n io-statement there are, in genera.l, two time-periods; 

first there is a wa.iting period during which no communication partner is ava.ilable (re

call that communication is synchronous) and, secondly, when such a partner is ready 

to communica.te, there is a period (of Kc time units) during which the a.ctua.l commu

nication takes place (for an example, see Figure 4.1). For an output comma.nd c!e these 

0 

<T(r) = {c!} 
termination 

I c:r(r)={(c,3)} Î 

Figure 4.1: A model O' from M(c!3) 

two periods are represented by two sets of models W aitS end( c) and C ommS end( c, e) 

defined below. Then the semantics of c!e is defined a.s 

M(c!e) = SEQV(WaitSend(c),CommSend(c,e)) 

with 

WaitSend(c) {O' 1 there exists a TE TIMEU {oo} such that for all r1 < l<TI: 
u.comm(r1) = {c!}, lul r, and if T < oo then O'.final c:r.init} 

and 
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CommSend(c,e) = {O' 1forallT<10'1: u.comm(r) = {(c,C(e)(u.init))}, 

10'1 = Kc, and O'.final = O'.init} 

Similarly, we define 

M(c?x) SEÇV(WaitRec(c),CommRec(c,x)) 

where WaitRec(c) is defined similar to WaitSend(c), and 

CommRec(c,x) = {u 1 there exists a. va.lue {} such tha.t, for all T < lul, 
O'.comm(r) = {(c,t?)}, 10'1 = Kc a.nd u.final = (u.init: x ....+ '!?)} 

Sequentia! Composition 

Using the SEQV operator defined above, sequentia! composition is straightforwa.rd. 

Since S EQV is associative, also sequentia! composition is associative. 

Guarded Command 

Fora guarded comma.nd G, first define 

b _ { Vf=1 b; if G = [l]f=1b;--+ S;] 
a- Vf"1 b;Vb ifG=rn~1b,;c,?x;--+S;ah;delaye-+S] 

Consider G = [Ilf=1 b; --+ S;}. Then there are two possibilities: either none of the 

boolea.ns evaluates to true and the command terminates after Kg time units, or at least 

one of the boolea.ns yields true and one of the corresponding S; statements is executed. 

Recall that the evaluation of the guards takes Kg time units. In the semantics below 

this is represented by statement dela:y Kg. 

M(laf=1b; _,. S;]) = {u l B(-.ba)(u.init), and O' E M(delay Kg)} 
U {u 1 there exists a k E {1, .. , n} such that B(bk)(u.init), and 

(! E M(delay 1(9 ; Sk)} 

Next, consider G = rn~1 b;;c;?x;--+ S;llb;delaye--+ S]. 

Then the semantics is defined by considering the following three possibilities: 

• None of the booleans evaluates to true and the guarded command terminates 

after K 9 time units; 

• At least one of the c;?x; for whlch b; evaluates to true can perform the com

munication, and if b evaluates fo true then thls is possible withln e (or 0 if e is 

negative) time units after the evaluation of the booleans. 

• Boolean b evaluates to true and none of the open ia-guards can perform a com

munication within e (or 0 if eis negative) time units after the evaluation of the 

booleans; then Sis executed after e time units (or immediately if eis negative). 
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This leads to the following definition: 

M([U?:,1 bi;c;'!x;--+ S;üb; delaye--+ S]) 

{al 8(-,ba)(a.init), and a E M(delay ](9 )} 

u SEQV(M(delay K9 ),NotLimWait(G),Comm(G)) 

u SEQV(M(delay K 9 ),LimitedWait(G),Comm(G)) 

U SEQV(M(delay K9 ),Time0ut(G),M(S)) 

where 

NotLimWait(G) = {a 1aEWait(G),8(-ib)(a.init}} 

LimitedWait(G) = {a 1aEWait(G),8(b)(a.init) and lnl < max(O,l'(e)(a.init))}, 

and 

TimeOut(G) = {a 1aEWait(G),8(b)(u.init), and lul= max(O,t:(e)(u.init))} 

with 

Wait(G) {al 8(ba)(u.init), there exists a. TE TIME U {oo} such that lul= T, 

for a.ll r1 < r: a.oomm(r1) = {c;'! 1B(bi)(u.init),1 $ i $ n}, 

if T < oo then u./inal u.init} 

and Comm(G) = {er 1 there exists a k E {1, ." n} such that B(bk)(u.init), and 

a E SEQV(CommRec(ck,xk),M(SA:))} 

Observe that b = false leads to 

M([Or=1b;;c;?x;--+ S;]) = {a 1 8(-.ba)(u.init), and a E M(delay K9 )} 

u SEQV(M(delay K9 ), Wait(G),Comm(G)) 

Iteration 

For a model in the semantics of the iteration construct *G we ha.ve the following 

possibilities: 

• Either it is the conca.tena.tion of a fini te sequence of models from M ( G) such tha.t 

the la.st model corresponds to a.n execution where a.ll boolean guards eva.luate to 

fa.lse or it represents a. non-terminating computation of G. 

• Or it is the conca.tenation of an infinite sequence of models from M(G) that 

a.ll represent terminating computations in which not a.ll booleans yield the va.lue 

fa.lse. 

This leads to the following definition: 
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{ u 1 there exists a. k E JN, k ;?;: 1 a.nd ui. ... , O"k such that u = 0"1 • • • O"k, 

for all i E {l, ... ,k}: u; E M(G), for all i E {l, ... ,k-1}: 

u;+l.init = u;.final, !uil < oo, B(ba)(u;.init), 

a.nd either lak! = oo or B( ...,~G )( a".init) } 
U { u 1 there exists a.n infinite sequence of models u1, u2, ••. such tha.t 

u = 0"1U2 • • ·, with for all i ~ 1: u1EM(G),0";+1.init = u;.final, 

lu;I < oo, B(ba)(u;.init)} 

Similar to Lemma 3.2.9 we have the following lemma: 

Lemma4.2.7 

M(Mi) {u 18(-,ba)(a.init), a.nd u E M(delay Kg)} 

U {u 1 B(ba)(u.init) a.nd u E SEQV(M(G),M(*G))} 

Hence M(Mi) is a fixed point of the function F(X) = ({u 1 B(..,ba)(a.init) and u E 

M(delay Kg)} U {u 1 B(ba)(a.init) and u E SEQV(M(G),X)}). Ohserve that !Il is 

nota fixed point of F due to the definition of SEQV. From the following lemma it 

follows that M(*G) is the only fixed point of F. 

Lemma 4.2.8 The function F(X) = SEQ(M(G),X) ha.s at most one fixed point. 

Proof: This lemma ca.n he proved sitnilar to the proof of Lemma 3.2.10. The proof 

is ha.sed on the observation that, for a guarded command G, lul ;;::: K 9 > 0 for all 

<TE M(G). (By this property also an infinite loop in finite time is avoided.) CJ 

Parallel Composition 

The semantica of parallel composition is obtained by extending the definition from 

Section 3.2.2 by the requirements for initial and final state from Section 2.2.2. 

M(S1llS2) = {aldch(a) Ç dch(S1)Udch(S2), for i E {1,2} there exist u; E M(S;) 

such tha.t lal= max(lu1I, la21), u.init = a;.init, 

[ l ( ) { 
u;.comm(T) for all T < la;! 

a.comm dch(S') T = 
' !Il for all T, lu;I ::; T < lul, 

{ 
a;.final(x) if x E var(S;) iflal < oo then a.final(x) 
<1.init(x) if x ~ var(S1llS2) 

c! ~ a.comm( T) V c? ~ <7.comm( T ), for all T < lal } 

As in the previous chapter we can prove that parallel composition is commutative and 

a.ssociative. 

Properties of the Semantics 

We modify the definition of well-formedness (see Definition 3.2.13) as follows. 
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Definition 4.2.9 (Well-Formedness) A comml!}lication function c/ E CF is well

/ormediff for aJl c E CHAN, for aJl iJ,i)i,t'J2 E VAL, and for aJl r < lc/I: 

1. ..,(c! E c/(r) /\ c? E c/(r)). 
(Minimal waiting: It is not possible to be simultaneously wa.iting to send and 

wa.iting to receive on a particula.r cha.nnel.) 

2. -.((c, t?) E cf( r) /\ c! E cf( r )) and ... ((c, 1') E cf( r) /\ c? E cf(r )). 

( Exclusion: It is not possible to be simultaneously communica.ting and wa.iting 

to communica.te on a given ehannel.) 

3. (c, '111) E c/(r) /\ (c, '112) E c/(r) - '111 = '112. 
( Communication: a.t any point of time at most one va.lue is tra.nsmitted on a. 

pa.rticula.r eha.nnel.) 

A model O' is well-formed iff O'.comm is well-formed. 

Compa.red with Definition 3.2.13 we ha.ve repla.eed communieation records c by ( c, 1') 

and a.dded the thlrd point. Then we ha.ve the following lemma, expressing some prop

erties of our semantie model. 

Lemma 4.2.10 For any program S, we ha.ve M(S) f. !1l and, for any u E M(S): 

1. dch(u) ç; dch(S), 

2. u is well-formed, and 

3. if lul= oo then, for a.ll s E STATE, (u.init,<T.comm,s) E M(S). 

The last property expresses that for a non-terminating eomputa.tion the sema.ntics of a 

statement eontains a. model for a.ny possible final sta.te. Thls simplifies the extension of 

the MTL-forma.lism to program va.ria.bles. RecaJl that in the definition of S sat cp the 

MTL-assertion cp is interpreted in aJl mode1s of M(S), including the non-terminating 

ones. Hence we should be eareful with the interpretation of varia.bles in the final 

state. In our solution no special treatment of undefined va.lues is required a.nd only 

tautologies will hold for varia.bles referring to the final state of a model representing a 

non-terminating eomputation. 
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4.3 Adaptation of the Proof System based on Metric 

Temporal Logic 

4.3.1 Specifications 

To formuJate a proo! system for our extended programming hw.guage, the a.ssertion 

)anguage MTLl defined in ~tion 3.3.1 1 is extended. A class of expressions is added 

to denote values of program variables. VJe nse x to denote the value of the progn.m 

variable x in the initia! state of a modeJ and jin(x) to express the value of zin the 

final state. A new primitive eomm(c,exp) expresses a commWlication with value e;rp 

along channel c, Further 1 the bounds of the MTL operators may now use expressions, 

the strong until operator is introduced as a prîmftive O:i>(!rator tand we add a new chop 

operatclr Cf1 c· lf!2 wbich expresses tha.t there exlsts a finite number of intervals on 

whieb <pi holds and thereafter lt':I holds. The synta.x of this extended logic is given in 

Table 4.2, wîth x E VAR, il E VAL, and c E CHAN. 

Table 4.2: Synta.x of Extended MTL 

ExpreMion exp ::= il 1 x 1 /in(x) 1 <XPi + exp,, 1 exp, - exp,, 1 <XPi x exp, 

Assertion 'P ::= eomm(e,exp) 1 comm(e) 1 wait(c!) 1 woit(e?) 1 done I 

exp1 = exp, 1 exp, < exp, 1 'P1 V 'f"1 1 ~'P 1 

'f11U'fll l 1"1U«••""' l l"1U=•zp'I'> 1 

'l'l C 'P2 1 C00<p 1 '1'1 C* 'P2 

Let dch(i;) denote the set of all c, c!, or c? occurring; in 1.fi, and var(.;p) denotes the set 

of all program variables in ip. 

The sema.ntics of MTL a.ssertions is defi.ned using the computational model of Sec~ 

tion 4.2.1. FirSt we defi.ne the value of expresslon e::p in model o, denoted Val( exp )a, 

as follows: 

• Vol( il)" = il 
• Vol(x)" = u.init(x) 

• Val(fin(x))<7 = u.final(x) 

• Val( exp1 + exp.,)" = Val( expi)u +Val( exp.,)" 

• Val(exp1 - expz)u = Val(exp1 )" Jfal(exp,)u 

• Val(exp1 x expz)o = Val(exp1)o x Val(exp,,)u 

Next we discuss the lnterpretation of e.xteuded J"1TL. Observe that a-n expression exp 

in a. tempora! operator such as U<irxp or U:::::exp refers to a point af time, If exp 

yields a non-negative va!ue then ,we can easHy adapt the dcfinitîon from Sectjon 3.3.l, 

sînce we have assumed 1.hat {~ E VAL 1 ~;,: O} Ç TIME (see Section 4.2.1). lf exp 

is negative, hov.'ever, there are se\·eral choices lor the sernantics of these operators. 

\Ve could introduce past· time operators in this way by allowing references to previous 
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points of time. For our sema.ntic defi.nition this would imply that the past of a model 

must be availa.ble, and we have to interpret an assertion in a model and a. po~nt of time. 

(See also the note in Settion 3.3.1.) Sini::e we do not need sucb past~time operators for 

our a.xiomatiza.tîonj we use the 1Simple interpretatîon from Section 3.3.1 a.nd define the 

tempora! operators such that if e.zp is nega.tîve then U<e:i::JI .and U=up are equivalent 

to, respectively, U<o and U-:-0. Thus, as hefore, we defi.ne when an a.ssertion rp hold.s 

in a model a, denoted a F ;,p. Again we use the restriction of a model to the period 

a..fter a eertain point of time, Here only the communica.tion function is restricted to 

ttus period a.nd the initia.l and final states are not cha.nged. 

Deftnition 4.3.1 (Restric:tion of Models) Fora model <J and a time TE TIME U 

{oo} we define the communicatjon part of (Jat and after r, denoted (J î r, as followl5: 

(111r).init=11.inil, (<1 î r).final = '1.jinal, I" 1 rl = maz(l<Yl-r,0) and 

(u r r),comm(rl} = 11.comm(T +Tl), lor Tl< I" T Tl, 

Note that, if T > lal then 1" î r1 = 0, 

Now we use the interpretation frorn Section 3.3.1 for comm(c), wait(c!), wait(c?), 

dcnc 1 i+'l V V''li and -.ip (wîth the a.ppropr.iate replacement of (J by (J,comm). For the 

remainïng assertions we have the follo\ving definitions: 

• <7 F wmm(c,exp) iff lal> 0 and (c, Val(exp)a)E a.comm(O). 

• a 1= <XPi < exp, iffVal(ezp1)a < Val(exp,)<7, 

• a f= lf'-1 U 'P'i iff there exits a r 1 E TIME such that a T r 1 f= <p2, and 

for all r2 1 0 ~ T2 < T1: a î T2 F 'Pt· 

• a f= if't U <c,..p '+'2 iff there exits a 1) E TIME such that 0 $ r1 < V al(exp )a, 

(J T T1 f= !f>1, and for all r 2 , 0 ~ T1 < T1: a î r2 f= <p1. 

• a 1= 'l'l U==i> "'' iff a T max(O, Val(exp)a) 1= 'f"l, and 

for all r 2 , 0 '$ Tz < Val(exp)u; <.t î r 2 f= 'Pt· 

• (J f= '{)1C1P"J iff there exist models 01 and a2 such that (J = a1o2 , a1 f= ';?1 , 

Uz f= lh, a.nd if !ad< oo then a 1.final = a 2 .init, 

• 0 F- C00<p iff there exist lUOdels 01, Uz, a~h ••• 5UCh that U = 01U2'13 ••. and1 

for all i ~ 1, t1i J= ip, and îf )011 < oo then a"finrd = u,·+1 .init.. 

• a F- i.p1C"-lh iff there exist an n ~ l and modcls u1". "Un such that u = u 1 · · · u,H 

On F '+'2i and for i = 1, ... ; n - 1; "i f= 'Pt. !u;J < oo, a.nd a1..finCL1 = a1+1.inil. 

In addition to the abbrcviations incntioncd in Section 3.3.l, the a.bbreviatlons from 

Table 4.3 are used, with i,-.~et Ç VAR a finite set of progra1n va.riables. Then va~ 
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Ta.ble 4.3: Synta.ctic Abbreviations 

true - 0=0 false - •true 

<><expVI - true U <e:cp VI O=expVI - true U =e:cp VI 

D<e:cpVI - ' 0 <exp •VI nochange( vset) - Az:ev""tx = fin(x) 

lidity of the a.ssertions and ,correctness formulae is defined as in Section 3.3.1 (see, 

respectively, Definition 3.3.2 and Definition 3.3.3). Since a. non-termina.ting computar 

tion is represented in the sema.ntics by a. set of models with a.rbitra.ry final sta.te (see 

Lemma. 4.2.10), a.ny non-terminating program satisfies only tautologies concerning the 

primitives fin(x). For insta.nee, *[true-+ skip] sat fin(x) = fin(x). 

4.3.2 Proof System 

The proof system for our extended la.nguage includes the Communica.tion Inva.ria.nce 

Axiom, the Conjunction Rule, and the Consequence Rule from Section 3.3.2. The 

Well-Formedness Axiom is slightly extended. Let cset he a. finite subset of DCHAN, 

and exp1 , exP2 be expressions. 

Axiom 4.3.2 (Well-Formedness) S sat W Fcaet,expi.""'P:I 

where W Fcaet,""'Pl,""'1'2 = 0 (MinWaitcaet A Exclusionc.oet A CommValcaet,ea:p1,""P2). 
M inW aitcaet and Exclusioneaet are defined as in Section 3.3.2. 

C omm V alc.oet,""'PI •""'1'2 is defined as follows: 

CommValeaet,e:cpi.e"P2 = /\ comm(c,exPJ.) A comm(c,exP2)-+ eXPJ. = exP2 
cEeaet 

Similar to the Communication In va.ria.nee · Axiom, the proof system conta.ins an 

a.xiom to expr~ss that certa.in va.ria.bles are not cha.nged by a. program. Let wvar(S) 

be the set of all write-va.riables of S, that is, the set of va.ria.bles occurring in the 

left-ha.nd side of an assignment in S or as a va.riable in an input statement inside S. 
(Clea.rly, wvar(S) Ç var(S).) Then the Varia.bie Inva.riance Axiom expresses that if 

x (j wvar(S) then for a.ny terminating computation of S the final value of x equals its 

initial value. For a.ny finite set of varia.bles vset Ç VAR, we have the following axiom: 

Axiom 4.3.3 (Variable Invariance) 

provided vset n wvar(S) = liJ. 

S sat (<>done)-+ nochange(vset) 

Next we give a.xioms for the five atomie statements. We have the sa.me skip a.xiom 

~in the previous chapter. 

Axiom 4.3.4 (Skip} skip sat done 

The assignment a.xiom expresses tha.t x := e terminates after Ka time units and that 

the final value of x, denoted by /in(x), equals the value of e in the initial state, which 

is denoted bye. 
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Axiom 4.3.5 (Assignment) x := e sat fin(x) = e /\ <>=Ka done 

Example 4.3.1 With this axiom we can derive, for instance, 

x := x + 1 sat fin(x) = x + 11\ <>"K" done. 

As another example, we show that we can derive in the proof system 

x := y + 5 sat y = 3-+ fin(x) = 81\ fin(y) = 31\ <>"K" done. 

By the Assignment Axiom we obta.in 

x := y + 5 sat fin(x) = y + 51\ <>"K" done. 

Since y r/. wvar(x := y + 5), the Variable Invariance Axiom leads to 

x y + 5 sat (Odone)-+ y = fin(y). 

By the Conjunction Rule and the Consequence Rule, 

x := y + 5 sat fin(x) = y + 51\ fin(y) = y 1\ <>"K" done. 

Finally, the desired formula can be derived by the Consequence Rule. 

Axiom 4.3.6 (Delay) delay e sat <>". done 

0 

Observe that, by our interpretation of assertions, <>". done is equivalent to done if e 

yields a negative value. 

The axiom for output statements is a straightforward extension of the axiom from 

the previous chapter. 

Axiom 4.3.7 (Output) c!e sat wait(c!) U [comm(c,e) U=Kc done] 

In the axiom for an input statement the value that will be received is not known. 

Hence we can only express that this value equals the final value of x. 

Axiom 4.3.8 (Input) c?x sat wait( c?) U [comm( c, fin( x)) U=Kc done] 

The inference rule for sequentia! composition is not changed, although the definition 

of the chop-operator has been adapted. 

Rule 4.3.9 (Sequentia} Composition Rule) 
S1 sat <p1, S2 sat r.p2 

Si; S2 sat <p1 C 'f!2 

Example 4.3.2 Note that the main work in this rule is done by the chop-operator. 

Consider, for instance, the program x := x + 3; x := x + 2. 

By the Assignment Axiom we can derive 

x := x + 2 sat fin(x) = x + 21\ <>:K" done and 

x := x + 3 sat fin(x) = x + 3 /\<>"K. done. 

Then the Sequentia! Composition Rule leads to 

x := x+3; x := x+2 sat (fin(x) = x+2A<>=K.done)C(fin(x) = x+3A<>"K"done). 

Now observe that, by the definition of C , the last a.5sertion implies 

fin(x) x + 51\ O"zxK" done. D 
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Now consider guarded commands. Let ba be defined as in Section 4.2.2. First we give 

an axiom whlch expresses that no observable action takes place during the first K9 

time units (when the booleans are evaluated), and if ba evaluates to the value false 

then G terminates. Furthermore we express that there is no activity on the channels 

of G and that no variable of G is changed during thls evaluation period. 

Rule 4.3.10 (Guarded Command Evaluation) 

G sat noact(dch(G)) U=K
9
[-.bo-+ (done /\ nochange(var(G)))] 

Note that it would be sufficient to use wvar( G) instead of var( G), since invariance of 

varia.bles outside wvar( G) follows from the Variable Invariance Axiom. Furthermore, 

this axiom implies G sat noact(dch(G)) U=K
9
true, and hence this general property of 

guarded commands is omitted in the following two rules. 

For a guard~ command with purely boolean guards we give the following rule: 

Rule 4.3.11 (Guarded Command with Purely Boolean Guards) 

S; sat <p;, for i = 1, ... , n 

[Of=1 b;-+ S;} sat <>=K9(ba-+ Vf=1(b; /\ <p;)) 

Next we formulate a rule for G = rnr=l b;;c;?x; .... S; D b;delay e .... S]. Deline 

wait(G) = Af=1(b; +-+ wait(c;?)) A noact(dch(G) - {ei." "c"}). 

Rule 4.3.12 (Guarded Command with 10-guards) 

rnr=l b;; c;?x; .... S; Il b; delay e .... S] sat 

<>=K
9
((ba A -.b--+ wait(G) U V~1 (b; A <p; A comm(c;)))/\ 

(ba Ab--+ [wait(G) U<e Vf:1(b; /\ <p; /\ comm(c;))]V [wait(G) U=e ip])) 

Observe that by our interpretation of the MTL operators, (e::; 0 A t.p1 U<e<h) <-+ 

false and (e ::; 0 A 'Pt U=e<h) +-+ ip2 • Hence, if eis not positive then the assertion 

below the line in Rule 4.3.12 reduces to o=Kg((ba /\ -.b .... wait(G) u Vi=1(b; /\ f.Pi A 

comm(c;)))/\ (ba/\ b--+ ip)). 

The inference rule for an iterated guarded command is 

G sat ip 
Rule 4.3.13 (Iteration) 

*G sat (C 00(ba A ip)] V [(ba A ip) C* (-.ba A ip)} 

Example 4.3.3 We illustrate the use of the chop-operators in the lteration Rule by 

the program *[ x > 0 -+ x := x - 1 ]. By Rule 4.3.10 and the Consequence Rule 

(observe that true U=K
9
(x $ 0-+ done) implies x $ 0-+ 0=K

9
done) we obtain 

[ X > 0 --+ X := X - ]. j sat X S 0-+ 0=K
9
done. 

Since x := x 1 sat /in(x) = x - 1 /\ O=K0 done, the Rule fora Guarded Command 

with Purely Boolean Guards and the Consequence Rule lead to 
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[ x > 0-+ x := x - 1] sat x > 0-+ <>=K9 (/in(x) = x - 1 /\ <>=K•done). 

Hence, using the Conjunction Rule and the Consequence Rule, we obtain 

[ x > 0 -+ x := x 1 ] sat 

(x :$ 0 /\ <>=K
9
done) V (x > 0 /\ fin(x) = x - 1 /\ <>=K,+K.done). 

Let K = K 9 + K". Then the Iteration Rule leads to 

*[ x > 0 -+ x := x - 1 ] sat 

[C00(x > 0 /\ fin(x) = x - 1 /\ <>=Kdone)]V 
[(x > 0 /\ fin(x) = x - 1 /\ <>=Kdone) C* (x $ 0 /\ <>=K9 done)]. 

From the interpretation of the C00 operator we obtain 

C00(x > 0 /\ fin(x) = x - 1 /\ <>=Kdone)-+ false. 

Further, (x > 0 /\ fin(x) = x -1 /\ <>=Kdone) C* (x $ 0/\ <>=K9done) and x E 'IN imply 

/in(z) = 0 A <>=K,+xxKdone. Hence the Consequence Rule leads to 

*[ x > 0-+ z := z - 1] sat x E IN-+ fin(z) = 0 A <>=K.+xxKdone. 
Ohserve, however, that we did not formally prove the implication 

[C00(z > 0 A /in(x) = x - 1 A <>=Kdone)]v 

[(x > 0 A fin(x) = z - 1 A <>=Kdone) C* (x $ 0 A <>=K,done)J 

-+ (x E 'IN-+ /in(z) = 0 /\ <>=K,+xxKdone) 
whkh is required for the Consequence Rule. Since we do not have a proof system for the 

assertion language, this implication has to he proved by considering the interpretation 

of the C" operator. o 

Next, consider the parallel composition of statements S1 and S2• The rule for 

parallel composition from the previous chapter is slightly modified to express · that 

variahles of the process which terminates first are not changed after termination of the 

first process up to the termination of the second process. Then we have the following 

rule: 

Rule 4.3.14 (Parallel Composition) 

S1llS2 sat {tp1 A (r.p2C (noact(dch(S2) U [done A nochange(var(S2))])))V 

(r.p2 A (r.p1 C (noact(dch(S1 ) U [done A nochange(var(S1))]))) 

provided dch(r.p;) Ç dch(S;) and var(r.p;) Ç var(S;), for i = 1,2. 

The soundness of our proof system is shown in Appendix D. 
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4.4 Adaptation of the Proof System for Extended Hoare 

Trip les 

4.4.1 Specifications 

Simila.r to Section 2.2.3 we have two types of logica! va.ria.bles. We use a set VVAR 

oflogical va.ria.bles ranging over VAL. Furthermore, we have the logica! time-va.riables 

from Section 3.4.2. Let TVAR be a set of logica! va.riabies ranging over TIME U { oo}. 

We assume tha.t the sets VVAR, TVAR, and VAR a.re disjunct. To express whlch 

va.lues are communicated, we replace in the language from Section 3.4.2 the primitive 

comm via c at exp by comm via c at exp1 value exP2. This leads to the synta.x given 

in Table 4.4, with r E TIMEU {oo}, t'J E VAL, t E TVAR, v E VVAR, c E CHAN, 

and x E VAR. 

Table 4.4: Synta.x of the Assertion Language 

Ezpression exp ::= T 1 {} 1 t 1 v 1 time 1 x 1 
exp1 + exP2 1 exPl exP2 1 exPl x exP2 

Assertion p ::= comm via c at exp1 value exP2 1 

wait to cl at e:1:p 1 wait to c? at exp 1 

exPt = exp2 1 exp1 < exP2 1 exp E IN 

'""'P 1PtVP213t:p 

Let var(p} denote the set of program varia.bles occurring in a.ssertion p. As before, 

dch(p) denotes the set of ( directed) channels occurring in assertion p. 

To interpret logica.l varia.bles we use a. logica! va.ria.bie environment /, tha.t is, a 

mapping which assigns a. value from·TIMEU {oo} to ea.ch logical va.ria.bie in TVAR, 

and a value from VAL to ea.ch varia.bie in VVAR. The variant of an environment/ 

with respect to a. logical varia.bie and a value is defined as in previous chapters. 

First we define the value of expression exp in an environment 'Y, a state s and 

a communication function cf, denoted V(exp)(1,s,cf), yielding a value from VALU 

TIMEU {oo}. 

• V(r)(1,s,cf)=r 

• V(1')(1,s,cf) = {} 
• V(t)('Y,s,cf) = 1(t) 

• V(v)('Y,s,cf) = 1(v) 

• V(time)('Y,s,cf) lc/I 
• V(x)('Y,s,cf) = s(x) 

• V( exp1 + exp2)(1, s, cf) = V( expi)('Y, s, cf) + V( exP2)(1, s, cf) 

• V(exp1 - expz)('Y,s,cf) V(exp1)('Y,s,cf)- V(exp2)(7,s,cf) 

• V(exPl x exp2)(1,a) = V(exPt)(1,s,cf) x V(expz)(1,s,cf) 
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Next we define inductively the value of an assertion pin an environment 7, a state s, 

and a communication function c/, denoted by [ph(s,cf). Similar to Section 3.4.2 we 

use a three-valued interpretation of assertions, thus [ph{s, cl) E {true, false, l.}. 

• [comm via c at exp1 value ex.P2h(s,cf) = 

true if 0 $ V(exp1)('"'1,s,cf) < lc/I and 

(c, V(ex.P2)('"'1,s,cf)) E cf(V(exp1)('"'1,s,cf)) 

false if 0 $ V(exp1)('"'1,s,cf) < lc/I and 

{c, V(exp2)(7,s,cf)) ~ c/(V(exp1)('"'1,s,cf)) 

l. if V(exp1)('"'1,s,cf) ~lul 

• [ wait to c! at exph(s, cl)= 

{ 

true if 0 $ V(exp)(7,s,cf) < lc/I and c! E cf(V(exp)('"Y,s,cf)) 

false if 0 $ V(exp)('"Y,s,cf) < lc/I and c! ~ cf(V(exp)('"Y,s,cf)) 

l. if V(exp)('"Y,s,cf) ~lul 

• [wait to c? at exph(s,cf) = 

{ 

true if 0 $ V(exp)('"Y,s,cf) < lc/I and c? E cf(V(exp)('"Y,s,cf)) 

false if 0 $ V(exp)('"Y,s,cf) < lc/I and c? ~ cf(V(exp)(7,s,cf)) 

l. if V(exp)(1,s,cf) ~lul 

The remainder of the interpretation can be easily obtained from the definition in Sec

tion 3.4.2 by replacing 7u by 7(s, cl) and, for any expression exp, replacing V(exp)( 7, u) 

by V(exp)( 7, s, cl). In addition to the abbreviations mentioned in the previous chapter, 

we use the following abbreviations. 

• comm via c at to = 3v : comm via c at to value v 

• comm via c during [t0 , t 1) value exp = 
'r/t2, to $ t2 < t1 : comm via c at t2 value exp 

Recall that for a finite set cset Ç DCHAN we have defined 

• no cset during [to, ti) = 'rit, to $ t < t1 : /\c!ecset..., wait to c! at tl\ 

/\c?ecset ..., wait to c? at t /\ /\cecset ..., comm via c at t 

An assertionp holdsin 7, s and c/ if [ph(s,c/) = true. Henceforth [ph(s,c/) is used 

as an abbreviation of [ph(s,c/) = true. 

Definition 4.4.1 (Validity Assertions) An assertion pis valid, denoted I= p, iff 

[p]'"'l(s,cf) holds for all 7, s and cf. 

Next we define when a correctness formula C : {p} S {q} is valid. 

Definition 4.4.2 (Validity of a Correctness Formula) Fora program S and as

sertions C, p and q, a correctness formula C : {p} S { q} is val id, 

denoted by I= C : {p} S { q}, iff 
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1. var( C) = !Il, and 

2. for any -,, Bo E STATE, and any well-formed cJo E CF with lc/ol < oo: 

if [ph(ao,c/o), then for all (so,cft,s1) E M(S): 

(a) [C]T(si,cfo"cf1), and 

(b) if lcftl < oo then (q]-,(si,c/o"cfi). 

4.4.2 Proof System c 

General Part 

The general part of our proof system includes the Consequence Rule, the Channel ln

variance Axiom, and the Conjunction Rule from Section 3.4.3. Also the Qua.ntifica.tion 

Rule and the Substitution Rule are used, here for logical varia.bles from TVARU VVAR. 

To be able to split a precondition in several cases, ( see the rules for guarded commands 

below) we add the following disjunction rule: 

Rule 4.4.3 (Disjunction) 
C1 : {p1} S {qi}, C2 : {P2} S {q2} 

C1 V C2 : {P1 v P2} S {q1 v q2} 

The Well-Formedness Axiom is adapted as follows, with cset Ç DCHAN, 

Axiom 4.4.4 (Well·Formedness) WellForm,,,.et : {true} S {WellForm,,.ei} 

where WellForm,,.~ = Vt < time MWc.et(t) /1. Excl,,.ei(t) A Comm.,.t:t(t), with 

MW a.et( t) and Ezcl.,.ei( t) defined as in Section 3.4.3 and 

Comm.,.",(t) = /\ comm via c at t value v1 /\ comm via c at t value v2 -+ vi = v2 
cecaet 

Finally, we give a modifi.ed version of the Initial In varia.nee Axiom. 

Axiom 4.4.5 {lnitial Invariance) C: {p /\ C} S {p} 

provided time does not occur in p or C, and var( S) n var(p) = 16. 

In general, we require for all rules and a.xioms that that no program varia.bles occur in 

a.ny commitment. Further, we assume tha.t all logical varia.bles which are introduced 

i, in the rules are fresh. 

Program Part 

In Section 3.4.3 we have defi.ned a.xioms and rules for the atomie statements of the 

progra.mming la.nguage with precondition time = t0 • By adaptation and invariance 

rules a general precondition can he ohtained. In this section we use an other style which 

starts from an a.rhitrary postcondition and then formulates the necessary precondition 

(the weakest precondition) to establish this post-condition. Such a formulation has 

al.ready been used the a.xiomatization of Chapter 2 for assignments and io-statements. 

Axiom 4.4.6 (Skip) C : {p A C} skip {p} 
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Note: from this axiom we can derive time= to : {time= to} skip {time= to}. 

Rule 4.4.7 (Assignment} C : {(q A C)[time + K 11Jtime,e/z]} z := e {q} 

Note that by this rule, a.nd the Consequence rule, we can derive 

time= t0 +K": {time= to Ae = v} z := e {time= to+K" Az = v}, 

since time= to A e = v-+ (time= to+ K" A z = v)[time + K"/time,e/z]. 

A:xiom 4.4.8 (Delay) C : {(q A C)[time + maz(O,e)/time]} delay e {q} 

Note: with this axiom we can also derive 

time= to+ maz(O,e) : {time= to} delay e {time= to+ maz(O,e)}. 

Example 4.4.1 With the Delay Axiom we ca.n derive the formula 

time= 5: {z = 3A time= 2} delay z {z = 3 A time::::: 5}, 

because (z = 3A time= 5)[time+max(O,x)/time] = (z = 3A time+ max(O,z) = 5) 

is equivalent to x ::::: 3 A time = 2. 0 

To formulate a rule for a.n output statement, observe that the postcondition can 

express terminating computations consisting of a wa.iting period ( during which no 

communication partner is available) followed by an interval during which the actual 

communication takes place. In addition, the commitment can express non-terminating 

computations where the io-statement wa.its forever to communicate. Define 

wait to c! at t0 and comm value e = 3t ;?: t0 : wait to c! during [t0 , t)A 

comm via c during [t, t + Kc) value e A time = t + Kc. 

Observe that if t = oo then ( comm via c during [t, t + Kc) valv.e e A time::::: t + Kc) +-+ 

(true A time= oo + Kc) +-+(time= oo). 

Rule 4.4.9 (Output) 

p[to/time]A wait to c! at t0 and comm value e-+ (q A C) 

C : {p} c!e {q A timè < oo} 

provided to is a fresh logica! variable, i.e" not occurring free in p, q or C. 

Example 4.4.2 With the Output Rule we ca.n derive 

( wait to c! during [1, oo) V wait to c! at 1 and comm valv.e 5) 

{time::::: 1 A x = 3} c!(x + 2) {wait tod at 1 and comm value 5} 

since, for the postcondition, to = lAx :;:: 3A wait to c! at to and comm value ( x + 2) -+ 

wait to c! at 1 and comm value 5. Similarly the commitment can be proved. D 

For the Input Rule, define 

wait to c? at to and comm value v = 3t;::::: t0 : wait to c? during [to, t)A 

comm via c during [t, t + J(0 ) value v A time t + I<c. 
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Rule 4.4.10 (Input) 

p[to/time]/\ wait to c? at to and comm value v-+ (q[v/x] A C) 
C : {p} c?:i: {q /\time< oo} 

provided v a.nd t0 are a. fresh logical va.ria.bles, i.e., not occurring free in C, p, or q. 

Example 4.4.3 With the Input Rule we can derive 

(wait to c? during [4,oo) V 3111: wait to c? at 4 and comm value v1) : 
{time= 4} c?:i: {q = wait to c? at 4 and comm value z} 

since, for the postcondition q we have to = 4 /\ wait to c? at to and comm value v -+ 

wait to c? at 1 and comm value v = q[v/z]. Simila.rly the commitment can be proved. 
0 

For sequential composition we include the rule from Section 3.4.3. 

Rule 4.4.11 (Sequential Composition) 

For gua.rded comma.nds, we start with a simpte rule for the case tha.t none of the guards 

is open. 

Rule 4.4.12 (Guaided Command Termination) 

C : {pA -...bG} delay Kg {q} 
C : {pA -...bG} G {q} 

Next consider G := [Ur=l b,-+ S;]. 

Rule 4.4.13 (Guarded Command with Purely Boolean Guards) 

C; : {p A bi} delay Kg; S; {q;}, for all i E {1" ", n} 

V'/=1 Cï : {pA ba} !Of=t b;-+ S;] {Vf:1 q;} 

Now let G = [Ur=i b;; c;?z;-+ S;0b; delay e -+ S]. Define 

• wait in G during [to, t) = 
Af:1 Vt1 E [to, t): (b; +-+ wait to c;? at t1)A 

no (dch(G)-{c1?, .. "c"?}) during [t0 ,t), and 

• comm c; in G from t value v = 
comm via c; during [t, t+Kc) value v/\ no (dch(G)-{c;}) during [t,t+Kc)A 

time t + Kc 

First we formulate a rule for the case that b evaluates to false, expressed by -.b in the 

precondition. 
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Rule 4.4.14 (Guarded Command without Delay) 

p[t0 /time] 1\ no (dch(G)) during [to, to+ Kg)A 

wait in G during [to+ Kg, oo) 1\ time = oo -+ Cnonterm 

p[to/time] A bi A 3t, to + Kg ~ t < oo : no ( dch( G)) during [to, to + Kg )A 

wait in G during [to + K6 , t)I\ comm c; in G /rom t value v 

-+ p;(v/:i:;], for i = l, ... ,n 

C; : {p;} S; {q;}, for i = 1, ... ,n 

Cnonterm V Vf=l C; : {p /\ ba 1\ -.b} ID f=l b;; c;? x; -+ S; 0 b; delay e -+ SJ {Vf=I qi} 

provided v and to are fresh logica! variables. 

For the case that b evaluates to true, we have the following rule: 

Rule 4.4.15 (Guarded Command with Delay) 

p[t0 /time] l\b; A 3t,to+ Kg~ t < ma:i:(O,e): no (dch(G)) during [to, to+ K6 )A 

wait in G during [to+ Kg, t)I\ comm c; in G /rom t value v 

-+ p;[v/:i:;), for i = 1, ... , n 

G, : {p;} S; {q;}, for i = 1, ... ,n 

p[t0/time] A no (dch(G)) du.ring [t0 ,t0 +Kg)/\ 

wait in G du.ring [to+ Kg, to+ Kg+ max(O,e))I\ time= to+ Kg+ fnt.IZ(O,e) 

-+p 
c : {p} s {q} 

Vf=1 C; v C : {p" b} [Of=1 b;; c,?x; _,. S;Ub; delay e ..... S]{Vf=1 q; v q} 

provided v and to are fresh logica! variables. 

The rule for the iteration construct is an extension of the rule from the previous 

chapter. 

Rule 4.4.16 (Iteration) 

C : {pi\ ba} G {p} 

Cterm : {pi\ -.ba} G {q} 

(\l't1 < 00 3t2 > t1 : C[t2/time)) --+ Cnonterm 

(Cnonterm 1\ time= oo) V C1erm : {p} *G {q} 

where t1 and t2 are fresh logical variables. 

The soundness of this rule is proved in Appendix D. Informally, the proof proceeds as 

follows: 

Fora computation of*°• starting in a state satisfying p, there are three possibilities: 

• It is a terminating computation, obtained from a finite number of terminating 

computations from G. For all these computations ofG, except for the last one, 

ba is true initially. From the first condition of the rule we can then prove by 

induction also that pis true in the initia! state of these computations. Since for 

the last computation -.ba must be true, the second condition of the rule then 

leads to Cterm and q for this computation. 
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• It is a non-terminating computation obtained from a. non-terminating computa

tion of G. Then, a.s in the previous point, we have p A ba in the initial state 

of this computation. Thus, using the first condition and the fa.et that it is a 

non-terminating computation, C A time = oo holds for this computation. Hence, 

Vt1 < oo 3t2 > ti : C[t2/time], and then the third condition lea.ds to Cnonterm• 

• lt is a non-terminating computation obta.ined from an infinite sequence of ter

mina.ting computations of G. Then, similar to the first point, the first condition 

lea.ds by induction to C for all these c:omputations. Sinc:e eac:h c:omputation of 

G takes at least Kg time units, this infinite sequenc:e lea.ds to C after any point 

of time. Thus, Vt1 < oo 3t2 > t1 : C[t2/time], and then by third condition we 

obtain Cnonterm• 

Example 4.4.4 Let K = Kg + K,... We prove 

time= Kg+ v x K : {time= 0 Aa:= v Ave JN} * [a: > 0 ..... a: := a: - 1) {a: = O}. 

Define Ctum s time = Kg + v x K, Po s time = 0 A a: = v A v e IN, a.nd q s a: = 0. 

Then we ha.ve to prove Cterm : {Po} * [a: > 0 -+ '.1! := '.1! - 1] {q}. We apply the 

Iteration Rule with p =time= (v- a:) x K < oo Aa: e IN, C =:time :S v x K, a.nd 

Cnontenn = /alse. Observe that the three conditions of the rule are fulfilled: 

1. C : {p /\ a: > O} [x > 0 ..... z := z - 1] {p} c:a.n be proved as follows. 

Let r =time= (v - z) x K +Kg < oo /\ z E IN/\ z > 0. By the Delay Axiom 

weobtain 

time< oo : {p/\a: > O} delay Kg {r}, 

since p A x > 0 implies, using Kg > O, tha.t time+ Kg < oo /\time+ Kg = 
(v - z) x K +Kg< oo /\ x E INA x > 0, whic:h is equivalent to 

(time< oo /\ r)[time +Kg/time]. From the Assignment Axiom, 

time :S v x K : {r} z := :i; - 1 {p}, 

since r ..... time:::; (v-l)xK +l(gAtime+K,.. = (v-a:+l)xK < oo/\(x-1) e IN 

-+(time+ K,.. :S v x KA time+ K,.. = (v - (x - 1)) x K < oo A (a: - 1) e IN) 

= (time :S v x K /\ p)[time +Ka/time, x - 1/:i:J. 
Then the Sequentia! Composition Rule lea.ds to 

(time< ooi\ time= oo)V(time $ vxK): {p/\x > O} delay Kg;x := x-1 {p}, 

and thus time :S v x K : {p /\ z > O} delay Kg; x := x - 1 {p}. 
Hence by Rule 4.4.13 we obta.in C : {p A x > O} [:i: > 0 ..... x := x - 1] {p}. 

2. Cterm : {pA X :5 O} [z > 0 ..... X := X -1] {q}, 

can be derived from Rule 4.4.12; observe that 

Cterm : {p A x :5 0} delay /( g { q} follows from the Delay Axiom since 

(p A x $ 0)-+ (time= v x KA x = 0) _,. (time+ Kg = K9 + v x K /\ x = 0) 

= (Cnonterm /\ q)[time + l(g/time). 
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3. Vt1 < oo 3t2 > t 1 : C[t2/time] = Vt1 < oo 3t2 > ti : tz $ v x K implies f al se, 

i.e" Cnonterm · 

Then by the Iteration Rule we obtain 

(Cnont""m A time= oo} V Cterm : {p} *[z > o- x := x -1] {q}. 

Since C"..,.t..,.... A time= oo - false and .Po - p, the Consequence Rule leads to 

Cte,.... : {.Po} * [x > 0 - z := z - 1] {q}. 0 

As already mentioned in the introduction, we can a.Iso prove termination of the itera.

tion *[x > 0 - z := x - 1], which is expressed by the formula. 

time<oo: {zElN} *[x>O-z:=x-l]{true}. 

Therefore first prove, simila.r to the example a.bove, 

time = t 0 + K 9 + v x K < oo : 

{time= t0 < oo Ax = vAv E lN} *[x > 0-+ z := x-1] {true}. 

Then the Consequence Rule leads to 

time<oo: {time=to<ooAx=v/\xElN} *[x>O-+x:=x-l]{true}. 

By the Quantification Rule (twice) we obtain 

time< oo: {3t0 3v: time= to< ooAx = vAz E JN} *[x > 0-+ x := z-1] {true}. 

Since (x E 1N A time< oo)-+ (3to3v: time t0 < oo /\ x = v /\ x E lN), we obtain by 

the Consequence Rule ( observe tha.t this rule includes time < oo) 

time< oo : {x E lN} *[x > 0-+ x := x -1] {true}. 

In genera.l, to prove termination with the iteration rule we have to show 

-,{Vt1 < oo 3t2 > ti : C[t2/time]) which is equivalent to 3t1 < oo Vt2 > t 1 : 

-,C[t2/time]). This can be done by proving 3t1 < oo : (C -+ time $ t 1), that is, 

showing that there exists an upper bound on the termination time of repeated execu

tion of the gua.rded command. 

For parallel composition the proof system conta.ins the rule from Section 3.4.3 with 

an additiona.l requirement on the program varia.bles occurring in assertions (similar to 

the condition in Section 2.2.4 for parallel composition). 

Rule 4.4.17 (Parallel Composition) 

C; : {p;} S; {q;}, i 1, 2 

3t1,t2: time= max(t1,t2) A Ar=t C;[t;/time]A no dch(S;) du.ring [t;,time)-> C 

3ti.t2: time= max(ti.t2) A A1=t q;[t;/time]/\ no dch(S;) during [t;,time)-+ q 

C: {p1AP2} S1llS2 {q} 

provided t 1 and t2 are fresh logica.1 variables, dch(C;,q;) Ç dch(S;), and 

var(q;) Ç var(S;), for i = 1,2. 

In Appendix D we prove that the proof system is sound with respect to the seman

tics given in Section 4.2.2. 
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Chapter 5 

Shared Processors 

In the previous two chapters we have used the maximal parallelism assumption, rep

resenting the situation in which each process has its own processor. In the current 

chapter this framework is generalized to multiprogramming where several processes 

may share a processor and statements are scheduled according to dynamic priorities. 

First we define in Section 5.1 an extension of our programming language in which 

we can express that multiple processes are executed on a single processor. To answer 

a number of questions about the informal meaning of programs, Section 5.2 contains 

an operational description of the execution of programs which motivates the informal 

meaning of statements. In Section 5.3 we remove the program variables from the 

programming language. A formal denotational semantics for this language is defined 

in Section 5.4. Finally we demonstrate in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6 that both proof 

systems can be adapted to deal with shared processors. 

5.1 Programming Language for Multiprogramming 

As a first study of uniprocessor implementations, we consider in this chapter a pro

gramming language with a construct to express that {part of) a program, possibly 

containing parallel processes, is executed on a single processor. By means of this con

struct we can distinguish between parallel processes executing on a single processor 

and concurrent processes each executing on their own processor. Parallelism on one 

processor is in general modelled by an arbitrary interleaving of atomie actions. This 

interleaving can be restricted by assigning priori ties to statements. The informal mean

ing of programs is discussed, leading to a number of open questions about the precise 

execution model. To answer these questions, we describe an implementation of the 

language in Section 5.2. 

Using the syntax of the previous chapters, the program S1llS2llS3 expresses that 

each of the processes Si, S2 and S3 has its own processor. In this chapter we introduce 

the brackets<: and ~ in the syntax to express that (parallel) statements inside these 

brackets are executed on a single processor. For instance, in the program <: S11 Il S12 ~ 
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Il < 821 Il 822 Il $23 > Il < 83 > the proeesses 81 t and Su are exeeuted on one processor 

and S2i, 822 a.nd 823 also share a single processor. Exeeution on a single processor is, 

in principle, an interleaving of the atomie a.ctions of the proeesses assigned to it. This 

interlea.ving can be restricted by the progra.mmer by assigning priori ties to statements. 

The execution model is such tha.t a processor only starts the execution of a statement 

when no other statement with a. higher priority is ready to execute. 

5.1.1 Syntax and Informa1 Meaning 

Let e be an expression, and b, b,, for i = 1, ... , n, he hoolean expressions, a.ceording 

to the synta.x of Table 4.1. Then the synta.x of our extended progra.mming language is 

given in Table 5.1, with n E IN, n;:::: 1, c,ci, ... c" E CHAN, and x,xi, ..• x" E VAR. 

Table 5.1: Synta.x Progra.mming Language 

Statement 

Guarded Command 

Network 

Program 

S ::= skip 1 z := e 1 delay e 1 c!e c?x 1 

G ··-.. -
N··

P··-

S1;S2 1 G 1 *G 1 prio e (S) 1 S1 llS2 

[Of=tbi-+ S;] 1 [Of=1b,;c;?z,-+ S;Ob;delaye-+ S] 

<S> 1 N1llN2 

SIN 

There are only two new statements, with the following informal meaning: 

• prio e (S) assigns priority e to statement S. Statements wit~out such an explicit 

priority assignment obtain priority 0. A higher number corresponds toa higher 

priority. 

• < S >is called processor closure; it expresses that program S has its own pro

cessor and no process outside S executes on this processor. 

Observe tha.t we only have one symbol for parallel composition. If P1 Il P2 occurs inside 

the brackets < and > of processor closure, then it expresses uniprocessor parallelism 

and the statements P1 and P2 are executed on the sa.me processor. Otherwise, the 

networks P1 and P2 are executed concurrently on disjoint sets of processors. 

We use the synta.ctic restrictions from the previous cha.pter. To a.chieve a. uniform 

fra.mework, parallel processes tha.t a.re executed on a. single processor only communicate 

by synchronous messa.ge passing. An implementa.tion of this communica.tion mecha

nism could, however, ma.ke use of shared va.ria.bles. Further, we require for prio e (S) 

that S does not contain any parallel composition opera.tor. 

5.1.2 Examples and Questions 

In this section we give a. number of exa.mples to illustra.te our progra.mming la.nguage 

and to show that there are severa.l open questions about the informa.l meaning of 

programs. 
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Example 5.1.1 To show what is possible in our synta.x, consider the program 

< So; [.x = 0-+ (S1llS2)0 :t f; 0-+ prio 5 (S3)] Il d?y; prio y (S4; prio 2 (Ss); Ss) > 11 

< [ c?z-+ prio z (S7) 0 delay 9 -+ prio 6 (Ss)] ;>. 

Observe the following: 

• There is a fixed assignment of processes to processors; it is not possible to change 

the a.Ilocation of a process during the execution. 

• Pa.rallelism can be nested, the number of processes can change dynamica.Ily and 

might, for insta.nee, depend on the value of a variable. 

• Priorities need not be statie, hut a.re evaluated dynamica.Ily. For insta.nee, the 

priority of a statement might depend on a value received earlier. 

• Priorities can be nested, raising the question of how the priority is determined. 

0 

Example 5.1.2 Observe the difference between < :t := 5 Il y := 6 :>, expressing 

an interleaved execution of the two assignments, and < .x := 5 > Il < y := 6 :>, 
expressing true concurrency. 

Although we have given an informal explanation of programs, there are a number of 

open questions about the precise meaning of programs. For insta.nee: 

• When and how are statements interrupted to a.Ilow the execution of statements 

with a higher priority? 

• How are communications performed? By the main processor or by special 10-

devices? 

• Is there a.ny distinction between internal communications ( within a single pro

cessor) and external communications that connect two processors? 

• What is the priority of internal communications? 

Example 5.1.3 Consider < prio 1 (c!O) Il prio 2 (:c := 2) Il prio 3 (c?y) ;>. 

Should the priority of the c-communication be the maximum of the priorities of 

the two partners, or should it be the minimum-first executing the assignment? 

a 

• What is the priority of external communica.tions? What is the relation between 

priorities on different processors? 

Example 5.1.4 Consider the following program 

< prio 1 (c!O} Il prio 5 (d?:t) >Il < prio 4 (c?y) Il prio 3 (d!l) ;>. 

In which order are the two communica.tions executed, or are they performed 

concurrently? Or ma.ybe this program leads to dea.dlock? Is it significant tha.t 
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the maximum of the priori ties of the statements for the á-communication is higher 

tha.n the priorities of the statements for the c-communication? 

Compa.re this program with the following one: 

< prio 1 (c!O) Il prio 2 (d?x) >Il< prio 2 (c?y) Il prio 1 (d!l) >· 
Is there a.ny difference between the execution of the two programs above? 

Consider a.lso the program 

< prio 1 (c!O) Il prio 2 (x := 4) > Il < prio 3 (c?y) Il prio 2 (z := 5) >. 
Is the c-communication performed before or after the a.ssignments? 

• What is the precise mea.ning of delay-gua.rds and delay-statements? 

Example 5.1.5 Consider the following program: 

0 

< prio 1 ([c?z-> Si 0delay 4-> S2]) Il prio 3 (y := 1; *[Y < 6-+ y := y+ 1]) > 
Il< c!O>. 
Note that the first process contains a time-out of 4 time units. When does this 

time-out period exactly start? Is 82 a.lways executed, assuming that the second 

process (which has a higher priority) takes more tha.n 4 time units? 

Compa.re it with the following program where the high-priority process contains 

a delay-statement. 

< prio 1 ([c?x -. Si 0 delay 4 -+ S2]) 

llprio 3 (y := 1;*[Y<6-+ y := y+ l;delay 1]) >Il < c!O ::>. 
Will the second process, with priority 3, release the processor by the delay

statement, thus a.llowing the execution of statements with a lower priority? D 

• Simila.r to the classica.l interleaving sema.ntics there are questions about fäirness 

assumptions. 

Example 5.1.6 Consider < *[true --> c?x] Il d?y >. Is it possible to execute 

the first loop forever, neglecting the d-communication forever? D 
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5.2 Operational Behaviour 

To answer the questions from the previous section. about the informal meaning of 

programs, we give an operational description of program execution. This operational 

interpretation of programs also motivates the assumptions made in our formal denota

tional semantics. Our operational model is inspired by the implementation of Occam 

on transputers. Therefore we briefly describe the ma.in ideas behind this implementa

tion in Section 5.2.1. The execution model is then given in Section 5.2.2. Based on this 

operational description, the questions from Section 5.1.2 are answered in Section 5.2.3. 

5.2.1 Occam Implementation on Transputers 

In this section we describe an Occam implementation on transputers (see, for in

stance, [Occ88a]) as far as it is relevant for our operational semantics. A transputer 

is a processor with internal memory and (four) communication links for connection 

with other transputers. Ea.ch link implements two channels (in opposite direction). 

Communication links are connected to the ma.in processor via link interfaces. These 

interfaces can, independently, manage the communications of the link, including direct 

access to memory. As a result of this architecture, a transputer can simultaneously 

communicateon all links (in both directions) and execute an internal statement. Much 

of the power of the transputer comes from this facility. 

On tra.nsputers there is a clear distinction between the implementation of internal 

channels, which are within a single transputer, and external ones that must be ma.pped 

onto.links. Assume ea.ch statement has a unique identification number (id). Internal 

cha.nnels are implemented by a single word of storage. Initially, this memory loca.tion is 

loaded with a special value nil ( distinct from any id). The first process that is ready to 

communicate finds this value nil, places its id in the location and becomes suspended. 

The second process that is ready to communicate finds the id of the first process and 

perfonns the communication. External channels are implemented as follows. When a 

process on the ma.in processor tries to communicate on an external channel its execution 

becomes suspended and the main processor delegates responsibility to the autonomous 

link interface. If the interfaces on both processors are ready to communicate, the 

messa.ge is transferred and both processes involved become executable. A process can 

be in one of the following states: 

• Suspended: it is waiting for an input or output a.ction to be completed on a 

channel, or it is delayed, wa.iting until-the dela.y-time expires. There is a queue 

of delayed processes. 

• Executing. For each transputer there will be at most one executing process. 

• Executable. There is a queue of processes that are able to execute. 
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5.2.2 Execution Model 

We describe an execution model for our programming language which will be based 

on ideas from the previous section, hut differs in many respects from the Occam im

plementation on transputers. For instance, on transputers there are only two levels of 

priority which are statically assigned to processes, whereas we use dynamically chang~ 

ing priorities ranging over the value domain of program variables. Further, we do not 

distinguish between internal and external channels. Conceptually the mechanism of 

external channels is used, assuming that all communications are performed by special 

link interfaces. 

We describe the execution of<:: S >,i.e., the execution of program Son a single 

processor. First, all skip-statements are removed from S, and all priority assignments 

are distributed such that for each statement there is an expression that determines its 

priority. The priority of a statement is derived from the closest surrounding priority 

assignment that yields a positive value. If the statement is not embedded in a priority 

assignment then the priority is 0. These transformations lead to a program P. 

Execution of a program is defined in terms of basic statements, that is, assign

ments, delay-statements, input- and output-statements (io-statements), and guarded 

commands. Assume that for a given program P each occurrence of a basic statement 

in P has a unique identification number (id). We use s, 8, so, si, ... to denote such a 

number, and id(S) to denote the identification number of S. Henceforth we will often 

identify an id and the corresponding statement. 

Let s be a basic statement in P. During execution of P we can determine the 

priority of basic statement sin the current state, denoted by Prio(s). Similarly, we 

can determine the set of basic statements that can be executed in the current state 

immeéliately after the execution of s. Let Follow(s) denote the set of id's of these 

statements. For instance, for a guarded command this set is defined to consist of the 

statements that are ready to be executed when all the boolean guards evaluate to false. 

Fora statement Sin P (Sneed not be a basic statement), we define First(S) as the 

set of the id's of the first basic statements from P that can be executed in the current 

state when con trol is immediately before S. 

Example 5.2.1 Let P = (x := 5; c!x) Il (d?y; *[Y < 10-+ y := y + 1]; c?y). 

Then First(P) = {id(x := 5),id(d?y)} and First(y := y + 1) = {id(y := y+ 1)}. 

If y < 10 holds in the current state then First( *[Y < 10-+ y := y + 1]) = 

{id(y := y + 1)}, and otherwise First(*[Y < 10-+ y := y + 1]) = {id(c?y)}. 

(Note that Pand the current state are global parameters of First and Follow.) 

Furthermore, we have Follow(id(x := 5)) = {id(c!x)} and Follow(id(c!x)) = ~
If y < 10 holds in the current state then Follow( id([y < 10-+ y := y + 1])) = 
{id([y < 10-+ y := y + 1])}, and Follow(id([y < 10 ..... y := y + 1])) = {id(c?y)}, 

otherwise. D 
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Let Value( e) and Value(b) yield the value of expressions e and b, respectively, 

in the current state. Assume that the current time can be read using the variable 

current...time. On each processor we have 

• A set requesting of pairs (s,p), where s is an id and p is a priority. This set 

represents the executable statements that request processor-time. 

• A set delayed of pairs ( 8, exp_time) and triples ( s1, s2, exp..time) where s, si, 

and 82 are id's and exp_time is the expiration time of the statement; a triple 

(81 ,82 ,exp_time) corresponds toa delay-statement s2 in a guarded command s1. 

• For each output channel e there is a special variable 8end(e) which is either nil 

or some id. 

• For each input channel e there is a special variable ree(e) which is either nil, or 

some id s, or a pair of id's (si. s2 ). Here (s1, s2 ) corresponds to an input guard 

8 2 in a guarded command 81 • 

Note that if a delay-guard s2 in a guarded command 81 expires, which corresponds 

to a triple ( 8i, s2, e.xp_time) in delayed with exp_time ~ eurrenLtime, then all input 

attempts of guarded command s1 must be removed. That is, all va.ria.bles rec(c) 

which have a value (si,s3) must be set to nil. By means of Follow(82) the next 

ex:ecutable statements are determined. Similarly, when a communica.tion along channel 

cis performed and rec(c) = (s,s2 ), then all other input attempts of guarded command 

s are disca.rded and any triple ( s, s4 , exp_time) in delayed must be removed. Hence the 

main processor and the link interfaces may all change the varia.bles ree( c) and the set 

delayed. To guarantee that the decision by a link interface to perform a communication 

and the updating of the ree va.ria.bles and delayed are performed atomically, we use 

statements LOCK and RELEASE to obtain exclusive read/write access to these ree 

varia.bles and the set delayed. 

The execution of the program P is described by the following algorithm: 

requesting := {(s, Prio(s)) l s E First(S)}; 

delayed := !6; 

For all output cha.nnels e, send(c) := nil; 

For all input channels c, rec(c) :;: nil; 

REPEAT 

IF requesting ;/: ~ THEN 

non-deterministically selecta pair (s,p) E requesting such that 

p max( {Po 1 (so,Po) E requesting}; 

requesting := requesting - {(s,p)}; 

CASE s corresponds to the following statement: 
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• x := e DO execute x := e ; 

requesting := requesting U {(So, Prio(so)) l So E Follow(s)} 

• delay e DO delayed := delayed U {( s, currenLtime + value( e))} 

• c!e DO send(c) := s 

• c?x DO LOCK rec(c) := s RELEASE 

• [U f=1 b, -+ Si] DO 

IF for all i E {1, ... ,n}, Value(b;) = false 

THEN requesting := requesting U {(so, Prio(so)) 1 so E Follow(s)} 

ELSE non-deterministically select ani such tha.t Value(b;) = true; 

requesting := requesting U {(so, Prio(So)) 1 so E First(S;)} 

• [Of=1b;;c;?x; ..... S;Ob;delaye ..... So] DO 

IF for all i E {l, . .. ,n}, Value(b;) = false and Value(b) = false 

THEN requesting := requesting U {(so,Prio(so)) lso E Follow(s)} 

ELSE for all i E {l, ... , n}, 

LOCK 

IF Value(b;) = true THEN rec(c;) := (s,id(c;?x;)) 

IF Value(b) = true THEN delayed := delayedU 

{( s, id( delay e ), currenLtime + value( e))} 

RELEASE 

ENDCASE 

For each (s,exp_time) E delayed with exp_time ~ currenUime: 

requesting := requestingU {(so,Prio(so)) lso E Follow(s)}; 

delayed := delayed - {(s,exp_time)}; 

LOCK 

For each (si,s2,exp_time) E delayed with exp_time ~ currenUime: 

for all c, IF rec(c) = (si,s3), for some s3 THEN rec(c) := nil; 

requesting := requesting U {(so, Prio(so)) 1 so E Follow(s2 )}; 

delayed := delayed - {(si, s2, exp_time)} 

RELEASE 

UNTIL requesting = 0 and delayed = 0 a.nd for all c: send(c) = rec(c) = 0 

In parallel with this algorithm on the main processor, the link interfaces perform a 

communication as soon as both partners are ready, i.e. have set their send and ree 

varia.bles. Let P".send(c), P".rec(c), Pk.requesting a.nd Pk.delayed be the variables 

on processor P1ç, then the interfaces esta.blish the following: 
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LOCK 

IF }i.8end(c) = 81 '# nil a.I,td either P;.rec(c) = 8z ~ nil or P;.rec(c) = (s,82) 

THEN IF P;.rec(c) = (s,s2) THEN for all channels d: 

IF Pi.rec(d) = (8,83), for some 83 THEN P;.rec(d) := nil; 

P;.delayed := P;.delayed- {(s,84,e:i;p_time) 1 for all s4 and exp..time}; 

P;.send(c) := nil ; P;.rec(c) := nil 

RELEASE 

The communication along c is performed; 

}i.reque8ting := }i.reque8ting U {{80, Prio(so)) lso E Follow(81)} 

P;.reque8ting := P;.requestingU {(so,Prio(so)) 1 so E Follow(s2)} 

ELSE RELEASE 

Note that, for uniformity, we allow i = j although such an internal communication 

might be implemented more efficiently. 

5.2.3 Answers to Questions 

Using the execution model from the previous section, we can now give a more precise 

description of the informal meaning of programs and the questions from Section 5.1.2 

ca.n be answered. Observe tha.t priorities are only taken into account at the start a.nd 

termination of the execution of basic statements; then a. statement can only execute 

if there are no otber statements with a higher priority on the same processor which 

request processor-time. The execution of an assignment, a delay-statement, or an io

statement cannot be interrupted. After the execution of an io-statement there are 

two possibilities: either it waits for a partner or it starts the communication if a 

partner is available. In both cases other statements can be executed simultaneously. 

Moreover, the operational description from the previous section leads to the following 

observations: 

• The priority of an. internal communication is the minimum of the priorities of 

both communication statements, since both partners must have been executed 

before the communication takes place. 

Example 5.2.2 Consider again < prio 1 (c!O)llprio2 (x ::::: 2)llprio3 (c?y) :>. 
According to the algorithm above, first the input statement is executed because it 

has the highest priority. It will update the variable ree( c). Next the assignment 

has the highest priority and is executed. Finally, the output statement is the only 

requesting statement and after its execution the communication along channel c 

takes place. D 

• In case of equal priorities a. nondeterministic choice is ma.de (to abstract from 

specific scheduling policies ). So with equal priorities we obta.in all possible inter

leavings. 'No fairness assumptions are made. 
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Example 5.2.3 In the program < *[true - c?x] Il d?y ::> it is possible that the 

input statement d?y is never executed. 0 

• The priorities of statements on different processors are incomparable. Only the 

relative ordering of priori ties on a single processor determines the execution order 

on that processor. 

Example 5.2.4 Consider 

< prio 1 (c!O}ll prio 5 (d?x) ::>Il< prio 4 (c?y) Il prio 3 (d!l) ::>. 
Then first the two input statements are executed on each processor. Next the 

two output statements are executed and, assuming that the execution times of 

statements on both processors are equal, the two communications are performed 

simultaneously. The program above has exactly the same behaviour as the fol

lowing program: 

< prio 1 (c!O) Il prio 2 (d?x) ::>Il< prio 2 (c?y) Il prio 1 (d!l) ::>. 
Compare thls with 

< prio 1 (c!O) Il prio 2 (x := 4) ::> Il < prio 3 (c?y) Il prio 2 (z := 5) ::> 
where first the assignment to x is performed concurrently with the execution of 

the input statement. As soon as the assignment to x has terminated the output 

statement is executed, and then-when the input statement has terminated-the 

communication takes place. Note that, depending on the execution times, the 

c-communication might overlap in time with the assignment to z. D 
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5.3 Programming Language for Shared Processors 

To highlight the essential new points when dealing with shared processors, we remove 

the va.ria.bles from the progra.mming la.ngua.ge. Techniques to deal with program va.ri

a.bles have been trea.ted extensively in the previous chapter, and our semantics ca.n be 

extended easily with sta.tea that give the values of the varia.bles. Similar to Section 3, 

we use c! for an output action a.nd c? for input. Instead of assignments, we use a 

statement atomie( d) that represents an atomie action with an execution time of d 

time units. Let PRIO be a. set of priority values. The synta.x of our progra.mming 

langua.ge is given in Ta.ble 5.2, where n E IN, n 2: 1, c, ei, ... , c,. E CHAN, p E PRIO, 

d E TIME, and do E TIMEU {oo}, do> 0. 

Table 5.2: Synta.x Progra.mming La.ngua.ge 

Statement S ::= skip 1 atomic(d) 1 delay d 1 c! 1 c? 1 

81; S2 1 G 1 7<G 1 prio p (S) 1 81 Il 82 

Guarded Command G ::= [Uf=1c,? - S;Qdelaydo - S] 

Network N ··- <:: S > 1 N11lN2 

Program P··- S 1 N 

5.3.1 Syntactic Restrictions 

The synta.ctic restrictions mentioned in Section 3.1.2 are used. In addition, for N1 llN2 

we also require dch(N1) n dch(N2 ) Ç CHAN. Furthermore, observe that the meauing 

of Si Il 82 will depend on the priorities of the statements occurring in S1 and S2. Hence, 

redefining these priorities, for insta.nee, by prio 3 (S1 Il S2), will lead to problems in 

our compositional fra.mework. Therefore we have the following restriction: 

• For prio p (S) we require that statement S does not contain any parallel com

position operator. 

5.3.2 Basic Timing Assumptions 

In this chapter we make the following assumptions; 

• skip does not take any execution time, 

• priority assignments do not take any execution time, . 

• atomie( d) takes exactly d time units, 

• a process that has executed a. delay d statement starts requesting processor-time 

for the next sta.temen t after exactly d time units. 

Assume given constants Ke > 0 and Kc > 0 such that 
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• the execution of io-statements a.nd delay-statements requires Ke time units, 

• the overhead fora guarded command is Ke, there is no overhead for other co.qi

pound statements, 

• the actual communication (i.e., without waiting) takes Kc time units. 

Note that these assumptions do not correspond to our operational model from Sec
tion 5.2.2, for insta.nee, because the execution of a statement may have to be postponed 

to guarantee mutual exclusion. As described in Section 3.2.3, we can easily adapt the 

sema.ntics for the case that the execution times are be given by lower and upper time 

bounds. 

Moreover, bounds must be given on how long a process is allowed to wa.it with the 

execution of a primitive statement when a processor is available, and with the execution 

of an io-statement when a communication partner is available. Based on the opera

tional description from Section 5.2, we assume maximal progress which means that a 

process never waits unnecessarily; if execution can proceed it will do so immediately. 

Note that there are two possible reasons for a process to wait: 

• Wait to execute an io-statement because no communication partner is availa.ble. 

Since we assume that for ea.ch cha.nnel special link interfaces are a.vailable, we 

have maximal progress for communications. Hence two statements c! and c? are 

not allowed to wait simultaneously. As soon as both partners are available the 

communica.tion must take place. Thus maxima.l progress implies minimal waiting 

for communications. 

• Wait to execute an atomie statement because the processor is not availa.ble. The 

maxima.l progress constraint implies tha.t if a processor is idle ( that is, no state

ment is executing) then also no statement on that processor requests execution 

time. Hence we also have minimal waiting for processor-time. 
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5.4 Denotational Semantics 

To be able to describe all potential computations of a statement and to select the 

correct executions at composition, it is often needed to add, so called, non-observable 

entities to the denotations. For instance, in the maximal parallelism model we must 

be able to express when a program is waiting fora communication. In general, any 

infl.uence of the environment on the behaviour of a program must be made explicit in 

the semantics of that program. The introduction of shared processors and priorities 

strongly increases the dependency of a program on its environment. E.g., certain 

statements that are ready to execute will not be executed, since they have a low priority 

and at most one statement can be exeéuted at a time on a uniprocessor. Modelling the 

timing behaviour of such statements requires that the semantics contains primitives 

to state explicitly when a statement is executing, when it is requesting processor-time, 

and with what priority. By adding this information, we achieve in this chapter a 

denotational real-time semantics for our programming language. 

5.4.1 Computational Model 

Our formal model of real-time communication behaviour consists of a mapping from 

points of time to sets of channel names, indicating the channels along which messages 

are being transmitted at that time, and directed channel names to record information 

about those processes waiting to send or waiting to receive messages on these channels. 

Using this information, the formalism enforces minimal waiting for communications by 

requiring that no pair of processes is ever simultaneously waiting to send and waiting 

to receive on the same channel. In addition to this information, which is also present in 

maximal parallelism models, we now also record at each point of time whether or not 

a process is executing with a certain priority and, moreover, the priori ties of processes 

that request execution time. Again we use the special symbol oo with the conventional 

properties. Further, assume that 0 E PRIO. 

A model of a real-time computation is defined as follows: 

Definition 5.4.1 (Model) Let To E TIME U { oo }. A model is a mapping 

u: [0,To)-+ p(DCHAN) x p(PRIO) x p(PRIOU {oo}) 

Thus, for all TE TIME, T <To, we have that u(T) = (comm, req, exec) with comm Ç 

DCHAN, req Ç PRIO and exec Ç PRIO U {oo}. Henceforth, we refer to the three 

fields of u( T) by u( T ).comm, u( T ).req, and u( T ).exec, respectively. Fora point of time 

T, the fields of u( T) have the following meaning in the semantics of program S: 

• The records c, c! and c? in u(r).comm have exactly the same meaning as in 

Section 3.2.1. 

• u( T ).exec is either the empty set ( when S is not executing at T) or a singleton, 

containing the priority of the currently executing statement from S at time T. 
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At the start of the execution this will be the priority assigned to the statement, 

and during execution-when the execution cannot be interrupted-we use priority 

00. 

• u(r).req is the set of priorities from all statements in S which are réquesting to 

be executed at time T. 

The length of a model, lul, the concatenation of two models, u1u2, and the op

erator SEQ for sets of models, are defined as in Section 3.2.1. Similar to Sec

tion 3.2.1, dch(u) = LJ.,.<lul u(r).comm, and the projection of a model u onto cset Ç 

DCHAN, denoted by [u]cseti is defined as follows: l[u]caetl lal and, for all T < lal, 
[a]e•et(T).comm = u(r).comm n cset, [a]eset(r).req = u(r).req, and [u]cset(r).req = 
u(r).req. 

5.4.2 Formal Semantics 

For sequential composition and iteration we use the definitions from Section 3.2.2. 

Similarly for a skip-statement, since this statement does not require any execution 

time. The meaning of the remaining constructs is defined as follows. 

Atomie 

To formulate the semantica of an atomic(d) statement, we observe that there are in 

general two periods (see Figure 5.1): first the statement is requesting processor-time 

(with default priority 0), and then the statement is executed fora certain period. At 

O'(r1).exec = {O} termination 

a(r).req = {O} r u(r).exec = {oo} î 
0 T1 + d 

Figure 5.1: A model u from of M{atomic{d)) 

the start of this execution period, we denote the claim that the statement has the 

highest priority by placing this priority in the exec-field. When composing processes 

in parallel, we require that there is no statement requesting processor-time with a 

higher priority at that point of time. Once the execution has been started, it cannot 

be interrupted-not even by a requesting statement with a higher priority. This is 

modelled by using the special priority value oo, which is higher tlian any other priority, 

in the exec-field. Formally, using Request and Execute(d) defined below; 

M(atomic(d}) = SEQ(Request,Execute(d)) 

where Request ={er 1 tbere exists a r1 E TIME U {oo}, such that lal= ri, 

for all r <lul: a(r).req = {O} and a(r).comm = a(r).exec = 91} 
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a.nd Execute(d) = {<71 <7(0).exec = {O}, for all r, 0 < r < d: q(r).exec = {oo}, 

for all r < d: a(r).comm = a(r).req =!Il, and lal:::: d} 

Note that models from Request need not terminate, and hence the statement is allowed 

to wa.it forever. At processor closure, however, we require that no statement is wa.iting 

to be executed when the processor is idle. 

Delay 

A de1ay d statement first requests processor-time. If processor-time is ava.ilable, this 

statement is executed during Ke time units. After this execution period there is a 

delay period of exactly d time units. 

M(delay d) = SEQ(Request,Execute{I(6 ),Delay(d)) 

where 

Delay(d) = {<71 for all r < d: a(r).comm = a(r).req a(r).exec = !iS, a.nd lal= d} 

Input and Output 

For an io-statement we a.lso have the two periods mentioned above, i.e" first it requests 

processor-time a.nd then it is executed during J(" time units. There are, however, two 

additional periods (see Figure 5.2): after its execution an ia-statement starts to wa.it 

for a. corresponding partner a.nd when such a. partner is ava.ila.ble the communica.tion 

takes place (during Kc time units). 

<7(r1).exec = {O} termination 

u(r).req = {O} q(r).exec = {oo} u(r).comm = {c!} u(r).comm = {c} 

0 

Figure 5.2: A model a from M(c!) 

Using Wait(c!) and Comm(c) defined below, this leads to the following definition 

M(c!) = SEQ(Request,Execute(Ke), WaitSend(c),Comm(c)) 

where 

WaitSend(c):;;: {<71 there exists a r2 E TIMEu {oo}, such that lul= r2, and 

for all r <lul: u(r1).comm:;;: {c!}, a(r).req = q(r).exec = !'6} 

Comm(c) = {a 1 for all r <lul: a(r).comm {c}, u(r).req = u(r).exec = !6, and 

lul Kc} 

Note that Request and WaitSend(c) a.llow non-terminating models which corresponds 

to a process which is, respectively, continuously wa.iting to be executed and continu

ously wa.iting fora communication partner. Similarly, we define 
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M(c?) = SEQ(Request,Execute(K.), WaitRec(c),Comm(c)) 

where WaitRec(c) is defined similar to WaitSend(c). 

Guarded Command 

Fora guarded command G = [Uf=1c;?-+ S;Odelayd-+ S] there are two possibilities 

after the usual requesting and executing periods: 

• Either a communication along one of the c; can be performed, represented by 

Comm(G) below, before d time units have elapsed. Then this communication 

is preceded by a period shorter than d time units during which G is ready to 

communicate on all channels c1 , • •• , c". 
• Or there is a time-out, that is, no communication is possible within d time units. 

Then there is a waiting period of d time units, followed by the execution of S. 

This leads to the following definition: 

M( G) = S EQ( Request, Execute( K 0 ), LimitedW ait( G), Comm( G)) 

U SEQ(Request, Execute(I(.), TimeOut(G),M(S)) 

where LimitedW ait( G) = { a 1 a E W ait( G) and lal < d } and 

TimeOut( G) = { <T ! <T E W ait( G) and l<TI d } with 

W ait( G) = { <T 1 there exists a r E TIME U { oo} such that for all r1 < l<TI : 

<T(ri).comm = {c1?, ... ,c"?}, <1(r1).req = <T(Ti).exec = i1I and l<TI = T} 

Comm(G) = {<11 there exists ak E {1, .. , n} such that <TE SEQ(Comm(ck),M(S1<)) }. 

Priority Assignment 

Let <T[p/O] be the model obtained from <T by substituting p for each occurrence of 

priority 0 in the req- and exec-fields of a. Formally, l<T[p/O]I = l<TI and for all T < l<TI, 

<T[p/O](r).comm = 
<T[p/O](r).req = 
<T[p/O]( r ).exec 

<T(r).comm 

{P' 1 pi E <T(r).req A pi :f: O} U {p 10 E a(T).req} 

{P' 1 pi E a( T).exec A pi :f: O} U {p 1 0 E <T(T).exec} 

Then for statement prio p (S) we have the following definition: 

M(prio p (S)) {<T[p/O] I <TE M(S)} 

Parallel Composition 

We give a definition for the semantics of parallel composition which can be applied 

to statements as well as to networks. A model <T in the semantics of P1 Il P2 can be 

obtained from two models a 1 E M(P1 ) and <T2 E M(P2) that satisfy certain conditions. 

The comm-fields of these models are combined as in the previous chapters, including 
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the ma.ximal pa.rallelism constraint. The req- a.nd exec-fields of u are the point-wise 

union of the corresponding fields of u1 and a2 , with the following two conditions for 

statements executing on a single processor: 

1. At most one statement should execute at any point of time. 

Formally, for all r < la 1: u1 ( r ).exec = llS V u2( r ).ezec = l!S. 

2. The prl.órity of an executing statement should be greater than or equal to the 

priority of any executing statement. 

Formally, for all r <lul: Pt E u(r).execAp2 E a(r).req-+ Pt ~ P2· 

These conditions do not impose any restriction on the parallel composition of networks, 

since for networks we abstract from the requesting a.nd executing information (see 
the semantics of processor closure below). For notational convenience, let u+ be an 

extension of u such that lu+I = oo, u+(r) = u(r), for r < lul, and u+(r).comm = 
u+( r).req = u+(r).exec = l!S, for r ;::: lul. Then we define 

M(P1 Il P2) = 
{a 1 dch(a) Ç dch(P1) U dch(P2), and for i = 1,2 there exist O'i E M(~) 

such tha.t lul = max(lu1I, lu21), a.nd for all T < lal: 
[u]dch(Pi)(r).eomm = ut(r).eomm, c! r/: u(r).eomm V c? r/: u(r).eomm, 

u(r).req = ui(r).requut(r).req, a(r).exec = ai(r).ezecuut(r).exec, 

ut(r).exec = llS V at(r).exec = 91, a.nd 

if Pt E u( r).exec and P2 E u(r).req then Pt ~ P2} 

Parallel composition is commuta.tive a.nd associa.tive. 

Processor Closure 

In the sema.ntics of processor closure < S :.> we select models u1 E M(S) tha.t 

sa.tisfy the following requirement: if the processor is idle at time r, represented by 

u( r ).exec = l!S, then no statement is requesting to be executed, i.e" u( r ).req = l!S. After 

checking this condition we abstract from the information conceming the statements 

tha.t are executing or wa.iting to be executed with a certa.in priority. Hence we only 

consider the comm-field of a model O't satisfying the conditions mentioned above. It is, 

however, required that the priority of an executing statement is greater than or equal 

to the priority of any requesting statement. 

M( < S :.>) = {u 1 there exists 0"1 E M(S) such that lul= l<T1I, a.nd 

for all r < l<TI: <T(r).comm = u1(r).comm, 
u1 ( r ).exec = 0 _,, 0"1 ( r ).req = !'l, and 

P1 E a( r ).exec A P2 E u( r ).req -+ Pi ;::: P2 } 

Observe that for the req- and exec-fields of O' we only have a. general requirement, and 

thus the programs< prio 1 (c!) Il prio 5 (d?) :.> a.nd < prio 2 (c!) Il prio 3 (d?) :.> 
obta.in the sa.me sema.ntics. 
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Properties of the Semantics 

We extend the definition of a well-formed model with a property about priorities: 

Deflnition 5.4.2 (Well-Formed Model) A model u is well-formed iff 

for all T < lul: 

1. -i( c! E u( r ).comm A c? E u( T ).comm ). (Minimal waiting: It is not possible to be 

simultaneously waiting to send and waiting to receive on a particular channel.) 

2. -i(c E u(r).commA c! E u(r).comm) and -i(c E u(r).comm A c? E u(r).eomm). 

(Exclusion: It is not possible to be simulta.neously communicating and waiting 

to communicate on a given channel.) 

3. For all priorities p1 and ])2: if p1 E u(r).exec and P2 E u(r).req then p1 ;::: 1'2· 

(The priority of an executing statement is always greater or equal than the pri

ority of requesting statements.) 

Lemma 5.4.3 For any program P, M(P) i= j1.I and for any u E M(P): 

1. u is well-formed, and 

2. dch(u) Ç dch(P). 

Proof: The main difference with the previous chapter is the third point of well

formedness. For a sequentia! program S this property is a consequence of the following 

observation: if u E M(S) then, for all T < lul, u( r).req U u( r).exec contains at most 

one element. Furthermore, this third well-formedness property is explicitly required 

for parallel composition and processor closure. D 

Example 5.4.1 Consider the following program: 

< prio 1 (c!O) Il prio 2 (atomic(l)) Il prio 3 (c?y) ;:>. 

To show how the behaviour of this program can be derived from the behaviour of the 

components, this behaviour (as given by the semantics of these components) is listed 

in a. table of the following form: 

prio l(c!O) prio 2(atomic(l)) prio 3( c?y) time 

1 E req 2 E req 3 E req 

1 E exec 2 E exec 3 E exec 

oo E exec oo E exec oo E exec 

c! E comm term c? E comm 

c E comm c E comm 

term term 

In this table the fields in a model from the semantics are listed vertically, representing 

certain periods during the execution. The duration of these periods are not yet men

tioned. Some periods are arbitrary and even allowed to be infinite (if they represent 
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a request for execution or wa.iting for a communication), wherea.s others a.re fixed a.s 

given by the semantics. We use term to denote termination of the process. Now we will 

determine the length of the periods by using the requirements for parallel composition 

and processor closure. 

By the requirements for processor closure, <···>,not all processes should be re

questing processor time and hence at least one must be executing. From the conditions 

at parallel composition at most one process can execute. Furthermore, the statement 

with the highest priority must execute, i.e., c?y with priority 3. 

prio l(c!O) 1 prio 2(atomic(l)) 1 prio 3(c?y) Il time 

1 E req 2 E req 3 E exec 0 

1 E req 2 E req oo E exec (0, K 0 ) 

1 E req 2 E req c? E comm 

1 E exec 2 E exec c E comm 

oo E exec oo E exec term 

c! E comm term 

cE comm 

term 

Now the process with priority 3 is waiting to receive a value along channel c and, 

as above, the process with priority 2 starts executing. 

prio l(c!O) 1 prio 2{atomie(l)) 1 prio 3(c?y) Il time 

1 E req 2 E req 3 e exec 0 
1 E req 2 e req oo e exec (0, K0 ) 

1 E req 2 E exec c? e comm K. 
1 E req oo E exec c? E comm (K0 ,K0 +l) 

1 E req term c? E comm 1(0 +1 

1 E req c? E comm 

1 E exec c E comm 

oo E exec term 

c! E comm 

c E comm 

term 

Thus at time ](0 +1 the second process terminates, and now the first process starts 

executing. 
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prio l(c!O) prio 2(atomic(l)} prio 3(c?y} time 

1 E req 2 E req 3 E exec 0 

1 E req 2 E req oo E exec (0, K0 ) 

1 E req 2 E exec c? E comm K. 
1 E req oo E exec c? E comm (K., K.+ 1) 

1 E exec term c? E comm K.+l 

oo E exec term c? E comm (K"+1,2xK.+1) 

c! E comm c? E comm 

ce comm c E comm 

term term 

By the minimal waiting requirement at parallel composition it is not allowed to be 

simultaneously waiting to send and waiting to receive. Thus the communication starts 

at time 2 x K.+ 1. 

prio l(c!O) 1 prio 2(atomic(l)) 1 prio 3(c?y) Il time 

1 E req 2 E req 3 E exec 0 

1 E req 2 E req oo E exec (O,K.) 

1 E req 2 E exec c? E comm K. 
1 E req oo E exec c? E comm (/(",K.+ 1) 
1 E exec term c? E comm K.+ 1 
oo E exec term c? E comm (/(.+1,2xK.+1) 

c E comm term c E comm (2 x K.+ 1, 2 x K, + 1 +Ko) 

term term term 2xK.+1 + Kc 

Hence the program<: prio 1 (c!O) Il prio 2 (atomie(!)) Il prio 3 (c?y) > commu

n1cates along channel c between 2 x K.+ 1 and 2 x K.+ 1 + Kc, and it terminates at 

2 x K. + 1 + Kc. o 
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5.5 Extension of the Proof System based on Metric Tem

pora! Logic 

In this section we give a. compositional a.xioma.tization for the language from Section 5.3 

by mea.ns of metric tempora! logic. In Section 5.5.1 we ada.pt the assertion language 

from Section 3.3.1. Besides the expected primitives to express requesting and executing 

information, the main modifica.tion concerns the interpreta.tion of the real-time until

opera.tors. In Section 5.5.2 we formula.te rules and axioms as far as they are differe1't 

from the proof system given in Section 3.3.2. 

5.5.1 Specifications 

In order to a.xioma.tize the semantics given in the previous section in metric tempora! 

logic, we have modify the interpreta.tion of the until-operators slightly. Recall the 

definition of these opera.tors from Section 3.3: 

• u I= 'Pt U<,.. 'P2 itfthere exists a. Ti, 0::::; r 1 < T, such that u î r 1 I= <p2 , and for 

all r2, 0 S r2 < r1, O' î r2 I= 'Pt· 

• u I= 'P1 U=-r t.p2 iff u î T I= <(J2, and for all Ti, 0::::; T1 < r, u î T1 I= 'Pl· 

Observe tha.t with this interpretation we can only specify that the first a.ssertion, 'Pi. 

holds during left-closed right-open interva.ls of time points. In the semantics from the 

previous section, however, we have used open interva.ls for the period during which 

a statement is executing and ca.nnot be interrupted. Since in the version of metric 

tempora! logic from the previous chapters such open intervals are not expressible, new 

until-opera.tors are introduced that, by definition, express that the first a.ssertion holds 

during an open interval. For insta.nee, the first definition a.bove is cha.nged into 

• UI= 'Pl U~" (/)2 iff there exists a T1, 0 ::; T1 < T, such tha.t U Î Tt I= !p2, and for 

all T2, 0 < T2 < Ti, U Î T2 I= 'Pt• 

These operators are stronger than the earlier versions. In Table 5.4 we show that the 

old operators can be defined in terms of the new ones. 

Note We could make the opera.tors even stronger by also requiring that !p2 should not 

hold a.t time 0, thus making the interval at which 'P2 might hold open; 

• lT I= (/)1 U~.,. <{J2 iffthere exists a Ti, 0 < T1 < T, such that CT Î T1 I= 'f'2, and for 

all T2, 0 < T2 < Ti, U Î T2 I= 'f'l• 

It is easy to see that with such operators we can use all other versions as abbreviations. 

For our purpose, however, it is sufficient to use U~.,.. End Note 

To denote the priorities of requesting and executing statements, the a.ssertion language 

includes expressions that represent sets of priorities. For two sets of priorities pset1 
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a.nd pset2 the notation pset1 < pset2 expresses that every element of pset1 is less 

than any element of pset2. Further, in the proof system we need logica.l va.ria.bles 

ranging over sets of priorities. Hence, a.ssume we are given a set of logica.l va.ria.bles 

SPVAR, with typical elements r, r1, e, e1 , • •• , ranging over functions from TIME to 

p(PRIO U {oo}). The syntax of the a.ssertion language is given in Table 5.3, with 

c E CHAN, re TIME U {oo}, IJ E PRIO U {oo}, a finite set .ó. Ç PRIO U {oo}, and 

r E SPVAR. New abbreviations are given in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.3: Syntax of Modified MTL 

Priority Set pset ::= 

Assertion "' ···r ··-

.ó. 1 r 1 req 1 exec 1 pset1 U pset2 

true 1 comm( c) 1 wait( c!) 1 wait( c?) 1 done 1 

pset1 = pset2 1 pset1 ::::; pset2 1 

'PI V f.P2 1 -.rp 1 'PI C 'P2 1 C00 'P 1 

'P1 utT "P2 1 'P1 u;t" 'P2 

The semantics of MTL specifications is defined using the computationa.l model of 

Section 5.4.1. Similar to previous chapters, we use an environment î' to interpret 

logica.l varia.bles. First we define the restriction of the domain of a model to the points 

after a certain time T. 

Deftnition 5.5.1 {Model Restriction) Por amodel u and a timer E TIMEU{oo} 

we define the part of <f at and after r, denoted " î T, as follows: 

l<T î rl = max(lul- r,O) and, for all T1 < l<T î rl: (o- î r)( T1).comm = <1( r+ ri).comm, 

( <f î T )( T1 ).req = o-( T + ri). req, and ( O' î T )( ri).exec = q( T + r1 ).exec 

Since for an environment î' and r E SPVAR, -y(r) is a function with domain TIME, 

we also define the restriction of î' to a point r. 

Deftnition 5.5.2 (Logical Environment Restriction) The part of î' at and after 

T, 

denoted î' î r, is defined as follows: 

for any r E SPVAR, r1 E TIME, (î' î r)(r)(r1) -y(r)(r+ r1 ). 

Next we define the value of the priority set expression pset in model u and environment 

-y, denoted S(exp)(î',o-), as follows: 

• S(.ó.)(-y,u) = .ó. 

• S(r)(-y,u) = -y(r)(O) 

{ 
o-(0).req if lul > 0 

• S(req)(î',u) = "' 
,., if Jul = 0 

{ 
o-(0).exec if Jul > 0 

• S(exec)(-y,u) = "' 
,., if lul= 0 
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Now we can define when an assertion t.p holds in a model t1 and an environment 7, 

denoted (t1, 7) I= ip, 

• (t1,7) I= comm(c) iff ltTI > 0 and c E t1(0).comm 

• ( tT, 7) I= wait( c!) iff la 1 > 0 and c! E a( 0) .comm 

• {t1, 7) I= wait( c?) iff ltTI > 0 and c? E t1(0).comm 

• (t1, 7} I= done iff ltTI = 0 

• (t10y} 1= pset1 = pset2 iff S(pset1)("t,t1) = S(pset2)(7,t1) 

• {u,7} I= pset1 ~ pset2 iff for all li1 E S(pseti)(7,t1) and li2 E S(pset2)("t,t1): 

li1 ~ li2. 

• (q,7} I= 'f11 V 'P2 iff {a,7) I= 'fit or {u,7) I= 'fl2 

• (u, 7} I= -i<.p iff not (t1, 7) I= t.p 

• ( u, "'() I= 'f11 C 'fl2 iff there exist models u1 and 0"2 such that t1 = 0"10'2, { u1, "'() I= <p1, 

and (u2, 7) I= 'P2· 

• (u, "'() I= C°"v> iff there exist models ui, u2, 0'3 " •• such that u = 0'1 u2t13 ••• , and 

(u;, 7} I= 'P for all i ~ 1. 

• (u, 1) I= t.p1 U~" t.p2 iff there exists a ri, 0 $ r1 < r, such tha.t 

(t1 î ri, 1 î r1} I= 1()2, and for all r2, 0 < r2 < ri, {t1 î r2, "'( î r2) I= 'Pl· 

• (u,7) 1= 'fit U;!;.,. 'P2 iff r < oo, (u î r,7 î r) I= 'f'2, and 

for all r1 < r, (u î ri, 7 î r1) I= 'Pt· 

Table 5.4: Synta.ctic Abbreviations 

'PI U 'P2 - 'P2 V ( 'Pt A ( 'Pt U~00 'fl2)) 

'Pl U<,,. 'P2 ('P2 AT> 0) V (t.p1 A (t.p1 U~.,. t.p2)) 

<,01 u=T 'fl2 - ('P2 Ar= o) v (<P1 A (i.p1 U!T 'P2)) 
<><; _ trueU t.p 

Definition 5.5.3 (Valid Assertion} An MTL assertion t.p is valid, denoted I= ip, iff 

(u,1) I= 'P for all O' and 7. 

Definition 5.5.4 (Satisfaction) An RT program P satisfies an MTL a.ssertion ip, 

denoted P sat t.p, iff (u,7) I= 'P for all u E M(P) a.nd for all 7. 
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5.5.2 Proof System 

The proof system includes the Inva.riance Axiom, the Conjunction Rule and the Con

sequence Rule from Section 3.3.2 for any program P. The Well-Formedness Axiom is 

extended as follows: 

Axiom 5.5.5 (Well-Formedness) P sat WFc.et 

where W Fc.et E D (MinWaitcaet /\ Exclusion0,"t /\ Priority). 

MinWaitc•et and Exclusionc•et are defined as in Section 3.3.2. Priority is defined as 

Priority = req :s; exec 

For the constructs of the programming language, we can use the Skip Axiom, 

and the rules for Sequentia! Composition and Itera.tion from Section 3.3.2. For the 

remaining constructs we first de:line 

Request(cset) = req = {O} /\ exec lil/\ noact(cset), 

and 

Execute(cset,d) = [req lil/\ exec = {O} /\ noact(cset)]/\ 

[( req = lil/\ exec = { oo} /\ noact( cset)) U!d done]. 

Observe tha.t here we need the new until operator. With these definitions the rule for 

the atomie construct is formulated as follows. 

Axiom 5.5.6 (Atomie) atomie d sat Request(lil) U Execute(lil, d) 

For the delay statement, de:line Delay(d) := (req = exec = 9>) U=d done. 

Axiom 5.5.7 (Delay) delayd sat Request(lil) U(Execute(lil,K")CDelay(d)) 

In the axiom for the send statement c! we use the following abbreviation 

Send(c) = [wait(c!) U (comm(c) U=Ke done)] AD (req = exec lil). 

Axiom 5.5.8 (Send) c! sat Request( {c!, c}) U (fä:ecute( {c!,c},Ke)CSend(c)) 

Simila.rly, fora receive statement we define 

Receive(c) 5 [wait(c?) U (comm(c) U=Ke done)) A 0 (req = exec lil). 

Axiom 5.5.9 (Receive) c? sat Request( { c?, c}) U (Execute( {c?, c}, Ke)CReceive(c)) 

Next consider a guarded comma.nd G IUr=t c;?-+ S; IJ delay d-+ S]. Define 

waita = req = exec !l>A /\Ï=t wait( c; ?) A noact( dch( G) - { c1?, ... , c" ?} ). 

Then we can formula.te the followiug rule: 
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Rule 5.5.10 (Guarded Command) 

ct?; S; sat 'f'i, for i E {1, ... , n}, S sat <p 

[0~1 c;? - S; 0 delay d ..... S] sat 

[ Request( dch( G)) U ( Execute( dch( G), K e)] C 

[(waita u<d V~i(<;?i A comm(ci))) v (waita U:d ip)] 

Assume, as a special case of this rule, tha.t d = oo, and hence G = !Of=t c;? - S;]. 

Since waita U=oo!;? - false and (<p1 U 'P2) <-+ (l.f'l U<oo'f'2), thls leads to the following 

rule. 

Derived Rule 5.5.11 (Guarded Command without Delay) 

ct?; S; sat <p;, for i;;;; 1, ... , n 

lDr=t c;? - S;] sat 
[Request(dch(G)) U (Execute(dch(G),Ke)]C [waita U Vf=t (cp; A comm(c;))] 

In the rule for the priority assignment prio p (S) a.ny priority 0 in a. specifica.tion 

<p for S has to be repla.ced by priority p. Thls done by substituting logical va.ria.bles 

r,e E SPVAR for, respectively, req and exec in 'f'· Then we rela.te rand e to req and 

ezec in assertion 1.p1 for prio p (S). Since, from the synta.ctic restrictions, program S 

. does not oontain a.ny parallel composition operator, the req and exec sets for S oontain 

at most one element. Thls leads to the following rule. 

Rule 5.5.12 (Priority Assignment) 

S sat <p 

ip[r/req,e/exec]A 0 ((r;;;; {O}-+ req = {p}) A (r :/= {O}-+ req = r))A 

O ((e = {O}-+ exec = {p}) A (e f:. {O}-+ exec = e))-+ ip1 

prio p (S) sat 'Pl 

provided r a.nd e a.re fresh logical va.ria.bles from PSVAR. 

Next, consider parallel composition of statements P1 and P2• When the a.ssertions 

for P1 a.nd P2 do not conta.in done, we require tha.t at most one process is executing 

and we take the union of the req and exec sets. 

Rule 5.5.13 (Simple Parallel Composition) 

P1 sat 'Pt, P2 sat <p2, neither cp1 nor 'P2 contains done 

<p1[r1/req,eifexec) /\ <p2[r2/req,e2/exec]A O (e1 = !11 V e2 = !11) 

--> <p[r1 U r2/req, ei U e2/exec] 

P1 Il P2 sat <p 

provided dch( <p;) Ç dch(P;), for i 1, 2, and rh r2, el! and e2 are fresh logica! va.ria.bles 

from PSVAR. 

Simila.r to previous chapters, in the genera! rule we have to deal with different 

termina.tion times. 
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Rule 6.5.14 (General Parallel Composition) 

Pi sat 'P1, P2 sat '()2 

(( 'P1[r1/req,e1/exec] A ('P2[r2/req,e2/exec] C a (noact(dch(P2)) A r2 = e2 J!l)))V 

('P2[r2/req, e2/exec] A ( cp1[r1/req, e1/exec] CO (noact(dch(P1)) A r1 = e1 = !!l))))A 

a (ei = J!I V e2 = !!1) -> rp[r1 U r2/req, ei U e2/ezec] 

provided dch( <p;) s;; dch(P1), for i = 1, 2, and ri, r2, ei, and e2 are fresh logkal variables 

from PSVAR. 

For processor closure we express that when no statement is executing then no statement 

is requesting to he executed. 

Rule 5.5.15 (Processor Closure) 

S sat <,o1 

epi A O ( exec = !<! -> req = J!I) --+ <p2 

<:: S > sat 'P2 

provided neither req nor exec occurs in cp2• 

A soundness proof for the rules and axioms from this section ca.n be found in 

Appendix E.1. 
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5.6 Extension of the Proof System for Extended Hoare 

Trip les 

To formulate a Hoare-style proof system for our extended programming language, we 

first adapt the assertion language in Section 5.6.1. The modified rules can be found in 

Section 5.6.2. 

5.6.1 Speciflcations 

The assertion language is extended by primitives req( exp) and ezec( exp) to express 

sets of priorities of, respectively, requesting and executing statements at time exp. ·As 

in the previous section we use pset1 < pset2, for sets of priorities pset1 and pset2, 

to denote that every priority in pseti is less than any priority in pset2. In addition 

to logicaJ. variables from TVAR, ranging over TIME U { oo }, we need logicaJ. va.riables 

ranging over functions from (TIME U { oo}) to p( PRIO U { oo} ). Hence, let PVAR, 

with typicaJ. elements r, ri, e, ei. .. . , be a set of logicaJ. variables ranging over {/ 1 f : 
( TIME U { oo}) -+ p( P RIO U { oo}) } . The syntax of the assertion language is given 

in Table 5.5, where r E TIME U {oo}, t E TVAR, a finite set A ç; PRIO U {oo}, 
r E FVAR, and c E CHAN. 

Table 5.5: Syntax of the Assertion Language 

Time Expression exp ::= r 1 t 1 time 1 expi + exP2 1 exPt x exP2 

Priority Set pset ::= A 1 r(exp) 1 req(exp) 1 exec(exp) 1 pset1 U psct2 

Assertion p ::= comm via c at exp j 
wait to c! at exp 1 wait to c? at exp 1 

pset1 = pset2 1 pset1 ~ pset2 1 

exPJ = exP2 1 exPt < exP2 1 exp E IN 
-,p 1 P1 V P2 3t : p 

To define the meaning of assertions, we use the vaJ.ue of the time-expression exp in 

u and 1, denoted V(exp)("'l,u), as defined in Section 3.4.2. Furthermore, we define the 

vaJ.ue of the priority-set-expression pset in u and 1, denoted P(pset)( 1, u ), as follows: 

• P(A)("'l,u) = A 

• P(r(exp))(1,11) 1(r)(V(exp)("'l,11)) 

• P(req(exp))(
1

, 11) { u(V(exp)(1,11)).req ifV(exp)("'l,11) < 1111 

undefined if V(exp)(1,u) ~lul 

.,.,( ( ))( ) { 11(V( exp )("'I, u )).exec if V( exp )( 1, 11) < 1111 
• r exec exp 1,11 = 

undefined if V(exp)("'l,u) ~ lul 
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Similar to Section 3.4.2, we define the value of a.n assertion p in a.n environment 'Y 

a.nd a model u, denoted by [p]'Yu which is an element of {true,false, l.}. For exp1 = 
exp2,,exPt < exP2, exp E IN, p1 Vp2 , a.nd 3t : p the definition from Section 3.4.2 is used. 

Similarly, for comm via c at exp, wait to c! at exp, a.nd wait to c? at exp we use the 

definition from Section 3.4.2 with u(V(exp)(7,u)) replaced by u(V(exp)('Y,u)).comm. 

For the remaining assertions we define 

• [pset1 = pset2hu 

{ 

true if P(pset1)('Y,u) a.nd P(pset2)(7,u) are defined and 

P(pset1 )('Y,u) = P(pset2)('Y,u) 

false otherwise 

• [pseti $ pset2 D'"fu = 

{ 

true if P(pset1)('Y,u) and P(pset2)(7,a) are defined and 

for all 61 E P(pset1)(1)u) and 82 E P(pset2)(7,u): 61 $ 62 

f al se otherwise 

The validity of assertions and the validity of correctness formulae is defined as in 

Section 3.4.2. In addition to the previously defined abbreviations, the req and exec 

functions are extended to intervals of time points (we list the abbreviations for interval 

[ti, t 2); similar abbreviations are used for open intervals): 

• req[t1,t2) = pset = Vt,t1 $ t < h: req(t) = pset 

• e:cec[ti.t2) = pset = Vt,t1 $ t < t2: exec(t) = pset 

• request during [t1, t2) = req[t1 , t2) = {O} A exec[ti. t2) = f6 

• execute during [t1, t2) = 
(t1 < oo -+ exec(t1) = {O}) A exec(t1, t2) = {oo} A req(ti. h) = 0 

• no ReqExec during [ti, t2) = req[ti. t2) = f6 A e:cec[ti. t2) = f6 

Let cset Ç DCHAN be a finite set of (directed) channels. To express that no activity 

takes place on cset during request- and execute-periods, define 

• ReqExec(ti,cset,t2) = 3t3: t2 = t3 + Ke A request during [ti,t3)A 

execute during [t3, t2)A no cset during [t1, t2) 

For the parallel composition rule, we use the following abbreviation: 

• not active cset during [ti. t2) = no cset during [ti, t2)Ano ReqExec during [ti. t2) 

5.6.2 Proof System 

We show how the proof system of Section 3.4.3 can be adapted to multiprogramming. 

General Part 

For any program P we can use the Consequence Rule, the Initial Invariance Axiom, 

the Channel lnvariance Axiom, the Conjunction Rule, the Quantification Rule, and 
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the Substitution Rule from Section 3.4.3. In the Well-Formedness Axiom we add a 

predicate to express that the priority of a requesting statement is never higher than 

the priority of an execution statement. Let cset be a. finite subset of DCHAN. 

A:xiom 5.6.1 (Well-Formedness) WellFormCllet : {true} P {WellFormcset} 

where WellFormCllet = Vt <time: MWcset(t) A Excl,,."1(t) A Prio(t), 

with MW,,.et(t) and Excl,,."1(t) defined as in Section 3.4.3 and 

Prio(t) = req(t) ~ exec(t) 

Program Part 

First we include the Skip Axiom, the Sequential Composition Rule and the Iteration 

Rule from Section 3.4.3. For atomie( d) we have the following rule. 

Rule 5.6.2 (Atomie) 

3t :;:: to : request during [to, t)A execute during [t, t + d) A time = t + d -+ C 

C : {time = to} atomie( d) { C A time < oo} 

The rule for the delay d statement is very similar to the rule above. Now there is 

an additional delay-period during which the processor is released. Observe that we 

explicitly express that during this period the statement does not request execution 

time nor executes. 

Rule 5.6.3 (Delay) 

3t:;:: to: request during [to,t)A execute during [t, t + J(e)A 

no ReqExec during [t + [(", t + [(e + d) A time = t + [(e + d-+ C 

C: {time=to}delayd{CAtime<oo} 

For a send or receive statement we also have request- and execution-periods. Fur

thermore, the rule expresses tha.t the statement does not request execution time or 

executes during the wa.iting- or communication-period. 

Rule 6.6.4 (Send) 

3t1;:::: to: ReqExec(to,{c!,c},t1)A 

3t ;:::: t1 : wait to c! at t1 until comm at tA 

no ReqExec during [ti, t + [(c) A time t + Kc-+ C 

C : {time ::::i t0 } c! {C A time < oo} 

Similar to the Send Rule, we have the following rule fora receive statement. 

Rule 5.6.5 (Receive) 

3t1;:::: to: ReqExec(to,{c?,c},t1)A 

3t ;:::: t1 : wait to c? -at t1 until comm at tl\ 

no ReqExec during [ti, t + K") f\ time = t + ](0 -+ C 

C {time= to} c? {C A time< oo} 
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Consider a guarded comm~d G = [O;=t"n c;? ..... S,Odelay d ..... S]. Define 

• wait in G during [t1, t) = Ai=l wait to c;? during [t" t)A 

no (dch(G)-{c1?" .. ,c"?}) during [ti,t)A no ReqExec during [ti,t) 

• comm c; in G /rom t = comm via c; during [t, t + Kc) A 

no ( dch( G) - { c;}) du ring [t, t + Kc) A time = t +Kei\ 

no ReqEzec during [t, t + Kc) 

First we give a. rule for the case that d = oo, thus for G = [O'b1 c1? ..... S;]. This 

statement either wa.its forever to perform one of the c;? communica.tions beca.use none 

of the partners is a.va.ila.ble, or it eventually communica.tes via one of the c;? and then 

executes the corresponding statement S;. 

Rule 5.6.6 (Guarded Command without Delay) 

3t1 ~ to : ReqExec( to, { c1?, ... , c" ?} , ti)A 

wait in G du ring [t1, oo) A time = oo ..... Cnonterm 

3t1 2: to: ReqExec(to,{c1?, .. "c"?},t1)A 

3t, t1 ::;; t < oo : wait in G during [t1, t)A 

comm c; in G /rom t--> p;, for i = 1, .. . ,n 

C; : {p;} S; {q;}, for i = I, ... ,n 

Cnonterm V V'/:1 C; : {time= to} [U'b1 c;? ..... S;] {V'/:1 q;} 

Next consider G := [Hf=1 c;? ..... Si0delay d ..... S] with d :f. oo. 

Rule S.6.7 (Guarded Command with Delay) 

3t1 2: to: ReqExec(to,{c1?, ... ,cn?},ti)A 

3t, t1 S t < t1 + d: wait in G during [ti. t)A 

comm c; in G /rom t --> p;, for i = 1, ... , n 

C; : {p;} S; {q;}, for all i = 1" .. , n 

3t1 ~to: ReqExec(to,{c1?, ... ,c"?},t1 )A 
wait in G during [t1, ti + d) A time= ti + d--> fJ 

c : {fJ} s {q} 

Vf=1 C; v C : {time= to} [Of=t c;? ..... S;Odelay d _,. S] {Vi=t q; v q} 

provided d ':/; oo. 

To formulate a rule for prio p (S), we define the following predicate. 

ReplacePrio(to,p) = Vt, to S t <time: 

(r(t) = {O} ..... req(t) = {p}) A (r(t) :f. {O}-+ req(t) = r(t))A 

{e(t) {O}--> exec(t) = {p}) A (e(t) ':/; {O}--> exec(t) e(t)). 

This leads to the following rule: 
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Rule 5.6.8 (Priority Assignment) 

c : {p} s {q} 

C[r/req,e/execlA ReplacePrio{to,p) .... C1 

q[r/req, e/exec] A ReplacePrio(to,p) .... qi 

C1 : {p /\time= to} prio p (S){qi} 

In addition to the rule for parallel composition from Section 3.4.3, the rule given here 

requires that at most one process is executing. Furthermore, we ta.ke the union of the 

req and exec sets. 

Rule 5.6.9 (Parallel Composition) 

C; : {p;} S; {q;}, i = 1,2 

3ti, t2 : time= max(ti, t2) /\ AÎ=i C;[t;/time, r;/req, e;/exec]A 

not active dch(P;) during [t;, time) A Vt, to :5 t <time: 

(e1(t) = J1I V e2(t) = 111) A (req(t) = r1(t) U r2(t)) A (exec(t) = e1(t) U ez(t)) .... C 

3ti, t2 : time= max(ti, t2) A AÎ=l q;[t;/time, r;/req,e;/exec]/\ 

not active dch(P;) during [t;, time) A Vt, to :5 t <time: 

(e1(t) = 111 V e2(t) = i11) A (req(t) = r1(t) U r2(t)) A (exec(t) = ei(t) U ez(t)) .... q 

C : {p1 A P2 /\time= to} P1llP2 {q} 

provided t;, r;, and e; are a fresh logical variables, and dch(C;,q;) !;;;; dch(P,), for 

i E {1,2}. 
In the rule for processor closure we require that no process is requesting ex:ecution 

time if the processor is idle, i.e., if no process is executing. 

Rule 6.6.10 (Processor Closure) 

G : {p} S {q} 

C /\ (Vt, to :5 t <time : exec(t) = 111 .... req(t) = 111) .... C1 

q /\ (Vt, t0 :::;; t < time : exec(t) = J1I - req(t) = 0)""""" qi 

C1 : {pA time= to} <. S > {qt} 

provided req and exec do not occur in C 1 and q1 • 

The new axioms and rules, given in this section, have been proved sound in Ap

pendix E.2. 
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Chapter 6 

Concluding Remarks 

This thesis contains formal frameworks to specify and verify real-time systems. To 

support hierarchical, structured, program derivation, all our proof systems are com

positional. Hence the specification of a compound program can he inferred from spec

ifications of its constituent parts without reference to the internal structure of those 

parts. Compositionality enahles the verification of design steps during the process of 

program development. The main principles behind the formulation of a compositional 

proof system have heen explained in Chapter 2. First, a denotational, and hence com

positional, semantica for the programming language is formula.ted. Such a. sema.ntics 

must descrihe the beha.viour of a program in any arhitrary environment, chara.cteriz

ing all potential cornputations. When a program is pla.ced in a particular environment 

the semantic operators should select the corresponding computations. To formulate a 

compositional semantica, any influence of the environment on the behaviour of a. pro

gram must be made explicit and often non-observable primitives have to he added. For 

instance, to describe the real-time communica.tion beha.viour of distributed programs, 

we introduce in Chapter 3 primitives to express when a process is wa.iting to commn

nicate. The framework from Chapters 3 and 4, where we assume maximal parallelism, 

has been generalized in Chapter 5 to programs in which several processes may share 

a single processor and scheduling takes place on the basis of priorities. In the deno

tational semantics for such this language we use non-observable primitives to express 

when a statement is executing and when it is requesting processor-time with a certain 

priority. 

To specify the real-time hehaviour of a program S, we consider two types of cor

rectness formulae: S sat t.p where t.p is an assertion expressed in Metric Temporal Logic 

(MTL), and C : {p} S {q} where C, p, and q are expressed in a first-order assertion 

language with timing primitives. The basic frarnework can be found in Chapter 3 for 

a simple Occam·like real-time language. In Chapters 4 and 5 we have shown that thls 

formalism can be extended to deal witb program varia.bles and shared processors. 
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6.1 Comparison 

Comparing the two approaches, observe that MTL-assertions use a relative notion of 

time, that is, timing properties are specified relative to the start of a program. For 

instance, S sat <>=s comm(c) expresses that 5 time units after the start of S there 

is a. communication along channel c. The first-order language from the Hoare-style 

approach allows references to absolute points of time, such as comm via c at 7 to 

express that a communkation via channel c takes place at time 7. In this formalism 

we can also specify properties rela.tive to the starting time by using logical variables, 

for instance, comm via c at (v + 5) : {time= v} S {comm via c at (v + 5)}. 

In general, MTL provides a concise notation to express real-time specifications. 

Thls is partly because we have defined our until operators such that they specify 

exactly the sa.me type of intervals as have been used in the semantics. In Chapters 3 

and 4, these until operators express properties of left-closed right-open intervals. In 

Chapter 5 the temporal operators have been strengthened to specify open intervals. 

Thus, a convenient specification of different types of time-intervals requires different 

modal operators. In the Hoare-style approach we use amore verbose assertion language 

which should be easy to understand with some knowledge from first-order logic. Since 

time-intervals are expressed explicitly in this assertion language, all types of intervals 

can be specified easily. 

The correctness formulae S sat <p, with a suitable version ofMTL, have been shown 

to be convenient fora concise, compositional, axiomatization of a real-time program

ming language. Soundness of such an axiomatization can be proved rather easily due 

to the simple interpretation of sat -formulae. Also the proof of completeness is not 

very complicated, ma.inly because we have powerful chop operators to achieve express

ibility of precise specifications. Observe, however, that we prove relative completeness, 

assuming that any valid MTL-formula can be derived. We do not provide any proof 

system for MTL, although reaspning in MTL can be difficult, especially with the chop 

operators. In the Hoare-style approach we use more structured correctness formulae 

with a less straightforward interpretation, and this complicates the soundness proofs 

of the proof systems. Since the assertion language does not conta.in any special op

erators, the completeness proof is rather complex. Once soundness and completeness 

have been established, however, the structure of the correctness formulae can be ben

eficially used for sequential reasoning. For instance, to prove a liveness property for 

an iteration construct we first formulate a real-time safety property which implies the 

desired property. Next this real-time safety specification can be proved by means of a 

suitable invariant for the body of the iteration. Experience with examples suggests the 

use of a combination of both approaches: the concise MTL-formulae are convenient for 

top-level specifications and to find a first outline of the design, whereas the Hoare-style 

formalism is very suitable to perform precise verification. 
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6.2 Related Work 

Our progra.mming language and its semantics are to a large extend influenced by the 

work presented in [KSR+88] where a denotational real-time semantics is given for the 

maximal parallelism model. In [HGR87) a fully abstract version of this semantics is 

developed. These semantic models are based on the linear history semantica of [FLP84]. 

This approach is extended to communicating shared resources by Gerber and Lee 

in [GL89]. Their language is related to our generalization of maximal parallelism from 

Chapter 5. They use two types of parallel composition: one for interleaving on a single 

resource and one for true concurrency. Priorities are statically assigned to input and 

output events. Their execution model, although not described explicitly, is different 

from ours since they do not assume autonomous link interfaces. Unlike our model, 

the semantic descriptions mentioned above use discrete time and prefix-closed sets 

of histories. To obtain a convenient compositional framework, we have avoided the 

choice of a smallest, indivisible, time unit and use a dense time domain. Furthermore, 

to interpret temporal logic formulae, our models only represent complete computations 

and not their prefixes. 

An alternative, topological, approach can be found in [RR86) where the real-time 

behaviour of CSP programs is defined by means of complete metric spa.ces. Similar 

to the use of prefix-closed sets of histories, infinite behaviours are chara.cterized by 

their finite approximations. Also process algebras have been adapted to describe and 

analyze the timing properties of concurrent processes. Ba.eten and Bergstra [BB90] 

have incorporated real-time aspects in the process algebra of [BK84] by adding time 

stamps to atomie a.ctions. In the process algebra of (NRSV90J delay constructs are 

introduced and the progress of time is modelled by a distinguished time action. Milner's 

CCS [Mil89] is .extended in [MT90, Yi90] with explicit time. To obtain a calculus 

for sharèd resources, in [GL90] a priority-based process algebra is presented. The 

computation model is defined by an operational semantics in which priorities are not 

taken into account hut incorporated afterwards by means of an equivalence. A global, 

discrete, notion of time is obtained by assuming that all actions take one time unit. The 

paper [JG88] contains ideas for a general semantic model to represent the execution 

of concun:ent programs with limited resources. A semantic framework to describe the 

access of asynchronous modules to resources such as channels and varia.bles can be 

found in [RG90]. In that paper components are timed with respect to separate clocks, 

and these local clocks are related at parallel composition by a timing relation. 

Concerning the speci:fication and verification of real-time systems, there is an early 

paper of Haase [Haa81] in which time is introduced by a special variable in the weakest 

precondition calculus. Bernstein [Ber87] discusses several ways of modelling messa.ge 

passing with time-out in the, non-compositional, framework of [LG8l]. Zwarico and 

Lee [ZL85] have adapted Hoare's trace model [Hoa.85] to real-time. In [JM86) a real-
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time logic to a.nalyze safety properties is defined ba.sed on a. function which a.ssigns a. 

time value to ea.ch occurrence of an event. Real-time properties of sliding window pro

tocols are verified by Sha.nkar and Lam in [SL87] using special sta.te va.ria.bles, called 

timers, to mea.sure the passage of time. The compositional proof system from [DS89, 

Sch90] for Timed CSP supports sema.ntic rea.soning in the fra.mework of Reed and 

Roscoe [RR86]. Furthermore, Schneider [Sch90] defines a. notion of time-wise refine

ment to transfer properties of non-timed CSP programs to their timed version, thus 

exploiting the hierarchy of timed and untimed models from [Ree89]. In interval tempo

ral logic [SMSV83] formula.e are interpreted over intervals of time tha.t are defined by 

event-expressions. To indude real-time in this logic, in [MS87] it is allowed to define 

events by real-time offsets from other events. 

N on-compositional proof methods, ba.sed on [MP82], can be found in [Har88,0st89]. 

They express real-time properties in Explicit Clock Tempora! Logic and give decision 

procedures for this logic. Logies for rea.soning a.bout real-time systems are da.ssified 

in [AH90] a.ccording to their complexity and expressiveness. A ta.blea.u-ba.sed decision 

procedure is given for a. version of metric temporal logic. To obta.in decida.bility a. 

discrete time doma.in is used. Moreover, a. decida.ble version of the explicit clock 

approach is considered ( called TPTL) in which there are special va.ria.bles to represent 

va.lues of a. global doek and a. "freezing" qua.ntifica.tion tha.t binds a. va.ria.bie to the value 

of the clock at a. certa.in sta.te. In [HLP90] a. decision procedure and a. model checking 

algorithm are given for a. suita.bly restricted version of Explicit Clock Tempora! Logic. 

The expressibility of this logic is shown to be incompara.ble with TPTL. Similar to 

the extension of linea.r time tempora! logic to MTL, bra.nching time tempora! logic, 

also called Computa.tion Tree Logic (CTL), is extended to real-time by a.dding time 

bounds to the modal opera.tors. See, for insta.nee, [EMSS89] where · algorithms for 

model checking and sa.tisfia.bility a.nalysis are presented for a. logic with discrete time. 

lt is shown in [ACD90] tha.t the model checking results can be extended to CTL over 

a. dense time doma.in. Finally, the logic defined in [HJ89] extends CTL with discrete 

time and proba.bili ties. 

6.3 Future Work 

In this thesis we formula.te a. ba.sic theory to describe the real-time properties of a. 

restricted progra.mming la.ngua.ge. Prelimina.ry studies indica.te tha.t our fra.mework can 

be a.da.pted to va.rious extensions of the progra.mming la.ngua.ge. For insta.nee, in Occa.m 

the value of a. physical doek can be a.ssigned to a. va.ria.bie x by an input statement 

clock?x. Since this doek-input is different from other communica.tion statements (there 

is no wa.iting period and a. clock cha.nnel might be connected to several processes), 

we would represent this construct by an a.ssignment x := clock. To describe the 

beha.viour of this statement the value of the physical doek must be rela.ted to our 
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global, conceptual, notion of time. Assuming that each processor has its own local 

doek, this leads to a relation between the loca.l doek and the globa.l clock for each 

processor. The forma.lism can also be adapted to asynchronous communication, where 

an output statement need not wait for a partner and immediately sends its messa.ge. 

Then only one primitive is required to record that a process is waiting to communicate, 

hut two primitives are used to express communication: one for output and one for 

input. Then the communication mechanism is specified by a relation between these 

input and output events. There are several possibilities for this relation, depending on 

the length of the buffers between input and output, and on the actions taken when a 

:finite buffer is full. 

Currently, we are investigating how the theory developed here can be extended 

to fa.uit-tolerant programming. Therefore the semantics is adapted such that it in

corporates the occurrence of failures during program execution. Furthermore, the 

specification language should include a primitive to express that there is a failure in 

the execution of a pa.rticular process at a certain point of time. The adapted semantics 

allows arbitrary failures, and hence any assumption ahout the occurrences of failures 

must be made explicit in the specification. 

We have considered two approaches that use different correctness formulae as well 

as different assertion la.nguages. lt is interesting to compare these approaches with a 

formalism that uses correctness formulae of the form S sat p where pis an assertion 

from the la.nguage used in our extended Hoare triples. A similar framework has been 

used in [HRdR90] to formulate a compositional axiomatization for the graphical lan

guage Statecharts. Another interesting alternative is to use a version of Explicit Clock 

Tempora! Logic instead of MTL. A preliminary study in this direction can he found 

in (HKZ91]. 

In th,e C : {p} S {q} formalism, assumptions ahout the environment of Scan be 

made by means of implications inside C and q. Such assumptions can he expressed 

more explicitly by adding a fourth assertion, called assumption, to the specification. 

The main idea is that suitable assumptions ahout the environment reduce the immense 

numher of possihle computations of complex real-time systems. Although not dealing 

with real-time, Misra and Chandy [MC81] have used the advantages of assumptions 

in the hierarchical design and verification of distributed processes with message pass

ing. In [ZREB84] these ideas have heen formalized, resulting in a compositional proof 

system for assumption/commitment based specifications. In (Hoo87,HdR90a,Hoo90] 

we have already indicated that using such an assumption eau be very convenient for 

the specification and verification of real-time systems. Although the theoretica! foun

dations of such a formalism are rather complicated, future work should lead to a 

convenient proof system in which the underlying interpretation is bidden for the user. 

Finally, our uniprocessor model from Chapter 5, in which several processes may 

share a single processor, requires further research. We intend to formalize our execution 
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model by an operational semantica which should be equivalent to our denotational se

mantics. In our computational model communications are performed by separate link 

interfaces, and atomie statements cannot be interrupted. Future research should indi

cate whether our framework can be adapted to allow variations of these assumptions. 
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Appendix A 

Proofs of Lemmas in Chapter 3 

Proof of Lemma 3.2.9 

Let F be a. function on sets of models defined by F(X) = SEQ(M( G), X). We prove 

M(fü) f:; i;J a.nd F(M(*G)) M(*G). Note that this implies M(*G) = M(G; fü) = 
SEQ(M(G),M(*G)). In the proofwe use sets ofmodels Y1 and Y2, given by 

Y1 = { u 1 there exists a k E IN, k ;::: 1 a.nd models u1 , ... , Uk such that 

u =Ut·· ·uk, with u; E M(G), for i E {1, .. , k}, 

lu;I < oo, for i E {1, .. , k- l}, and lukl = oo }, and 

l'2 = {u 1 there exists an infinite sequence of models ui, u2 , ••• such that 

<i = u1u2 · · ·, with u; E M(G) and lu;J < oo, for i ~ 1 }. 

Then, by deftnition, M(fü) = Y1 U Y2. First we prove that M(*G) f:; i;J. Observe that 

M(G)-:/; 121. Let <1 E M(G). If Jul< oo then <TUU· • • E Y2. If juJ = oo then u E Yi. 
Next we show that F(M(*G)) = M(fü} by proving M(*G) Ç F(M(fü)) and 

F(M(fü)) ç M(*G). 

To prove M(fü) Ç F(M(fü)), consider u E M(*G). 

• If u E Y1, then u u1 · · ·u1c. 

- If k = 1 then u E M(G) and lul = oo, thus u E SEQ(M(G),M(*G)) 

F(M(*G)). 

- If k > 1 then u2 • • «1k E Y1 Ç M(fü), ui E M(G) and lul< oo, thus 

u = u1u2 ···uk E SEQ(M(G),M(fü)) F(M(*G)). 

• If u E Y2 then u2u3 ·" E Y2 Ç M(*G), 111 E M(G) and luJ < oo, thus 

u = u1u2<T3 • • • E SEQ(M(G),M(fü)) = F(M(*G)). 

To prove F(M(*G)) Ç M(*G), consider u E F(M(*G)). Then u is well-formed and 

u E SEQ(M(G),M(*G)). Tirns, either 

• u E M(G) and lul= oo, and thus u E Y1 Ç M(*G), or 

• <l = <T1u2 with u1 E M(G), lu1I < oo, and <l2 E M(*G). Then u1u2 E M(*G). 
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Proof of Lemma 3.2.10 

Consider G = [l]f=1c;? --> S;l]delayd--> S]. We prove that the function F(X) = 

SEQ(M(G),X) has at most one non-empty fixed point. Define fora set ofmodels X 

the restriction of X to timer, denoted X ! r, as X ! r = {u ! r 1 u EX}. Assume 

there are sets X1 and X2 with X1 =/: !il, X2 =/:!Il, F(X1) = Xi, and F(X2) = X2. Define 

a constant K = min(Kc,d). Then K > 0 and if u E M(G) then lul;;:: K. We prove 

for all n E IN and for all T :5 n x K that X 1 ! r = X2 ! r. The proof proceeds by 

induction on n. 

• For n = O, observe that X1 ! 0 = X2 ! 0. 

• Assume the statement above holds for n. We prove that X 1 ! r = X2 ! r, for all 

T :5 (n + 1) x ](. Consider r :5 (n + 1) x K. Since X 1 is a fixed point, 

X1 ! r = F(X1) ! r = SEQ(M(G),X1) ! r. Using X1 #!Il, this implies 

X1 ! T = { u ! T I u E M( G), lul :2: T} 

U {u1u2 I u1 E M(G), lu1I < r,u2 E X1 ! (r - lu11)}. 

Recall that if u1 E M(G) then lu1I ;;:: K. Hence r - lu1I :5 r - K. Thus 

r :5(n+1) x K leads to r-lu1I :5(n+1) x K-K, and thus r-lu1I :5 n xK. 

By the induction hypothesis we obtain X1 ! (r - lu11) = X2 ! (r - lu11), and 

hence 

X1 ! T = {u ! T I u E M(G), lul :2: r} U 

{u1u2 I u1 E M(G), lu1I < r,u2 E X1 ! (r - lu1I)} = 

{u ! T I u E M(G),lul :2: r} U 

{u1u2 I u1 E M(G), lu1I < r,u2 E X2 ! (r - lu1I)} = X2 ! r 

Finally, observe that if for all n E IN and for all T :5 n x ](: X1 ! T =X2 ! T then, 

using K > 0, X1 = X2. 

Proof of Lemma 3.2.12 

We prove that parallel composition is commutative and associative, that is, M(S1llS2) = 

M(S2llS1), and M((S1llS2)llS3) = M(S1ll(S2llS3)). Commutativity follows easily 

from the definition, since max is commutative and the other clauses are symmetrie. 

In the proof of associativity we use the following lemma which follows easily from the 

definitions. 

Lemma A.0.1 For all models u,ui,u2, for all cset,cset1,cset2 Ç DCHAN, and for 

all TE TIME, 

2. dch([u]cset) Ç cset 
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To prove associa.tivity, consider <1 E M((S1llS2)llS3). 
Then deh(<1) ç;; dch(S1llS2) Udch(S3), a.nd thus 

Furthermore, ihere exist <112 a.nd <13 such tha.t 

<13 e M(S3) 

{ 
a12( r) for all r < l<112I 

[a]dch(S,)udch(S:;ij(r) = 0 for all r, la12I S r < 1<11 

[ l ( ) { 
a3( r) for all r < la3I 

(] dch(S3) T = 
0 for all r, la3I s r < lul 

lul = max(la12I, lu31) 

c! {/. u(r) V c? ç/. u(r), for all r <lul 

From (A.2) we obtain that there existu1 and u2 such that 

and, for i E {l, 2}, 

u1 e M(S1) 

u2 e M(Sz) 

{ 
u;(r) 

[u]dch(S;j( T) = 
0 

for all T < lu;I 

for all r, lu;I S r < lu12I 

Further, laizl = max(lu1I, 1<121), and thus, by (A.6) and associativity of max, 

(A.l) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.10) 

(A.11) 

Let i E {1, 2}. From Lemma A.0.1 (point 1 ), [u]dch(S;j( T) [[u]dch(S, )udch(S:i))dch(S;)( T ). 

Th b (A 4) [ l ( ) _ { [u12]dch(S;)(r) for all T < lud 
en, y . , u dch(S ) T -

' 0 for all r, lu12I ~ r < lul 
Thus, using (A.10) and (A.5), for i E {1,2,3}, 

[ l ( ) _ { a;( T} for all r < 1011 
U dch(S) T -

• 0 for all T, lu1I :$ r < l"I 

From (A.1), by Lemma 3.2.5, u [u]dch(Si)udch(S2 )udch(S3 )· 

From {A.7) we obta.in, for all r < lul, 
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Next, let 0'23 be such that 

la23I = maz(la2I, lual) 

a23(r) = { ~]dch(S,)udch(S3)(r) for all T < !a23! 
.., for all T, !u23I S r < lal 

Then, clearly, 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

By (A.13), c! '/. (a]dch(S,)udeh(S3)( r) V c? '/. [u]dck(S:i)udeh(S3 )( T ), for all T < lul. Since 

!a23! S lal, this leads by (A.15) to 

c! '/. u23( T) V c? </. 0'23( r ), for all r < ja23I (A.17) 

Let i E {2,3}. For r < la23I, by (A.15), 

[u2a]dch(S;)(r) = [[a]dch(S:i)udck(Sa)]dck(S;)(r), and thus by Lemma A.0.1(point1), 

[a23]dch(S;)(r) = [u]dck(S;)(r). Hence, using (A.12) and la23I S lul, 

[ l ( ) { 
u;(r) for all r < lu;I 

0'23 dch(S·) T = 
' l1I for all r, lo>I S T < lu2al 

Together with (A.16), (A.9), (A.3), (A.14), and (A.17) this leads to 

Finally, we show that a E M(S1!1(S2llS3)). 
Therefore, observe that from (A.11), by associativity of max, 

lul= maz(lu1I, maz(la2I, ju31)) 

{ 
u1( r) for all r < lu1 I 

Then, from (A.12), [a]dck(St)( r) = 
l1I for all r, !a1I S r < lul 

(A.18) 

(A.19) 

By (A.15), for all r < !u23!, [a]dch(S2)udch(S3 )(r) = a23(r). From (A.12), Lemma A.0.1 

(point 3), and (A.14), for all r, !u23I S T < !tri, [tT]dck(S,)udck(S3)(r) = f6. Together 

with (A.1), (A.8), (A.18), (A.19), and (A.7) this leads to u E M(S1ll(S2llSa)). 

Proof of Lemma 3.2.14 

We show that for any program S, M(S) ::/: 0 and that for any t'.T E M(S): 

1. dch(tT) Ç dch(S), and 

2. u is well-formed. 

The proof of M(S) ::/= l1I follows directly, by induction on the structure of S, from the 

definition of the semantics. The other two points of this lemma are proved by induction 

on the structure of S. Consider any u E M(S). We give the most interesting cases. 
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• If SE delayd then, by the definition of M(delay d), dch(u) = i1l = dch(delayd). 

Since, for all r < lul, u(r) = !1l, u is well-formed. 

• Consider a guarded command G = [8f=1c,? - S;Odelayd - S]. Then either 

u = u1u2u3 with o-1 ELimitedWait(G),0-2 E Comm(ci,), 0'3 E M(Si,), for some 

k E {1, ••. ,n}, or u = u4u5 with 0'4 E TimeOut(G), u5 E M(S). Further, note 

that dch(G) = U7=t dch(c;?) u Ui':,1 dch(S,). 

1. Using the induction hypothesis, dch(u) Ç (dch(ui) U dch(o-2) U dch(u3) U 

dch(u4 ) U dch(u5)) Ç ({c;?ll ::;; i:::; n}U {c;ll :::; i:::; n}U Li7=t dch(Si) U 

dch(S)) Ç (U~=t dch(c;?)u Ui':,1 dch(S;) U dch(S)) = dch(G). 

2. By the induction hypothesis, u3 and 0'5 are well-formed. From dch(u1) Ç 

{c;?ll:::; i::;; n}, dch(u2 ) Ç {c;ll s; i:::; n}, and dch(u4) Ç {c;?ll s; i:::; n}, 

we obtain that ui, u2, and U5 are well-formed. Hence u = u1u2u3 and 

u = U40'5 are well-formed. 

• Consider S = *G. By Corollary 3.2.11, u = u1u2 · · · with u; E M(G), for i ~ 1. 

Then by the induction hypothesis, dch(u;) Ç dch(G) and u; well-formed, for 

i ~ 1. Hence dch(u) = dch(u1 ) U dch(u2) U • • • Ç dch(G) = dch(~), and u is 

well-formed. 

• For S E S1 llS2, note that dch(u) Ç dch(S1llS2) is explicitly mentioned in the 

definition of the semantics. We prove that u is well-formed. The minimal waiting 

requirement follows directly from the definition. It remains to prove exclusion; 

for all r <lul, -i(c E u(r) 1\ c! E u(r)) and -i(c E u(r) 1\ c? E u(r)). 

Consider r < lul. Assume c E a( r). We prove that c! <; u( r) 1\ c? <; u( r ). 

Note that c E dch(u) Ç dch(S1) U dch(S2). 

Suppose c E dch(S1)· (c E dch(S2) is similarly proved.) Then c E [u]dch(Si)(r). 

From the definition of the semantics, for i E {1, 2}, there exist u; E M(S;) such 

{ 
u;(r) forallr<lu;I 

that [u]dch(S;)(r) 
!1l for all r, lu;I s; r < lal 

Thus c E u1(r). Since, by the induction hypothesis, Ut is well-formed, we obtain 

(A.20) 

Next we prove 

(A.21) 

- If c <; dch(S2) then first observe that c E dch(S2) iff c! E dch(S2 ) or 

c? E dch(S2), and thus dch(S2) n {c,c!,c?} = i;s. Since by the induction 

hypothesis, dch(u2) Ç dch(S2), we obtain dch(u2 ) n {c,c!,c?} = ~. Hence 

(A.21) holds. 

- If c E dch(S2) then, using c E u(r), c E [u]dch(Sz)(r). Hence c E a2(r), and 

thus (A.21) holds, since, by the induction hypothesis, u2 is well-formed 
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Finally, observe tha.t if c! E O'( T) and c! E dch(81) then c! E [u)dch(Si)( T), and 

thus c! E u1(T). Similarly, if c! E u(r) and c! e dch(82) then c! e u2(r). 

Since c! E u(T) implies c! E dch(O') Ç dch(S1) U dch(S2), c! E O'(T) leads to 

c! E (0'1(r) U 0'2(r)). Similarly, c? E u(r) implies c? E (u1(r) U u2(T)). Hence 

(A.20) and (A.21) lead to c! ~ u(T) A c? ~ O'(T). 

Proof of Lemma 3.3.4 

We prove that {IP 1 I= 81 sat IP}= {<p 1 1= 82 sat <p} iif M(S1) = M(S2). 

Note that if M(81) = M(82) then clearly {<p 1 I= 81 sat <p} = {cp 1 I= 82 sat <p}. It 

rema.ins to prove that { cp 1 I= 81 sat <p} = {ip 1 I= 82 sat ip} implies M(81) = M(S2)· 

By Lemma 3.3.22 we can derive 8; sat f/J;, where f/J; is precise for S;, i E {1,2}. 

First we give the main steps of the proof, justifying these steps later. 

{ <p 1 S1 sat IP is valid } = { <p 1 82 sat IP is valid } 

which implies 

1. {ipl I= t/J1 A WF.w.("'1) A noact(dch(1P)-dch('l/l1)) U done-+ tp} = 
{<p 1 I= "12 A WFdch(lh) A (noact(dch(ip)- dch('l/J"J)) U done-+ ip} 

which implies 

2. I= 1/11 A WFdch(.Pi) A (noact(dch(cp)- dch("11)) U done)....,. 

"12 A WFdch("'2) A (noact(dch(cp)- dch('l/l2)) U done), for all IP 

which implies 

3. { u I u I= "11 A W F dch(tl>i) A ( noact( dch( <p) - dch( 1/11)) U done)} = 
{u I u I= "12. A W Fdch(</12) A (noact(dch(<p) - dch( '1/12)) U done)}, for all cp, 

which implies 

4. {O' 1 [O']dch(tf>t)u.W.(cp) I= t/J1 A W Fdch(.Pt) A (noact(dch( ip) - dch( t/J1)) U done)} = 
{ul[u]dch(.P,)udch(cp) I= 'l/J"J.AWFdch(l/12)A(noact(dch(ip)-dch('l/l2)) U done)}, 

for all r.p, which implies 

5. {O'l[u]dch(1/t1)udch(.P,) F t/J1AW Fdch(.Pt)} = {O'l(u]dch('lft2)udch("'1) F 'l/J"JA W Fdch(.P,)} 
which implies 

6. {u I [u]dch(1/ti) I= "'1t A W Fdch(.P1 )} {u 1 [u]dch("'2) I= t/J2 A W Fdch(.P,)} 
which implies 

7. {u I [u]dch(tf>t) is well-formed, [u)dch(.Pi) 1= "11} 

{u I [u]deh(.P,) is well-formed, (u]dch(.P,) I= t/J2} 
which implies 

8. {u 1 [u)dch(1/tt} is well-formed, dch([u].w.('Î'ij) Ç dch(81), [u]dch(>h) I= 7/11} = 
{ u 1 [u]dch('Î'.) is well-formed, dch([u]deh("'2J) Ç dch( 82), [u]dch(.P,) 1= "12} 

which implies 

9. M(S1) M(S2). 

Each step is justified as follows. Let i e {1, 2}. 
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1. If S; sat cp is valid, then by Lemma 3.3.24, 

t/J; A WFdch('f#;) A (noact(dch(cp)- dch(t/J;)) U done)-+ cp is valid. 

2. Since I= [t/J1AWFdch('l#t)A(noact(dch(cp)-dch('ifJ1)) U done)]-+ [r/i1AWFdch(.Pt)A 

(noact(dch(cp)-dch('ifJi)) U done)], weobtain I= [t/J2AWFdch(t/12)A(noact(dch(cp)

dch('ifJ2)) U done)]-+ ['ifJ1AWFdch('f#t)A(noact(dch(<p)-dch(t/J1)) U done)]. Simi~ 

larly, 1= [t/J1A W Fdch(.Pi)A (noact(dch( cp)-dch( t/Ji)) U done)] -+ [t/J2A W Fdch("'2)A 

(noact(dch(cp)- dch( t/J2)) U done)]. 

3. By the definition of validity of assertions. 

4. Since dch( t/J; A W Fdch(.P;) A noact(dch( cp) - dch( ?f;)) U done) Ç dch( t/J;) U dch( cp) 

we can use Lemma 3.3.19. 

5. Consider <p such that dch( cp) Ç dch( 'ifJ1) U dch( t/J2). 

6. By Lemma 3.3.19. 

7. Using the correspondence between W F and well-formedness as expressed by 

Lemma 3.3.23. 

8. By preciseness of t/J; for S;, dch(?f;) Ç dch(S;). 

9. From preciseness of 1/J; for S;. 

Proof of Lemma 3.3.19 

Consider any cset Ç DCHAN and MTL assertion <p. We prove that if dch( <p) Ç cset 

then, for all <T, <T I= tp iff [u]cset I= <p. 

The proof is given by induction on the structure of <p. 

• If r.p = comm(c) then {c} = dch(r.p) Ç cset, and thus c E cset. Then, u I= 
comm( c) iff lul > 0 and c E u(O) iff 0 < lal = l[u]csetl and c E u(O) n cset iff 

l[u]csetl > 0 and c E [u]cset(O) iff [u]cset I= comm(c). 

• If cp = wait( c!) then { c!} dch( cp) Ç cset, and thus c! E cset. Then, o- I= wait( c!) 

iff lul > 0 and c! E u(O) iff 0 < lal = l[o-]csetl and c! E o-(0) iff T < l[o-]csetl 
and c! E [o-] 080t(O) iff [o-]cset I= wait( c!). 

Similarly, for <p = wait( c?). 

• o- I= done iff lal = 0 iff l[a]csetl = 0 iff [o-]cset I= done. 

• Consider cp cp1 V <p2. Then, for i E {1,2}, dch(cp;) Ç dch(cp1 ) u dch(ip2 ) 

dch( ip) Ç cset. Hence, u I= ip1 V ip2 iff u I= ip1 or o- 1= r.p2 iff, using the 

induction hypothesis, [a]cset I= 'f'l or [o-]cset I= 'P2 iff [o-]cset I= 'PI V lfl2· 

Similarly, for 'Plu <T1 'f'2 and 'PI u='Tt 'P2· 

• If <p -.epo then dch(<po) = dch(--iv:io) dch(<p) Ç cset. Tlius, a I= --i<po iff 

o- l>f: <po iff, by the induction hypothesis, [a]cset l>f: 'Po iff [a]cset 1= -.ipo. 
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• Consider cp = C(Jt C C(J2· Then, for i E {1,2}, dch(cp;) Ç dch(cpt) U dch(ip2) = 

dch( cp) Ç cset. Hence, u I= C(Jt C C(J2 iff 

there exist models Ut and u2 such that u = Ut u2, Ut I= 't't. and u2 I= 'f'2 

iff, using the induction hypothesis, 

there exist models Ut and u2 such that u = UtU2, [ut]caet I= 'f't, and [u2]caet I= 't'2 

iff (*) (this step is justified below) 

there exist models u3 and u4 such that [u]caet = U3U4, u3 I= epi, and u4 1= 'f'2 

iff [u]caet I= C(Jt C C(J2· 

Step (*) is proved as follows: 

only if Consider U3 = [ut]caet and U4 = [u2]caet· 

Then [u]cset = [utu2]caet = [u1]caet[u2]caet = U3U4. 

ir Given u3 and u4 , define Ut and u2 as follows: 

Ut = u ! lu3I, u2 = u î lu31· Then u = u1u2. Since lu3I = l[u]csetl = lul, we 

have lutl = lu3I, and hence, by lutl + lu2I = lul= l[u]csetl = lu3I + lu4I, also 

lu2I = lu41· Using [u1u2]caet = [u]caet = U3U4 this leads to [ut]cset = u3 and 

[u2]caet = U4. 

Similarly, for cp = C00 'f't· 

Proof of Lemma 3.3.23 

We prove that if dch(u) Ç cset and u I= WFcaot then u is well-formed. 

~ Assume u I= W Fcsot• Then u I= 0 (M axParcaet /\ Exclusioncaot), and thus 

u I= (M axParcsot /\ Exclusioncset) U done. Hence, for all T < lul, 

1. u î T !=:= ..,( wait( c!) /\ wait( c?)), for all { c?, c!} Ç cset; 

2. u î T I= ..,(comm(c) /\ wait(c!)), for all {c, c!} Ç cset, and 

u î T I= -,(comm(c) /\ wait(c?)), for all {c, c?} Ç cset. 

Given our interpretation of assertions (Section 3.3.1), this implies, for all T < lul, 

1. -,(c! E u(T) /\ c? E u(T)), for all {c?,c!} Ç cset; 

2. -,(c E u( T) /\ c! E u( T)), for all {c, c!} Ç cset, and 

-,(c E u(T) /\ c? E u(T)), for all {c,c?} Ç cset. 

Note that for all T < lui: if c! <t cset then, by dch(u) Ç cset, c! <t dch(u), and thus 

c! <t u( T ). Similarly, if c? </. cset then c? </. a( T ), and if c <j. cset then c <j. u( T ). Thus, 

for all T < lul and for all c, 

1. ..,(c! E u(T) /\ c? E u(T)); 

2. -,(c .E u(T) /\ c! E u(T)), and -,(c E u(T) /\ c? E u(T)). 

Hence u is well-formed. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.4.1 

Consider any î, ui, and u2. We prove V(exp)(î,u1) = V(exp[lu1l/time])(")',u2). 

The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of expression exp: 

• V( T )( î', u1) = T = V( T )(î', u2) = V( r[lu11/time])("l', u2). 

• V(t)(î,u1) = 1(t) = V(t)(1,u2) = V(t[lu1l/time])(î',u2). 

• V(time)(î,u1) = lu1I = V(lu11)(î',u2) V(time[lu1l/time])(î,u2). 

• Using the induction hypothesis, we obtain V( exPJ + exP2)( î', u1) = 
V(exp1)(î,u1) + V(exp2)(1,u1) = V(exp1[1u1l/time])(î,u2)+ 

V(exP2[1u11/time])(1,u2) = V((exp1 + exp2)[1u1l/time])(î',u2). 

Simila.rly, for exp1 x exP2. 

Proof of Lemma 3.4.3 

Consider any 'Y and u1. We prove that [phu1 iff for all 0'2, [p[ lu1I /time] ]îu1uz. 

Observe that if, for all u2, [p[lu1I /time] hu102, then, using u2 with lu2I = 0, 

[p[ lu1I /time] ho1, and hence [p)îu1. lt rema.ins to prove that, for all 0"2, [p]'Yo-1 = 
true implies [p[ lo-11 /time] E"fu1o-2 true. Let 0"2 be any arbitra.ry model. Then we 

prove the following stronger property: [phu1 true implies [p[ lo-1 I /time] ]îo-10"2 = 
true, and [pho1 = f al se implies [p[ 1011 /time] hu1u2 = f al se. The proof proceeds 

by induction on the structure of p. 

• [comm via c at exp]î'u1 = true implies, by Lemma 3.4.1, V(exp)(î,u1) < lu1 1 

and c E u1(V(exp)(î,u1)) which implies V(exp[lu11/time})(1,u102) < lu1I < 
lu1u2I and c E u1u2(V(exp[lu1l/time])(1,u1a2)) which implies 

[(comm via c at exp)[lu1l/time]Jhu1u2 = true. 

Simila.rly, for wait to c! at exp and wait to c? at exp. 

• [comm via c at exp]hu1 = false implies, by Lemma 3.4.1, V(exp)(î,<11) < lu1I 

and c </. 0"1(V(exp)(î,u1)) which implies V(exp[la11/time])(1,u1u2) < lu1I < 
la1u2I and c f!. a1u2(V(exp[lu1l/time])(î',u1a2)) which implies 

[(comm via c at exp)[lu1l/timeJ]'Ya10"2 false. 

Similarly, for wait to c! at exp and wait to c? at exp. 

• [exp1 = exP2hu1 = true implies V(exp1)(1,u1) V(exp2)(1,u1) which im-

plies, by Lemma 3.4.1, V(exp1[1ail/time])(î', a1a2) = V(exp2[iu1l/time])(î, u1u2) 

which implies [exp1[lu1l/time] exP2[iu11/time]hu1u2 which implies 

((exp1 = exp2)[lu11/time]hu1u2 = true. Similarly, for exp1 < exp2. 

• [exp1 = exp2]'Y0"1 = false implies V(exp1)(1,ui) :/:. V(exp2)(1',u1) which im

plies, by Lemma 3.4.1, V( exp1[lu1l/time])( "f, a1u2) :/:. V(exp2[hl/time])(î' ,u1u2) 

which implies [exp1[1u1l/time] = exP2[iu1l/time]]î'u10"2 = false which implies 

[(exp1 = exp2)[i<T1l/time]hu1u2 = false. Similarly, for exp1 < expz. 

• [exp E 1Nhu1 = true implies V(exp)('Y,u) E IN whichimplies, using Lemma3.4.l, 

V(exp[lu1l/time])(1',u1<T2) E IN which implies [(exv E IN)[lu1l/time]]1'u1u2 = 
true. Similarly, for [exp E IN]ho-1 = false. 
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• [...,p)'Yu1 = true implies NOTa (...,p]"l'u1 = true which implies [phu1 = false 

which implies, by the induction hypothesis, [p[lu11/time])1'0'10'2 = f alse which 

implies NOTa [p[I0"1l/time]];u10'2 = true which implies [-,p[I0"1l/time]h0"10"2 = 
true. Similarly, for (...,p)'Y0'1 = false. 

• IPt V P2h<T1 = true implies IP1ho-1 ORa i:P2h0'1 = true which implies, by the 

definition of OR,a , [p1]'Yu1 = true or IP2h0'1 = true which implies, by the 

induction hypothesis, IP1[1u1l/timè]ho-10'2 = true or IP2[1u1l/time])'Yo-10"2 = 
true which implies [(p1 V P2)[1a11/time]];u10'2 = true. 

• [Pt V P2hu1 = false implies IP1h0'1 ORa IP2hu1 = false which implles, by the 

definition of ORa, IP1h0"1 = false and l:P2hu1 = false which implies, by the 

induction hypothesis, IP1!1u1l/time]]'Y0'1U2 = f alse and i:P2llu1l/time]]'Y0'1<T2 = 
Jalse which implies ((Pt V P2)(10'1l/time]h0'10'2 = false. 

• (3t: p]'y0'1 = true implies that there exists ar E TIMEU {oo} such that [p](;: 
t..:.,. r)u1 = true which implies, by the induction hypothesis, that there exists a 

r € TIMEU {oo} slich that [p[I0"11/time]D(;: t ,_. r)u1u2 = true which implies 

[3t : p[lo-11/time]];u1u2 = true whlch implies ((3t: p)(I0"11ftime]];o-10'2 = true. 

Similarly, for [3t: p];u1 = f al se. 

Proof of Lemma 3.4.6 

Consider cset Ç DCHAN and assertion p such that dch(p) Ç cset. Consider any 

environment "f and model O'. To show that [p]"to- iff [p];[O']c86t. we prove the following, 

stronger, property: 

true iff [p];[O']cset = true, and 

false iff [ph[O']caet = f alse. 

Note that V(exp)(;,O') = V(exp){"t,[o-]cset), since 10'1 = l[O']csetl· 
The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of p. 

• If p comm via c at exp, then c E dch(p) Ç cset. 

- [comm via c at exp]"tu =truc iff V(exp)("t,u) < 10"1 and c E t:T(V(exp)("f,O")) 

iff V(exp)(;, u) < lul= l[o-]cse1I and c E O'(V(exp)("t,u)) n cset iff 

V(exp)(1,u) < l[u]csetl and c E [o-]cset(V(exp)(7,u)) iff 

[comm via c at exp);[u)cset = true. 

• [ comm via c at exp]"tu = f al se iff V( exp )(;, u) < lul and c '/. O"(V( exp )(;, u)) 
iff V(exp)("t,u) <lul= l[u]csetl and c '/. u(V(exp)(;,u))n cset iff 

V(exp)("t,u) < l[u]csetl and c '/. [O']cset(V(exp)(1,u)) iff 

[comm via c at exph[u]cset false. 

Similarly, for p = wait to c! at exp and p = wait to c? at exp. 
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• [ezp1 = ezpz]'yu = true iff V(ezP1)(7,u) = V(ezp2)(1',u) iff 

V( expi)(i, [O']caet) V( ezp2)(i, [u).,,.e1) iff V{ e:cp1 = e:cpz)( î', [u)caet) iff 

[ea:Pl = exp2)i[a].,,.et = true. 

Simila.rly, for [ea:p1 = ea:pz)ia:::: false, p = (ea:Pl < ezpz), and p = (ezp E IN). 

• [•pha = true iff NOT3 [pha:::: true itf [pha = J alse iff [p]1[a]caet = false 

iff [•ph(a]caet = true. Similarly, for (-.p]ia = f al se. 

• [Pi V pz)iu = true iff [pi)iO" OR3 [pz]î'u = true iff lP1hu = true or 

[p2]î'u = true iff lP1h[u]".et = true or [pz]i[a]cset = true iff 

([p1]î'[u].,,.et OR3 [p2]i[u)c1et) = true iff IIP1 V P2h[u]caet = true. 

Similarly, for [pi V pz]iu f al se. 

• [3t : p]î'a = true iff there exists ar E TIMEU { oo} such that [p]( 7 : t ,_. r )u = 
true iff there exists ar E TIMEU {oo} such that [p](i: t ,_. r)[a]",et = true 

iff (3t: p]i[a]cset = true. Similarly, for [3t: p]î'a = f alse. 
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Appendix B 

Soundness and Completeness of 

the Proof System in Section 3.3 

B.1 Soundness of the Proof System in Section 3.3 

We prove the soundness of the proof system for SRT (Theorem 3.3.20) by showing 

that the axioms are valid and that the inference rules preserve validity. In the proofs 

below, we often rely on the following lemma which is easily verified. 

Lemma B.1.1 u I= <p1 U '{)2 iff either 

• u I= D<pi, or 

• there exists ar E TIME, such that u I= D<.,. i.p1 and u I= <>=.,. i.p2 • 

To prove that S sat <p is valid for some S and <p, we have to verify that u I= <p for all 

uE M(S). 

Well-Formedness 

Consider a program S and a fini te set cset Ç DCHAN. We prove that S sat W Fcset 

is valid. Consider any u E M(S). Then, by Lemma 3.2.14, u is well-formed, that is, 

for all r < lul, 
1. -.( c! E u( T) /\ c? E u( T )), for all c; 

2. -.(c E u(r) /\ c! E u(r)) and -.(c E u(r) /\ c? E u(r)), for all c. 

Hence, for all r < lul, 
1. -.(c! E u(r) /\ c? E u(r)), for all c with {c!,c?} Ç cset; 

2. -.( c E u( T) /\ c! E u( r )), for all c with { c, c!} Ç cset, and 

-.( c E u( r) /\ c? E u( T )), for all c with { c, c?} Ç cset. 

Given our interpretation of assertions (Section 3.3.1) this implies, for all r < lul, 
1. U Î T I= Ä{c!,c?}Çcset -.( wait( c!) /\ wait( c?)); 
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2. u î T 1= A{c,c!}Çmt -.(comm(c)l\-iwait(c!))l\A{c,c'?}Çcset -.(comm(c)l\-iwait(c?)). 

Furthermore, for all r;::: lul, we ha.ve u î T I= -.wait(c!) 1\ -.wait(c?) A -icomm(c), for 

a.ny cha.nnel c. Thus, for all r E TIME, 

1. O' Î T I= A{c!,c?}Çcaet -.( wait( c!) A wait( c?) ); 

2. u î T 1= A{c,c!}Çc•et •(comm(c)f\-,wait(c!))AA{c,c?}Çc•et -.(comm(c)l\-.wait(c?)). 

Hence, by definition, u I= D(MinWaitc•et /\ Exclusion08ei), a.nd thus O' 1= WFcset• 

Communication Invariance 

Consider a. program S a.nd a. set cset Ç DCHAN such tha.t csetndch(S) =!il. We prove 

that S sat D noact(cset) is valid. Consider a.ny" E M(S). From Lemma 3.2.14, we 

obtain dch(u) Ç dch(S), and hence cset n dch(<1) = (6. Thus, by definition of dch(u), 

for all r < lul, u( r) n cset = fil. Hence, for all r < lul, 

1. if c E cset then c f/. u(r), 

2. if c! E cset then c! f/. u( T ), a.nd 

3. if c? E cset then c? ~ u(r). 

Thus, for all r < lul, 

1. u î r I= -.comm(c), for c E cset, 

2. u î T I= -,wait( c!), for c! E cset, a.nd 

3. u î T I= -.wait( c?), for c? E cset. 

Since, for all r ;::: lul, we have u î r I= -,wait(c!) /\ -iwait(c?) /\ •comm(c), for any 

cha.nnel c, this leads to u I= D noact( cset), and thus S sat D noact( cset). 

Conjunction 

It is easy to see that if S sat 'Pi a.nd S sat 'P2 are valid, then S sat rp1 /\ <p2 is valid. 

Consequence 

Assume validity of S sat 'Pt and <p1--. 'P2· Consider u E M(S). Then u I= <p1• llence, 

by the implication, u I= 'P2· Tlius S sat <p2 is va.lid. 

Skip and Delay 

It follows directly from the definitions tbat skip sat done and delay d sat O=ddone 

are valid, thus the Axioms 3.3.9 and 3.3.10 are sound. 
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Send and Receive 

To prove the soundness of Axiom 3.3.11, we must show validity of the formula 

c! sat wait(c!) U (comm(c) U=K" done). Consider any <TE M(c!). Then 

1. u is a non-terminating model from WaitSend(c), that is, for all TE TIME, 

u(r).wts = {c}, or 

2. there exists a TE TIME such that for all r1 < r, u(r1 ).wts = {c}, 

for all Ti, T ~ T1 < T + Kc, u(r1) = {c}, and !<Tl= T + Kc. 

This implies that 

1. for all TE TIME, u î r} I= wait(c!), or 

2. there exists a. TE TIME such that for all Tt < r, u î r 1) I= wait(c!), and 

<1 Î T F comm(c) U=Kc done. 

Thus 

1. <T I= O wait( cl), or 

2. there exists a T E TIME such that <T I= D«r wait(c!), and 

"F O=.,. (comm(c) U=K. done). 

Hence, by Lemma B.1.1," F wait(c!) U (comm(c) U=Kc done). 

The soundness of Axiom 3.3.12 is proved simila.rly. 

Sequential Composition 

Assume S1 sat 'Pl and 82 sat <.p2 are valid. We show 81; 82 sat 'PI C 'P2· Consider a.ny 

<1 E M(81; 82). Then there exist 0'1 E M(81) a.nd a2 E M(82) such that a = a1a2. 

From 81 sat cp1 , we obta.in a1 I= ip1 • Simila.rly, 0'2 1= 'P2· Then the definition of the C 

operator leads to O' I= 'Pt C 'P2. 

Guarded Command without Delay 

First consider G = (0~1 c,? -+ S;]. Assume c;?; S; sat <.p; is valid, for i E {1, .. "n }. 

Consider any u E Mmf=1 c;? -+ 8;]). Then u E SEQ(Wait(G),Comm(G)). Thus 

either 

1. a E Wait(G) and lul= oo, thus for all TE TIME, u(r) = {c1?, ... ,c"?}, or 

2. <T = 0'1 u2u3, with 

Ut E Wait(G), a2 E Comm(q), and 0'3 E M(Sk) for some k E {1, ... , n}; 

then there exists a T E TIME such that l<T1 I T and, for all r1 < T, 

0'1( T1) {c1 ?, ... , en?}, there exists a k E {1, ", n} such that for all T1 < K 0 , 

0'2(ri) = {ck}, la2I = Kc, and l73 E M(Sk)· 

Hence either 
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1. for all TE TIME, u(r) = {c1?, .. "c"?}, or 

2. O' = u1u4 , there exists ar E TIMEsuch that lu1I =rand, for all T1 < r, 

u1(r1) = {c1?, ... ,c"?}, there exists ~ k E {1, .. ,n} such that 

0'4 E M(ci.?; Si.) with u4(0) = {c"}. 

For cset Ç DCHAN, noact(cset) has been defined as follows: 

Actemrt -,wait(c!) A Ac?eae.1 -,wait(c?) A Acecaet -.comm(c). This leads to 

1. for all r E TIME, u î r I= /\i wait(ci?), u î T I= noact(dch(G) - {c1?, ... , c"?}), 

or 

2. u = u1u4, there exists ar E TIMEsuch that for all r1 < r, O'i, r1) I= /\; wait(c;?), 

ui, r1) I= noact(dch( G)-{c1 ?"."en?}), lu1I = T, and there exists a k E {l, .. , n} 

such that 0'4 I= 'Pk and u4 I= comm(ci.). 

Recall that waita is defined as /\; wait(c;?) A noact(dch(G) - {c1 ?, .. "c"?} ). Then 

1. u I= o waita, or 

2. there exists a TE TIME such that O' I= o<"waita and 

u I= <>=" V;('Pi A comm(c;)). 

By Lemma B.1.1 this implies O' I= waita U V; (<p; A comm(c;)), which proves the 

soundness of Rule 3.3.14. 

The soundness of the rule for Guarded Command with Delay (Rule 3.3.15) is proved 

similarly. 

Iteration 

Assume G sat 'Pis valid; we prove *G sat C00ip. Consider any a E M(*°)· Then, 

either 

• u = <T1 ···0'1<, with u; E M(G), for i E {1, .. ,k}, lu;I < oo, for i E {1, .. ,k-1}, 

and lu1<I = oo, or 

• a = <T10'2·", with a; E M(G) and la;I < oo, for i 2: 1. 

fu both cases we can find an infinite sequence of models a 1, 0'2, ••• such that u 

a1<T20'3 · · ·, with <T; E M(G) for i?: 1. (For the first case, define u; =uk, for i > k.) 

From G sat <p we obtain u; I= <p for i 2: 1. Then the definition of C00 leads to u I= C00 <p. 

Parallel Composition 

We prove the soundness of the General Parallel Composition Rule. Assume SI sat 'PI 

and S2 sat <p2 are valid, dch(ip1 ) Ç dch(Si), and dch(ip2 ) Ç dch(S2 ). We show the 

validity of S1llS2 sat ('PIA [ip2C 0 noact(dch(S2)))) V ('P2 A [1p1C Dnoact(dch(S1))]). 
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Consider a.ny <T E M(S1llS2). Then dch(<T) Ç dch(S1) U dch(S2), a.nd for i E {1, 2} 

there exist a; E M(S;) such that lul= max(lu1I, lu21), 

c! '/. <T(r) V c? '/. <T(r), for all r < lal, and, 

[a] S; (r) = { ai(r) for all r < lu;I 
dc1a( ) !Il for all r, lu;I $ r < lul 

Suppose l<T1 I ~ lu2I· Then lul = lu2I· ·we p~ove u I= 'P2 A ['P1 CD noact(dch(S1))]. 

• First we show a 1= 'P2· Since l[ufaci.(s;)I = lal = la2I, [u]dcla(s.i)( T) = u2( r), for all 
r < lal, a.nd thus [a]dck(S:i) :: u2. Hence, from u2 E M(S2) we obta.in [u]dck(S:i) E 

M(S2), a.nd thus 82 sat 'P2 leads.to [u]dck(S:i) I= 'P2· Since dch(1.p2) Ç dch(S2), 

,.-Lemma 3.3.19 leads to u I= 'P2· 

• Next we prove u 1= ['Pt CD noact(dch(Si))J. 

From u1 E M(S1) and 81 sat 'fit we obta.in u1 I= 'fit· Now we define a model 

u3 that sa.tisfies D noact(dch(S1)). Let 03 be such tha.t lusl = lul - lui!, a.nd, 

for all r < lus!, us(r) = u(r + lu11). Since [u]dck(S1)(r) =!Il, for all r, lu1I ::5 
r < lul, we obtain [u]dck(S1)(r + lu11) = !Il, for all T < lul - lu1I· Thus, for all 

r < lusl. [as]dck(Si)(r) = (a]dck(Si)(r + lu11) = !ll. Since, for r ;:::: lusl, a3 î r I= 
noact(dch(Si)), we obta.in u3 f: D noact(dch(S1)), a.nd thus 

u1u3 j= t.p1 CD noact(dch(S1)). 

S. ( ] ( ) { u1(r) for all r < lu1I mee a dck(Si) T = 
!Il for all r, la1I ::5 T < lul 

we have [a]dck(Si) = a1u3. This leads to [a]M(St) I= <.p1CD noact(dch(S1)). Since 

dch('Pt) Ç dch(Si), dch(<()1 C Dnoact(dch(S1))) Ç dch(S1) a.nd Lemma 3.3.19 

leads toa I= 'Pt CD nooct(dch(S1)). 

Simila.rly; for la2I :::; la1 I we can prove u I= 'Pl A {t.p2 c 0 noact( dch( S2) )], which proves 

the soundness of the General Parallel Composition Rule. 

B.2 Preciseness of the Proof System in Section 3.3 

To prove Lemma 3.3.22 (Preciseness) we show that for every pr,ogram S we can prove 

S sat cp where cp is precise for S. To show that an assertion cp is precise for a program 

S, we have to prove 

1. S satisfies t.p, i.e. u I= t.p for all u E M ( S), 

2. if ais well-formed, dch(a) Ç dch(S), and u I= t.p, then u E M(S), and 

3. dch(1.p) dch(S). 

Part 1 follows from the soundness of the proof system (Theorem 3.3.20) and part 3 can 

be verified easily; here we prove the part 2. We show, by induction on the structure 

of S, that we can derive S sat <p with <p precise for S. 
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Skip 

If S = skip then by the Skip Axiom we obta.in skip sat done. We show that a.ssertion 

done is a precise a.ssertion for statement skip. Consider any well-formed model a with 

dch(u) Ç dch(skip), and thus dch(u) = jij. Assume a I= done. Then lal = 0, and 

hence u E M(skip). 

De lay 

If S = delay d, then we obta.in by the Delay Axiom, delay d sat <>=cl done. We 

show that <>=d done is precise for delay d. Consider a.ny well-formed model u with 

dch(u) Ç dch(delay d) = jij. Then dch(u) = jij, and thus for all r < lul, u(r) = jij. 
Assume u I= <>=d done. Then lul= d, and hence u E M(delay d). 

Send and Receive 

Consider S = c!. By the Send Axiom we can derive the formula 

c! sat wait(c!) U (comm(c) U=Ke done). 

We showthat wait(c!) U (comm(c) U=Kcdone) is precise for c!. Let u be a well-formed 

model such that dch(u) Ç dch(c!) {c,c!}. 

Assume u I= wait(c!) U (comm(c) U=Kc done). Then, by Lemma B.1.1, 

1. for all TE TIME, u î r I= wait(c!), or 

2. there exists a. r E TIME such that for all r < T, u î T I= wait(c!) and 

U Î T F comm(c) U=Kc done. 

Thus 

1. for all TE TIME, lul> rand c! E u(r), or 

2. there exists a TE TIME, such that for all Tt < T, c! E u(r1), 

for all T2, T ::; T2 < r + f{c, c E u( T2), and lul r + l(c. 

Since dch(u) Ç {c,c!} and u a well-formed model, 

1. for all r E TIME, u( r) { c!} and lul = oo, or 

2. u u1u2 with iu1I < oo', for all T < lu1I: u1(r) = {c!}, 

for all T < Kc: u2(r) = {c}, and lu2I = Kc. 

This implies 

1. u E WaitSend(c) and lo-1 oo, or 

2. u u1u2 with lo-11 < oo, Ut E WaitSend(c) and 0-2 E Gomm(c). 

Hence u E SEQ(WaitSend(c),Comm(c)) = M(c!). 

Similarly, wait( c?) U ( comm( c) U=Kc done) is precise for c?. 
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Sequential Composition 

Consider 8 = 81 ; 82• By the induction hypothesis we ca.n derive S1 sat cp1 and 

82 sat 'P2 where i.p1 and i.p2 are precise for 81 and 82, respectively. By the Invariance 

Axiom we obtain 81 sat Dnoact(dch(S2)- dch(S1)) and S2 sat Dnoact(dch(81)

dch(82)). Thus, using the Conjunction Rule, 

S1 sat ip1 /\ D noact(dch(82) dch(S1)) and S2 sat 'P2 /\ D nooct(dch(81) - dch(S2)). 

Hence, by the Sequential Composition Rule, we obtain 81; 82 sat 'P with 

rp:: ('P1 /\ Dnoact(dch(S2)-dch(S1))) C (<p2 /\ Dnoact(dch(Si)- dch(S2))). 

We prove that i.p is precise for 81; 82. 

Consider a well-formed model u such that dch(u) Ç dch(S1; S2). Assume u F <p. 

By definition of the C operator, there exist models Ut and u2 such that u = u 1u2, 

ui F 'PI/\ D noact(dch(S2)- dch(S1)), and u2 F 'P2 /\ 0 noact(dch(S1) - dch(S2)). 

Using u1 I= D noact(dch(S2) - dch(Si)), Lemma 3.3.1 leads to [u1]dch(Si)Udch(~) = 
(u1]dch(Si)· From dch(u) Ç dch(S1;S2) = dch(81) U dch(S2) and (J = (J1(J2 we obtain 

dch('11) Ç dch(S1) U dch(S2). Thus, by J,emma 3.2.5, 0'1 = [a1]dch(St)Udch(~) = 
[u1]dch(Si)· Hence, by Lemma 3.2.5, dch(a1) Ç dch(S1). Together with u1 I= 'Pi. 

preciseness of 'PI for 81 leads to u1 E M(S1). Shnilarly, u2 E M(S2). By u = u1u2 

this leads to '1EM(S1;92). 

Guarded Command without Delay 

Consider S = G = (Of=t c,? -+ S, 0 dfi!lay d -+ S]. First assume d = oo, thus 

S = G = [Uf=1 c;? -+ S,]. Assumé, by the induction hypothesis, that we can derive 

c;?;S; sat 'Pi with 'Pi precise for c;?;S;, for i E {l, ... ,n}. 
By the Invaria.nce Axiom and the Conjunction Rule we can lierive 

c;?; Si sat 'Pi/\ [noact(dch(G) dch(c;?; S;)) U done], for i E {1" .. , n}. 

Applying the Rule for Guarded Comma.nd without Dela.y, we obta.in 

[l]f=t c,?-+ S;] sat <p 

where 'P = waita U V; (t.p; /\ comm(c;) /\ [noact(dch(G)- dch(c;?;S;)) U done]) 

with waita = /\; wait(c;?) /\ noact(dch(G) {c1 ?, ... ,c"?} ). 

We prove that 'Pis precise for G. Let (J be a well-formed model such that 

dch('1) Ç dch([ijf=i c;?-+ S;]). Assume '1 I= i.p. Using Lemma B.1.1, thls implies 

1. u I= D waita, or 

2. there exists a T E TIME, such that u I= o<~ waita and 

'1 F <>=-r V;(cp; /\ comm(c;) /\ [noact(dch(G)- dch(c;?; S;)) U done]). 

By the well-formedness of u, dch(u) Ç dch(G), and the definition of waita, 

1. 1'11 = oo, and for all TE TIME, '1(T) = {c1?,. ",en?}, or 

2. there exists a T E T /ME such that for all r1 < T, u( ri) = { c1?, " . , c,.?}, 

there exists a k E {1, .. ,n} such that 

O' î T I= l./)k /\ comm(ck) /\ [noact(dch(G)- dch(ck?; Sk)) U done]. 
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By the definition of W ait( G) a.nd using well-formedness of u, 

1. a E Wait(G) a.nd lal= oo, or 

2. a = u1 O'z with u 1 E W ait( G) and there exists a. k E { 1"" n} such that 

u2 I= cp" A comm(c1o), u2 is well-formed, a.nd 

u2 I= noact(dch(G)- dch(c1o?; S1o)) U done. 

From u2 I= noact( dch( G) - dch( c1c ?; S1o)) U done, by Lemma 3.3.1, 

[a2)dch(c1o?;S1o)udch{G) = [u2]dch(c11 ?;S1o)' Using dch(u2) Ç dch(u) Ç dch(G), Lemma. 3.2.5 

leads to a2 = [u2)dch(G)- Since dch(c1o?; S1o) Ç dch(G), 

(u2)dch(G) = (a2)dch(c1o ?;S11 )udch(G) = [u2fach(c1o ?;S11)t and thus 0'2 = [u2]dch(c" ?;S")' 

Hence, by Lemma 3.2.5, dch(u2) Ç dch(c"?;S"). Thus, either 

1. a E W ait( G) and lul = oo, or 

2. a = u 1a2 with u1 E Wait(G) and there ex.ists a. k E {1""n} such tha.t 

a 2 I= rp" A comm(c"), <12 is well-formed, and dch(u2) Ç dch(c1o?; S1c). 

Since rp" is precise for Cf< ?; s", we obtain 

1. a E Wait(G) a.nd lal= oo, or 

2. a = a1 u2 with u1 E W ait( G) and there ex.ists a k E { 1, ." n} such that 

a2 E M(c"?; Sk) and c" E a2(0). 

Hence 

1. u E W ait( G) and lul = oo, or 

2. u = 1.111.12 with a1 E W ait( G) and there exists a k E { 1, .. , n} such that 

<12 E SEQ(Comm(c;,),M(S")). 

Thus 

1. q E Wait(G) and lul= oo, or 

2. q = <110'2 with 0'1 E Wait(G) and 1.12 E Comm(G). 

Hence a E M([Ui'.:1 c;? - S;]). 

For S:: G = [Üf=1 c;? - S; a delay d ...... S] with d < oo we can silnilarly obtain a 

precise specitication by means of the rule for Guarded Command with Delay. 

Iteration 

Consider S = 'kG. Assume by the induction hypothesis that we can derive G sat t.p 

with <p precise for G. We prove that C00 rp is precise for 'kG. Let u be a well-formed 

model such that dch(u) Ç dch(*G). (Thus dch(u) Ç dch(G).) Suppose u I= C00 r..p. 

From the definition of C00
, there exist models u1 , a2, u3 , ••• such that CT = CT1 CT2u3 • • • 

and CT; I= <p for i;::: 1. Then, for i;::: 1, dch(u;) Ç dch(G), so by preciseness of t.p for G 

we have u; E M(G). Hence, using Corollary 3.2.11, O' E M('kG). 
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Parallel Composition 

Consider S = Si llS2. Assume, by the induction hypothesis, that we can derive 

S1 sat <p1 and S2 sat <p2 with <p1 and <p2 precise for, respectively, S1 and S2. From 

preciseness, dch(<p1) Ç dch(S1), and dch(ip2) Ç dch(S2). Thus we can a.pply the Gen

eral Parallel Composition Rule, obtaining 

S1llS2 sat (<pi A ["'2 CD noact(dch(S2))]) V ("'2 A [<p1 CD nooct(dch(S1))]). 

We prove tha.t (ip1 A [!f'2C D noact(dch(S2))]) V ( t,02 A [i,o1 CD noact(dch(S1 ))]) is precise 

for S. Let u be well-formed such that dch(u) Ç dch(S1 llS2). Suppose 

u I= ( i,o1 A [ip2 CD noact(dch(S2))]) V (t,02 A [ip1 CD noact(dch(S1))]). 

We show that <T E M(S1llS2). 

By well-formedness of u, we obtain 

-.(c! E O'(r) A c? E u(r), and thus c! ft O'(r) V c? '/. u(r), for all r <lul. 
It remains to prove, for i E { 1, 2}, that there exist u; E M ( S;) such that 

{ 
u;(r) for all T < lu;I 

lul= max(lail, la21), and [u]dch(s,)(r) 
!ll. for all r, lu;I :$ r < lul 

Assume <T I= t,01 A ["'2 C D noact(dch(S2))]. Define 111 as [u]dch(Si)· Then 111 is well

formed and dch{u) Ç dch(S1)· From u I= i,o1 we obtain, by Lemma 3.3.19, us

ing dch(t,01) Ç dch(S1), ic'Jdch(Si) 1= <p1. Hence, by the preciseness of t,01 for 81, 

0'1 E M(S1). 

From u I= 'P2 C D noact( dch( S2) ), by Lemma. 3.3.19, 

[0-]dch(S,) I= <p2C Dnoact(dch(S2 )). Then there are u2 and u3 such that 

[a]d<:h(S,) = u2ua, <T2 I= <p2, and 0"3 I= D noact(dch(S2)). Since u is well-formed, 0"2 

is well-formed. Together with dch(u2) Ç dch(S2 ), by the preciseness of <p2 for S2 , we 

obtain 0"2 E M(S2). 

Note that 10"1 = lu2ual ?: lu2I and IO"I = lu1I· Hence lul = max(lu1I, lu21) = la1I and 

. . . { u1(r) for all T < la1I thus, usmg the defirut1on of ui, [u]dch(S1 )( r) = 
!îl for all r, 10'11 :$ r < lul 

From u3 I= D noact(dch(S2 )), by the definition of noact, 

[ua]dch(S,)( r) = !ïl, for all T < la3!. Since [uJ.ich(S2 ) = u2113, we obtain 

[] () {
u2(r) forallr<lu2I 

O' dch(S,) T = 
. !îl for all r, lu2I :5 T < lul 
Hence u E M(S1llS2). 

Interchanging the indices .1 and 2 in the proof above yields a. proof for the case that 

u I= t,02 A ['Pt C Dnoact(dch(S1))]. 
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Appendix C 

Soundness and Completeness of 

the Proof System in Section 3.4 

C.1 Soundness of the Proof System in Section 3.4 

In this appendix we prove soundness of the proof system given in Section 3.4. In order 

to verify that C: {p} S {q} is valid, we have to prove for any environment 7, for any 

well-formed, nonterminating, model û, and for any u E M(S): 

if [p);& then [Chau and if lûul < oo then [q];ûu. 

Well·Formedness Axiom 

First, we prove that if q is well-formed, then [WellForm0, 01)'yu for any environment 

7 and any finte set cset Ç DCHAN. If u is well-formed then, for all T <lul, 
1. -i(c! E o(T) A c? E u(T)); 

2. -.(c E o-(T) A cl E u(T)) and -.(c E u(r) A c? E u(r)). 

Hence, for all r < lul, 
1. -i( c! E u( T) A c? E u( T) ), for all c with { c!, c?} Ç cset; 

2. -,(c E u( T) A c! E o-( T)), for all c with {c, c!} Ç cset, and 

-.(c E u(T) A c? E u(T)), for all c with {c, ei} Ç cset. 

Given our interpretation of assertions, this implies 

1. (A{c!,c?}Çcset ...,( wait to c? at t A wait to c! at t ))'Yo-; 

2. [(A{c,c!}Çc•et •( wait to cl at t A comm via c at t))I\ 

(A{c,c?}Çcset ..,( wait to c? at t /\ comm via c at t))]7u. 

Hence, by definition, [Vt <time: MWcset(t) /\ Exclcset(t)]iu, and thus 

[W ellForm0,.1]iu. 

Next we show that WellFormcset : {true} S {WellFormc•et} is valid for any pro

gram S any finîte set cset Ç DCJJAN. Let 'Y be an arhitrary environment, and 
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û a well-formed model such that lûl < oo. Consider any u E .M(S). Then, by 

Lemma 3.2.14, u is well-formed, and, since û is well-formed, ûu is a1so well-formed. 

Hence (W ellFormcsethûu. 

Consequence 

To prove soundness of the Consequence Rule, assume I= Co : {Po} S { qo}, p A time < 
oo - Po, Co - C, and qo - q. We show that C : {p} S {q} is va.lid. Let i be an 

arbitrary environment, and fJ a well-formed model such that lûl < oo. Consider any 

u E .M(S). Assume (p)ïû. Then (pAtime < oohû and hence, by pA time< oo - Po, 
we obtain (po]ïû. Then I= Co : {Po} S {qo} leads to (Cohûu and if lûal < oo then 

[qo)'yûu. Thus, from Co - C and qo - q, we obtain [C]iûu and if lûo-I < oo then 

[q)ïûu. 

Initial Invariance 

Suppose time does not occur in p. We prove I= p : {p} S {p }. Consider an environment 

i and a terminating model û. Assume (p]îû. Consider O' E .M(S). By Lemma 3.4.3, 

(p)ïû leads to (p[l&l/time]]ïûu. Since time does not occur in p thls leads to [p)ïê'o-. 
~ 

Channel Invariance 

Let e8d be a finite subset of DCHAN such that cset n dch(S) = 111. 

We prove I= no cset during [to, time) : {time = to} S {no cset during [t0 , time)}. 

Consider an environment i and a terminating model Ö'. Assume [time= tohû. 
Consider u E .M(S). Then, by Lemma. 3.2.14, dch(o-) Ç dch(S) and hence 

(no cset during [to, time})ïûo-. 

The soundness of the Conjunction Rule and the Quantification Rule can be easily 

proved. 

Substitution 

Suppose time does not occur in expression exp, and I= C : {p} S {q}. 

We prove I= C[exp/tJ : {p[exp/t]} S {q[exp/t]}. 
Consider an environment; and a. terminating model lT. Let u E .M(S). 
Assume (p[exp/time])ïlT. Then l[p](ï: t....,. V(exp){;,û)}û. 

Since time does not occur in exp, Lemma 3.4.1 leads to l[p)('y: t....,. V(exp)(ï,iru))û. 
From I= C : {p} S {q} we obtain [q]('y: t....,. V(exp)(;,i7u))i7<T and 

if lul< oo then [C](ï: t....,. V(e:rp)(;,û<T))ûu. 

Thus (q[exp/t])1öu and if lul < oo then [C[exp/t])'Yû<T. 
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Skip 

We prove tha.t time= t0 : {time= t 0 } skip {time= to} is valid. 

Let i be a.n a.rbitra.ry environment, a.nd f1 a. well-formed model such tha.t 1'11 < oo. 

Consider a.ny <TE M(skip). Then lal= 0, thus f1a = û, a.nd hence lf1al = Jûl. 
Assume (time= to)if1. Then clea.rly ;(to)= 1111 a.nd thus ;(to)= l11al. 

Hence [time = to)if1<T. 

Delay 

We show tha.t time'= t0 + d : {time= t0 } delay d {time= to+ d} is valid. 

Let 'Y be a.n a.rbitra.ry environment, a.nd f1 a. well-formed model such that 1'11 < oo. 

· Assume [time= to]'Yû. Thus ;(to)= !&!. Consider <TEM( delay d). Then lal = d. 

Hence !&ui= 1111 +lal =;(to)+ d. This implies [time= to+ d]hû<T. 

Send 

Assume 

3t 2 to: wait to c! at to until comm at t A time= t + Kc _,. C (C.1) 

We prove tha.t C : {time= to} c! {C A time< oo} is va.lid. 

Let 'Y be a.n arbitra.ry environment, a.nd & a. well-formed model such tha.t lûl < oo. 

Consider any <1 E M(cl). Then <1 = a1er2 with a1 E WaitSend(c) a.nd er2 E Comm(c). 

Assume [timë = tohf1. Then 7(to) = 1&1. 

1. If la1I = oo then er= er1 E WaitSend(c) a.nd thus 

[wait to c! during [t0 ,oo) A time= oo]'Ya<T, since 1(t0 ) 1'11. Then 

[ wait to c! at to until comm at t A time = t + Kc)('Y : t ,...., oo )&er, a.nd thus 

[3t 2 towait to c! at to until comm at t A time = t + Kchûa. 

Hence, by (C.1), [C]'Y&er. Further, obse1·ve that lûal oo. 

2. If la1I < oo then there exists a. r E TIME, such that for all r1 < r: a(ri) ={cl}, 

for all r2,r S r2 < r + l(c: er(r2) {c}, and lal T + Kc. 

Thus [3t ;::: to : wait to c! during [to, t) A comm via c during [t, t + I<c)A 

time= t + Kch&a, and [time< oo]'yûu. Hence 

[3t ;?:: t0 wait to c! at t0 until comm at t A time = t + Kc A time< oo]"yau. 
By (C.1) this leads to [C A time< oohau. 

The soundness of the Receive Rule can be proved similar. 

Sequential Composition 

Assumel=C1: {p}Si{r}andl=C2: {r}S2{q}. Weshowthat(C1Atime=oo)VC2 : 

{p} S1; S2 {q} is va.lid. Let 'Y be an arbitrary environment, and Ö' a. well-formed 
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model such tha.t lûl < oo. Consider a.ny u E M(S1; S2) = SEQ(M(S1),M(S2)). 

Then u = u1u2 with u1 E M(S1) a.nd ct2 E M(S2)). Assume (p]î'û. Then, by 

I= C1 : {p}S1{r}, we obta.in [C1hûct1 a.nd if lûu1I < oo then [r)'Yê'u1. 

1. If lu1I = oo then t1 =ui a.nd lûul = oo. Thus [C1hûu a.nd [time= oo)'yûu. 
Hence [(C1 A time= oo) V C2hûu. 

2. If 1011 < oo then [r)'yû111. Hence, by I= C2 {r}S2{q}, we obtain [C2hûcr102, 
and if lûcr1u2I < oo then (q]'yûu1u2. Thus [C2hûu, and if lûul < oo then 

[q)'yûa. 

Guarded Command 

First we prove the soundness of the Rule for Gua.rded Comma.nd without Dela.y. As-

sume 

( wait in G during {to, oo) A time = oo) -+ Cnonterm 

3t, to ::; t < oo : wait in G during [to, t)A 

comm c; in G /rom t--+, p;, for all i € {1, .. " n} 

l=è'i: {pi}S;{q;}, forallie{l,".,n} 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

We prove tha.t Cnonterm v V~=t C; : {time = to} [Of=1 c;? -+ S;] {Vf=t q;} is 

va.lid. Let "'( be an a.rbitra.ry environment, and û a. well-formed, nonterminating model. 

Assume [time = to]îû. Thus 7(to) = lûl. Consider a.ny u E M([Of=t c;? ....,. S;]) = 
S EQ(W ait( G), Comm( G)). Then there a.re two possibilities: 

• either o E Wait(G) and lul :::i oo. Then, by definition of Wait(G), 

(wait in G during [to,oo)]"'tûu, and thus, by (C.3), [Cnontermhûu. 

• or u = 0'10'20'3 witb u1 E Wait(G) a.nd lol< oo, u2 E Comm(c1c), a.nd 

113 E M(S1c)) for some k. Then there exists a T E TIME, T 2 lûl = 7(to) such 

that [wait in G from to till r)'yûa1u2 , and there exists a. k such that 

[comm c" in G /rom r]"'tó-u1u2. Hence 

[3t, to $ t < oo : wait in G during [to, t)A comm c1e in G /rom t]"'tö-0102. Thus, 

by (C.4), [p1e]"'tûu102. Since 0'3 E M(S1c), we obtain from (C.4); [C"]"'tûu1u2u3. 

By u = u102u3, [C"]'yûu. Simila.rly;if lul çoo then [q"]"'tûu. 

The soundness of the rule for Gua.rded Comma.nd with Dela.y is proved simila.rly. 

Iteration 

Assume 

I= C : {C} G {C} 
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We show that C...,..term A time= oo : {C} *G {false} is valid. Let 'Y be an arbitrary 

environment, and à a well-formed model such tha.t lül < oo. Assume [C)'Yà. Consider 

any" E M(*°), then 
O' E { q 1 there exists a k E IN, k ;::: 1 a.nd models 0'1 , ••• , u" such that 

o = 0'1 • • •O'/" with "' E M(G), for i E {l, .. ,k}, 
lo•I < oo, for i E {1, .. ,k-1}, and IO't.I = oo } 

U { u 1 there exists a.n infinite sequence of models "t • u2, ... such that 

u = 0'10'2 • ·" with O'; E M(G) a.nd lu;I < oo, for i;::: 1 }. 

Hence lul= oo, and thus [time= oo]'Yá'o. Remalns to prove [Cnonterm V C]'YûO'. 
There are two possibilities: 

1. There exists a k E IN, k ;::: 1 a.nd models u1 , • " , O't. such that u = O't · • · O't., with 

u; E M(G), for i E {1, ." k}, lu;I < oo, for i E {1"., k - 1}, a.nd lui.I = oo. 

Then we prove, by induction on i, tha.t [C]'Yûu1 "'"'• for i E {O".,k-1}. 

Basic For i = 0 we ha.ve, by our a.ssumption, [Chû. 

Induction Consider i with 0 < i < k. By the induction hypothesis: 

[C]'Yûu1 · · ·O'•-t· Using "' E M(G), a.nd l"•I < oo we obtaln by (C.5) (with 

n = i- 1) [C]'Yûu1 · · ·u;. 

With i = k - 1 we obta.in [C]'Yûu1 • • ·Ut.-l• Since O'f< E M(G), (C.5) leads to 

(C]'Yûu1 • • •O't. and thus (C]'Yûu. Since lûul = oo we have [C[oo/time])'YàO'. 

Hence fv't1 < oo 3t2 > t1 : C[t2/time])'yûu, a.nd thus, by (C.6), [Cnontermhàu. 

2. There exists a.n infinite sequence of models u1 , u2, ... such that u = u1u2 · • ·, 

with u; E M(G) a.nd lu;I < oo, for i;::: 1. 

We prove, by induction on i that, for all i;::: 0, [C]'Yûu1 · • ·u;. 

Basic For i = 0 we ha.ve, by our a.ssumption, [C]'Yû. 

Induction Let i > O. By the induction hypothesis, [CJ'Yûu1 • • ·u;_1• 

Then O'; E M(G), and lu;I < oo lea.d, by (C.5), to [C]'Yäu1 · · ""•· 

Now, using Lemma 3.4.3, [C[lûu1 · · ·u1l/timeJhûu1 · · ·u;u;+l • · ·, for i;::: 0. 

Thus [C[lûu1 · · ·u;l/time]häu, for i;::: 0. Observe that for all r 1 E TIME there 

exists ai such that lûu1 · · ·u;I > T1. Hence, for all r1 E TIME there exists a r2 > 
T1 such tha.t [C[r2/timeJhûu. This leads to [l/t1 < oo3t2 > t1 : C[t2/time]häu, 

a.nd thus, by (C.6), to [Cnontermh'ûo-. 

Parallel Composition 

Assume 

l=Cï : {pi} Si {q;}, for i 1,2 (C.7) 
2 

3ti,t2 : time= max(ti.t2)A /\ C;[t;/time] A no dch(S;) during [t;,time) __,. C (f'.8) 
i=l 
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2 

3ti. t2 : time= maz(ti. t 2 ) A /\ q;[t;/time) A no dch(S;) during [t;, time) - q (C.9) 
i=l 

dch(C;,q;) Ç dch(S;), for i = 1,2 

t 1 and t 2 are fresh logica.l va.ria.bles 

We show that C : {Pl. A P2} S1llS2 {q} is va.lid. 

(C.10) 

(C.11) 

Let 7 be an a.rbitra.ry environment, and a a well·formed model such that lûl < oo. 

Assume IP1 AP2J7û. Consider any <1 E M{S1llS2). 
Then dch(o) Ç dch(S1) U dch(S2), and for i = 1, 2 there exist <1; E M(S;) such that 

{ 

<1i( T) for a.11 T < l<T;I 
l<TI = ma:i:(l<T1l,l<T2I), and [<T]dch(S;}(r) = r a.11 1 1 < 1 1 

111 1or T, <Ti _ T < <T 

By (C.7) we obtain [C,]'ya<T; and if lû<T;I < oo then (q;)7û<T;. 

Define 1 = (ï: t1 i-+ lal+ l<T1l,t2 i-> lûl + l<T21). Then, using (C.11), (C;[t;/timelJiû<T; 

a.nd if lû<T;I < oo then (q;[t;/time)]iû<Tt- Using Lemma 3.4.3, we obtain 

(C1[t;/time]]i'û[a]dc1o(S.) and if lû<T;I < oo then [q;[t,/time])iû[<T]dch(Si)· By (C.10) 

and Lemma. 3.4.6 this leads to (C;[t;/time]]iûa and, since l<TI <.oo implies l<T;I < oo, 

if lûal < oo then fo[t;/timeJHûo. 

Further, [time= max(ti.~2)Haa and [l\~"1 no dch(S;) during [t;,time)]iû<T. 

Thus (3t1,t2: time= max(ti.t2)Al\~=t C;[t,/time]A no dch(S;) during [t;,time)]'yûa 

and if lûal < oo then 

(3ti.t2: time= ma.z(ti,t2) A 1\1,,.1 q;[t;/time]A no dch(S;) during (t;,time)J-yûa. 

Hence, by (C.8) and (C.9), [Chûa and if lû<TI < oo then [q]'Yûa. 

C.2 Completeness of the Proof System in Section 3.4 

In this section we show that the proof system of Section 3.4 is relatively complete. 

Simila.r to the notion of precise assertions, which is used to prove the completeness of 

the proof system in Section 3.3, we define the notion of a characteristic assertion. Let 

FV(p) denote the set of free logical variables occurring in assertion p. 

Deftnition C.2.1 An assertion C is characteristic for a program S with respect to a 

logica.l variable to iff the following points hold: 

1. I= C: {time= t0 } S {C A time< oo}, that is, for all -y, û and <T: 

if;(to) =lal< oo anduE M{S), then [Ch&a. 

2. For all -y, û and o: if ais well-formed, dch(a) Ç dch(S), -y(to) = lûl < oo and 

(C)7ûa then <TE M(S). 

3. dch(C) = dch(S) and FV(C) {t0}. 

The main idea of the completeuess proof is to show first that we can define a charac

teristic assertion C for each program S in our assertion language. Next we prove that 

we can derive a characteristic specification C : {time = to} S { C A time < oo} in our 
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proof system. Then we show that with an arbitrary precondition we can derive any 

va.lid commitment and postcondition from the characteristic specification. Although 

this approach is similar to the completeness proof for the proof system of Section 3.3, 

the following example illustrates that there is a small complication. Consider 

I= time;;:: 8 : {comm via c at 5} delay 3 {time;;:: 8}, 

which is va.lid since comm via c at 5 implies time ;;:: 5. In order to derive this formula 

in the proof system we would like to use the following characteristic specifica.tion: 

1- time= to+ 3 : {time= t0 } delay 3 {time= to+ 3}, 

and derive time ;;:: 8 by ( comm via c at 5)[t0 /time] and time = to + 3. Note, how

ever, that comm via c at 5 A time = to+ 3 -+ time ~ 8 is not va.lid. The problem 

is that we cannot use the fa.et that comm via c at 5 implies time ;;:: 5, and thus after 

the substitution [to/time] implies to ~ 5. Therefore the precondition is transformed 

such that this implicit information is made explicit. This transformation is given by 

the following opera.tion on assertions. For an assertion p we define p+ inductively as 

follows: p+ = p if p = exp1 = exp2, p = exp1 < exp2, or p = exp E IN, and 

comm via c at exp A e31p < time if p = comm via c at exp 

wait to c! at exp A exp < time if p = wait to c! at exp 

wait to c? at exp A exp < time 
-,p+ 

PtVPt 
3t :p+ 

Then we have the following lemma: 

if p = wait to c? at exp 

if pEp1AP2 

if p=:p1 Vp2 

if p:=3t:p 

Lemma C.2.2 For all assertions p, I= p <-+ p+. 

Now we can give the completeness proof, assuming the following lemma which will be 

proved later. 

Lemma C.2.3. For any program S and any logical va.ria.bie t0 there exists an assertion 

C such that 

1. Cis cha.racteristic for S w.r.t. t0 , and 

2. 1- C : {time= t0 } S {C A time< oo}. 

Proof: See Section C.2.1. 

Lemma C.2.4 If ê is characteristic for S w.r.t. t0 and I= C : {p} S {q}, then, 

with cset dch( C) dch( ê); 

0 

1. I= ê A p+[to/time] /\to < oo A no cset during [to, time) A WellFormdch(ê) __,. C 

2. I= ê A p+[to/time] A to < oo /\no cset during [to, time) A WellFormdch(C)/\ 
time< oo-+ q 
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Proof: Assume ê is chara.cteristic for S w.r.t. to, I= C : {p} S {q}, and 

cset = dch( C) - dek( ê). Suppose 

(C A p+[to/time] A to < oo A no cset during [to, time) A WellFormdch(Ö)]î'a. 

Define ff = u ! î'(to) and 0'1 = u î î'(to). Then u = ffu1 and, since [to < oo]'yu, 

lûl < oo. From (W ellFormdch(t!)hu, we obtain by Lemma 3.4.6): 

(W ellFormdch(Ö)h[uJdch(è)" Thus [u)dch(ê) is well-formed. Hence, using u = ûu1 and 

lûl < oo, [u1]dch(Ö) is well-formed. Furthermore, [ê];ûu1 leads by Lemma 3.4.6 to 

[ê);[ûu1)dch(Ö)' and thus [ê)-y[û[u1]dch(ê)Jdch(ê)• Again using Lemma 3.4.6} this leads 

to [ê]-yû[u1Jdch(Ö)' 
Observe that dch([u1)dch(a)) ç;; dch(ê) = dch(S). Since ê is chara.cteristic for S 

w.r.t. to, this implies [u1]dch(Ö) E M(S). From (no cset during [to,time))î'ûu1 we 

can derive [u1]dch(ê) = [u1]dch(ê)udch(O) (recall that cset = dch(C) - dch(C)). Hence 

[u1]dch(ê)udch(O) E M(S). From (p+[to/time])î'ûu1 we obtain (p+[lûl/time]]'Yûu1. By 

Lemma 3.4.3, (p+];(ûo-1) ! lûl. Thus, using I= p .... p+, [pha. Since û is well-formed 

and lûl < oo, we can now use I= C : {p} S {q} to derive that 

1. [C];û[u1]dch(ê)udch(O) and 

2. if lu1I < oo then [q]'Yû[u1]dch(Ó)udch(O)" 

Hence, by Lemma 3.4.6, 

1. [C];ffu11 that is, (C)'Yo-, and 

2. if (time< oo]î'o- then ju1I < oo, and thus [q];u. 0 

Given the two lemmas above, we can now prove (relative) completeness: 

Theorem C.2.S H I= C : {p} S {q} then 1- C : {p} S {q}. 

Proof: Assume I= C: {p} S {q}. Let to be fresh, that is, t0 rt FV(C,p,q). 

From Lemma C.2.3: there exists an assertion ê such that ê is chara.cteristic for S 

w.r.t. to, and 1- ê : {time= to} S {ê /\time< oo}. 

Let cset = dch( C) - dch( ê). Then cset = dch( C) - dch( S), since ê is chara.cteristic 

for S. This implies that csetndch(S) = 0. Since time does not occur in p[t0 /time], we 

can then derive by the Initia! lnvariance Axiom, the Channel Invariance Axiom and 

the Conjunction Rule, 

1- p(to/time] A t0 < oo A no cset during [t0 , time) : 

{p[to/time]Atime= to< oo} S {p[t0~ime]/\to < ooAno cset during [t0 ,time)}. 

By the Well-formedness Axiom we can derive 

1- WellFormdch(ê): {true} S {WellFormdch(ê)}. 

The Conjunction Rule (twice) then leads to 

1- ê A p[to/time] A to < oo /\ W ellFormdch{ê) A no cset during [to, time) : 

{p[to/time] A time = to < oo} S 

{êAp[to/time]Ato < ooAWellFormdch(ê)Ano cset during [t0 ,time)Atime < oo}. 

Using Lemma C.2.2 and the Consequence Rule we obtain 
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1-ê Ap+[t0 /time] A t0 < oo A WellFormdch(ê) A no cset during [to, time): 

{p+[t0 /time) A time = to} S 

{ ê A p+[t0 /time] A to < oo A W ellFormdch(ê) A no cset during [to, time )A 

time< oo}. 

By Lemma C.2.4, the relative completeness assumption, and the Consequence Rule 

thls leads to 

1- C : {p[to/time] A time= to} S {q}. 

Since to '1. FV(C,p,q), we can derive by the Quantifica.tion Rule 

1- C: {3to: p[to/time] A time= to} S {q}. 

Finally, since I= p ....... 3t0 : p[to/time] A time = to, the relative completeness assumption 

and the Consequence Rule lead to 

1- C: {p} S {q}. D 

C.2.1 Proof of Lemma C.2.3 

First a few definitions: 

• lto={(;,&) 1 fJ is a well-formed model and ;(to)= lûl < oo } 

• Aftert0 (p) iff for all u: if [p];o<Tou, for some (;o,uo) E lto• then for all (7,û) E 

lt0 : [p];f!u. (The predicate Aftert0 (p) expresses that assertion p does not refer 

to point of time before to.) 
• [p) ={ui for all;, [p];ûu} 
• [p]to ={ui dch(u) Ç dch(p), u well-formed, and [p];fJu for all (;,û) E lto} 

• Concatt0 (Pt,P2) = 3t, to $ t $ time : P1[t/time] A (t < oo---> p2[t/to]) 

From the defi.nition of characteristic a.ssertions we obtain 

Lemma C.2.6 Cis characteristic for S w.r.t. t0 iff 

dch(C) = dch(S), FV(C) ={to} and [C]t0 M(S). 

The following lemma expresses that, under certa.in conditions, the Concat operator 

corresponds to sequential composition. 

Lemma C.2.T If A/tert0(p1), After10 (P2), and dch(pi) = dch(p2 ) then 

[Concat10 (Pt,P2)]10 = SEQ([vi]10 ,[p2Jto)· 

Proof: Assume After10 (PJ), After10 (p2), and dch(p1) = dch(P2)· Then 

u E [Concat10 (Pi.P2)füo 
iff 

u E (3t, to$ t $ time : pi[t/time] A (t < oo -> P2[t/to])]10 

i:ff 

dch(u) Ç dch(p1 A P2), u well-forrned, and for all ('i', ä) E l10 : 

[3t,to S t S time: P1[t/time] A (t < oo - J12[t/to])]10-0" 
iff 
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dch(u) Ç dch(Pi) = dch(J12), u well-formed, and for all (;,û) E lt0 there exists a 

TE T/MEU{oo}, ;(to)$ T $ lûul, [p1[T/time]];ûu, and ifr < oo then lPl[T/to]];ûu 

iff 

dch(u) Ç dch(p1) = dch(P2), u well-formed, and for all (;,û) E lt0 there exists a 

TE TIME U {oo}, lûl $ T $ lûul, [p1[T/timeJD;ûu, and if T < oo then !W2[T/to]];ûu 

iff (To = T - lûl, note that lûl < oo) 
dch(u) Ç dch(p1) = dch(p2), u well-formed, and for all (;,û) E lt0 there exists a 

To E TIME U {oo}, 0 $To$ lul, [p1[lûl + To/time]];ûu, and if To< oo then 

]P2[1ûl + To/to]J;ûu 

iff (using Lemma 3.4.3) 

dch(u) Ç dch(p1) = dch(p2), u well-formed, and for all (;,û) E lt0 there exists a 

To E TIME U {oo}, To$ lul, [p1];(ûu) ! (lûl +To), and 

if To< oo then !W2](;: to>-+ lûl + To)û(u ! T)(u î T) 

iff 

dch(u) Ç dch(Pi) = dch(p2), u well-formed, and for all (;,û) E lto there exists a 

To E TIME U {oo}, To$ lul, lP1hû(u ! To), and 

if ro < oo then !W2] (;:to>-+ lû(u ! To)I) û(u ! T)(u î T) 

iff (using Aftert0 (p1) and Aftert0 (p2)) 

dch(u) Ç dch(p1) = dch(J12), u well-formed, and there exists a To E TIME U {oo}, 

To$ lul, such that for all (;,û) E lt0 , llP1];û(u ! To), and 

ifTo < oo then for all (;,û(u ! To)) E lto• !W2];û(u ! T)(u î T) 

iff (using the assumption dch(p1) = dch(P2)) 

u well-formed, and there exists a To E TIME U {oo}, To $ lul, such that for all 

(;,û) E lt0 , (u ! To) E [p1]t0 , and if To< oo then (u î T) E [p2]t0 

iff 

there exists a To E TIME U { oo} such that ( u ! To) E [p1]t0 and ( u î To) E lP2]t0 

iff 

u E SEQ((p1]t0 , [p2]to)· 

We show that Lemma C.2.3 holds by proving the following lemma. 

0 

Lemma C.2.8 For every program S and logical variable t0 there exists an assertion 

C such that 

1. [C)1o ç M(S), 

2. 1- C : {time= t0 } S {C /\time< oo}, 

3. dch(C) = dch(S), FV(C) ={to}, and 

4. Aftert0 ( C), C -+time ~ to. 

First observe that this lemma implies Lemma C.2.3, since the second point and sound

ness of the proof system implies I= C : {time = to} S { C /\time < oo }. Thus for all û 

and; with lûl < oo, û well-formed and [time= to]î'û, and for all u E M(S), we have 

[C)î'ûu. Hence, [C);ûu for all (')',û) E lt0 and u E M(S). Thus u E M(S) implies 
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<T E (C]10. This proves M(S) Ç [C]10, and thus, by the first point, [C]10 = M(S). 
Together with the third point we obtain, by Lemma. C.2.6, tha.t C is cha.ra.cteristic for 

S w.r.t. to. 
We prove Lemma C.2.8 by induction on the structure of S, and the last point has 

been added for this inductive proof. The most difficult case in the proof is the iteration 

construct. Therefore we first prove the lemma for S = *°· This requires a. number of 

definitions and lemmas. 

Define M(Gk) for k ~ 1 by M(G1) = M(G) and M(Gk+l) = SEQ(M(G),M(Gk)). 

Lemma C.2.9 M((Gk) = 
{al there exist <To, ••• ,O'A:-1 such that u = o-o • "O'A:-1 a.nd O";. E M(G) for i < k} 

Proof: By induction on k. For k = 1 trivial. M(Gk+1 ) = SEQ(M(G),M(Gk)) = 
{o-1 there exist u1 and u2 such that u = u1u2, u1 E M(G), and u2 E M(G)}. 

By the induction hypothesis we obtain 

{ui there exist u1 and u2 such that u = u1u2 , u1 E M(G), and there exist uo". "D'A:-l 

such that u2 = uo · · · D'A:-1 a.nd u; E M( G) for i < k} = 
{ui there exist 111 and o-o, • •• ,O'k-l such that u1 E M(G), u;. E M(G), for i < k, and 

0 

Next we define an assertion p(n) such tha.t M(Gk) = [p[k/nJ1t0 , for k ~ 1. 

Let p(k) denote p(k/n]. Assume Co is cha.racteristic for G with respect to t0 • Then p 

should be such that p( k) .._. 

3t1" ", t1c-1 : Vi E JN, i < k - 1 : t;. :::;; t;+1 :::;; time A (t; < oo -+ Co[t;./to, t;+i/time])A 

(tA:-1 < oo-+ Co[t1c-i/to]). 
First we show that such an assertion p( n) can be defined in our assertion la.nguage. 

Note that we cannot use the expression above for p(k) with k replaced by va.riable n 

since then we obta.in a a second-order formula p( n) = 3ti. .. "t"_1 · · · which is not a 

formula of our assertion language. We give, however, an equivalent expression in our 

assertion language by using the idea that finite sequences can be coded in first-order 

arithmetic. Therefore we need some predicates which are used to code and decade 

finite sequences of numbers from TIME U { oo }. In our a.ssertion language we can 

define the predicates LIST(x), LEN(x,y) and PROJ(x,y,z). These a.ssertions are 

defined such that 

• LIST( x) holds iff x codes a. fini te sequence of elements from TIME U { oo} 

• LE N ( x, y) holds iff if LIST( x) then x codes a sequence of length y of elements 

from T/MEU{oo} 

• PROJ(x,y,z) holds iffifLIST(x) and LEN(x,v), for some v > y, then z is the 

(i + l)fh numher in the sequence coded by x. (Note that y E JN.) 

Then we can define p as follows: 

p(n) := n E INA n > 0 A to< ooA 3t: LIST(t) A LEN(t, n) A PROJ(t,O, to)A 
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(Vi E IN,i < n-1 Vti.t2: PROJ(t,i,t1)APROJ(t,i+ l,t2)

t1 $ t2 :S time 1\ (t1 < oo-> Co[t1/to, t2/time]))I\ 

(Vt1 : PROJ(t, n - 1, tt) A ti < oo - Co[ti/to]) 

Note that p(O) .... f alse. 

Lemma C.2.10 

1. p(l) - (to < oo 1\ Co) 

2. p(k + 1) - [to < oo /\ Concat1o(C0 ,p(k))], for all k E IN, k ~ 1. 

3. H Co-> time~ to then p(k + 1) .... Concat,0 (p(k), Co), for all k E IN, k ~ 1. 

Proof: 

1. p(l) - t0 <oo1\ 3t: LIST(t) 1\ LEN(t, 1) /\ PROJ(t,O,t0 )1\ 

(Vt1 : PRO J( t, 0, ti) /\ ti < oo __. Co[t1/to]) 

+-+(to< oo ACo) 

2. p(k+ 1) +-+to< oo /\ 3t: LIST(t)A LEN(t,k+ l}l\PROJ(t,O,t0 }A 

(Vi E IN,i < kVti,t2: PROJ(t,i,ti) /\ PROJ(t,i + l,t2)-> 

ti $ t2 $time A (t1 < oo -> Co[tift0, t2/time]))A 

(Vt1 : P ROJ(t, k, t1) A ti < oo-> Co[t1/to]) 

- to < oo A 3t3 : to :::;; ta $ time /\ (to < oo -> Co[ta/time]))A 

3t: LIST(t) 1\ LEN(t,k) 1\ PROJ(t,O,ta}A 

(Vi E IN,i < k-1 Vt1 ,t2 : PROJ(t,i,t1 ) 1\ PROJ(t,i + l,t2)-> 

t1 $ t2 $time A (t1 < oo-> Co[t1/to, t2/time]))A 

(Vt1 : P ROJ(t, k - 1, t1) 1\ ti < oo-> Co[t1/to]) 

.... (to < oo 1\ 3t3, to :::;; t3 $ time : Co(t3/time] A ( ta < oo -> p(k)[ta/to])) 

+-+[to< oo /\ Concat1o(Co,p(k))] 

3. p(k+ 1) .... to< oo A 3t: LIST(t)A LEN(t,k+ 1) A PROJ(t,O,t0 )A 

(Vi E JN,i < k'Vti,t2: PROJ(t,i,t1) A PROJ(t,i + l,t2)-+ 

ti :::;; t2 :::;; time A (t1 < oo-+ Co[t1/to, t2/time]))A 
(Vt1: PROJ(t,k,t1) 1\ t1 < oo _,. Co[tifto]) 

.... 3ta : to :::;; t3 $ time A to < ooi\ 

3t: LIST(t) A LEN(t, k) A PROJ(t,0, ta)A 

(Vi E IN, i < k 1 Vt1, t2 : P ROJ(t, i,t1 ) l\P ROJ(t, i + 1, t 2)-> 

t1 :::;; t2 :::;; time 1\ (t1 < oo -+ Co[ti/to, t2/time]))I\ 

(Vt1: PROJ(t,k-1,ti)-+ t1 $ t31\(t1 < oo--+ Co[t1/to,h/time])A 

(t3 < oo -+ Co(t3/to])) 

( use that Co[tifto, taf time) implies to :::;; ta) 

...,. 3t3, to:::;; ta:::;; time: p(k)[t3/time] A (ta < oo-+ Co[t3/to]) 

+-+ Concat,0 (p(k),Co) D 
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Then we ca.n easily prove the following lemma: 

Lemma C.2.11 If Afterto(Co), Afterto(p(k)), and M(G) = [Co]t0 then, for k ~ 1, 

M(Gk) = (p(k))to· 

Proof: By induction on k: 

• M(G) = [Co]t0 =[to< oo /\ Co]to = (p(l)]to, using Lemma C.2.10. 

• M(Gk+l) = SEQ(M(G),M(Gk)) = SEQ([Co]to,(p(k)Bt0 ) = 
[Concatt0 (C0,p(k))]to, by using Lemma C.2.10. Finally, observe that 

[Conrott0 (Co,p(kmto = [to< oo /\ Concatto(Co,p(k))]to = (p(k + l)Dto· O 

The following lemma a.sserts that if a model u coincides in every finite interval of 

time with some model from the semantics of a statement, then u must be an element 

of the sema.ntics. Informally, it expresses that we have no fa.irness constraints or 

unbounded non-determinism in our semantic de:finition. We do not exdude a.ny infinite 

model from the semantics of a statement if all finite approximations of this model are 

present in the semantica. 

Lemma C.2.12 u E M(S) ifffor all r E TIME, ui r E M(S) ir. 

Proof: First define for a set of models ~ and a model u a predicate Approz(:E, o) 

which is true if there exists a sequence u;0 , u;1 " •• such that i 0 < ii < · · ·, i1r E IN, 

o;k E M(S) and u i i1r = u;" i ik, for all k E IN. Then we prove the following stronger 

version of the lemma: If Approx(M(S),u) then u E M(S). This ca.n be proved by 

induction of the structure of S. D 

Lemma C.2.13 u E M(*G) iff lul= oo and for all r1 E TIME there exists a r2 > ri, 

r2 E TIME U {oo} and k ~ 1 such that u l r2 E M(G"). 

Proof: 

(if) Assume lul = oo and for all r1 E TIME there exists a r 2 > ri, r 2 E TIME U { oo} 

and k ~ 1 such that u l r 2 E M(Gk). Thus for all r1 E TIME there exists a k ~ 1 

such that u ! r1 E M(Gk) i ri, since r1 < r2. Then, by Lemma C.2.9, there exist 

u0". "Uk-1 with u; E M(G) for i < k such that u ! r1 (uo · · ·O'k-t) ! r1 • Define, 

for i ;::: k, u; = O'k-1· Then tbere exist u0 ,u1,". with u; E M(G) for i E IN such 

that u ! r1 = (uou1 · ·-) ! r1 • Using Corollary 3.2.11, we obtain, for all r1 E TIME, 

<J ! r1 E M(*G) ! r1• Hence, by Lemma C.2.12, u E M(*G). 

(only if) Assume u E M(~). Then, either 

1. there exist n ?: 0 and u0 , • •• , u" such that u uo · · · Un, u; E M( G) for i :$ n, 

lu;I < oo for i < n and lunl = oo, or 

2. lul = oo and there exist uo, <11, ••• such tbat CT = uou1 • • ·, u; E M ( G), and 

lu;I < oo, for all i E IN. 

Then 
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1. either u E M(G"+l) and lul = oo. Thus for all T1 E TIME take r2 = oo and 

k = n + 1. Then u ! r2 E M(Gk). 

2. or lul = oo and there exist uo, ui, ... such that u = uoui · · ·, u; E M( G), for all 

i E JN. Observe that there exists a constant K > 0 such tha.t u E M(G) implies 

lul> K. Hence lu;I > K, for all i E IN. Consider r 1 E TIME. Let k?: 1 be 

such that k X K > Ti. and let T2 = luo" ·ui.-tl· Then r2 > k x K >Tand 

u ! T2 = (uou1 ···) ! T2 = (uo·"ui.-1) ! r2. Since uo"·ui.-1 E M(Gk), this 

leads to tJ ! T2 E M(G"). D 

Now we prove the main lemma of this section. 

Lemma C.2.14 H there exists an a.ssertion C0 such that 

1. [Co]t0 Ç M(G), 
2. 1- Co : {time= to} G {Co/\ time< oo}, 

3. dch(Co) = dch(G), FV(Co) ={to}, and 

4. Afterto(Co), Co-+ time?: to. 

then there exists an assertion C such that 

1. [C]to Ç M(*°), 
2. 1- C : {time= to} *G {C /\time< oo}, 

3. dch(C) = dch(*°), FV(C) = {t0 }, and 

4. Aftert0 (C), C ..... time?: to. 

Proof: Defi.ne C = Vt1 < oo3t2 > t 13n : p[t2/time] /\time= oo. 

Proofof 1. 

From the first and the second a.ssumption we obtain [Co]to = M(G). We prove 

[CJto Ç M(*°) as follows. Assume u E [CDto· Then ltJI = oo and u E [Vti < 
oo3t2 > t13n : p[t2/time]]to· Hence, dch(t1) Ç dch(C), u well-formed, lul = oo and 

for all {'y,<7) E lto• for all T1 E TIME, there exists a r2 > Ti,T2 E TIME U {oo} 

and k such that [p[k/n,T2/time]hûu. Since p(n) conta.ins n E JN /\ n > 0 we ohta.in 

k E JN,k?: 1. Furthermore, note that Aftert0 (Co) implies Aftert0 (p[k/n,T2/time]), 

and that dch(C) = dch(p). This leads to 

dch(u) Ç dch(p), u well-formed, lul= oo and for all r1 E TIME, there ex:ists a T2 > Ti, 

T2 E TIMEU{oo} and k?: 1 such that, for all~(7,û)E110 , [p[k/n,T2/time]hûu. Since 

l<TI < oo, this implies 

dch(u) Ç dch(p), u well-formed, lul = oo and for all r1 E TIME, there exists a 

T2 > (r1 + lûl), T2 E TIME U {oo} and k ?: 1 such that, for all (1,û) E ft0 , 

[p[k/n, T2/time]hûa. 

Then, using Lemma 3.4.3, 

dch(u) Ç dch(p), u well-formed, lul = oo and for all T1 E TIME, there exists a 

T2 > (r1 + l<TI), T2 E TIME U {oo} and k ?: 1 such that, for all (7,û) E / 10 , 
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[p[k/n]h(0-11) i T2, and thus [p[k/n]];a(o- i (r2 - lal)). 
Hence 

lo-1 = oo and for all r1 E TIME, there exists a T2 with ( r2 -10-1) > ri, r2 E TIMEU { oo} 

and k;:: 1 such that, (o- i (r2 -10-1)) E [p(k/nl1to· 
Thus 

lo-1 = oo and for all r 1 E TIME there exists a r2 > Ti. r2 E TIME U { oo} and k ;:: i 
such that O' i T2 E [p(k))10• 

From Lemma C.2.11, using (Co)10 = M(G), lul = oo and for all r1 E TIME there 

exists a r 2 > Ti,T2 E TIME U {oo} and k ;:: 1 such that O' i T2 E M(Gk). Now 

Lemma C.2.13 leads to o- E M(*°)· 
Proofof2. 

From our assumption: 

t- Co : {time= to} G {Co/\ time< oo}. 
Since Co -+ time ;:: t0 , the Consequence Rule leads to 

t- Co/\ time;:: to : {time= to} G {Co A to:$ time< oo}. 
By the Substitution Rule, 

t- C0 [t/to) A time;:: t : {time t} G {Co[t/to) /\ t S time< oo} · (C.12) 

Define ê:: (3n : p) V (time = to < oo ). The InitiaJ Invariance Axiom leads to 

t- ê[t/time] f\ t < oo : { ê[t/time] At < oo} G { ê[t/time] At < oo }. 
Since Co -+ time ;:: t0 , we obtain p -+ time ;:: t0 , and hence ê -+ time ;:: t0 . 

Thus ê[t/time] -+ t ;:: t0 • By the Consequence Rule 

t- to S t < oo A ê[t/time] : {t < oo A ê[t/time)} G {to S t < oo f\ ê[t/time]} (C.13) 

Then (C.12) and (C.13) lead, by the Conjunction Rule to 

t- to S t S time/\ ê[t/time] f\ t < oo A Co[t/to) : 

{time= t < oo f\ ê[t/time]} G 

{to S t :$time A ê[t/time] At< oo A C0[t/t0] /\time< oo}. 

Observe that, using the definition of ê, to :$ t < time/\ ê[t/time] /\ t < oo A C0 [t/t0 ] 

implies (3t, to :$ t < time3n : p[t/time] /\ t < oo /\ C0[t/t0])V 
(3t, to S t < time : (time to < oo )[t/time] f\ t < oo f\ Co[t/to]) which implies 

(3n: Concatto(P, Co)) V (3t : t = to < time f\ Co[t/to]) which implies 

(use Lemma C.2.10, recall that Co--> time;:: to) 

(3n: p[n + 1/n]) V (Co f\ to< time) which implies (by Lemma C.2.10) 

(3n: p) V p(l), and thus 3n : p, which implies ê. 
Further, note that time t A ê[t/time] f\ time < oo implies time = t < oo Aê(t/time]. 

Then the Consequence Rule leads to 

r ê : {time= t /\ ê[t/time]} G {ê'}. 
Using the Quantification Rule, 

t- ê : {3t: time= t /\ ê[t/time]} G {ê}. 
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Since ê -+ 3t : time = t /\ ê[t/time], the Consequence Rule leads to 

1- ê : {ê} G {ê} (C.14) 

(C.15) 

By (C.14) and (C.15), the Iteration Rule leads to 

1- Cnt /\time= oo : {ê} *G {false}. 
Since time= to/\ time< oo implies time= to< oo, which implies ê, and 

f al se -+ C /\time < oo, we obtain by the Consequence Rule 

1- Cnt /\time= oo : {time= to} *G {C /\time< oo}. 
Since C = Cnt /\time= oo, this leads to 1- C : {time= to} *G {C /\time< oo}. 
Proofof3. 

Since dch(C) = dch(p) = dch(Co) and FV(C} = FV(p) - {n} = FV(Co), we obtain 

by the first assumption dch(C) = dch(G) = dch(~) and FV(C) = {t0 }. 

Proofof4. 

From Afterio(Co) we obta.in Afterio(p(k)), and hence Afte:io(C). 
Simila.rly, C-+ time ;::: t0 • 0 

Finally, we prove Lemma C.2.8. Consider a logica.l va.riable t0 • We prove by 

induction on the structure of S that there exists an assertion C such that 

1. [C)io Ç .M(S), 

2. 1- C : {time= to} S {C /\time< oo}, 

3. dch(C) = dch(S), FV(C) = {t0 }, and 

4. After,0 (C), C-+ time 2! to. 

Proof: 

For the atomie statements we only give the characteristic assertions. It is easy to see 

that the assertions below sa.tisfy the requirements of the lemma.. 

Skip For skip: C = time = to 
Delay For delay d: C = time = to + d 
Send For c!: 

C = ( wait to d during [t0 , oo ))v 

(3t1, to :::; t1 < oo : wait to c! at to until comm at ti /\time = ti + Kc) 

Receive For c?: 

C = (wait to c? during [to, oo ))V 

(3t1, to :::;: t1 < oo : wait to c? at to until comm at ti /\time = t1 + J(c) 

Sequential Composition 

For 81; 82 : assume C; is.characteristic for S; w.r.t. t0 , for i E {1, 2}. 

Definè cset12 = dch(S1) - dch(S2), cset21 = dch(S2) - dch(S1), 
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ê1 = C1 /\no cset21 during [to, time), and êz = C2 /\no cset12 during [to, time). 

Then define C = Concatt0 (êi.êz). From Lemma C.2.7 we obtain 

[CJto = SEQ([ê1]10 ,[ê2]10 ) = SEQ(M(S1),M(S2)) = M(S1;8:2). 

Next we show 1- C : {time= to} S1;S2 {C /\time< oo}. 

By the induction hypothesis, 

1- C1 : {time= to} S1 {C1 /\time< oo}, and 

1- C2 : {time= to} S2 {C2 /\time< oo}. 

Since C1 - time ;:,:: t0 and C2 - time ;:,:: to, we obtain by the Consequence Rule 

1- C1 : {time= to} S1 {C1 /\to::; time< oo}, and 

1- C2 /\time;:,:: to : {time= to} S2 {C2 /\to:$ time< oo}. 

The Channel Invari.ance Axiom leads to 

1- no cset21 during [to, time) : {time = to} 81 {no cset21 during [to, time)}, and 

1- no cset12 during [to, time) : {time= to} S2 {no cset12 during [to, time)}. 

Thus by the Conjunction Rule, 

1- ê1 : {time= to} S1 {ê1 /\to S time < oo }, and 

1- ê2 /\time ;:,:: to : {time= to} S2 {ê2 /\to :$time < oo }. 

By the Substitution Rule the last formula leads to 

1- ê 2[t/to] /\.time ;:,:: t : {time = t} S2 { ê2[t/to] /\. t ::; time < oo }. 

Then from the Sequential Composition Adaptation Rule we obtain 

1- (ê1 /\time= oo) V (3t: ê 1[t/time] /\to::; t < oo /\. ê2[t/to] /\. t :$time) : 

{time= to} Si; S2 {3t: ê1[t/time] /\to s t < oo /\. ê 2[t/to] /\. t ::; time < oo }. 

Then by the Consequence Rule, 

1- (ê1 /\time= oo) V (3t,to S t s time: ê 1[t/time] /\ ê2[t/to]) : 

{time = to} S1; 82 {3t, to s t s time : ê1 [t/time] /\ ê 2[t/t0] /\ time < oo}. 

Thus the Consequence Rule leads to 

1- Concatt0 (êi.ê2) : {time= to} S1; S2 {Concatt0 (êi.ê2) /\.time< oo}. 
Guarded Command First consider a guarded command without delay. 

Assume C; is characteristic for S; w.r.t. to, for i E {1, .. "n}. 

Define cseto = dch(G) - dch(c1 ?, ... , en?), cset; = dch( G) - dch(c;?; S;), and 

C = (A; wait to c;? during [to, oo) /\ no cseto during [to, oo ))v 

(3ti, to S t1 < oo : A; wait to c;? during [to, tt) /\ no cseto during [to, t1)A 

V; C; /\ ..,wait to c;? at t1 /\. no cset; during [ti. time)) 

Similarly, for a guarded command with delay. 

Iteration See Lemma C.2.14. 

Parallel Composition 

For S1 llS2, assume C; is characteristic for S; w.r.t. t0 , for i:;:: 1, 2. 

Define C = 3t1, t2 : time= max(t1, t2)/\Af=t C;[t;/time]/\ no dch(S;) during [t;, time). 

The proof that C is characteristic for S1 Il S2 w .r .t. to proceeds similar to the proof of a 

precise specification for S1 llS2 in Appendix B.2. Since dch( C;) dch(S;), for i 1, 2, 

this assertion can be derived easily. 0 
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Appendix D 

Soundness of the Proof Systems 

in Chapter 4 

First we introduce a lemma that will be used in the proofs below. 

Lemma D.0.15 For any program S and any a E M(S): 

if lal< oo then Cl.final(x) = C1.init(x) for x </: wvar(S). 

Proof: This property can be proved easily by induction on the structure of S. D 

D.1 Soundness of the Proof System in Section 4.3.2 

We start with a few lemmas: 

Lemma D.1.1 For any expression e from the programming language and any model 

u, E(e)(a.init) = Val(e)u. 

Proof: Directly from the definitions, by induction on the structure of e. o 

Lemma D.1.2 Fora boolean expression b from the programming language and any 

model"• B(b)(u.init) iff" F b. 

Proof: By induction on the structure of b. 

• B(e1 = e2)(u.init) iff l'(e1)(u.init) = l'(e2)(<?".init) iff (using Lemma D.1.1) 

Val(e1)u = Val(e2)u iff u I= e1 = e2 

• B(e1 < e2 )(u.init) iff l'(ei)(u.init) < t'(e2)(a:.init) iff (using Lemma D.1.1) 

Val(ei)u < Val(e2)u iff a I= e1 < e2 

• 8(-.b)(a.init) iff not B(b)(u.init) i:lf (by the induction hypothesis) u ~ b iff 

ul=-.b 

• B(b1 V b2 )(u.init) iff B(b1)(D'.init) or B(b2)(u.init) iff (by the induction hy-

pothesis) t7 I= b1 or t7 I= b2 iff t7 I= b1 V b2. O 

Similar to Lemma 3.3.19, we can easily prove by induction on the structure of 

assertion ip: 
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Lemma D.1.3 (Projection) Consider any cset Ç DCHAN and MTL a.ssertion 'P· 

If dch(ip) Ç cset then, for all u, u I= 'P iff [u]cäet I= r.p. 

We prove soundness of the rules and axioms that are new in comparison with the 

proof system from Section 3.3.2. Soundness of the modified Well-Formedness Axiom 

follows directly from Lemma 4.2.10. The Variable Invariance Axiom can be proved 

sound easily by using Lemma D.0.15. 

Assignment 

Consider u E M(a: := e). Then u.final = (u.init: a: ,_. C(e)(u.init)), and lul Ka. 

Thus u./inal(x) = C(e)(u.init). By Lemma D.1.1, u.final(a:) = Val(e)u and hence 

Val(Jin(x))u = Val(e)u. From lul ](,, we obtain u î Ka I= done. Thus u I= 
Jin(x) = e A Ó=Ko done. Hence, I= x := e sat fin(a:) = e A Ó=K" done. 

De lay 

Consider u E M(delay e). Then u.final = u.init and lul = max(O,E(e)(u.init)). 

Thus maa:(lul- max(O,C(e)(u.init)),O) = 0, that is, lu î max(O,E(e)(u.init))I 0, 

and hence u î max(O,t:'(e)(u.init)) I= done. By Lemma. D.1.1, u î max(O, Val(e)u) I= 
done, and thus u I= Ó=e done. Hence, I= delay e sat <>=e done. 

Input and Output 

We prove the soundness of the Input Rule. The soundness of the Output Rule is proved 

simila.rly. Consider u E M(c?x). Then 

• either lul= oo, and for all r1 <lul: O'.comm(r1) {c?}, 

• or there exists ar E TIME such tha.t for all r1 < r: u.comm(r1) = {c?}, 

there exists a value fJ such that, for all r2, T:::; r2 < lul, u.comm(r2) = {(c, fJ)}, 

lul= T + K 0 and u.final = (u.init: x >-> t?). 

Hence 

• either lul= oo, and for all r1 < lul: u î r1 I= wait(c?), 

• or there exists ar E TIME such that for all r1 < r: u î ri I= wait(c?) and there 

exists a value fJ such that, for all r2, r1:::; rz < r + K 0 , u î r2 I= comm(c, fJ) and 

u.final(x) iJ. 

Thus 

• either u I= o wait(c?), 

• or there exists a TE TIME such that a != D<rwait(c?) and there exists a value 

{} such that, (j I= o=T[comm(c, iJ) u=I\, done] and Val(fin( x ))a = iJ. 

This leads to 

• either u I= D wait(c?), 
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• or there exists a TE TIME such that u I= D<.,.wait(c?) and 

u I= <>=.-[comm(c,fin(x))U=K• done]. 

Then by Lemma B.1.1 we obtain I= wait(c?) U (comm(c,fin(x)) U=K. done]. 

Bence, I= c?x sat wait(c?) U {comm(c,fin(x))U=K. done]. 

Sequential Composition Rule 

Assume I= SI sat 'Pi and I= S2 sat 'fl2· We prove SI; 82 sat 'P1 C ;pz. 

Consider u E M(S1;S2).= SEQV(M(S1), M(S2)). Then 

• either u E M(S1) and lul = oo, 

• or u = u1u2 with u1 E M(S1), lu1I < oo, u2 E M(S2), and u1.final = u2.init. 

Since M(S2) =f: '11, then there exist models Ut and u2 such that u = u1u2, 0'1 E M(S1), 

u2 E M(S2 ), and if tuil < oo then u1.final = u2.init. Using S1 sat 'PI and 82 sat ip2, 

this implies that there exist models u1 and u2 such that u = u1u2, u1 I= 'Pi. u2 I= ipz, 

and if 10"11 < oo then u1.final = Uz.init. Hence, u I= 'PI C 'P2· 

Guarded Command Evaluation 

Consider O' E M(G). Observe that then ut 1(9 E M(delay K9 ). Hence 

u I= noact(dch(G))U=K,true. Further, if 8(-.ba)(u.init) then u E M(delay K 9 ). 

Thus, by Lemma D.1.2, O' I= -.ba implies at Kg I= done A nochange(var(G)). 

Using (<1 t K9 ).init = O'.init, we obtain at Kg I= -.ba-. done A nochange(var(G)). 

Hence <1 I= noact(dch(G)) U=K
9
[-.ba-+ done A nochange(var(G))], 

and thus I= G sat noact(dch(G)) U=KJ-•bo ..... done A nochange(var(G))]. 

Guarded Command with Purely Boolean Guards 

Assume I= S; sat r.p;, for all i E {1, .. "n}. Consider O' E M([Uf=1b;-> S;]). Then 

B(ba)(u.init) implies that there exists a k E {l, .. ,n} such that B(b1o)(u.init) 

and u E M(delay Kg;S1o). Thus 

B(ba)(<1.init) implies that there exists a k E {l, .. ,n} such that B(b1o)(<1.init) 

and ut Kg E M(Sk)· Since (u î Kg).init = u.init, · 

B(ba)((O' t [.(g).init) implies that there exists a k_E {l, .. , n} such tha.t 

B(bk)((q t Kg).init) and a î ](9 E M(S1o). By Lemma D.1.2 and I= Sk sat 'Pk, 

u t Kg I= ba implies that there exists a k E {1, .. , n} such that u î Kg I= b" and 

u î l(g I= 'Pk· Thus O' î K9 1= bo--+ Vf=1(b; A 'f';), and hence 

u I= <>=K9 (ba ...... Vf=t (b; A <p;)). 

This leads to 1= IO'b.1 b; --+ S;] sat <>=K
9
(ba --+ V'b.1 (b; A ip;)). 
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Guarded Command with IQ-guards 

Next we prove soundness of the rule for G:: [Ol'..1 b;; c;?x; -> S; Ub; delay e-> S]. 

Consider er E M(G). 

• lf B(-..ba)(u.init) then, by Lemma D.1.2, er I= -,ba, and thus er î Kg I= -,ba. 

Hence er I= <>=Kg((ba /\ --.b-> wait(G) U Vf,.,1 (b; /\ tp; /\ comm(c;)))/\ 

(ba/\ b ...... (wait(G) U<e Vi'..1(b; /\'Pi/\ comm(c;))]V [wait(G) U=e ip])) 

• Now assume B(ba)(cr.init). Suppose I= c;?x;;S; sat ip;, for all i = 1, .•• ,n, and 

I= S sat ip. If B(...,b)(cr.init) then TimeOut(G) =~and LimitedWait(G) = ~. 

and hence u e SEQV(M(delay K 9 ),NotLimWait(G),Comm(G)). 

Then u î Kg = u 1u2 with u 1 E Wait(G) and u2 E Comm(G). Hence, using 

Lemma D.1.2, u I= <>=K9(ba /\ -,b-> wait(G) U V'/:1(b; /\ ip; /\ comm(c;)). 

If B(b )( u.init) then, similarly, 

u I= <>=K.(ba /\ b-> [wait(G) U<e V'/:1(b; /\ ip; /\ comm(c;))]v [wait(G) U=e ip]). 

Iteration 

Assume G sat ip. Consider u E M(*G). Then either 

• there exists an infinite sequence of models ui, u2, ... such that u = u1u2 · · ·, with 

for all i ~ 1: u; E M(G), u;+l.init = u;.final, ju;I < oo, and B(ba)(u;.init). 

Then, using G sat tp, Ui I= tp. By Lemma D.1.2, lf; I= ba. Hence u I= C00(ba/\ip). 

• there exists a k E IN,k;::: 1 and ui, ... ,uk such that u = u1···Uk, for all 

i E {l, .. "k}: er; E M(G), and hence u; I= ip, for all i E {1, ... ,k - l}: 

u;+l.init = u;.final, lu;J < oo, B(ba)(u;.init) and thus u; I= ba. Furthermore, 

either lukl = oo or B(-..ba)(uk.init). 

- If luk!= oo then, by the definition of M(*°), B(ba)(uk.init). Thus 

for all i E {l, ... ,k}: u; I= ip/\ ba. Further, er= u1 · · -<1kO'kUk ···,and 

iflo•I < 00 then i < k and thus lfi+i·init 17;.final. Hence (1 I= C00(ba/\ip). 

- If 8(-.,ba)(O'k.init) then crr. I= -.,ba. Hence er I= (ba/\ <p)C* (-.ba/\ ip). 

Parallel Composition 

Assume I= S1 sat 'PI and I= S2 sat l.{)2 are va.lid, dch( ;pi) Ç dch(S;) and var( ip;) Ç 

var(S;), for i E {1, 2}. We show the validity of 

S1 11S2 sat (epi/\ (<i02C (noact(dch(S2 ) U [clone/\ nochange(var(S2))])))v 

(ip2 /\ (ip1 C (noact(dch(Si) U [done /\ nochange( var(S1))J))). 

Consider any u E M(S1llS2). Then dch(u) Ç dch(S1) U dch(S2), and for i = 1, 2 there 

exist u; E M(S;) such that lul = max(IO'il, 10'21), q.init u;.init, 

{ 
cr;.comm( r) for all r < lu; 1 

[u.comm)dch(S,)( r) = ,.. 
"' for all r, lu;I :; r < lul 
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d 'fl I h 1. l() { u;.final(:t) if:tEvar(S;) an 1 u < oo t en u. ina x = 
u.init(x) if :t ~ var(S1llS2) 

Suppose la1I $ lu2I· Then lul = lu2l-
We prove u I= t.p2 A (r.p1 C (noact(dch(S1) U [done /\ nochange(var(S1))]). 

• First we show a I= 'P2· Since l[a)dch(.S,)I = lul = la2I, [u.comm]dch(S2)(r) = 
a2.comm(r), for all T <lal, and thus [u.comm]dch(S2 ) = u2.comm. 

Further, [a.init]dch(s2) = a.init = a2.init. 

- If lal = oo then lu2I = oo and then, by Lemma 4.2.10, 

û2 = (0'2.init, u2.comm, u.final) E M(S2). 

Since [a]dch(S,) = û2 we obtain [a]dch(.S,) E M(S2). Thus I= 82 sat 'P2 leads 

to [u]dch(S2 ) I= 'fl2· Since dch(r.p2) Ç dch(S2), Lemma D.1.3 leads toa I= 'fl2· 

- If lul < oo, define û = (u.init,u.comm,u2.final). Then (ö-]dch(~) u2 E 

M(S2), lind thus [û]dch(.S,) I= 'f12· Using dch(r.p2) Ç dch(S2), Lemma D.1.3 

leads to û I= 'P2· Since û.final(x) = u2.final(x) = u.final(x) for all 

x E var(S2) and var('P2) Ç var(S2 ), this leads to u I= r.p2 • 

• Next we prove u I= r.p1 C (noact(dch(S1) U [done A nochange(var(S1 ))]. 

From u1 E M(S1) and I= S1 sat <p1 we obtain u1 I= 'f't· Now we define a model 

0'3 that satisfies noact(dch(S1)) U [done A nochange( var(S1))]. Let a3 be such 

that lu3I =lul - lu1I, for all T < lu3I, u3.comm(r) = u.comm(r+ lu11), and 

0'3.init =u3.final =u1.final. Then clearly u3 I= Dnochange(var(S1)). 

Since for all r, lu1I $ T <lul, [u.comm]dch(Si)(r) =!il, 

we obta.in for all T < lal - lu1I, [u.comm]dch(Si)(T + la11) fi). 

Thus, for all T < la3I, (a3.comm]dch(Si)(r) = [u.comm]dch(Si)(T + lu11) = 111, and 

hence u3 I= noact(dch(S1)) U [done A nochange(var(S1))). 

Thus u10'3 I= cp1 C ( noact( dch( S1)) U [done A nochange( var( S1) )]). Since 

[ 1 ( ) _ { u1.comm( r) for all T < l<T1I 
u.comm dch(Si) T -

!il for all r, lu1I $ T <lul 
we have [u.comm)dch(Si) = (u1.comm)(u3.comm). 

Further, [u.init]dch(Si) = u.init = a1.init. 

Define û = (u.init,u.comm,a1.final). Then [û]dch(Si) = u1a3. This leads to 

[û]dch(Si) I= <p1C(11oact(dcli(S1)) U [done/\nnchange( var( Si))]). Since dch( cp1) Ç 

dch(S1), we have dch(cp1 C (noact(dch(S1)) U [done A nochange(var(S1))]) Ç 

dch(S1) and thus Lemma D.1.3 leads to 

ff I= rp1 C (noact(dch(S1) U [done A nochange(var(S1))]. 

Since û.final(x) = a1.final(x) = u.final(x) for all :t E var(S1) and 

var( cp1 C ( noact(dch(S1 ) U [done A nochange( var(S1))]) Ç var(S1), this leads to 

u I= 'PI C (noact(dch(Si) U [done A nochange(var(S1))). 
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Similarly, for la2I :;;; la1I we can prove 

a I= lflt A (l.fl2C (noact(dch(S2) U [done A nochange(var(S2))])), 

which proves soundness of the Parallel Composition Rule. 

D.2 Soundness of the Proof System in Section 4.4.2 

First a number of lemmas which can be proved easily by structural induction. 

Lemma D.2.1 For any boolean expression b from the programming language, state 

s, environment "'f, and communication function cf: B(b)(s) iff [b]"Y(s,cf). 

Lemma D.2.2 For any expression e from the programming language, state s, envi

ronment 1, and communication function cf: E(e)(s) = V(e)(;,s,cf). 

Lemma D.2.3 For a.ny assertion p, sta.te s, environment;, and communication func

tion cf: [p[exp/x]];(s,cf) iff [pD"'f((s: x 1-+ V(exp)(l,s,cj)),cf). 

Similar to Lemma 3.4.3, we have 

Lemma D.2.4 For all 1, s, cft: [p]"Y(s, cfi) ifffor all ch, [p[lcftl/time]];(s, cft"cf2). 

From this lemma we obta.in: 

Lemma D.2.5 For all;, s, cft, c/2: if [p[lcft"chl/time]]i(s,c/1) then [p]i(s, cft"cf2). 

Proof: [p[lcft"chl/time]h(s,cfi) implies (by Lemma D.2.4) 

[p[lcft"chl/time][lcft l/time]h( s, cf1"cf2). 

Thus [p[lcfi"chl/time]h(s, cfi"ch), and hence [p]'y(s,cfi"cfz). D 

In the proofbelow î is an arbitrary environment, so E STATE, and c/0 E CF is a well

formed communication function with lc/01 < oo. We prove I= C : {p} S {q} as follows: 

if[p]î(so,c/o) and (so,cfi,si) E M(S) then [C)î(si,c/o"c/1 ), and if Ic/il< oo then 

[q]-y(si,c/o"cft). (Observe that var(C) =~bas been required for all commitments.) 

The soundness of the Well-Formedness Axiom follows ea.sily from Lemma 4.2.10. 

Initial lnvariance 

Assume [pAC]i(so,c/o). Consider (so,cft,s1 ) E M(S). 

By Lemma D.2.4 we ohta.in [(p A C)[lc/ol/time]]1(so, c/o"cfi). 

Since time does not occur in p A C, this leads to [p A Ch( so, cfo"cft). 

By Lemma D.0.15, s1(x) = so(x) for x </. var(S). 

Since var(C) = 0 and var(S) n var(p) = ~. we ohta.in [p A Ch(si. c/0"cft ). 

Skip 

Assume [pACD;(so,c/o). Consider (so,c/i,si) E M(skip). 

Then s1 = so and lc/11=0, and hence [pA Ch(si,cfo"cft). 
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Assignment 

Assume [(q A C)[time + K"/time,e/x]]î(sa,c/0). Consider (ao,c/i,81) E .M(x := e). 

Then 8 1 =(Bo: x - C(e)(ao)) and Ic/il K". By Lèmma D.2.3 this leads to 

((q A C)[time + K"/time]]'y((so: x - V(e)(7,so,cfo)),cfo). Using Lemma D.2.2 we 

ohtain [(q A C)[time + K"/time]]'y(si,cfo). This is equivalent to 

[(qAC)[lc/ol + lcftl/time]h(si.cfo), and thus, by Lemma D.2.5, [qAC]'y(8i,cfo"cfi). 

De lay 

Assume [(qAC)[time+max(O,e)/time]]'y(so,cfo). Consider (so,cft,s1) E .M(delaye). 

Then 81 = 80 and lcftl = max(O,t:(e)(so)). 

By Lemma D.2.2, lcftl = max(O, V(e)(7,so,cfo)). 

Using s1 = so this leads to [( q A C)[lcfol + lelt 1/time]h'( s1, cfo). 

Hence, by Lemma D.2.5 we obtain (q A Ch(s1,cfo"cfi). 

Output 

We prove the soundness of the Input Rule. The soundness of the Output Rule is proved 

similarly. Suppose I= p(t0 /time]A wait to c? at to and comm value v-+ (q[v/x] A C). 

Assume [p]î(so,c/o). Define i = (î: to - lc/ol). Then, by Lemma D.2.4, 

[p[to/time]]i(8o,cfo"cfi). Consider (so,cfi,s1) E .M(c?x). Then 

• either lcftl = oo, and for all T1 E TIME: cfi(r1) = {c?}. Since i(to) = lc/ol, 
this implies (wait to c? during [to, oo) A time= oo]7(so, cfo"cfi). 

Observe that, by definition, [comm via c during [oo,oo) value v]"'Y(so,cfo"cfi). 

Hence [wait to c? at to and comm value vDt(s0 ,cfo"cfi). This leads to 

[C]i(so,cfo"cfi). Since var(C) 16 and to is fresh, we obtain [C]i{s1,c/o"cfi). 

• or lcfi 1 < oo, there exists a T E TIME and a value 1J such that lcfi 1 = T + K 0 , 

for all T1 < r: cfi(r1) {c?}, for all r2,T $ T2 < r+ Kc: cfi(r2) = {(c,t?)}, and 

81 = ( so : x - 'l'J). Hence, 

[ wait to c? during [to, t) A comm via c during [t, t + Kc) value vA 

time t + Iq( i : t ...... i( to)+ r, v - '!?)(sa, cfo"cfi). 

Thus [3t ~ to : wait to c? during [to, t) A comm via c during [t, t + I<c) value vA 

tim~= t + Kc)( i : v ...... D~(so, cfo"cft), 

that is, (wait to c? at to and comm value v](i: v - 'l'J)(sa,cfo"cfi). 

This leads to (q[v/x] f\ C]l(i: v ...... f'})(sa,cfo"c/1). 

Since v and to do not occurfree in C and var(C) = S!) weohtain (C]i(si,c/0"cft). 
By Lemma D.2.3, using that V(v)((î: v ...... 1}),so,cfo"cfi) = D, 

[q](i: v - 'l'J)((so: x ...... d),cfo"cfi). Thus (q](i: v - t?)(si,cfo"cfi). 

Since v and to do not occur free in q this leads to (q)i(si,cf0"cfi). 
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Sequential Composition 

Suppose I= C1 : {p} S1 {r} and I= C2 : {r} S2 {q}. 

Assume [p];(so,c/o). Consider (so,cfi,s1) E M(S1; S2) = SEQV(M(S1), M(S2)). 

Thus 

• either (so,cft,s1) E M(S1) and lcfil = oo. 
Then, by I= C1 : {p} S1 {r}, we obtain [C1h(si,cf0Acf1)· 
Further, [time= oo];(si,c/oAcfi), and thus (C1 A time= oo];(si,c/oAcfi). 

• or there exist 8, cfn, cf12 such that cfi = cf11"cft2, (so,cfn,8) E M(S1), 

lcful < oo, and (s,cf12,si) E M(S2). Then, using I= C1 : {p} S1 {r}, weobtain 

[r]î(s,cfoAcfu). By I= C2 : {r} S2 {q} this leads to [C2h(s1, cfoAcfnAc/12) 

and if lcf12I < oo then [q]î(si, cfo11cfn11cft2). Hence [C2h(si,cfo11cf1) and if 

lcftl < oo then [q];(s1,cf0Acf1). 

Guarded Command Termination 

Suppose I= C : {pA-.ba} delay Kg {q}. Assume [pA-ibah(so,c/o). Consider 

(so,cft,s1) E M(G). Since (-ibah(so,c/o), Lemma D.2.1 leads to B(-iba)(so). Hence 

(so,cft,s1) E M(delay Kg), and thus [C A q];(si,cfo"ch). 

Guarded Command with Purely Boolean Guards 

Suppose I= C; : {p A bi} delay Kg; Si {q;}, for all i E {1,. ", n}. 

Assume [pAbah(sa,cfo). Consider (sa,cfi,s1) E M((Uf=t bi - S;]). 
Since [bo];(so,cfo), Lemma D.2.1 leads to B(ba)(so). Hence there exists a k E 

{1, .. ,n} such that B(bi.)(s0 ), and (so,c/i,s1) E M(delay Kg; Si.). By Lemma D.2.1, 

[bi.]'y(sa,c/o), thus [pAbi.]î(so,cfo). Then I= C" : {pAb1<} delay Kg; Si. {qi.} leads 

to [Ck]'y(si,cfo11cfi) and if Ic/tl< oo then [qk]'y(si.cfoi'cfi). 

Hence [Vf"1 C;]1'(si,cfo"cfi) and if lcfil < oo then [Vf=t q;)"y(si,cfo"cfi). 

Guarded Command without Delay 

Consider G = rnf=t b;; c;?x; __, S; Ub; delay e __, S]. Suppose 

I= p[to/time] A no (dch(G)) during [t0 ,t0 + Kg)A 

wait in G during [to + Kg, oo) A time = oo - Cnonterm 

I= p[to/time) Ab; A 3t, to+ Kg ::; t < oo : no ( dch( G)) during [t0 , to+ Kg )A 

wait in G during [to+ Kg, t)/\ comm c; in G /rom t value v 

- p;[v/x;], for i = 1, ... , n 

I= C; : {pi} Si{q;}, for i = 1, .. "n 

Assume [pAbG A -,b]î'(so,cfo). Consider (so,cft,si) E M(G). Let i = (1: t0 .....,. 

icfoD· Then, by Lemma D.2.4, [p[to/time)]i'(so,cfo"ch). From [bah(s0,c/0 ) we 

obta.in, by Lemma. D.2.1, B(bp )(so). Similarly, [-.b]'y(s0 , cfo) leads to B( -,b)(sa). Then 

(so,cfi,si) E SEQV(M(delay K 9 ), N otLimWait(G),Comm(G)), that is, 
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• either (ao,c/i,s1) E SEQV(M(delay Kg),NotLimWait(G)) with lcftl = oo. 

Then for all r11 0 S r1 <Kg: cft(r1) =lil and for all r2, Kg S r2 < oo: 

cft(r2) = {c;? 1B(b;)(so),1 $ i S n}. Since i(to) = !c/ol, this leads to 

(no (dch(G)) during [to, to+ Kg)/l.wait in G during [to+ Kg,oo)]')'(so,c/oAcfi). 

By Lemma D.2.4 we obtain [p[t0 /timeJDi( so, cfoAcfi ). Then the first assumption 

of the ru1e this leads to [Cnonterm]i(so,cfoAcft). Since to does not occur in 

C....,.tenn and var(Cnont.,,.m) = l!l, we obtain [Cnonterm)i(s11cf0Acfi). 

• or there exist T E TIME, r 2! Kg, 8, c/11 and cfi2 such that cfi = cf11Acf12, 

for all ri, 0 S T1 < Kg: c/11(r1) = l!l, for all r:h Kg S r2 < r: c/11(r2) = 
{c;! 1B(b;)(ao),1 S i S n}, there exists a k E {1"., n} and a value {} such that 

B(bk)(so), for all T3, r :S T3 < r + Kc: c/u(r3) = {(c", fJ)}, lc/nl = T + Kc, 

8 = (so: x1;.....,. fJ), and (so,cfi,s1) E M(Sk)· Thus 

[3t,to+ Kg$ t < oo: no (dch(G)) during [to, to+ Kg)/\. 

wait in G during [to+ Kg, t)/I. 

comm c; in G /rom t value v](i: v >-+ t'J)(So,c/oAc/n). 

By Lemma D.2.4, using that vis fresh, [p[to/timell(i: v.....,. t'J)(so, c/oAc/11). 

Further, B(b")(so) leads by Lemma D.2.1 to [b1c)(i: v,..... t'J)(so,c/0Acfu). 
Then from the. second assumption of the rule we obtain 

(p,.[t1/zr.]]( Î' : t1 ...... 11)( so, c/0Acfu). Thus, by Lemma D.2.3, 

IPr.J(i: v >-+ fJ)((so: z" .....,. t'J), c/oAcfu), and hence 

(pA:)(i: t1 ..... fJ)(si,c/oAc/11). By the third assumption of the rule this leads to 

(CA:)(t: v ..... t'J)(si,c/0Ac/11Acfi2) and if lc/121 < oo then 

(q1;)(i: v ..... fJ)(si,cfoAcf11"c/12). Since to and tl are fresh, we obtain 

(Vi'=t C;]"y(s11c/o"cft) and if lcftl < oo then [Vi'=t q;]'y(s11cfo"cft). 

Guarded Command with Delay 

Consider G =mr... b;; c;?x; ...... s, Ub; delay e -+ S]. Suppose 

I= p(to/time]Abi /\ 3t,to +Kg S t < max(O,e): no (dch(G)) during [to, to+ Kg)/\. 

wait in G during [to+ Kg, t)/I. comm c; in G from t value v 

-+ pi(v/x;], for i = 1, ... ,n 

I= Ci : {pi} S; {q;}, for i = 1" .. , n 

I= p{to/time] /\no (dch(G)) tl_':'ring [to, to+ Kg)/\. 

wait in G during fto + l(g, to+ Kg+ max(O,e))/I. 

time= to+ [(9 + max(O,e)-+ p 
l=C: {p}S{q} 
Assume (p/I. bh(so,cfo). Consider (so,cft,s1) E M(G). 

Define i = ('y: to ..... lc/ol). Then, by Lemma D.2.4, [p[to/time]]')'(so,cfo"cfi). 

Since [bh(s0,c/0 ), Lemma D.2.1, leads to B(b)(s0 ) and thus B(ba)(sa). Then 
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• either (so,cft,s1) E SEQV(M(delay Kg),LimiteáWait(G),Comm(G)). Then 

similar to the proof for the previous rule we obtain [V~=l Ci]7(s1,c/0Acft) and 

if Ic/il< oo then (W=1 q;h(si,c/oAcft). 

• or (s0,cft,s1) E SEQV(M(delay Kg),TimeOv.t(G),M(S)). then there exist 

c/11 and cfta such tha.t cfi = c/nAc/m (so,c/u,s1) E M(S) and 

[no ( dch( G)) during [to, to+ K9 )A 

wait in G during [to+ Kg, t0 +Kg+ max(O, e))A 

time= to+ K9 + max(O,e)]i(so,cfoAc/11). 

By Lemma D.2.4, [p[t0 /time])i(so,c/oAc/11). Hence from the third a.ssumption 

of the rule we obtain [p)i(s0, c/0Ac/11). By the fourth a.ssumption of the rule this 

leads to [C)i( si, cfo11cf11Acf12) a.nd if lcf12I < oo then [q;;h( si, c/oAc/n Ac/12). 

Since t0 is fresh, [C]'y(s1, c/oAcfi) a.nd if lcftl < oo then [qh(si. c/oAcft). 

Iteration 

Assume 

1= C : {p /\ba} G {p} 

I= Cterm : {pi\ -.ba} G {q} 

I= (Vt1 < 00 3t2 > t1 : C[t2/time]) -+ C"0"term 

We show that (Cnonterm /\time= oo) V Cterm : {p} *G {q} is va.lid. 

(D.1) 

(D.2) 

(D.3) 

Let î be an a.rbitra.ry environment, so a. sta.te, and cfo a. well-formed communica.tion 

function such that lc/ol < oo. 

Assume [p]'Y(so,c/o). Let (so,cfi,s1) E M(*G). Then consider the following cases. 

1. There exists a. k E JN,k ~ 1 and o-1" .. ,,,." such tha.t (so,cfi,s1) = u 1 ···ui., 

for all i E {1" .. ,k}: O'j e M(G), 

for all i E {1, .. "k 1}: u;+t.init = u;.final, lu;I < oo, B(ba)(u;.init), 

and either lu;;I = oo or 8(-,ba)(a".init). 

Now we consider the cases k = 1 a.nd k > 1: 

• If k = 1 then 8(-.bo)(o-1.init) and sa= u1.init, thus [pi\ -.boh(s0 ,cfo). 

Since (so,cfi,si) = u1 and u1 e M(G), we obtain from (D.2): 

[Ctermh(si,cfoAcfi), arid if lcfil < oo then (q)î(si,c/oAc/i). 

• If k > 1 then prove by induction on i: 

ilPh(u;.final,c/0"0-1.comm · · ·O";.comm), for i = 1, .. "k -1. 
Basis For i = 1 we have B(ba)(u1.init) and so u1 .init, thus 

i[pAbah(so,c/o). Since 0-1 = (u1.init,u1.comm,u1.final) e M(G) 

and lu1.comml = la1I < oo, we obtain from (D.1): 

[ph(u1.final, cfo"u1.comm). 
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Induction Consider i with 1 < i ~ k - 1. By the induction hypothesis: 

[p];(<Ti-1·/inal,c/o"u1.comm · • ·U;-1.comm). 

Since B(ba)(u;.init) and o,.init = O'i-1·final, we obtain 

[pi\ bah(u;-1.final,cfo"u1.comm • ··O'i-l·comm). Together with 

Ui= (u;.init,u._comm,<Ti.final) E M(G) and l<T;.comml = l<T;I < oo, 

this leads by (D.1) to [p]'y(a;.final,cfo"u1.comm · ··u;.comm). 

With i = k -1 we obtain [ph(u1<-1·final,cfo"<T1.comm ".qk-1·comm). 

Now there a.re two possibilities: 

(a) Either lu"I = oo. Since 8(-iba)(<11<.init) and Uk E M(G) implles l<Tkl < oo, 

we must have B(ba )( 0-1:.init). Together with <T.1:.init = u"_1.f inal this leads 

to [pl\bah(u.1:-1.final,cfo"u1.comm···O"r.-1·comm). With 01. E M(G), 

this leads by (D.l) to [CJ-y(<T1o.final,cfo"u1.comm · "q.1:.comm), and hence 

[C)'y(si,cfo"cfi). Since Je/il = lu1.comm" ·u".éomml = oo this implles 

(C[oo/time])'y(si. c/o"cft), and hem:e 

(Vt1 < oo 3t2 > ti : C[t2/time]]'y(s1, c/o"cf1)· 
Thus, by (D.3), [Cnontermh(si.cfo"cft). 

(b) Or B(-.ba)(u.1:.init), and thus la.1ol < oo. Since a.1:.init = CT.1:-1.final, this 

leads to (pi\ -.bah("1<-1·final,cfo"<T1.comm · "O'k-1·comm). 

With u" E M(G) we obtain from (D.2): 

(Ctermh(<T1:.final,cfo"u1.comm·"a1<.comm) and, since ICT.1:.comml < oo, 

(q)1(<T1:.final,cfo"CT1.comm · · ·u1:.comm). By s1 = u.1:.final and 

cft = u1.comm · · ·u1:.comm, this leads to (Ctermh(si,cfo"cft) and 

[q)7(s1,c/o"c/1). 

2. There exists an infinite sequence of models <T1, <T2, ... such that 

(So,cft,s1) = 0"10"2 · ·" with for all i;?:: 1: O'; E M(G), O'i+J·init = u;.final, 

l<T;I < oo, B(ba)(<T;.init). We prove, by induction on i that, for all i;::: 1: 

(pi\ C]'y(<T;.final,cfo"<T1.comm · · ·<T;.comm). 

Basis For i = 1 we have B(ba)(<T1.init) and So = 0"1.init, thus [pl\ba)'Y(so,cfo). 

Since 0'1 = (CT1.init,u1.comm,<T1.final) E M(G) and ICT1.comml l"1I < 
oo, we obtain from (D.1): [pi\ C]'Y(u1.final,cfo"u1.comm). 

Induction Consider i with 1 < i s k .. 1. By the induction hy1>.othesis: 

[p]'Y(<T;-1./inal, cfo"u1.comm · · ·O'i-1 ·comm). 
Since B(ba)(u;.init) and u;.init = <1;-1.final, we obta.in 

[pA bah(u;-1./inal,cfo"u1.comm · · ·<1;-1.comm). 
Together with u; = (u;.init,u;.comm,u;.final) E M(G) and lu;.comml = 
j<T;I < oo, this leads by (D.1) to [pl\C]'y(<T;.final, cfo"u1.comm · "O';.comm ). 

By Lemma D.2.4, for i;?:: 1, [p /\ C]"y(u;.final,cfo"u1.comm · "<1;.comm), im

plies [CLJcfo"u1.comm · · · u;.comml/time])'y( u;.f inal, cfo"<T1.comm · · • <T;.comm 
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O'i+i ·comm · · ·). Thus (C[lcfoA0'1.comm • · ·O'i.comml/time]h( a1.f inal, cf0Acf1). 

Since there are no program va.ria.bles in C, this leads to 

[C[lcj0A0'1 .comm · · ·0'1.eomml/time]h(si,cfoAcfi), for i ~ 1. Observe tha.t for 

all r1 € TIME there exists ai such tha.t lcfoA0'1.comm · · ·a;.comml > r1. 

Hence, for all r1 E TIME thereexists a.r2 > r1 such tha.t (C[r2/time)]'y(si,c/0Acfi). 

This leads to (Vt1 < oo 3t2 > t1 : C[t2/time])'y(si, cfo"cft), a.nd thus, by (D.3), 

[Cnontermh(si,cfoAcfi). Since lcfil = oo wea.lsoha.ve[time = oo]'Y(s1,cf0Acfi). 

Parallel Composition 

Assume 

c, : {p;} 81 {qt}, for i = 1,2 (D.4) 
2 

3t1, t2 : time= max(t1, t2) A /\ C;[t;/time] A no dch(S;) during [t,, time) - C (D.5) 
i=l 

2 

3ti,t2 : time= max(ti,t2 ) A /\ q;[t;/time] A no dch(S;) during [t;,time)-+ q (D.6) 
i=l 

dch(C;,qi) Ç dch(S;) a.nd var(qi) Ç var(S;), for i = 1,2 (D.7) 

ti a.nd t2 a.re fresh logica! va.ria.bles (D.8) 

Assume lP1 AP2h(so,c/o). Consider any (so,c/i,s1) E M(S1llS2). 

Then dch(cft) Ç dch(S1) U dch{S2), a.nd for i = 1,2 there exist (so,cfH,sli) € .M(S;) 

such that 

lc/11 = max(lcfnl, lcft21), 

{ 
c/i;(r) for all r < Ic/Hl 

[cfildcli(S;)(r) = f2I for all r, lcfHI:::; r < lcftl 

'f I f I h ( ) { s1;(x) ifx E var(S;) t c 1 < oo t en s1 x = 
so(x) if x <t. var(S1llS2) 

By (D.4) we obtain (C;h(sli, cfoAcfü) and if fcfüf < oo then (q;h(si;,cfoAcft;). 

Define 7 = ( 'Y : ti ,..... lc/ol + fc/11 I, tz ,..... lc/ol + lcfol).Then, using (D.8), 

(C;[t;/time]]i'(s1;,c/0Acfü) and if Ic/Hl< oo then (q;[t;/time]]i'(sH,c/0AcfH). Using 

Lemma D.2.4, we obtain [C;[t;/time]]i(sti,c/o/\[c!i]dch(S;)) a.nd (since Ic/il< oo im

plies lcful < oo A lcfol < oo) if fcfil < oo then [q;[t;/time])i(s1;, cfoA(cftfacli(S;J)· 

By (D.7) this leads to (Ci[t;/time)]i'(s1;,c/011cft) and, if lcftl < oo then 

[qi[ti/time]Ji'( Sti, cfoAcfi). Since var( Ci) fl.I, var( q;) Ç var(S;) a.nd sti(x) = 
s1(x) for x E var(S;), we obtain [C;(t;/time]]i(s1,cf0Acfi) a.nd, if fcftl < oo then 

(q;[t;/time])i(si, cfoAcfi). Furthermore, [time= max(t1, t2)]1i'(si, cfoAcft) and 

IAr=i no dch(S;) during [t;,time)]i(s1 ,c/oAcfi). Thus 

[3ti. t2 : time = max(ti. tz)AAf=t C;[t;/time]A no dch(S;) during [t;, time)]'Y(si, c/0 Acfi) 

and if jc/oO'I < oo then (3t1, t2 : time max( t 1 , t2 ) A Ar=t q;[t;/time]A 

no dch(S;) during [t;, time)]i(si. cfoAcfi). Hence, by (D.5) and (D.6), [Ch(si, cf0Acfi) 

a.nd if lc/oul < oo then [q]î(si,cfoAcfi). 
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Appendix E 

Soundness of the Proof Systems 

in Chapter .5 

E.1 Soundness of the Proof System in Section 5.5.2 

Well-Formedness Axiom 

The soundness of the extended Well-Fortnedness Axi.om càn be proved as follows. 

Consider any environment 1 and a e M(P). Then Lemma 5.4.3 implies that for all 

T <lul.PI e a(r).ezec and P2 e a(r).req imply Pl 2! P2· 

Thus 61 e a(r).req and~ E a(r).exec imply 61 $ 62. 

Benoo 61 E (a î r)(O).req and 62 E (al r)(O).exec imply 61 $ 62. 

Then, 61 E S(req)("'t l r,a î r) and~ E S(exec)("'f î r,a î r) imply 61 $ 62. 

Since, for all r ~ lal, S(req)("'f î r,a î r) = S(exec)("'f î r,a î r) = 16, we obta.in for 

all r: if 61 E S(req)('Y î r,a î r) and 62 E S(exec)("'t î r,a î r) then 61 $ 62. 

Thus, (o î r,1 î r) I= req $ exec, and hence (a>r} I= (req $ exec) U done. 

Atomie, Delay, Send, and Receive 

First consider o E SEQ(Request,Execute(K)). Then 

• either lul = oo and for all T E TIME: o(r).req = {O} and u(r).comm = 
u(r).exec = J1l. Thus, for all r E TIME: (a î r)(O).req = .{O} and (a î 
r)(O).comm = (o î r)(Q1~xec = J1l. Hence, fo_!~Y "'f and any cset DCHAN, 

(u, 1} I= D (req = {O} /\ exec =!Il/\ noact(cset)), and thus 

(a,7} I= Request(cset) U Execute(cset,K). 

• or there exists a r E TIME, such that for all r 1 < r: u(r1 ).req = {O} and 

a(r1 ).comm o-(r1).exec = !11, o(r).exec = {O}, for all r2,0 < r2 < K: u(r + 
r2).exec = {oo}, for all T3 < I(: o-(r + ra).comm = a(r + r3).req = !11, and 

lal= r +K. Consider any "Y and any cset Ç DCHAN. 

Then, for all r1 < r: {o- î Ti,"'f î r1) I= req = {O} /\ exec !1l /\. noact(cset), and 
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thus, for all r1 < r: (O' î T11'Y î r1) I= Reguest(cset). 

Furthermore, {O' î T1'Y î r) I= reg= 111 A e:rec = {O} A noact(cset), for all r2,0 < 
r2 < K: {(O' î r1) T 1'2,(7 î r1)î r2) I= req = f1) A exec = {oo} A noact(cset); 

and lu T rl =K. Hence (u T r,7 T r) I= Execute(cset,K), and thus 

{0",7) I= Request(cset) U E:recute(cset,K). 

Observe that if u E Delay(d), u E SEQ(WaitSend(c),Comm(c}), or 

q E SEQ(WaitRec(c),Comm(c)) then a(r).req = u(r).exec = fl), for all r < 10'1. 
Hence, for any 7 and any r < lul, (O' î r,7 î r) I= reg= exec = !ll. Since, for all 

r;?: lul, (u î r, 7 î r) I= reg= exec = !Il, this leads to (O', 'Y) I= IJ (reg= exec = 111). 

Now the soundness of the axioms for atomic(d), delay d, c! and c? follows from 

the observations above and the soundness of the axioms from Section 3.3 ( see the proof 

in Appendix B.1). 

Guarded Command 

Similar to the proof above, soundness of the Guarded Command Rule is easily proved 

from the observations above and the soundness of the Rule for Guarded Conimand 

with Delay from Section 3.3. 

Priority Assignment 

Suppose I= S sat r.p and 

I= r.p(r/reg,e/exet]A D ((r = {O}-> req = {p}) A (r f:. {O}-> req = r))A 

D ((e = {O}-> e:rec {p}) A (e f:. {O}-+ exec = e)) -> r.p1 • 

Consider any 'Y and " E M(prio p (S)). Then there exists u1 E M(S) such that 

O' u1[p/O]. Thus 10'1 = 10'11 and for all r < lal, 
u(r).comm a(r).comm 

u( r).req 

u(r).exec 

= {pi 1 pi E a1 ( r ).req A pi ::/: O} U {p 1 0 E 0'1 ( r ).req} 

= {pr 1 pr E u1(r).e:rec A p~ f:. O} U {p 10 E u1(r).exec}. 

By I= S sat r.p we obta.in ( O'i, 7) I= r.p. Define i such that 

i'(r)(r) = { ui(r).req for r < la1I i(e)(r) = { ui(r}.exec for r < lu1 1 
!Il for r 2: la1I fl) for r 2: lu1I 

and i(u) 7(u), for any other u E SPVAR. 

Then (u1/Y) I= ip(r/req,e/exec]. By 0'1.comm u.comm this leads to (u, 7) I= 
ip[r/req,e/eiec]. Since the syntactic restrictions for programs require that S does 

not contain any parallel composition, we can easily see that 0 E u1 ( r ).req implies 

a1(r).req = {O}. Thus, for all r <lul, u1(r).req {O} implies u(r).req = {p} and 
a1(r).req f:. {O} implies u(r).req = u1(r).req. 

Hence, for all r <lal, t(r)(r) = {O} implies u(r).req = {p} and 

t(r)(r) :/= {O} implies u(r).req = i'(r)(r). 

Then, for all r <lul, (u T r,7 î r} I= (r = {O} - req {p}) A (r f:. {O}-+ req = r). 
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Since, for all r ~ 10'1, (O' î r, 7 î r) I= req = !1) A r = fll, we obtain for all r E TIME: 

(O' f r,7 î r) I= (r = {O}-+ req = {p}) A (r :/; {O}-+ req = r). 

Hence {O', 7) I= C ((r = {O} _,. req = {p}) A (r :F {O}-+ req = r)). 

Siinila.rly, (O',;) I= C((e = {O}-+ exec = {p})A(e :/; {O}-+ exec = e)). 

Together with {O'/)') I= ip[r/req,e/exec] this leads to (0'1)') I= lt'l· 
Since r and e are fresh logica! varia.bles we obtain {O', 7) I= 1Pt· 

Parallel Composition 

Suppose I= Pi sat ipi, I= P2 sat 1P2, and 

I= 1Pt[r1/req,e1/exec] A (ip2[r2/req,e2/exec] C 0 (nooct(dch(P2)) A r2 = e2 = !iS)))V 

ip2[r2/req, e2/exec] A (ip1[r1/req,e1/exec] C 0 (noact(dch(P1)) A r1 = e1 = !iS))))A 

a (e1 = !iS V e2 = !iS)-+ ip[r1 U r2/req,e1 U ez/exec] 

Let 7 be any environment. Consider O' E M(P1 Il P2). Then 

dch(O') Ç dch(P1) U dch(P2), and for i = 1, 2 there exist O'; E M(P;) such tha.t 

10'1 = max(lu1l,lu21), and for all r <lul: [u]dch(P;)(r).comm = ut(r).comm, 

O'(r).req = O't(r).reqU ui(r).req, u(r).exec = ut(r).execU ui(r).exec, and 

O't(r).exec = !1) V O'i(r).exec = !1) 

Suppose lu1I $ lu2I, and thus lul= lu2I· 

Define 7 such tha.t, for i = 1,2, i(r;)(r) = ut(r).req, i(e;)(r) = ut(r).exec, and 

i(u) = 1(u), for a.ny other u E SPVAR. 

By I= P; sat 'Pi we obtain {u;,;) I= ip;, and thus {u;,i) I= ip;[r;/req,e;/e:i:ec]. Simila.r 

to the soundness proof of the Rule for Parallel Composition from Section 3.3, given in 

Appendix JJ.l, we can prove 

(O',")') I= t.pi[r1/req,e1/exec]A(';>2[r2/req,e2/exec)CC(noact(dch(P2))Ar2 =e2=111)))V 

ip2[r2/req,e2/exec] A (i.p1[r1/req,e1/exec] C 0 (noact(dch(P1)) A r1 =ei= 111)))). 

Further, from ut(r).exec = !iSV oJ(r).exec = f!I we obtain (u,")') I= a (e1 = 16 Ve2 = 111). 

Hence, the a.ssumption of the rule leads to (<T, t) I= ip[r1 U r2/req, e1 U e2/exec]. Since 

u(r).req = ut(r).reqUO'i(r).req = -j(r1)(r)Ui(r2)(r) and, similarly, u(r).exec = 
i(e1)(r) U i(e2)(r), we obtain (u, 7) I= tp. 

Processor Closure 

Suppose I= S sat 'Pi. and I= ip1 A o (exec = !<'! _,. req = 111)-+ 'P2· 

Consider u E M(< S ::>). Then there exists a. <T1 E M(S) such tha.t lul= lo-11, and 

for all r <jul: u(r).comm = ui(r).comm, u1(r).exec = 111-+ u1(r).req =!IJ. Let î be 

a.ny a.rbitra.ry environment. By I= S sat epi we obtain {ui, î} I= 'Pt· Since, for r ~ lu1 I, 
(u1 f T,''f l r) I= exec = 111 A req f!I, we have (ai.ï) I= Cl (exec = 111 A req = ~). 
Thus (ui,7) I= 'f/2· Since req and exec do not occur in 'f/2, we obtain (u"y) I= 'P2· 
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E.2 Soundness of the Proof System in Section 5.6.;2 

Well-Formedness Axiom 

The soundness of the extended Well-Formedness Axiom can be proved as follows. 

Consider any environment 7 and t1 E M(P). Then Lemma 5;4.3 implies thàt for all 

r < lt11, P1 E u( r ).ezec and P2 E O'( r ).req imply Pi ;::: P2· 

Thus 61 E O'(r).req and 62 E O'('r).ezec imply 61 :::; 62. 

Hence, 61 E P(req(r))('y,O') and 62 E P(ezec(r))('y,u) imply 61 :::; 62. 

Thus, for all 7, for all r < 10'1, [req(r) 5 ezec(r)]"Yu. 

Then (Vt < time: req(t):::; ezec(t)]Ju and thus (Vt < time: Prio{t)]'yu. 

Atomie 

Suppose I= 3t ~ to : request during [to, t)A execute during [t, t + d)Atime = t+d -+ C. 

Assume [time= to]Jû, then 7(to) = lûl. 

Consider u E M(atomic(d)) = SEQ(Request,Ezecute(d)). 

Then there exists a r E TIME U { oo} such that 

for all r1 < r: u(r1 ).req = {O} and u(r1 ).exec = 16, if r < oo then u(r);ezec = {O}, 

for all r2, r < r2 < r + d: u(r2).ezec = { oo }, for all r3, r :::; r3 < r + d: u(r3).req = 111, 

and lul = r + d. 
Let"'( be any environment. Then there exists ar E TIME U {oo} such that 

[req[O,r) = {O} A ezec[O, r) = 16)"'fu, [(r < oo-+ exec(r) = {O}))'Yu, 

[ezec(r,r+ d) = {oo} A req[r,r+ d) = 16)"'fu, and [time= r + d]7u. 

By the definition of the abbreviations 

(request during [O, r)hûu, [execute during [r, r + d)]1'ûu, and (time= r + d]7ûu. 

Since 1'(to) = lal, (request du.ring [to, to+ r)hau, 

[execute during [to+ r, to+ r + d))'YO-u, and [time= t0 + r + d]1au. 

Hence (3t ;::: t0 : request during [to, t) A execute during [t, t + d) A time = t + d]7ûu. 

By the assumption of the rule we obtain [Chûu, and then lul < oo leads to 

[C A time< oo)7a0'. 

De lay 

Suppose I= 3t;::: to: request during [to, t)A execute during [t, t + Ke)A 

nO ReqExec du.ring [t + Ke, t + Ke + d) A time = t + Ke + d-+ C. 

Assume [time= toha, then 1(to) = lal. 

Consider u E M(delay d) = SEQ(Request,Execute(Ke),Delay(d)). Then there 

exists ar E TJMEU{oo} such that for all r1 < r: u(r1).req = {O} and u(r1 ).exec fl, 

if r < oo then u(r).exec = {0}, for all r2,r < r2 < r + Ke: u(r2).ezec = {oo}, 

for all T3,T ~ T3 < T + Ke: u(r3).req = !il, for all T4,T + I(e ~ T4 < T + Ke + d: 

u(r4).req = u(r4).exec = 16, and lul= r + Ke + d. Thus 
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[3t ;;::: to : req(to, t) = {O} A exec(to, t) = '/JA 

(t < oo - exec(t) = {O}) /\ exec(t, t + Ke) = {oo} /\ req[t, t + Ke) ='/JA 

req[t + Ke, t + Ke + d) = fj /\ exec(t + Ke, t + Ke + d) = fj /\time= t + K" + d)7ûu. 

By the deftnition of the abbreviations 

[3t ~ to : request during [to, t) /\ execute during [t, t + Ke)A 

noReqExec during [t + Ke, t + Ke + d) /\time = t + Ke + d)-yûu. 

Hence, by the assumption of the rule, [Chûu, and if lul< oo then [C /\time< oo)'l'ûu. 

Send and Receive 

We prove the soundness of the Send Rule. The soundness of the Receive Rule can be 

proved similarly. Suppose 

I= 3t1 ~ t0 : ReqExec(to,{c!,c},ti)A 3t ~ t1: wait to c! at t1 until comm at tA 

no ReqExec during [t1, t + Kc) /\time= t + Kc .... C. 

Assume [time= tohû, then 7(to) = lûl. 
Consider u E .M(c!) = SEQ(Request,Execute(K"), WaitSend(c),Comm(c)). 

Then there exists a TE TIME U {oo} suth that for all T1 < r: u(Tt).req = {O} and 

a(ri).comm = u(T1 ).exec = fJ, if T < oo then u(T).exec = {O}, 

for all_ r2, T < T2 < T + K": u( T2).exec = { Óo}, 
for all ra, r :=;; Ta < r + Ke: u( Ta).comm = u( T3).req = fJ, and 

there exists a f E TIME U { oo} such that f ~ T + K", 

for all T4,T + Ke ~ T4 < f: u(T4).comm = {c!}, u(r4).req = u(r4).exec = fJ, 

for all Ts, f ~T's< f + Kc: u(Ts).comm = {c}, u(rs).req = u(rs).exec = fJ, 
and lul= f + Kc. Then 

[3t1 ;::: to : 3ta : ti = ta + Ke /\ request during (to, ta)A execute during [ta, ti)A 

no { c!, c} during [to, ti )A 3t ~ t1 : wait to c! at ti until comm at t/\ 

req(ti. t + K") = fj /\ exec[ti. t + Kc) = fj/\ time = t + Kc]"Yûu. 

By deftnition of the abbreviations 

[3t1;::: to: ReqExec(to, {c!,c},t1)A 3t;::: ti : wait to c! at t1 until comm at tA 

no ReqEzec during [ti. t + Kc) /\time"" t + Kc]"Yûu. 

Hence, by the assumption of the rule, [C]"Yûu, and if lul < oo then (C /\time< oo)'i'éiu. 

Guarded Command 

To show the soundness of the rules for guarded commands, first observe that a model 

from the semantica of a guarded command is the concatenation of a model from 

S_EQ(Request, Execute(Ke)) and a model in which the req- and exec-ftelds are empty 

and the comm-fteld corresponds to the semantics from Chapter 3. Also the rules 

for guarded commands from Section 5.6 are essentially the same as the rules from 

Section 3.4, with the addition of a requesting and executing period (represented by 

ReqExec(to, {c1?,. ", c"?}, t1)) and empty req- and exec-ftelds during subsequent pe-
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riods. The correspondence between SEQ(Reque.st,Execute(Ke)) and 

ReqExec(t0 ,{c1?,".,c"?},t1 ) ca.n be shown simila.r to the proofä given a.bove. 

Priority Assignment 

Suppose f= C : {p} S {q}, 

F C[r/req,e/exec] A ReplacePrio(to,p)-+ c" a.nd 

F= q[r/req,e/exec] A ReplacePrio(to,p)-+ qi. 

Assume [PA time= tohû, then -y(to) = lûl. Consider tr E M(prio p (S)). Then there 

exists u1 E M(S) such tha.t u = u1[p/O]. Thus lrrl = lu1 I and for all T < lrrl, 

u(r).comm o-(r).comm 

u( r).req 

o-(r).exec 

= {pi 1 pi E ui( r).req A pi-:/: O} U {p 10 E u1(r).req} 

= {pi 1 pi E u1(r).exec A pi-:/: O} U {p 10 E u1(r).exec}. 

Since [Phû and F= C : {p} S {q}, we obta.in [C]'Yûu1, a.nd if lu1I < oo then [q]'Yûtr1. 

Define 7 such tha.t 

.:Y(r)(r) = { u1(r).req for T < lu1I t(e)(r) = { u1(r).exec for T < ju11 
!Il for T 2:: lu1I !Il for r 2:: lu1I 

a.nd i(u) = 1(u), for a.ny other u E SPVAR. 

Then [C[r/req,e/execlJiûui, a.nd if lu11 < oo then [q[r/req,e/execlJi'ûu1. 

By u1.comm = u.comm this leads to [C[r/req,e/exec]].:Yûu, a.nd if lul lu1I < oo 

then [q[r/req, e/ezecJliûo-. 

Since the syntactic restrictions for programs require that S does not contain any par

allel composition, we can easily see that 0 E u1(r).req implies o-1(r).req = {O}. Thus, 

for all r < lo-1, o-1(r).req = {O} implies u(r).req = {p} a.nd u1(r).req # {O} implies 

o-(r).req = u1(r).req. Hence, for all r <lul, .:Y(r)(r) = {O} implies u(r).req = {p} a.nd 

i(r)(r) :-1 {O} implies u(r).req = t(r)(r). 

Then,for all r <lul, [(r(r) = {O}-+ req(r) = {p})A(r(r) # {O}-+ req(r) = r(r))D-ju. 
Since -y(t0) = lûl this leads to 

[Vt,to S t <time: (r(t) {O} ..... req(t) = {p}) A (r(t) # {O}-+ req(t) = r(tmiûu. 

Simila.rly, 

[Vt, t0 S t < time : (e(t) = {O} -+ exec(t) = {p}) A (e(t) #= {O} _,, exec(t) = e(t))Diûo-. 

Thus [ReplacePrio(to,P)Diûu. Hence the assumptions of the rule lead to [C1Diûu, 

and if lul < oo then [q1)iûo-. Since r and e are fresh, we obtain [C1hûu, a.nd if 

lul< oo then [q1hûu. 

Parallel Composition 

Suppose F= ei : {p;} s, {q;}, i = 1,2, 

f= 3ti, t2 : time= maz(ti, t2) A /\7=t C;[t;/time, r,/req, e;/exec]A 

not active dch(P;) during [t;, time)A 'Vt, t0 S t <time: 

(e1(t) = !1l V e2(t) = 111) A (req(t) = r1(t) U r2(t)) A (exec(t) = ei(t) U e2(t))-+ C 
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I= 3ti. t2 : time= max(ti. tz) A /\}=1 q,[t,/time, r;/req,e;/exec)A 
not active dch(Pi) during [t;, time)A Vt, to ::; t < time: 

(e1(t) = !1l V ez(t) = !1l) A (req(t) = ri(t) U rz(t)) A (exec(t) = ei(t) U e2(t))-+ q. 

Assume IPi AP2 A time= to]'rû, then 1(to) = lûj. Consider a E M(P1 Il P2). Then 

dch(a) ç;; dch(P1) U dch(P2), a.nd for i = 1,2 there exist a; E M(P;) such tha.t 

lal= max(lu1I, lu21), a.nd for all r < l<TI: [a)dch(P;)(r).comm = ut(r).comm, 

u(r).req = at(r).req U ut(r).req, u(r).ezec = ut(r).ezec U ut(r).exec, a.nd 

ut(r).ezec = !1l V ut(r).ezec = !1l 

By I= c, : {pi} S; {q;} we obtain [C;]'yûu" a.nd if i<T•I < oo then (q;)'Yaa,. 

Define t such tha.t, for i = 1,2, i(r;)(r) = ut(r).req, i(e,)(r) = at(r).ezec, a.nd 

i(u) = 1(u), for a.ny other u E SPVAR. Then (C;[t;/time,r;/req,e,/ezec]]')'û<T;, a.nd 

if lu•I < oo then (q;[t;/time, r;/req, e,/ezec)]i'ûa,. 
Since these a.ssertions now only refer to the comm-field of ûut, we ca.n use the proof 

from Appendix C.l for the Parallel Composition Rule of\Section 3.4 to obtain 

(C;[t;/time,r;/req,e;/ezecl]')'ûa, ~d if lul< oo (a.nd he~ee l<T;I < oo) then 

(q;[t;/time, r,/req, e;/exec)]iûu. Also (time= max(ti. t2))iûa, a.nd 

(no dch(Pi) during [t,, time) A req{t;, time) A ezec[t,, time)]i'ûa, 

and thus (not actiue dch(Pi) during [t;,time))iä~. 

Furthermore, from ut(r).exec = f6 V qf(r):exec = !1l we obtain 

(Vt, to::; t <time: (e1(t) = f6 V e2(t) = !ll)]tûO". 
Since u(r).req = ut(r).req U ut'(r).req = i(r1)(r) U i(r2)(r), we have 

(Vt,to::; t < time: req(t) = ri(t) U r2(t)]i'ûu. 
Similarly, fit, to ::; t < time : exec(t) = e1(t) U e2(t)]tûu. Hence, the a.ssumptions of 

the rule lead to [C)7ûa, a.nd if 10'1 < oo then [q)tao. Since t;, r;, a.nd e; a.re fresh 

logic3l va.ria.bles, we obtain (Ch&a, a.nd if lal < oo then (qhûo. 

Processor Closure 

Suppose I= C : {p} S {q}, 

I= C A (Vt, to ::; t < time: exec(t) =!Il-+ req(t) = !1l)....,. Ci. and 

I= q A (Vt,to::; t <time: exec(t) = !1l-+ req(t) =!Il)-+ q1. 
Assume (p A time= tohû, then 7(to) = lûl. Consider a E M( < S ::> ). 
Then there exists a. a1 E M(S) such tha.t l<TI = lu1I, a.nd for all r < !<Tl: 

a(r).comm = a1(r).comm, a1(r).exec =!Il-+ a1(r).req = l/l. 
Since (p]'Yû a.nd 1= C : {p} S {q}, we obta.in (Chûai, and if 10"1! < oo then [q)7ûa1 • 

:Flirther, for all r < la1I, [exec(r) = !1l _,. req(r) = fll]'Yui, and thus 

(Vt,t0 ~ t <time: exec(t) =!Il_,. req(t) = !1l)'Yûa1 . 

Hence, by the a.ssumptions of the rule, [C1hûO'i, a.nd if la1I < oo then [qi)'Yûa1• 

Since lul= 10'11 and req and exec do not occur in C1 and qi, we obtain 

[C1)1ûa, a.nd if lal< oo then [q1hûa. 
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Samenvatting 

Belangrijk bij de ontwikkeling van computerprogramma's is de vraag of het ontworpen 
programma inderdaad aan de gestelde eisen voldoet. Voor een complex systeem dat 
intensief met zijn omgeving communiceert zijn er dermate veel mogelijke berekeningen 
dat testen alleen niet meer voldoende is om de correctheid van het systeem te garan
deren. Daarom zijn er talrijke formele methoden bedacht waarmee op wiskundige wijze 
bewezen kan worden dat een programma aan een specificatie voldoet. Het merendeel 
van deze methoden abstraheert van de snelheid waarmee computerprogramma's uit
gevoerd kunnen worden en dientengevolge kunnen ze geen uitspraken doen over het 
tijdsgedrag van een programma. In dit proefschrift formuleren we echter bewijsmetho
den waarmee, behalve functionele eigenschappen, ook tijdsafhankelijke eigenschappen 
bewezen kunnen worden. Deze zogenaamde real-time eigenschappen specificeren bij
voorbeeld dat een programma na een bepaalde tijd eindigt, met een zekere periodiciteit 
uitvoer levert, of binnen een bepaalde tijd op invoer reageert. 

Compositionaliteit 

Aangezien het verifiëren van grote programma's met veel parallelle processen geen een
voudige zaak is, willen we die verificatietaak opsplitsen in kleinere deeltaken. Daarom 
formuleren we bewijsmethoden die compositioneel zijn, dat wil zeggen dat de specifi
catie van een samengesteld programma bewezen kan worden op basis van de specifi
caties van de componenten zonder verdere informatie over de interne structuur, zoals 
de programmatekst, van die delen. Met zulke methoden kunnen de ontwerpstappen 
tijdens het ontwikkelen van een programma correct bewezen worden en kunnen delen 
van een systeem onafhankelijk ontworpen worden aan de hand van hun specificatie. 

Programmeertaal 

We bewijzen eigenschappen van computerprogramma's die geschreven zijn in een pro
grammeertaal waarin parallelle processen communiceren door het sturen van bood
schappen via kanalen. Als basis voor een compositionele bewijstheorie formuleren we 
een denotationele, en dus compositionele, semantiek die de betekenis van programma's 
precies vastlegt. Deze semantiek beschrijft ook het tijdsgedrag van een programma, 
bijvoorbeeld op welke tijdstippen er communicaties plaats vinden en wanneer het pro
gramma eindigt. Dit tijdsgedrag is gebaseerd op aannames omtrent, onder andere, de 
executietijd van atomaire acties en de tijdsduur van een communicatie. Een belangc 
rijke aanname betreft de uitvoering van parallelle processen. Als startpunt voor de 
beschrijving van real- time systemen veronderstellen we maxima.al parallellisme waar
bij elk proces zijn eigen processor heeft. Nieuw in dit proefschrift is de genera.lizatie 
van deze aanname naar de situatie waarin meerdere processen op een processor uitge
voerd kunnen worden en de executievolgorde wordt bepaald door de prioriteiten van 
de acties. 
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Specificatie 

Voor het specificeren van zowel functionele als real-time eisen worden twee formalis
men ontwikkeld en vergeleken. Het eerste formalisme is gebaseerd op temporele logica 
waarin bijvoorbeeld uitgedrukt kan worden dat vanaf een bepaald moment een eigen
schap altijd zal gelden of dat een eigenschap ooit in de toekomst zal gelden. Aangezien 
traditionele temporele logica alleen een qualitatieve notie van tijd kent, voegen we 
voor de specificatie van real-time eigenschappen een quantitatief element toe. Hier
door wordt het bijvoorbeeld mogelijk te specificeren dat een eigenschap zal gelden 
gedurende 7 tijdseenheden, of dat een eigenschap binnen 15 tijdseenheden zal gelden. 
Het tweede formalisme gebruikt de klassieke Hoare tripels (pre-conditie, programma, 
post-conditie). Door een uitbreiding van de assertietaal, dat is de taal waarin pre
en post-conditie uitgedrukt worden, kunnen we daarmee het functionele en real-time 
gedrag van eindigende berekeningen specificeren. Dit is echter niet erg bevredigend 
voor de specificatie van reactive systemen die een voortdurende interactie met hun 
omgeving hebben en in het algemeen geen eindigende berekeningen hebben. Daarom 
voegen we een extra. assertie toe, comrnitment genoemd, waarmee het real-time com
municatie gedrag van zowel eindigende als niet-eindigende berekeningen gespecificeerd 
kan worden. 

Verificatie 

Om te kunnen bewijzen dat een programma aan een specifica.tie voldoet, geven we voor 
beide formalismen een compositioneel bewijssysteem. Voor de parallelle compositie van 
processen hebben beide methoden een regel die gebaseerd is op een eenvoudige con

, junctie van de specificaties van de processen. Voor sequentiële compositie en iteratie 
verkrijgen we in de temporele logica benadering compositionele regels door dti logica. 
uit te breiden met operatoren die nauw aansluiten bij deze programma constructies. 
In liet formalisme gebaseerd op Hoare tripels zijn de pre- en post-condities uitermate 
geschikt voor het correct bewijzen van sequentié1e programma's. Opmerkelijk hierbij is 
dat het tijdsaspect gebruikt kan worden om het bewijs van niet-real-time eigenschap
pen te vereenvoudigen. Zo kan het bewijs van een liveness eigenschap (bijvoorbeeld 
terminatie) voor een iteratie gereduceeerd worden tot het vinden van een geschikte 
invariant. 

Overzicht 

Dit proefschrift is als volgt gestructureerd. Na een inleiding in hoofdstuk 1, schetsen 
we in hoofdstuk 2 de basis principes bij het ontwikkelen van compositionele bewijs
methoden voor functionele eigenschappen van parallelle programma's. In hoofdstuk 3 
formuleren we de kern van de twee eerder genoemde formalismen, waarbij we, om de es
sentie te benadrukken, programma variabelen buiten beschouwing laten. In hoofdstuk 
4 laten we zien dat dit raamwerk aangepast kan worden voor een programmeertaal met 
variabelen. De theorie in de hoofdstukken 3 en 4 gaat uit van maximaal parallellisme. 
In hoofdstuk 5 generalizeren we dit model naar de situatie met meerdere processen 
per processor en dynamische prioriteiten. Een conclusie en een schets van toekomstig 
werk wordt gegeven in hoofdstuk 6. In de appendices bewijzen we een aantal lemma's 
en de geldigheid van de bewijssytemen, dat wil zeggen, we tonen aan dat alle formules 
die afgeleid kunnen worden ook geldig zijn. Verder bewijzen we dat de methoden van 
hoofdstuk 3 relatief volledig zijn, hetgeen betekent dat als we afzien van het bewijs 
van geldige asserties we elke geldige formule kunnen afleiden. 
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1. Door de beschikbaarheid van een notie van tijd kan in real-time forma

lismen soms het bewijs van niet-real-time eigenschappen vereenvoudigd 

worden. Zo kan in het Hoare-stijl formalisine een terminatiebewijs voor 

een iteratie gereduceerd worden tot bet vinden van een geschikte invari

ant. (Zie voorbeeld 4.4.4, p. 122.) 

2. Het prefix invariantie axioma. in het formalisme zonder real-time van 

hoofdstuk 2 is onafhankelijk van de andere axioma's en regels. Dit geldt 

niet voor real-time uitbreidingen, omdat dan de onderlinge volgorde van 

de communicaties afgeleid kan worden uit hwi timing. 

3. Bij de specificatie en verificatie van real-time reactieve systemen is het 

uitermate handig de aannames omtrent het gedrag van de· omgeving ex

pliciet te specificeren in een afzonderlijke assertie. In het formhloone met 

uitgebreide Boa.re tripels kan dit gedaan worden door een vierde assertie, 

assumption genoemd, toe te voegen. Ditlevert forritules van de vorm 

(A, C) : {p} S {q}. 

4. In een assumption/commitment formalisme kan een fraaie regel voor pa

rallelle compositie verkregen worden door voor de geldigheid van de for

mule (A,C) : {p} S {q} een inductieve relatie tussen A en C te eisen 

(zie [ZREB84]). In een real-time versie van dit formalisme is de volgende 

eis voldoende (zie [Hoo90]): er is een 6 > 0 zodat 

(a) voor alle t met 0 :S t < 6: C geldt op tijdstip t, en 

(b) voor alle t ~ 6: als A geldt opt - 6 dan geldt C opt. 

[ZREB84] J. Zwiers, W.P. de Roever, and P. van Emde Boas. Compo

sitionality and concurrent networks: soundness and completeness of a 

proofsystem. Technieal Report 57, Nijmegen University, 1984. 

[Hoo90] J. Hooma.n. Compositional verifieation of distributed real-time 

systems. In Proceedings Workshop on Real-Time Systems - Theory and 

Applieations, pages 1-20. North-Holland, 1990. 



5. In een formalisme ter bestudering van fout-tolerante programma's dienen · 

ook real-time eigenschappen beschreven te kunnen worden. Technieken 

voor fout-tolerantie introduceren namelijk in het algemeen een vorm van 

redundantie die het tijdsgedrag van een systeem zal beïnvloeden. Bet 

is daarom essentieel dat de afweging tussen fout-tolerantie en real-time 

formeel uitdrukbaar is. 

6. Met een kleine uitbreiding kunnen de formalismen van dit proefschrift 

ook fout::tolerante programmina's specificeren. In het formallsme met 

uitgebreide Boare tripels voeren we daartoe een primitieve /ail(P, t) in 

die uitdrukt dat proces P faalt op tijdstip t. In de temporele logica 

variant voegen we een primitieve /ail(Pltoe. Bet verschil tussen deze 

twee primitieven wordt veroorzaakt door de absolute notie van tijd in de 

Boare-stijl benadering en de relatieve notie in de temporele logica aanpak. 

In het bewijssysteem staan we voor atomaire acties willekeurig faa.lgedrag 

toe, zodat elke aanname omtrent het optreden van fouten expliciet moet 

worden vermeld in de specificatie. Voor samengestelde programmacon

structies kunnen eenvoudig de regels uit dit proefschrift gebruikt worden. 

7. De in dit proefschrift ontwikkelde technieken kunnen ook gebruikt wor

den voor de a.xiomatizatie van de executeerbare, grafische, specificatietaa.l 

Statecharts. 

J. Booman, S. Ramesh, and W.P. de Roever. A compositional a.xiomati

sation of safety and liveness properties of Statecharts. In Semantica /or 

Concurrency, Workshops in Computing, pages 242-261. Springer-Verlag, 

1990. 

Een uitgebreide versie verschijnt in Theoretical Computer Science. 

8. Een praktisch bruikbaar specificatie formalisme dient een combinatie te 
zijn van een executeerbare specificatietaa.l en een logica waarin eigen

schappen van een systeem uitgedrukt kunnen worden. 



9. De in dit proefschrift gebruikte versies van temporele logica zijn ongeschikt 

voor het compositioneel verifiëren van sequ~ntiële programma's. 

10. Projectvoorstellen dienen 09k onder wetenschappelijke output te vallen; 
ze worden immers ook beoordeeld en eventueel herschreven. 

11. Een grens van 27 jaar voor het verkrijgen van studiefinanciering had 
precies het onstaan van dit proefschrift, en daarmee de ontwikkeling van 

een compositionele theorie voor real-time systemen, verhinderd. 




